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Abstract
Youth culture, romantic relationships, dating, and sexual practices are uncharted
territory in the social science literature on Nepal, most discussing sexual taboo. Such
studies imply that young people are sexually repressed by traditional norms in a
conservative society. Moving away from this assumption, which pervades international
HIV prevention discourse, this study intends to examine the values, rationalities,
behaviours and practices that structure young people’s understanding of their romantic
relationships and sexual practices in their everyday lives.

This study involves thematic analysis of forty-one interviews and four focus-group
discussions with 16–20-year-old students in both private and government schools in
Kathmandu in 2008. The data demonstrate that young people are using the idea of
‘modernity’ to legitimise their romantic relationships and sexual activities, although not
many of them are actually sexually active. I argue that young people find a balance
between modern and traditional values in the interpretation of self.

Young people’s increasing access to a sexualised environment in Kathmandu and
exposure to the media have put premarital relationships, dating practices and sex
foremost in their minds. Even so, these have not become a priority in everyday life. The
main finding in this study is that premarital relationships and sex are not casual affairs
for young people, but tools through which they negotiate gender roles, freedom and a
sense of self in order to become modern. They approach romantic relationships with
caution, creatively justifying their behaviour while not necessarily defying family and
social values. More than the repression of sexual desires, young people have multiple
methods of making sense of existing sexual morals, developing new understandings and
appropriating them into their lives with awareness. Young people’s constant negotiation
of values that delay sexual initiation is as much about coping in an emerging new
culture as it is about liberation from restrictive values. The empirical findings of this
study in Nepal are important for culturally relevant HIV-prevention work among young
people.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
From an event to research
With

the

established

international

endorsement

of

HIV-prevention

(human

immunodeficiency virus), it is evident that young people are an important target group
on the health and development agenda in Nepal. Young people have been the major
target of campaigns at the national level with life skills-based education (LSBE) in
schools, especially in rural areas, funded through UN (United Nations) agencies such as
UNICEF (United Nations Children’s Fund) and UNFPA (United Nations Population
Fund). As a part of my work to evaluate an LSBE program in 2006, I visited the western
part of Nepal, a remote area called Achham, where the rate of HIV is comparatively
high, especially among housewives whose husbands are seasonal migrants in India.
During that time, a nineteen-year-old young woman named Renuka described to me
how she convinced her parents to let her study so she could become ‘developed’ and
‘honourable’ for the future. She also talked about her ‘fus intess in lop’ (first interest in
love) with a twenty-three-year old young man, which she ‘bekof’ (broke up) a year later
when he wanted to ‘meet her in the forest alone’. She could have been blamed for losing
the family honour. In contrast to my assumption that in remote villages like Achham,
talking about relationships and premarital sex openly would be rare, she spoke with
ease. Her story as an example of self awareness and a desire for a better future seemed
tied to the ideologies and programs of ‘development’ at the national level: moving away
from the ‘traditional’ and ‘backward’ to ‘modern’ culture, with the help of ‘international
funding’.
The school she attended had adopted the LSBE curriculum a year before and organised
a cultural program in honour of a ‘UN guest’ at which Renuka, along with others,
performed a beautiful folk dance. Including the audience, everyone’s hands and bodies
were in synchrony but random movements when they moved curvaceously and the
repetitive patterns added to the rhythmic beats of the madal (Nepali drum). Later, they
put on ‘modern music’ (English songs) and asked me ‘UN guest’ to join the stage. One
of the International staff they called ‘American didi’ (elder sister), although she was
from Denmark, wanted to do something special for the villagers by showing off her
1

pirouettes with her precise hand movements, foot extensions and standing on her toes.
Everyone watched her in awe and pin-drop silence, and later I saw Renuka and her
friends trying to do pirouettes or stand on their toes to a Nepali folk tune ‘sim simey
pani ma jyan ley beman garcha ki jindagani ma’ (in drizzling rain will love betray in
life) and failing repeatedly.
The performance of these two dances, ballet and Nepali folk dance, provided for me a
metaphor for the life skills-based education being intertwined with cultural tradition.
The people could embrace the ballet, a new and exciting form of dance, while still
embracing the traditional Nepali folk dance. The ballet was new and revealed to the
young Nepali people that other options and choices are available, that new skills can be
acquired and complexities faced. The folk dance represented the traditional and the
familiar. The bodies in the audience swung under the rhythms of the familiar madal; as
much as its familiarity and commonness related to its random and chaotic movements, it
was also about the internalisation of its unruly and unorganised way of dancing. The
audience understood the random and chaotic movements of the dance; it was imitable
and modifiable, it was relatable and effortless, it was understandable and comfortable,
and it was a language they had spoken and seen, it was embodied experience. In this
familiar and traditional setting, the newness of ballet dance, which was seldom seen,
practised or learned in Nepal was still happily accepted. The newness of it is watched in
admiration. A reaction was felt and the audience felt its presence. The pirouettes seemed
a mismatch with the folk tune and I became aware of the misfit of the LSBE program,
which was telling stories that cast young people as vulnerable and at-risk, with Renuka
with her stories of ‘being modern’, of her ‘aspirations’ and her strength to negotiate
suitably in her context.
The general position of young people in HIV-prevention discourse that UN agencies
and the world seem to be thinking in terms of an ‘at-risk’ or vulnerable population
group and categorizing them as female sex workers (FSWs), men who have sex with
men (MSM), injecting drug users (IDUs), and migrants, does not sit well with my idea
of young Nepali people. Situating young people in such categories is to label them as
being more or less at risk, thus introducing an intensity or degree of seriousness of
exposure to risk factors for HIV/AIDS. While the risk factors for HIV/AIDS remain the
same, the label based on presumptive ideas about young people’s reality positions them
2

in a different discursive space of being at risk and becomes the decisive factor for
locating priorities within the action plans of HIV-prevention.
My discomfort in devising HIV-prevention sits with the preconceived ideas about
someone like Renuka, often making the ‘sexually conservative’ tradition of Nepal the
subject of criticism in HIV-prevention discourse. Although such discourse in its own
right may carry values, the process by which these values are imported into Nepal
assumes the need to rescue young people from their own culture and provide crucial
correctives in the form of LSBE in order to protect them from HIV. In addition, such
prevention discourses are deficient in their potency and resources of personal
knowledge based on young Nepali people’s worldview and a life with many strands
lived within both modern and traditional society. This also means programs like LSBE
rarely acknowledge Renuka’s resilience in negotiating her desire and traditional values
in her everyday life. Does her story provide us with opportunity to design better
programs?
It is through my discomfort that the seeds for this research topic were sown. Several
accounts of ‘being developed’ and ‘modern’ presented tales of freedom and aspiration
while creating a sense of self in Nepal by young people. Being a Nepali woman and
growing up in Nepal myself, I am aware of the influences, traditional and modern, that
are employed by many people in Kathmandu, not simply aspiring to become ‘modern’
but as common ways of appropriating and disproving the temptations and negotiations
of romantic relationships and sexual activities, in the process of creating self. As an
insider to the culture, I am also aware of the ability of people to make meanings of their
romantic and sexual relations, including the stories of promises of marriage that
legitimate premarital sex and stories of betrayal that victimise women. I am well versed
with the stories of flirtation that appropriate sexual interests and dismiss moral values,
and the acts that create the sexual labelling that can dishonour family or make one
modern.
In this thesis, I recount the stories of several young, Nepali people. I do not preference
one story over another, nor do I attempt to weight the truth of one story more than
another. I do document subtleties in the way in which romantic relationships are built
and sexual understanding is developed in their everyday lives, in order to reveal how
3

such understanding shapes their personal experience in terms of actual thinking and
behaviour. Understanding the multiple and ambiguous contexts that ground the
socialisation process of young people in a fluid assortment of modern and traditional
contexts is crucial. I wanted to explore young people’s narratives that inform and
validate the multifaceted ways by which they have constructed knowledge of
relationships and sexuality that have been either dismissed or misrepresented in HIVprevention discourse. While critical assumptions and the dominant discourse may have
been responsible for the neglect in appreciating the context in which a person like
Renuka operates and develops their values, taking multiple influences that shape young
people’s behaviour into account may contribute in the HIV-prevention effort. Therefore
it is of significance to study the relationship between the formation of young people’s
everyday lives and the production and maintenance of behaviour in the light of HIVprevention.
My interest was to find out how young people understand romantic relationships and
sexuality. With a specific focus on the social contexts and practices of everyday lives of
young people, this thesis explores the reality of young people’s romantic stories and
sexual activities in Kathmandu, as I could not go back to Achham due to the rural
conflict in the country. By analysing what relationships and sex mean to young people
and acknowledging their practices as genuine, without questioning credibility in the
light of preconceived notions of ‘sexually conservative tradition’, this study hopes to
move away from the existing preconceived construction of the knowledge framing HIVprevention and sexuality in Kathmandu, Nepal. Through focus groups and in-depth
interviews as the primary study method, I explored the construction of romantic
relationships and sexuality. This introduction first describes the research objective and
research questions and explains the structure of the whole thesis.

Research objective and research questions
The objective of this research is to explore and establish how and in what social
contexts romantic relationship and sexuality are constructed by young people attending
intermediate-level high school (grades 11 and 12) in Kathmandu, Nepal and the
implications for the development of HIV-prevention strategies.
4

My research questions are:
How are romantic relationships and sexual practices constituted in the
understanding of young people attending high school in Kathmandu, Nepal?
What and how do contextual factors contribute to the sexual practices of young
people attending high school in Kathmandu, Nepal?
What role does school play in young people developing their understanding of
romantic relationships and sexuality?

About this thesis
This introductory chapter where the background, objective and research questions used
in the study have been presented is followed by chapter 2, called ‘Setting the scene’.
Here, through reflections from the literature on related themes, I have contextualised my
thesis. The concept of sex and sexualities with a focus on Asia is discussed. This is
followed by discussion of the dominant approaches of HIV-prevention globally and in
Nepal. I have also looked at how the processes of modernisation and sexual freedom are
theorised. By looking at previous research on young people’s sexual behaviour in the
current context of Nepal, I have outlined the necessity of qualitative research
methodology in chapter 3. The methodology chapter provides details of how the study
was conducted, addressing sensitive topics like sex, as well as presenting the different
phases of the fieldwork and interpretation of the data reflexively.
From chapters 4 to 7, empirical findings are presented in a particular sequence. Since I
seek to analyse everyday lives of young people to make sense of their romantic
relationship and sexual practices, analytical chapters are devoted to their daily lives and
intimate lives. I have used data mainly from interviews and field notes in chapters 4 and
5 to discuss social life and relationships, while findings from focus groups and
interviews are used in chapters 6 and 7 to discuss more sensitive topics such as sexual
experiences.
Chapter 4 is the first empirical chapter that looks at the various aspects of everyday
lives of young people. This starts with a day spent with a young woman and draws out
the notion of values that drive young people’s everyday activities. This is followed by
5

an analysis of self-presentation of young people in Kathmandu, how they judge each
other and make sense of the values driving them to behave in particular ways. Issues of
being responsible, doing the right thing and ‘being modern’ are highlighted and
attention is paid to what constitutes ‘being modern’, their concern for future aspirations
and a better life.
In chapter 5, the focus is on young people’s romantic relationships. There is a gradation
of romantic relationships as True-Love and Time-Pass love. I explore further the
formation of romantic relationship through the process of ‘proposing and dating’, which
are based mainly on the idea of love rather than materialistic or financial gain. This
chapter also addresses how the notion of the ‘break-up’ of relationships and marriage
shapes their romantic relationships and if there is a gender difference in the way
romantic relationships play out.
Chapter 6 deals with various aspects related to sex in terms of what kind of sexual
norms young people use to make sense of their sexual curiosity. I discuss young
people’s views of premarital sex and its connection to virginity, which exists as an
elusive purity, and if this notion is different for men and women. This chapter also deals
with how young people make use of modernity in justifying and sharing their sexual
stories while producing sexual reputations and taking cautionary messages.
Chapter 7 is the last empirical chapter, which starts with the first look at their actual
sexual activities, mainly from young men’s perspective, as this study lacks the
narratives of sexually experienced women. Although young men were comparatively
open and explicit in discussing sex more than women, the interpretation of empirical
data requires sensitivity and ability to read between the lines. It is important to
understand the young men’s sexual norm in order to reflect on young women’s
sexuality. Hence, women’s views are incorporated when and where appropriate to
substantiate the young men’s sexual stories. This chapter begins with the sharing of
young men’s first sexual experience. The details are about their feelings and who were
their partners. Young men identify different types of women for their sexual purposes.
Subsequent sexual experiences are also discussed, and their experiences with their
‘automatic need’ of their bodies. This link, which is common among young men in
Kathmandu is explored by focusing on the central notion of sexual interests and
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meaning of ‘loveless’ sex. By looking at what motivates young men to become sexually
active, how and with whom sexual relationships are formed and organised and sexual
behaviour maintained, it becomes clear that young men come across as the active agents
in pursuing and negotiating self-satisfying sex, while not demonstrating a lack of
commitment and feelings. However, this is not the whole story of young men; hence I
explore briefly how and when young men practise self-control.
Chapter 8 consists of a concluding discussion of the thesis by returning to the research
questions as formulated in this introduction. I present the empirical findings and
establish the mismatch of HIV-prevention policy with the young people’s cultural
specificity of not taking sex as a casual matter. The last section of this chapter deals
with the implications of my study for HIV-prevention policy design for Nepal and
elsewhere. This study is a very new piece of work that can make an original
contribution by taking an in-depth look at young people’s daily lives and how their
issues of romantic relationships and sex play out. Although young people have been
examined in many places, often in very similar ways like through surveys in schools
and colleges, in-depth work is rare in Nepal.
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CHAPTER 2: Setting the scene
Nepal is an ethnically, linguistically, geographically diverse but predominantly Hindu
country without a colonial past and with a long history of peace and then internal
political conflicts. Only recently, after a 240-year-old Hindu monarchy it was declared
‘secular’ as the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal. The longstanding state religion,
Hinduism, in particular, has played a crucial role in the cultural, political, economic and
social life of the people (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003). In understanding the history of
Nepal, it is essential to consider the complex interplay of Hindu monarchical politics
from Shah rule to the dictatorial Rana regime which took power from the king by
massacring several powerful leaders in royal conspiracies, to multiparty democracy,
violent insurgency, royal coup, royal massacre to socialist to liberal Communism, which
I will revisit in a later section. My task at this juncture is not to provide detailed
accounts of these periods. I will, however, outline this history, as I believe an overview
sets a platform to illustrate the centrality of development, modernity and consumption in
young people’s lives, thereby giving insight into romantic relationships and sexual
activity.
This chapter has two sections; the first section covers briefly the history of Nepal and
the second section is concerned with HIV. I consider the HIV epidemic among young
people and the prevention interventions at a global level. Then I focus on the young
people in Nepal, their sexuality and HIV risk, which is followed by a section on the
national response to the HIV epidemic. I will make some critical comments on at-risk
groups in the last section of this chapter.

Nepal at a glance
A brief historical overview
Nepal is an ethnically, linguistically, geographically diverse but predominantly Hindu
country without a colonial past and with a long history of peace and then internal
political conflicts. Only recently, after a 240-year-old Hindu monarchy it was declared
‘secular’ as the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal. The longstanding state religion,
Hinduism, in particular, has played a crucial role in the cultural, political, economic and
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social life of the people (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003). In understanding the history of
Nepal, it is essential to consider the complex interplay of Hindu monarchical politics
from Shah rule to the dictatorial Rana regime which took power from the king by
massacring several powerful leaders in royal conspiracies, to multiparty democracy,
violent insurgency, royal coup, royal massacre to socialist to liberal Communism, which
I will revisit in a later section. My task at this juncture is not to provide detailed
accounts of these periods. I will, however, outline this history, as I believe an overview
sets a platform to illustrate the centrality of development, modernity and consumption in
young people’s lives, thereby giving insight into romantic relationships and sexual
activity.
Historians illustrate the chronology of ancient Nepal beginning in 500 BC, as Buddha
was born on 563 BC, to the 21st century (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003; Whelpton, 2005).
Before 400 AD, various dynasties ruled Nepal, including the Kirata dynasty that ruled
for at least 1,500 years, followed by the Licchavi rule beginning in the 5th century
(400–879), known as the ‘golden age’ in Nepali history. This age was marked by a
transition from pastoral or nomadic life to agriculture and production with increasing
urban characteristics, artisan activities and crafts, then commerce with the introduction
of currency and trade flourishing along with the spread of Buddhism to Tibet and
Central Asia by merchants and missionaries (ibid.). Today, architectural and artistic
evidence from this period is still found in the temples and squares in Kathmandu.
After the Licchavi period, the medieval period (879–1200), loosely known as the ‘dark
phase’ of Nepali history, lasted until the rise of Malla in 1200, which built and
expanded on the Licchavi foundation and introduced the Hindu caste system that
survives today (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003; Whelpton, 2005). Trade with China and
Tibet and urban growth continued during this period. Although the Kathmandu Valley
consisted of three separate sub-kingdoms — Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur — it was
ruled as one kingdom during this period and was subjected to repeated attacks from
India. The Malla rule ended in 1769 when King Prithivi Narayan Shah and his Gorkha
Soldiers conquered the Kathmandu Valley and started unification of the smaller
kingdoms (Hayes, 1975), thus laying the foundations of current Nepal (Stiller, 1973;
Whelpton, 2005).
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Following the vision set by the king, Nepali General Bhimsen Thapa continued
territorial expansion, almost doubled the current size of Nepal during the early
nineteenth century, which paralleled the expansion of the British East India Company in
northern India. The British considered Bhimsen Thapa as ‘the only statesman on the
subcontinent who truly understood the Company’s intentions and methods’ (Stiller,
1993:50–51) and provoked a war (the Anglo-Nepalese War, 1814–1816) by seizing
Nepal’s territories along the southern border. Despite Nepal’s early victories, Nepal
signed a ‘treaty of friendship’ known as the Treaty of Sugauli with the British, who
dictated the terms of settlement, costing Nepal half of its territory and accepting the
presence of a British Resident or official representative in Kathmandu and a campaign
of recruiting Gorkha soldiers to serve in its imperial army (Des Chene, 1993:71).
1846–1951 was the era of the dictatorial, autocratic Rana regime, after Jung Bahadur
Rana orchestrated a coup, Kot Parba, massacring several political and royal rivals to
establish the Rana dynasty, and his heirs ruled for the next hundred years. Jung Bahadur
was the first Nepali person to visit London and on his return he agreed to send Gorkha
soldiers to aid British forces. This has continued for many years, including their
recruitment in the Second World War (Des Chene, 1993; Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003).
Overseas recruitment of Gorkha soldiers, known as Lahure in Nepal, was mainly a
strategic decision to drain the fighting youth from Nepal and to decrease the likelihood
of revolts and was also used as a ‘tool’ of colonial rule against the anti-colonial
rebellions in India (Des Chene, 1993:77). Ruling Rana elites sought support from the
British to maintain their power by the process that Mark Liechty has called ‘selective
exclusion’ by suppressing Nepali citizens from the political and cultural change
(Liechty, 1997:7) that was taking hold in the subcontinent. Foreign or European goods
were consumed from 1793 and Bhimsen Thapa, after coming to power, introduced the
British army uniform and ranking system to the Army. The Rana regime took it further
by adopting the lifestyle of ‘European standards and expectations’, starting the new
ways of consumption (Stiller, 1976:92).
The demise of Rana rule in 1951 was inevitable in an alliance between the monarchy
and other political parties with the influence of the newly democratic India, especially
on King Tribhuvan (descendant of Prithivi Narayan Shah), and Shah rule came to power
for the second time (1951–1990) (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003). However, the first
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parliament after the general elections in 1959 in which the Congress Party won was
dismissed by King Mahendra, who imprisoned political leaders and established the
Panchayat (local councils) system, supposedly based on the traditional Nepali
institution of Panchayast to strengthen the voice of the people (Whelpton, 2005), and
the legacy of King Prithivi’s national unification. The main aim of this regime was
nation building and Bikas (development), which was carried on by successor King
Birendra as a country mantra, not only in terms of building infrastructure like roads,
hospitals and dams, but as a ‘social ideology, an ideology which fortified, and even
exacerbated, the already existing class hierarchy’ (Shrestha, 1993:9).
Dissatisfaction with the monarchy was a feature of the late 20th century, with a popular
revolution called Jana Andolan (people’s movement) starting from Kathmandu in 1990,
this forced a constitutional monarchy within an elected multiparty parliament.
Democracy did not materialise as promised and patriarchy, poverty, inequality and
dependency on foreign aid continued amid a political power struggle, ultimately
fuelling the rise of the Maoist party in 1996 (Gellner, 2007; Gellner et al., 1997;
Pattanaik, 2002). The Maoist party began an armed revolution called the ‘people’s war’
and claimed several thousands of lives fighting the national army. In 2001 there was a
royal massacre followed by a royal coup in 2005 changing the entire political dynamics.
Following weeks of intense violent strikes and protests against the coup, the King’s
political power was curtailed. After Maoists joined the parliament under the temporary
constitution in 2007, the monarchy was finally ended in 2008. Now in 2012, with the
Maoists currently in power, Nepal is still experiencing unstable and factionalised
government as a new constitution is drafted.
This brief historical account demonstrates that Nepal has been a living example of
political contradictions, despite its non-colonial history, and that a complex relationship
exists between politics, social discontent, traditions, culture, class differences and
modernity (Gellner, 2007; Liechty, 2010; Pattanaik, 2002). Various authors indicate
that, despite the country’s long-running and factionalised political instability, bikas and
foreign aid flow influenced the country’s unchecked urbanisation, commercialisation
and modern ideology after 1950 (Liechty, 2003; Shrestha, 1997; Whelpton, 2005).
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Monarchy and Hinduism legacy
In contrast to the Western world where monarchy is perceived more in political terms,
Nepal’s monarchy is an ‘extension of the historically developed system of social
organization as well as the social value system as defined in religious terms’ (Hayes,
1975: 619), making religion the central stage in Nepali life and society.
Life is like a chain of religious events […] birth, death, wedding, planting and
harvesting rituals and ceremonies […]. Virtually every occasion requires a
religious sanction or blessings. (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003:14).
Although Hindu religion in Nepal goes back to ancient times, different rulers gave
supported Buddhism as a part of Hinduism, as both share similar rituals and tolerate
other religions, including missionaries (Gellner, 2005).
After unification in the 18th century, Hindu became the national religion and became a
way of Nepali life. National festivals, such as Dashain and Tihar, performed in public,
are ways for families to reinforce national and family solidarity (Shrestha & Bhattarai,
2003). In order to preserve traditional values including the caste system, the Shah and
Rana regimes supported the co-existence of Hinduism and Buddhism while excluding
foreign influences such as Christianity (Gellner, 2005). Many elites and tribal groups
adopted Hindu customs, partly for trading reasons and partly because the Hindu
traditions were favoured by law (Gellner, 2005). Hence, the establishment of the Hindu
religion was dominant over other religions and reinforcing its political significance. For
example, the hierarchy of the king, as the reincarnation of the Hindu god Vishnu, with
supreme and divine power to maintain law and order, are unquestioned in the country,
especially in the Panchayat system. The Panchayat system gave financial and symbolic
significance to Hinduism by homogenising the country under the gloss of Nepal
nationalism, encouraging patriotism as the duty and responsibility of all and
discouraging ethnic languages and cultural diversity (Gellner, 2005; Shrestha &
Bhattarai, 2003).
Although restrictions were placed on religious conversion in the politicised sense of
Hindu identity at the national level (Gellner, 2005), Hindu is a religion one is born-into
and is group-oriented (Sharma, 2005). Hindu as a religion is ‘polytheistic with a
pantheon of deities’ that are divided for the purpose of different functions and powers
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(Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003:160). However, they are considered to be the manifestation
of a single underlying divinity that is expressed as the Hindu triad comprising three
major gods: Brahma (the god of creation), Vishnu (the god of preservation) and Shiva
(the god of destruction). The polytheistic nature of the religion allows individuals to
have ‘preferences for one particular god or form of religion’ (Gellner, 2005:760) on the
one hand. On the other hand, Hinduism does not have a leader or a decider to rule the
interpretations of its fundamental precepts called karma and dharma, which continue to
evolve with the development of new understanding (Sharma, 2008).
Karma and dharma have multiple meanings. Karma is to act in a way that links actions
and results, while dharma is to uphold duty, virtue, integrity, righteousness, discipline,
caste duty, reality, truth and religion appropriate in personal, professional, moral or
religious integrity and actions (Michaels, 2004; Sharma, 2008). In the older doctrine of
Hinduism, present state of life is determined by past karma for which dharma or moral
lifestyle is considered correct, often requiring a degree of self-awareness and control to
become moral in karma (Sharma, 2008). In the current context where life presents
moral dilemmas which require a strong faith and reasons for resolution, the notion of
dharma directs the alternative pathways in order to determine ‘what is the right thing to
do in a specific set of circumstances and to live with the consequences’ (Sharma,
2008:15). This is reflected in what is called varnashrama dharma, which refers to
personal responsibility regardless of class (varna) and stages of life (ashrama)
especially for those who were born as Bhramin — the higher caste (Michaels, 2004;
Werner, 1997).
Varnashrama dharma provides a common scheme of life for people in the four stages
(Asramas). First, Brahmacharya (celibate student) refers to discipline in learning and
serving teachers. Second, Grihastha (householder) refers to gaining experience of
sensory, social, material and aesthetic fulfilment (kama — sexual pleasure). Third,
Vanaprastha (hermit or wilderness dweller) refers to when one retires from pleasure to
take up pilgrimage. Fourth, Samnyasa (renunciation) refers to one giving up the world
and seeking moksha (liberation) (Sharma, 2005; Werner, 1997). These stages combine
with svadharma, one’s own duty to act according to one’s understanding of one’s
position for the future goal of moksha (Werner, 1997). Having been born as a Hindu
Brahmin, I am well versed in the precepts of karma and dharma, which have persisted
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in a culture where people often make reference to the local phrase similar to ‘one reaps
as one sows’. However the notion of karma and dharma is open to interpretation.
The blend of political, historical, cultural and religious forces influences the life of
young Nepal people to negotiate the competing traditional and modern contexts. For
example, Hinduism left the influence of karma and dharma as a righteous way of living
in people’s consciousness as substantiated by Radhakrishnan:
The religion of the Hindu is not a theology as a scheme of life. Whether one is
an orthodox Hindu or not depends, not on whether one believes this or that God,
but on whether one accepts or rejects the Dharma. (Radhakrishnan, 1922:4)
In contemporary Nepal, many rituals and festivals are celebrated honouring the notions
of karma and dharma. Many do acts of dharma in the form of daana (donation),
worshipping idols or in gestures of kindness, personal sacrifices and self-control.
Themes regarding self-control and doing the right thing are revisited throughout the
thesis in terms of the value system.

Bikas (development) and its legacy of modernity
Nepal was ‘born in medieval times, grew up in the sixteenth century, and now finds
itself engulfed in the high-tech gadgets and material marvels of the twenty-first century,
all three wrapped into one’ (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003:1). The challenge for Nepal is
to develop as modern and traditional at the same time, especially when it is the ‘most
rapidly urbanizing’ but still the ‘least urbanized’ country in South Asia and has
undergone major changes from an agricultural economy to a service-based one
(Muzzini & Aparicio, 2012). Although Nepal is caught in a period of political instability
and social change, and has minimal experience of a capitalist economy nor any colonial
infrastructure development, its ‘opening up’ to the outer world since 1951 has led to
‘unregulated commodity imports’ (Liechty, 2003:47) as well as foreign aid-funded
bikas (development) projects (Beine, 2003). Through bikas projects, Nepali related to
the global relations of production as stated by Pigg: ‘development – rather than the
residues and scars of imperialism – is the overt link between it and the West’ (Pigg,
1992:497). In a similar vein, Shrestha claims that Nepal’s bikas process was in
‘retrogressive order’ (Shrestha, 1997:53), where aeroplanes arrived before the car and
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bicycle , making the bikas process ‘premature and out of sync with the leap of time and
compression of distance’ (Shrestha & Bhattarai, 2003:2).
In Nepal, bikas is used to refer to more than changing values; it also brings the official
politics of economic, social, and cultural liberalisation to all aspects of society. Bikas
functions as a kind of narrative on progress that tries to capture diverse changes in
society and culture. Considering the discourse of Nepal’s bikas, Pigg (1995) claims that
Nepalese politicians have placed priority on progressiveness, rationality and modernity
in local governance, and this has shifted the way Nepali people see their social identity.
She further states that the pursuit of national development through internationally
funded projects has contributed to create binary of cultural values such as ‘progress
versus backwardness, rationality versus superstition and modernity versus tradition’
within Nepali society (Pigg, 1995:21). These binaries have given rise to the adoption of
a modern or Western outlook as progressive and desirable, while the existing culture,
especially village style, is equated with backwardness and thus is undesirable (Pigg,
1992; Shrestha, 1997). Pigg (1995) writes:
The concepts of tradition and development are key points around which
reformulated views of identity are being constructed [...] struggles over meaning
emerge because development activities do more than implement a set of policies
and programs, they reinforce an ideology of modernisation (Pigg, 1995:20).
Despite importing technological advancements and commercial goods, Nepal was
neither politically open nor evolved as a product of social and economic growth, as was
the process of modernisation in the Western world.
Parallel to the notion of bikas is the growth of rhetoric of modernity and consumer
culture. Pigg claims ‘the ideology of modernization in Nepal is not simply a matter of
Western influence, but a matter of simultaneous Nepalization and globalization’ (Pigg,
1992:511). In discussions concerning state-supported and foreign aid-funded
development projects or semi-colonisation by the British Raj, the presence is strong of
the residue of the West in imagined modernity, not only in the forms of goods,
information, media but also in the rhetoric of progress ideology called bikas (Shrestha,
1997). As Liechty states, the rhetoric of freedom, equality, independence, consumerism
and empowerment is the appealing aspect of modernity for aspiring middle-class people
in Kathmandu (Liechty, 2001:34).
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Historical accounts show that Nepali society has engaged in a conscious attempt to
modernise using a Western model. Although trade and urbanisation can be traced back
to Licchavi rule, it was during the Rana regime, while under the influence of the British
Raj, that consumption and the import of foreign goods accelerated to the extent that they
established a separate ministerial department and new infrastructures were built to
import foreign goods which delivered exclusive duty-free imports of European
standards through India (Upadhyaya, 1992). The return of Gorkha soldiers after the
First World War, who had acquired a taste for foreign consumer items and the means to
afford them, brought elite tastes to the everyday life of the common people. Reflecting
on his own experience of the colonial mindset desiring to become modern, author
Shrestha states ‘under the pretext of development and democracy, we absorbed the
American values’ (Shrestha, 1993:19). Liechty claims that modernity in Nepal is ‘a
largely external condition: its arrival — most packaged and for a price — from a
“developed” and “modern” elsewhere constitutes progress’ (Liechty, 2001:34). He
further states that ‘the paradox of third world modernity of perpetually being on the
“becoming” or “receiving” end of the development spectrum is one of the greatest
conceptual challenges that Kathmandu’s emerging middle class faces as it carves out a
new cultural space that is at once modern and Nepali’ (Liechty, 2001:34).
Historically, Bikas projects in Nepal have often reflected the politics and interests of
international funding agencies who compete for power and the opportunity to
implement their Bikas projects, leaving certain marks in society, which explains the
processes that underlie the local construction of patterns of modernity. The desire to
construct ‘Modern Nepal’ is to achieve levels of economic, social and technological
development, has long been a thirst for Nepali politicians (Bhatta, 2009; Graner, 2006;
Khaniya, 2007; NPC et al., 2005; Shrestha, 1997; Stiller, 1993). In contrast, Nepal’s
level of education, health care, political stability, and industrialisation have given the
reputation of being one of the poorest countries in the World, however, the in flow of
consumer goods like cars, computers, and cell phones give the nation the appearance of
a modern nation.
Modernity and social change are salient themes in this thesis and much of the thesis is
framed by the theory of modernity, particularly that proposed by Liechty who suggests
that a society’s concept of being modern is largely driven by the middle-class culture of
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consumerism. This theory will be discussed in more detail shortly. Giddens has
proposed an alternative theory of modernity, suggesting that each country has its own
locally constructed sense of modernity, such that what is conceptualized as modern in
Nepal differs from what is conceptualized as modern in the western world. In the
western world, he argues, modernity is determined by a set of social patterns including
rationalisation, secularisation, development of the state, mass education, capitalism and
democratisation (Giddens, 1991). In failing to reproduce such process and patterns, the
prospect of modernity in Nepal is considered grim. Modernity, Giddens states, ‘can be
understood as roughly equivalent to “the industrialized world”, so long as it is
recognized that industrialism is not only its institutional dimensions’ (1991:15).
Giddens finds ‘at simplest, modernity is a shorthand term for modern society or
industrial civilization’ (Giddens & Pierson, 1998:94). Additionally, in recent decades,
scholars have argued about the locally constructed modernity, which consists of specific
blends of elements of modernity and tradition (Giddens, 1991; Habermas, 1987;
Wagner, 1994).
Giddens (1990, 1991) argues that modernity is not a fundamentally European
phenomenon, which has spread on a global scale, but rather that modernity is
constructed locally, albeit in interaction with external influences and points of reference
such as Europe. As a result, each country produces its own specific structures of social,
economic and political relations, which form different patterns of modernity
encompassing the changes and contexts of modern versus a traditional society. The
extent of change in time of historical transformation during which former certainties
have been disrupted and replaced by a wider range of possibilities, the ambiguous
nature of science and modern technology, create both possibilities as well as new risks
and dangers (Giddens, 1990). The question is whether the world has become riskier,
whether there are more problems than in pre-modern society or the notion of risk that
has become more central in modern society (Giddens & Pierson, 1998) which is to be
avoided to be able to obtain well-being (Beck, 1992).
In his theory of late modernity, Giddens (1990, 1991) develops the notion of reflexive
modernization to describe the concept by which individuals are compelled to reflect
upon and navigate increased freedom from the social forms of industrial society.
Reflexivity, in Giddens’ terms, comprises social practices involved in attempts to
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monitor the world, and how these practices are continuously altered by knowledge and
information they generate. He further states that to live in late modernity is like riding
the ‘juggernaut’ where notions of ambivalence, reflexivity and contingency are viewed
as integral to the late modern condition and its consequences (Giddens, 1990:139).
Giddens argues that as society becomes more diverse, individuals are surrounded by,
and have knowledge of alternative ways of living, which is reinforced through the
global array of media that requires individual to develop qualities of self-reflection and
self monitoring in order to steer their way through the changing society (Giddens,
1991). When traditions are dissolved, and the standard of living and educational level
have been improved, it becomes increasingly important to construct a biography and
identity for individuals (Giddens, 1991). Giddens further adds that changing conditions
create new forms of freedom for people as links to traditions and habitual practice are
broken and opportunities for autonomy increase. At any rate, within conditions of
modernity, the fact that a certain practice is traditional is not enough for it to be
validated. Today, tradition can only be borne out through the enlightenment of
knowledge whose validation is not derived from tradition. According to Giddens, when
‘combined with the inertia of habit, even in the most modernized of modern societies,
tradition continues to play some role’ and the role can be ‘much less significant than is
supposed by authors who focus attention upon the integration of tradition and modernity
in the contemporary world’ (Giddens, 1991:38). This is because tradition draws its
identity solely from the reflexivity of the modern.
In contrast to Giddens theory of modernity, Liechty suggests that what a society
conceptualises as being modern is largely driven by the middle-class culture of
consumerism. In his study of a newly emerging middle-class culture in Kathmandu,
Liechty argues that young Nepali people exist in contradiction, in that they are part of a
consumer culture of a global commodity market while they also constitute the
production of ‘new youth’ as a consumer category, especially when media creates a
‘teen’ category. He analyses consumer culture and middle-class emergence from the
view point of globalisation and modernisation (Liechty, 2003). One of the aspects of
modernisation in Nepal for Liechty is ‘consumer modernity’, which links the capitalist
ideology of buying an identity through commodities –– ‘a colonization of the mind via
the commoditization of identities’ (2003:169), which he refers to as a form of ‘post18

colonial imperialism’ that young people experience within limited resources and
unequal power relations.
Liechty advances the perspective of young people being the ‘vanguard of an emerging
middle-class consumer culture’ in Kathmandu. They are ‘often desperate to claim
modern identities, middle-class youth themselves appropriate these commercial
offerings: with “fashion”, “haircuts”, “fitness programmes and modern food”, young
people can become modern to the extent that they purchase their own modern bodies’
(Liechty, 1995:190). Liechty claims that the imported idea of modernity leads young
people to feel a sense of deprivation from all the imagined benefits of modern life
(Liechty, 2003). These are recurrent themes in the studies of young people’s culture of
modernity in developing countries (Besnier, 2004; Fuglesang, 1994; Hansen, 2004;
Jourdan, 1995; Zhang, 2010).
Modernity in Kathmandu, to use Liechty’s term ‘suitably modern’, is born in a poor
setting with foreign aid and politics, appropriating the rationale of present need, often
mediated through globalisation. It is not about Nepal having a traditional society; rather,
it is about embracing both modernity and tradition, which influence all areas of young
people’s lives simultaneously. In this thesis, I will draw out how young people
negotiate, reject or subvert the cultural forces that often are subsumed under the label of
‘conservative tradition’ when the ‘modern’ forces are operating in parallel, especially in
meaning making of their romantic relationships and sexual practices.

HIV vulnerability of young Nepali people
Global response to HIV/AIDS epidemic
It has been established that young people aged between 15–24 years are at the forefront
of the worldwide HIV epidemic (Monasch & Mahy, 2006; WHO et al., 2011).
According to the UNAIDS (2010b) epidemic update, of the estimated 33.3 million
people living with HIV/AIDS in 2009, more than five million are under the age of 25
and young women are disproportionately affected as they account for 64% of young
people living with HIV worldwide (UNAIDS, 2010b). In 2009, young people under 25
years accounted for 41% of new HIV infections. Although new HIV infections have
fallen by 19% worldwide since 1999 (the year when the HIV/AIDS epidemic peaked),
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the visible evidence of young people living with HIV indicates ‘the world’s failure to
prevent HIV infection among young people’ (UNICEF, 2011:1) and there is still a
challenge in sustaining the reduction and achieving ‘zero new HIV infections, zero
discrimination and zero AIDS-related deaths’ (UNAIDS, 2010a:8).
In most parts of the world, the rate of new HIV infections are steadily falling but the
decline is not uniform. Whereas prevalence has declined by 25% among young people
in sub-Saharan Africa between 2001–2008, prevalence has increased in Eastern Europe
and Commonwealth of Independent States region (UNAIDS, 2010b). When 80% of the
new infections are constituted in 20 different countries, it explains the diversity of
epidemic context (UNICEF, 2010). While in general the HIV epidemic has stabilised
with an estimated 4.9 million young people living with HIV in 2009 in Asia, there are
higher variations within and across the Asian countries (UNAIDS, 2010b). With 80% of
all new infections due to unsafe injecting and unprotected sex, the significant decline in
HIV prevalence among young people is attributed to clear trends towards safer
behaviours and practices, including delayed age at first sex, reduction in the number of
partners and increased condom use (UNAIDS, 2010b; WHO et al., 2011). UNICEF
claims that the epidemic is still far from reaching the target of 25% reduction in new
infections among young people and ‘requires not a single intervention but a continuum
of HIV prevention that provides intervention, support and services throughout the life
cycle from young adolescents (aged 10–14) through older adolescents (aged 15–19) to
young adults (aged 20–24)’ (UNICEF, 2011:2).
Young people, especially those from developing countries, are considered as being at
special risk but they also provide the opportunity for reversing the HIV/AIDS epidemic
(Monasch & Mahy, 2006; UNICEF, 2010, 2011) as they can be motivated to adopt and
maintain safer sexual practices before habits are firmly established (Hoffman &
Futterman, 1996). The global response to HIV-prevention programs, based on different
theoretical frameworks that are implemented at individual or community level, largely
falls into three categories:
-

psychosocial – such as HIV/AIDS knowledge, perceived risks and intentions to
adopt risk-reduction, self-efficacy
behavioural modification – such as use of safe needles and condoms, reduction
in number of partners, rising age at first sex and frequency of unsafe sex
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-

biomedical – treatment of other STIs, microbicide use, pre-exposure prophylaxis
(Auerbach et al., 2006:45; Kippax, 2010).

In the early period of HIV prevention, most intervention programs were aimed at
individuals using theoretical frameworks such as the health belief model, the theory of
reasoned action, social cognitive theory, diffusion of innovations, protection motivation
theory and social learning theory (Aggleton & Rivers, 1999). Such individual and
psychological-based health behaviour models placed a disproportionate emphasis on the
individual to change behaviour through ‘information giving, rational discussion, and
skill development’ while failing to sufficiently address critical social–cultural context
and multilevel cultural and contextual interactions shaping individual sexual behaviour
(Aggleton et al., 1994; Aggleton & Rivers, 1999; Eyre et al., 2001). Moreover, at an
international level, the dominating theories applied to understand HIV-risk behaviour
have been criticised (Aggleton et al., 1994; Conner & Norman, 2005; Fisher & Fisher,
2000). Kippax also argues that the ‘failure’ of HIV prevention interventions is due to
the failure to address ‘socio-cultural and political contexts’ that are driving and
producing risks as well as the promotion of ‘non-efficacious or ineffective HIVprevention strategies’ coupled with the ‘ineffective promotion of efficacious strategies’
(Kippax, 2010:184) .
HIV prevention moved away from the individual-focused models to community-level
interventions that are particularly based on peer-based education (Aggleton & Rivers,
1999). Although there is a question of who is considered a peer and what is education,
the underlying assumption in the peer-based program is that people will learn from
members of an already existing group to which they belong, as agents of information
and support for behaviour change (Campbell & MacPhail, 2002; Evans & Tripp, 2006;
UNAIDS, 1999).
In the later years of the HIV epidemic, there has been a worldwide shift from
interventions focusing on individual and collective behaviour to social, structural and
environmental aspects of the HIV epidemic, giving a central role to culture and local
context (Aggleton & Rivers, 1999). Treichler (1999) claims that after a decade of
prevention program being implemented globally, by moving away from the biomedical
perspective of the HIV/AIDS, attention has been diverted towards the socio-cultural,
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political and economic factors of society. A body of literature has added to the
understanding of how context, with combinations of structural, social, cultural and
individual factors, shapes HIV risk (Barnett, 1999; Ingham & Aggleton, 2006a; Kelly et
al., 2001; MacPhail & Campbell, 2001; McKinlay & Marceau, 2000; Parker &
Aggleton, 2007; Parker et al., 2000; Rhodes et al., 2005; Sumartojo, 2000; Wellings et
al., 2006). Structural factors such as inequalities, gender disparity, civil unrest,
urbanisation, migration, poverty, policies and institutional practices that can contribute
to make some populations vulnerable to disease are considered to be more relevant than
individual’s personal desire to care for one’s health (Parker et al., 2000). These HIVrelated contextual factors have been addressed through various frameworks in a
continuum of macro to micro to milieu level (Chalmers et al., 2006; Couch et al., 2006;
Ingham & Aggleton, 2006a; Sweat & Denison, 1995).
UN agencies advocate several strategies for HIV-prevention interventions in the area of
sex, sexuality and injecting-drug use among young people that are often complex and
comprise a combination of components, such as:
-

-

in-school teacher-led sex education and/or life skills-based education
in-school peer education or mentoring
specific interventions for specific groups such as out-of-school young people,
youth in religious groups or high-risk groups such as sex workers and injecting
drug users
condom promotion and improved access to condoms
youth-friendly health services
access to counselling and voluntary HIV testing
access to care, support and treatment for HIV-positive people
community-development approaches to modifying sexual and social norms
mass-media approaches to changing social values, norms and behaviours
legislative changes (Ross, Wight, et al., 2006:81).

There are several examples of HIV-prevention programs that were considered bestpractice and promoted to many countries regardless of the local context and cultures.
The ABC model (Abstinence or delaying sexual initiation, Being faithful to one’s
partner, and Condom use); ‘Stop AIDS Love Life’; ‘MTV (music television) Staying
Alive’; ‘Soul City’; life skills-based education and ‘Safe Passage’ are just a few
examples of interventions that have been trialled in different countries (WHO, 2006).
The systemic review of these prevention programs, which have aimed to improve
‘access to information, skills and services; reducing vulnerability; and to reduce HIV
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prevalence’ in developing countries, pointed to mixed outcomes in terms of their
effectiveness and highlighted that the potential for replication depends on local context
(Ross, dick, et al., 2006:8). It has been argued that such HIV-intervention programs
stereotype young people as homogenously at-risk and focus on information that does
not necessarily result in actual change in behaviour (Aggleton & Rivers, 1999;
Campbell & Aggleton, 2000).
Both electronic and print media have been widely used to promote safer sex in several
countries, of which ‘Stop AIDS Love Life’, ‘Soul City’ and ‘MTV Staying Alive’ are
examples of how ‘communication programs continue to be at the heart of the
HIV/AIDS response’ (Bertrand & Anhang, 2006:595). ‘Soul City’, targeting people
aged 16–65 years, is a national HIV/AIDS prevention strategy using multimedia, ‘edutainment’ in prime-time television and radio dramas and supported by print material,
which has had a positive impact on health literacy (Goldstein et al., 2005; Patel et al.,
2004). ‘Stop AIDS Love Life’ is an HIV/AIDS media campaign to raise awareness by
focusing on the ABC message. Its aim is to raise the importance of prevention programs
among governments; increase individual awareness of HIV, condom use and personal
risk assessment; and reduce the stigma of HIV/AIDS-positive people through a
community-based program (Tweedie et al., 2004). Life skills-based education (LSBE)
was advocated throughout the world. There is no evidence that LSBE as a school-based
and peer-based intervention has significantly reduced STIs and HIV rates, although
some studies have demonstrated that such interventions have produced higher levels of
knowledge of positive behaviour changes that may lead to reduction in STIs and HIV
(Kirby et al., 2006). However, defining and teaching life skills in local contexts pose
conceptual and practical challenges to implement in local contexts (Boler & Aggleton,
2005). LSBE programs focus on the ‘isolated individual who must be “taught”, learn the
“right attitudes”, and become “skilled”,’ but fail to recognise and adjust for affective
and emotional aspects and people’s agency in what they know and how they live
(Aggleton, 2002:5).
The most popular and controversial program of promoting safer sex through the ABC
Model (Barnett & Parkhurst, 2005; USAID, 2003) has been credited for the decline in
HIV prevalence in Uganda. However, the absence of reliable data raises questions about
the scientific evidence for these interventions (Auerbach et al., 2006). The relative
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importance of abstinence and faithfulness influencing prevention has been challenged in
that the ABC program is based on a ‘misapprehension as to the balance between
environmental and contextual factors and individual choices in determining why and
how people have sex’ (Barnett & Parkhurst, 2005:590). The ABC model ignores the
fact that women being at risk is not resolved by emphasising abstinence over condom
use as it fails to address the forces of social circumstance that drive sexual initiation
(Jones & Norton, 2010; Mumtaz et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006; Okware et al., 2005;
Slutkin et al., 2006). This intervention also does not take account of young people’s
agency, victimhood and the way they navigate through the ABC model. It has been
argued that this model is ‘unsound due to its youth blindness, which stems from the
ignorance of youth as a social construction that is defined and experienced differently
across contexts’ (Angelina, 2009:10).
Despite the differences between frameworks described in the literature and the differing
theoretical basis for each intervention, there is a consensus that behaviour is generated
and perpetuated within a socially structured context, often with overlapping and
multilevel interactions, and that effective HIV prevention is culturally competent. It is
evident that in HIV interventions there is no one-size-fits-all (Dowsett et al., 1998;
Lamptey et al., 2006). Aggleton and his colleagues criticise literature related to
HIV/AIDS and young people for ignoring the diversity of sexuality and considering
young people as the ‘unknowledgable adolescent’, the ‘high-risk adolescent’, ‘storm or
stress’ and the ‘tragic adolescent’, which undermine the success of sexual-health
interventions (Campbell & Aggleton, 2000; Rivers & Aggelton, 1999; Warwick &
Aggelton, 1990). Such categorisation implies that young people who are ‘ill-informed,
and those who are inclined toward unnecessary and excessive risk-taking, unduly
conform to peer pressures, and those who have HIV infection or are living with AIDS’
(Aggleton & Rivers, 1999:232). This view has dominated most of the HIV-prevention
interventions, which imply that young people’s sexuality needs to be ‘controlled,
restrained and sanctioned’ (ibid.).
It has been argued that the interpretation of HIV/AIDS as a problem of the human body
is inadequate as an HIV infected body is the product of history, culture, society and
economy (Barnett & Whiteside, 2006). HIV/AIDS has also been conceptualised as a
disease of ‘modernity’ (Schoepf, 2001) or ‘globalization’ (Barnett & Whiteside, 2006),
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a ‘disease of poverty’ (Gillies et al., 1996) and a ‘disease of development’ (Treichler,
1999), linking disease to different aspects of the local context. On the other hand, the
need to understand young people’s diversity for a successful HIV/AIDS prevention
intervention is gaining attention in the international field (Aggleton & Rivers, 1999;
Parker et al., 2000). In this context, where does Nepal’s HIV epidemic fit and how are
young people being understood in the HIV/AIDS prevention program? The following
section will focus on young Nepali people, their sexuality and the HIV/AIDS prevention
effort in Nepal.

Young people and romantic relationships
In recent years, the nature of young people’s romantic relationships has been a focus of
considerable sociological research (Collins, 2003; Culling, 1993; Furman et al., 1999).
Romantic relationships are considered to be an intense and mutual interaction with ongoing affection and attraction between partners (Collins, 2003). Young people’s notions
of romance have sometimes been considered as ‘trivial and transitory’, ‘immature and
fleeting’ when compared to adult relationships (Collins, 2003:16). However, it has been
argued that if young people themselves considered their romantic relationships to be so
trivial and fleeting, it is unlikely that they would invest the considerable time and
energy into romantic relationships that they do (Galliher et al., 2004; Giordano et al.,
2001). Indeed, much research has shown that romantic relationships and dating are a
very meaningful domain in young people’s lives, in terms of both social and cognitive
development (Collins & Sroufe, 1999; Erikson, 1994; Furman & Simon, 1999;
McRobbie, 1978; Pipher, 1994; Rostosky et al., 2000; Sadker & Sadker, 2010; ZimmerGembeck et al., 2001). Romantic relationships exist ‘… to be instituted as a norm, or
practical ideal, worthy of being pursued for itself and for the exceptional experiences
that it provides’ in people’s life course (Bourdieu, 2001:111).
Given that romantic relationships unfold during the stage of the life course of being
young, it is argued that relationships develop through progressive stages (starting as
being introduced to others, intention to pursue a romantic relationship, the act of dating
progressing sequentially to increased intimate romantic contact), while contextual and
individual factors prevent from moving through the same stages at the same period of
life (Connolly et al., 2004; Connolly et al., 2000). The ways in which young people
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explore different aspects of romantic relationships are to search for a committed
relationship based on affection and intimacy or trying to find their identity by exploring
different aspects of romantic relationships such as engaging in sexual activity
(Sanderson & Cantor, 1995). Romantic relationships have sometimes been considered
to be an area of vulnerability for young people, increasing the likelihood of ‘risky or
dangerous behaviour’ and being a ‘predictor of negative sexual outcomes’ (Tolman &
McClelland, 2011:248). However, an increasing body of research suggests that young
people’s romantic relationships are merely part of a ‘normative dimension’ of the
development process (Furman et al., 1999; Tolman & McClelland, 2011).
Because young people develop a keen interest in relationship and sexuality as a new
type of intimacy, romantic relationships reflect the competing demands of heightened
emotions. Young people’s emotional intimacy is often positively related to sexuality
and expected as young people make the transition to adulthood or make links to
marriage or forming unions early (Brown, 1999; CIA, 2012; Crissey, 2005; Railey et
al., 2007; Ross, dick, et al., 2006; Rostosky et al., 2000). Undoubtedly though, romantic
relationships may also be associated with negative physical and mental consequences
(Bourke, 2003; Davila et al., 2004; Joyner & Udry, 2000). Romantic relationships are
considered to be the ‘single largest source of stress’ for young people (Larson et al.,
1999:35), and may be distractive and disruptive to other areas of lives such as school,
family, and other social circles (Joyner & Udry, 2000; Larson et al., 2002; Shulman &
Kipnis, 2001; Shulman & Scharf, 2000). Furthermore, physical and emotional violence
and abusive behaviours between romantic partners are also relatively common
experiences for many young people, especially when power is intertwined with issues of
gender asymmetries and culture that shape the young people’s identity (Chervin et al.,
1997; Emily & Letitia, 2003; Ingham & Aggleton, 2006b; Luke, 2003; Pant & Pant,
2006; Powell, 2010; Puri et al., 2010).
While many argue that romantic relations help young people shape their identity; learn
intimacy; develop new skills of communication and problem solving (Collins, 2003;
Feiring, 1996), they are often misinformed and ill-prepared to enter into romantic
relationships (Giordano et al., 2006). Young people draw on a variety of sources to
adjust and understand their role as romantic partners, of which the salient ones are
family, friends, the education system and popular culture and their own experiences
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(Bourdieu, 1977). Research has demonstrated that young people see their romantic
relationships as private and personal matters, hence they assert autonomy and rarely
share their intimate experiences with their parents (Daddis, 2008; Smetana, 2005).
However, it is widely acknowledged that young people’s relation with their peers can
have the power to influence their romantic relationships as well (Collins & Laursen,
2004; Connolly et al., 2000; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005; Henry et al., 2007). It is argued
that peers often take on adult-like behaviours and responsibility in co-managing
romantic relationships in young people’s lives (Bogenschneider et al., 1998). The new
body of research has also highlighted that the effect of peers in sexual socialization and
development of ‘sexual norms, attitudes and behaviours’ as a ‘normative developmental
process’ of young people (Tolman & McClelland, 2011:247).
‘Romance may be many things, but it is neither simple nor innocent’ states Linda
Christian-Smith (1990:28) when it is viewed in the light of heterosexuality, femininity,
culture and patriarchal society (Ingraham, 2008). Certain ways of idealizing and
behaving in romantic relationships that underpin the normative arrangements of
marriage and the sexual division of labour, hence are normalized and privileged
(Driscoll, 2002; Holland & Eisenhart, 1990; Towns & Adams, 2000). For instance,
heterosexuality is seen as an exclusive to discourse of romance (Eder, 1995) and women
see relationship as ‘marriage-like’ (Leahy, 1994:52) that lie on the trajectory of ‘lifelong
training for heterosexual desire’ (Driscoll, 2002:179). However, in recent decades, the
dominant discourses of heterosexuality and marriage institutions have been challenged
(Cloud, 2005; Connell, 1987).
Culture, a salient element in the shaping of young people’s identity, offers differences in
interpretation of meaning and values attached to their romantic relationships (CingözUlu & Lalonde, 2007; Driscoll, 2002; Ingraham, 2008; Wood, 2009). Young men and
women conform to the existing socialization of gender roles and identity as ‘dating and
sexual activity are heavily implicated in almost everyone’s version of the why and
wherefores of gender intensification during adolescence’ (Hill & Lynch, 1983:220).
When the culturally accepted societal ‘norms’ and ‘rules’ for romantic relationships
govern that ‘more feminine women and more masculine men are desirable’ (Wood,
2009:219), young people tend to adhere to traditional stereotypical roles. It is argued
that the path, consequences, expectations and importance of romance considerably
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differs for young women and men (Chervin et al., 1997; Shulman & Kipnis, 2001;
Wood, 2009) because the socialization process and physical maturation differs for both
(Brown & Gilligan, 1993). In addition, young women may have more interest in
romance to enhance intimacy while young men have it in sex (Duncombe & Marsden,
1995; Eder, 1995; Holland et al., 2004; Lees, 1993) indicating that both young men and
women emphasize different strands of sexuality (Thorne, 1993).
Researchers have emphasized that reinforcing the traditional gender roles as in men
retaining more power than women to negotiate romantic and sexual relationship or
power to express masculinity do not necessarily always benefit men only (Allen, 2003,
2007; Hillier et al., 1999; Towns & Adams, 2000). For young people, although gender
socialization is occurring in romantic relationships as a part of broader social process,
they have to bridge considerable differences when crossing the gender boundaries
(Giordano et al., 2001). Orientation of gender role is identified as one of the ‘yet
unidentified factors’ contributing to delayed sexual and romantic activities among
young women (Halpern et al., 2000:223). Simon and Gagnon state that ‘the sexual
encounter remains a profoundly social act in its enactment and even more so in its
antecedents and consequences. Implicit audiences and explicit audiences are present in
every sexual encounter and judgements and views of these audiences are considered,
even if only in their denial’ (2003:492).
Because romantic relationships affect and influence young people differently depending
on their gender, culture, dating practices, it is important to look at the role of romantic
involvement plays in young people’s everyday lives. While there is an emphasis to
conceptualize young people’s romantic relationships and their sexuality as a ‘normative
aspect’ of developmental process rather than equating it with danger and risk (Tolman
& McClelland, 2011:242), it is important to have better understanding of young Nepali
people’s involvement in romantic relationships, the ways in which they participate in
dating, how they decide who to date. In addition, it is also important to investigate what
kinds of activities are involved between romantic partners. To uncover how young
people determine the level of intimacy, both emotional and physical, it is important to
gain knowledge about their ways of differentiating quality of relationships, conflicts,
affections, commitments and support for their romantic partners.
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Young people in Kathmandu
Nepal, in both economic and socio-cultural parameters, is one of the poorest countries
in the world, ranked 207 out of 228 countries as measured by gross domestic product
(GDP) per capita (CIA, 2012). Nepal’s low socio-economic indicators, development
characterised by an agricultural and remittance economy, unstable and factionalised
politics and weak governance means that it remains vulnerable, with adverse effects on
young people (MoHP, 2011).
According to the 2011 census, young people aged between 10 and 24 years of age
constitute 33% of the total population of Nepal (MoHP, 2011). Although the
unemployment rate is very high, literacy rates are at about 74% in young Nepal people
(males higher than females). While 43% of young people attend secondary school, only
14% of young people complete high school (CBS, 2003) and approximately 43% of
young people between the ages of 15 and 24 are married. The legal age of marriage with
parental consent in Nepal is 18 for men and 16 for women. Without parental consent,
men can marry at age 21 and women at age 18. According to the National Health
Survey, the median age at marriage was 16.8 years for women aged 20–24 at the time of
data collection and 18.7 years for men of the same age group (MoHP, 2011). The
reported median age at first sexual intercourse for the same group was 16.9 years and
17.8 years for women and men respectively, suggesting that women usually begin
sexual activity within marriage, while men reportedly start sexual activity one year prior
to marriage. In addition, only 12% of sexually active people aged between 15 and 19
years and 23% aged 20–24 are using any ‘modern contraceptive’ method (MoHP,
2011).
Today, young Nepali people live through conflicts, increasing urbanisation and a more
globalised modern context. Hence, everyday lives and identities are constructed in a
significantly different socio-political and cultural context to those of their immediate
predecessors. Several expressions are used to reflect the social changes on young people
such as ‘product of development’ (bikashit upaz), ‘today’s generation’ (ajako pindi),
‘modern youth’ (adhunik yuva) and ‘one with new knowledge’ (janneykar). These terms
are especially applicable to young people in Kathmandu and other urban centres, where
there is exposure to different value systems, living conditions, practices and activities
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that shape young people’s identity in a different way from their parents’ (Liechty,
2003). Such issues influence the everyday life of young Nepali people in terms of
values and norms, struggles and influences and general characteristics of young people
in Kathmandu.
Despite Nepal having one of the lowest GDP and per capita incomes in the world,
young people still relate to the global youth movement and strive to create a unique life
in the absence of government support, a welfare system or financial security. On the one
hand, within prevailing patriarchy familial duty is culturally expected from children in
Nepal, as within the Hindu tradition looking after parents is the duty of children and
they are expected to create a better life for themselves and their family (Kondos, 2004).
On the other hand, young people aspire to adopt Western lifestyles as the norm of a
good and free life to fulfil their desires and to better themselves by becoming modern,
which is a source of pressure and frustration (Liechty, 2003). However, McHugh (2004)
claims that social changes in Nepal brought by globalisation shape the ‘hopes, ideals
and action’ of young women as ‘empowered, rather than burdened and displaced’.
McHugh further concludes that a closer look at an individual’s life can ‘illuminate the
motivating forces and differential effects of globalisation’, where a focus on gender is
necessary to understand the complexities surrounding power and experiences
(2004:575). Western modernisation has successfully globalised and has influenced
many aspects of developing countries and it is crucial to understand its influence in
individual lives in local contexts. Although social change in recent times has altered the
‘spatial and moral’ orientation of the individual in Nepal, it has also affected class,
ethnicities and gender roles (Seymour, 1999).
For instance, there is a developing tension between increased exposure to technology
and availability of consumer goods with survival on a low-income base. The emerging
middle-class spends more on recreational consumer goods such as TV and cable
services as young people these days are technology savvy, with modern mobile phones,
computers and the internet, downloading foreign-language movies, video games and
Western music from the World Wide Web (Liechty, 1995, 2003, 2010). Foreign MTV
and Hindi TV serials are preferred to the Nepali TV channels (Thapa & Mishra, 2003)
with music as the modern commodity young people use to attain modern identities
(Liechty, 1995). English-language rock music and pop songs listened to on electronic
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hand devices (MP3 player and mobile phones) are more popular than Nepali music of
any kind, with the Beatles and Jim Morrison influencing musical creations of Nepali
pop and rock songs (Greene, 2002; Greene & Henderson, 2000). The modern access to
a diverse range of media and technology and exposure to new ideas influencing young
people’s knowledge, thoughts, roles and rights would have been unimaginable in the
past. In sum, young people in current times live amid unchecked media and technology
exposure, material abundance and educational opportunities.
Education in Nepal has been subsumed under bikas (national development) (Ahearn,
2004; Shrestha, 1997), which has resulted in a flourishing commercialised education
sector. With an increased sense of class-consciousness, parents who were largely
deprived of opportunity to be educated themselves place great priority on their
children’s high level education, including supporting them to study at English-medium
private schools and away from home as required (Liechty, 2003). Discretionary
spending on material goods and private schooling has increased with input to family
income from overseas members (Thieme & Wyss, 2005; Wagle, 2009). Fostered by the
omnipresent consumerism in Kathmandu and the money brought from overseas by
family and parental exposure to outside cultures, today’s young people are enjoying
comparatively more affluence and freedom than one would imagine for a poor country
like Nepal.
Consumption in shopping malls and digital cinema halls, fast-food outlets and DanceBars and restaurants, and private schooling are the expressions of material modernity
that is the Western lifestyle that young people want to associate with. One aspect of the
Western lifestyle the literature has raised as becoming more accepted is premarital
sexual freedom where young people are challenging family and gender norms (Powell,
2010; Wyn & White, 1997), this is detailed in the following section.

Young people and premarital sex
Sexuality is an individual issue that grows and changes in direction influenced by the
social and cultural process (Caplan, 1987; Ortner & Whitehead, 1981). Variation occurs
across cultures and is constantly being modified, changing the sexual discourses and
experiences of the individual (Foucault, 1978). How liberally or conservatively sex is
discussed in society influences the availability of information on sexual issues (Mulhall,
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2003). HIV/AIDS-prevention discourse has brought sex to the forefront of newspapers,
radio programs and billboards in Nepal (Pigg, 2002a, 2002b), with premarital sex
among young people a particular focus. Talking about sex has been a source of moral
panic and anxiety for many adults (Kelly, 2003); as Aggleton, the youth sexuality
researcher, stated: ‘put the words “youth” and “sex” together and you are sure to
generate controversy’ (Aggleton et al., 2000:213). This has been true in Nepal’s case
where the HIV/AIDS discourse has provided a way to openly discuss sex in the
conservative society (Pigg & Pike, 2004). I believe there is a counterargument about
stereotyping Nepal as a sexually repressed society with taboos on premarital sex, social
disapproval of discussing sex and gendered ways of expressing sexual desire and
pleasure and its consequences (Mathur et al., 2001; Pigg, 2001; Regmi, 2009; Regmi et
al., 2008; Regmi, van Teijlingen, et al., 2010a; Smith, 2002), particularly when
considering the context of Kathmandu. Kathmandu appears as a site where modernity
manifests itself through fashion, food, pornography, sex, love, mass media, technology,
caste, gender disparity and class consciousness in the form of ‘commodification’
(Liechty, 2010).
Broadly speaking, with the growth in the readily available electronic media and
pornography in Kathmandu, sex has become more upfront and accessible (Liechty,
2010), resulting in many changing sexual attitudes (Regmi, Simkhada, et al., 2010a,
2010b; Regmi, van Teijlingen, et al., 2010b). Exposure to media such as MTV and the
internet has been found to increase sexual activity among young people in Nepal
(Adhikari, 2010; Geary et al., 2006; Regmi, Simkhada, et al., 2010b). Several studies
have established that young Nepalis have become sexually active premaritally,
especially among those who are older than 20 years in comparison to those younger
aged 15–19 years (Adhikari, 2008, 2010; Adhikari & Tamang, 2009; FHD, 2001;
Neupane & Nichols, 2001; New era, 2006; UNICEF & UNAIDS, 2001). One survey
interviewed 3,189 single and 613 married young men aged 12–22 in which only 1.3 per
cent of single men reported having had sex, 20% practising unsafe sex without using
condoms (Dahal et al., 2005).
Another survey conducted among high-school students aged 15–20 years found only
4.2% of the participants as sexually active (Jaiswal et al., 2005). Even in the high-risk
group of young people who had migrated to factories far from their customary social
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environments, only 35% of unmarried men and 16% of unmarried women reported
having had premarital sex (Puri & Busza, 2004). However, another study reported 39%
of participants in the similar age groups were active in premarital sex (Adhikari &
Tamang, 2009). Another study carried out in 2010 among grade 11 and 12 college
students, undergraduate and postgraduate degree students, also found 39% had sexual
experience irrespective of their marital status, out of which 11% reported to have had
sex before the age of 16, with increased prevalence among those from outside
Kathmandu (Adhikari, 2010). The same study demonstrated that condom use was more
common with students aged 15–19 compared to students aged 20 or more. In addition,
the study found age, caste and ethnicity, age at first sexual intercourse, types of first sex
partner (that is spouse, girlfriend/boyfriend and commercial sex worker), alcohol
consumption and exposure to mass media as the predictors for condom use at first
sexual intercourse.
The literature also argues that, because of the stigma attached to sexual behaviour little
sexual research is conducted (Furber et al., 2002; Stone et al., 2003). Field workers
collecting data on sexuality have expressed their discomfort and embarrassment in
conducting interviews or administering a questionnaire on sexual behaviour owing to
the cultural conservatism in the society (Thapa et al., 2002). Similar discomfort was
also observed among teachers dealing with sensitive topics when providing sex
education in schools, with a fear of criticism by their colleagues and impact on their
reputation in society (Pokharel et al., 2006). These studies indicate that, despite social
sanctions and controls over young people’s sexuality, partnerships are formed and
sexual relations experienced and mostly adhere to the conservative and heterosexual
norms. Even in the cases of early marriage, the consummation of marriage is delayed by
a few years, especially in rural communities and ethnic groups in Terai regions (Kim
Choe et al., 2005). Such findings suggest that young people in Nepal are not often
sexually active before marriage, opportunities are still limited for most and whether
premarital sexual behaviour is actually increasing is largely unknown.

Young people and HIV risk
Nepal has the potential for an unchecked spread of HIV as it suffers from a chronically
underfunded healthcare system, overpopulation, low literacy, weak social safety nets,
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gender disparity, conservative cultural norms for sex, low condom use, low
governmental commitment to harm reduction approaches to HIV prevention, gender
discrimination and discrimination against those with HIV/AIDS, all of which are
predictors for the spread of HIV (Parker et al., 2000; Piot et al., 2004). Since the HIV
epidemic began to appear in the national policy, it has often been predicted that Nepal
will soon be experiencing a generalized epidemic (Bharadwaj et al., 2001; Pigg, 2002a;
Seddon, 1998; Suvedi, 2006; UNAIDS & NCASC, 2003) driven by the above
predictors and exacerbated by the ongoing conflict (Singh et al., 2005; UNICEF, 2006).
The National Centre for AIDS and STD Control (NCASC) has estimated that more than
50,000 people are living with HIV/AIDS in Nepal (MoHP, 2012). Since the first case of
HIV was reported in 1988, the HIV epidemic in Nepal has gradually moved from ‘lowprevalence’ to a ‘concentrated’ epidemic with prevalence of 0.30%. A recent report
indicated that Nepal’s HIV epidemic in 2011 was concentrated largely in ‘higher-risk’
groups (58%) such as people who inject drugs (PWIDs) (2.2%), male sex
workers/transgender (MTCs) and their clients (7.2%), other men who have sex with
men (MSM) (14.4%), female sex workers (FSWs) (1.5%), clients of FSWs (4.4%),
male labour migrants (27%), and 42% accounts for the low-risk remaining population;
male (16%) and female (27%) (MoHP, 2012). The predominant mode of HIV
transmission is heterosexual contact, while consistently increasing among PWIDS. In
contrast to the global trend where young women before age 25 shoulder the greater
burden of HIV infection, that is, 60% of the total infection (UNICEF, 2010), men in
Nepal constitute a higher percentage of 58% in comparison to females with 28%
(MoHP, 2012). The prevalence of HIV among adults aged 15–49 years accounts for
58% of total infections, with the 25–49 years age group highest, with a rapid decline
observed among the younger 15–24 years aged group in 2011 (MoHP, 2012).
Although in 2007 of all the newly diagnosed, 16.1% of men and 19.5% of women aged
15–24 years were reported to have new HIV infections (Government of Nepal et al.,
2006), the recent decline in HIV infection among young people is attributed to ‘targeted
prevention interventions’ among high-risk groups during the last five years (MoHP,
2012). As no HIV prevalence or longitudinal study has been conducted in Nepal
specifically aimed at young people, this is an estimation only. In their systematic review
of HIV/AIDS-related studies in Nepal, Furber and colleagues caution that the
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interpretations of ‘inconsistent HIV prevalence results in wildly varying estimates of
the number of IDUs and FCSWs’ (female commercial sex workers) (Furber et al.,
2002:145). However, a flawed and possible overestimation of HIV prevalence leading
prevention efforts is also found in African nations. Bibeau and Pedersen argue that
prevalence estimation is built on the basis of ‘a body of insufficient or inadequate data
either unverifiable, biased or simply untrue when dealing with the sexual practices of
Africans’ (2002:142). While arguing against the biased HIV estimates reported by
UNAIDS, Oster generated a new estimation based on ‘inference from mortality data’
for Africa and demonstrated that increases in economic activity significantly increase
HIV incidence (Oster, 2008:1). Other authors have criticised the association made about
cultural beliefs and practices spreading HIV in Africa (Bibeau & Pedersen, 2002;
Gausset, 2001).
On reflection, even NCASC has recognised gaps in the data generated to estimate the
prevalence of HIV/AIDS. The lack of systematic and continuous surveillance systems
has meant that rates are based on ‘program related service statistics and were mainly
collected for the purposes of program evaluation and monitoring’ (NCASC, 2004:2). On
the recommendations from WHO and UNAIDS, Nepal has used the ‘workbook model’,
which requires minimal data input to estimate a concentrated epidemic. A recent change
to an improved software ‘estimation and projection package (EPP)’, however retaining
the limitations of using organisational-based data on most-at-risk-populations, has led to
inadequacy of HIV prevalence data among the general population; a lack of
disaggregated data; methodological inconsistencies in Integrated Biological and
Behavioural Surveillance (IBBS); and STI patients (NCASC, 2010). With an
established gap in data, does the claimed decline in HIV prevalence among young
people in Nepal reflect the real situation and have changes in sexual behaviour through
targeted prevention really worked? Is it indicative that young Nepali people have
reduced those behaviours placing them at higher risk for HIV infection? Or are there
gaps in understanding sexual behaviour in young Nepali people that places them in the
high-risk group in the first place? These are some empirical questions to explore. At this
juncture, I would like to reflect on HIV-prevention work in Nepal in the next section, to
see how the path of epidemic and policy were developed for young people.
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This section examines briefly why and how young people become the focus of HIVprevention intervention in Nepal. In order to talk about young people in HIV-prevention
discourse, it is integral to understand the process by which HIV-prevention discourse
comes into play in Nepal, especially that which is directed toward young people, as they
are perceived to be a ‘high-at-risk’ group for HIV/AIDS. I am not arguing about the
theoretical framework that underlies the definition of young people as at high risk. I am,
rather, focusing on shaping an understanding of young people, their culture and thus the
HIV-prevention strategies for funding in Nepal that are influenced by the knowledge
and insights positioned by donor agencies. The argument is also linked with the overall
positioning of Nepal for the donor agencies especially in HIV/AIDS discourse, which
shifted its priority from heterosexual transmission from female sex workers (FSW) to
people who inject drugs (PWIDs), men who have sex with men (MSM) along with male
labour migrants (who particularly migrate to high HIV prevalence areas in India and
visit FSWs) and clients of FSWs as a bridging populations.
In the past, there have been national multi-sectoral collaborative responses to the
perceived AIDS epidemic in Nepal. Several staged strategies has been designed in
response to the five main areas: i) vulnerable groups; ii) young people; iii) treatment; iv)
care and support; v) epidemiology, research and surveillance, management and
implementation of an expanded response (Government of Nepal et al., 2006; MoHP,
2011, 2012). The following are some highlights of the milestones of the national
response to HIV/AIDS, focusing on what has contributed in prioritising different types
of target groups, interventions and services:

(Source:MoHP, 2011, 2012; UNGASS, 2008, 2010)
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With the changes in strategic plan, the national priority on HIV/AIDS also moved from
being a health issue to a national issue of concern for multi-sectoral response (MoHP,
2012; NCASC et al., 2011). This also coincided with Nepal becoming the signatory
member of several international commitments, such as United Nations General
Assembly Special Session (UNGASS), Millennium Development Declaration, the
Universal Access (UA) to prevention, treatment, care and support, and recently the
Political Declaration on HIV/AIDS: Intensifying our efforts to Eliminate HIV/AIDS
and many more, to allow the national government to devise more target-focused and
integrated policies and programs for better response and donor harmonisation (NCASC
et al., 2011).
The national response to HIV/AIDS is guided by the ‘National policy on HIV and STI,
2011’ and ‘National HIV/AIDS strategy 2011–2016’, which use the ‘principles of
universal access, and encompasses a multi-sectoral approach to combat the epidemic’,
an approach that is endorsed by UNAIDS (MoHP, 2012:1). The national HIV/AIDS
strategy is a national guiding document and a roadmap for the next five years with two
major programmatic objectives; first to reduce new HIV infections by 50% and second
to reduce related deaths by 25%, by 2016. In the past Nepal’s national strategy of
HIV/AIDS (2002–2006) was designed to focus on ‘high risk’ determined by individual
level ‘risk factors’ (for example, ignorance of condom use, knowledge of transmission
and prevention of HIV) with efforts on HIV-prevention interventions among young
people as one of the groups for ‘targeted interventions’ (NCASC, 2003). However,
targeting young people was criticised by the report of AIDS Commission in Asia as
they account for only 38% of the total population and therefore ‘distracts from the need
to focus’ and ‘risks diluting scarce prevention funds towards low-risk young people’
(Wijngaarden, 2007:7). The report also claimed that a ‘focus on national adolescents as
a group should be considered non-strategic, since differing levels of risk and
vulnerability among Nepali youth’ were found in the 2006 National Adolescent Strategy
on Reproductive Health (Wijngaarden, 2007:7).
Building on the achievements, lessons learned and experiences from the past, the
national policy HIV/AIDS of 1995 has been recently revised with a more
comprehensive national policy and strategic plan on HIV/AIDS and STI 2011,
developed for 2011–2016, including only two major strategies: (i) HIV prevention and
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(ii) treatment, care and support of the infected and affected (NCASC et al., 2011). The
national plan is to address ‘all dimensions of continuum of care from prevention to
treatment, care and support’ with one of the guiding principles being ‘three ones’ (one
coordinating authority, one national program, one national monitoring system) (NCASC
et al., 2011:9). Other guiding principles for the new strategic plan include: universal
access to prevention, treatment, care and support services for all people on an equitable
basis; integration of HIV into general health programs; evidence-informed planning and
programming; decentralised, multi-sectoral and interdisciplinary engagement; reducing
stigma and discrimination; centrality to people living with HIV; gender mainstreaming;
and equity and human rights (NCASC et al., 2011).
Programmatic elements in this strategy are designed to cater for key populations with
‘higher risk’ consisting of PWIDs, FSWs, MSMs and male labour migrants (believed to
be bridging to the low-risk general population) and ignoring young people as a separate
group as a whole (NCASC et al., 2011). The shift in the response away from young
people in the new strategic plan is noticeable, as it is less concerned with longer-term
(sustainable) preventable goals and more with stopping transmission in the well-defined
behaviours that drive the epidemic in Nepal: injecting drug use and unprotected sexual
intercourse in people with multiple partners, especially among key population groups
(NCASC et al., 2011). The draft national HIV/AIDS strategy 2008–2011 is targeting
service delivery with little attention towards young people, while identifying young
people’s knowledge in HIV/AIDS and their sexual behaviour as an indicator in defining
reduction in the HIV prevalence at national level (Government of Nepal, 2009;
Government of Nepal et al., 2006).
A review of the education sector response to HIV and AIDS in Nepal demonstrates a
modest effort in terms of ‘institutional provisions, national commitments, policies and
creation of an enabling environment’ (UNESCO & MoE, 2009:1). This report
comments that although HIV/AIDS has been accredited as a ‘priority one’ in the current
education plans and there is work towards the ‘three ones’ policy through national
HIV/AIDS policies, the realisation of such policies has been fractionalised. However,
the ‘three ones’ policy has not been implemented effectively. The report further states
that very few UN organisations or other multilateral and bilateral donors work in the
education sector in response to HIV/AIDS, where there is no donor harmonisation and
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their work is highly overlapping, poorly coordinated and very selective, especially when
national education is generally underfinanced (UNESCO & MoE, 2009).
The education-sector review report claims that lower secondary and secondary school
are the focus of HIV/AIDS education in Nepal and unfortunately pay little attention to
incorporating and updating healthy lifestyle messages or life skills (UNESCO & MoE,
2009). The inclusion of LSBE in Nepal’s national curriculum in 2007–2008 was based
on only three major studies, namely: a 2002 UNICEF survey of teenagers in Nepal; a
2003 Ministry of Education and UNICEF assessment of the impact of HIV/AIDS in the
education sector; and a UNICEF review of grade 1–10 health and social studies
textbooks and teachers’ training manuals on substance abuse and HIV/AIDS prevention
(UNESCO & MoE, 2009). These reports state that, while the coverage of UNICEF
program in schools is limited, the content of the existing curricula on ‘Health,
Population and Environment Education’ in lower secondary and secondary school are
also not ‘comprehensive, updated or skills-based’ (UNESCO & MoE, 2009:3). The
curricula basically cover biological information more than the reality of drug users or
sexual phenomena of MSMs and sex workers or emerging issues such as transgender
relationships, gender discrimination and stereotypes, sexual harassment, stigma, care
and support. In addition, it is reported that with strategic support from UN
organisations, some effort has been made in the education sector in building capacity
and resources to help Nepal’s education system take more ownership of the life skills
and HIV/AIDS curricula. The report states: ‘there is a feeling that these are the
programs done for the donors’ (UNESCO & MoE, 2009:3). It is important to note that
LSBE is not reflected in the new strategic plan for HIV/AIDS.
The depiction of young people has shifted within the Nepali HIV/AIDS policy
discourse in its national action plans since 1990s. Pigg (2004) in her work in tracing the
history of AIDS intervention critically claims that in Nepal, when donor funding shifted
from the public sector toward the private sector it exacerbated the explosive increase in
both non-governmental organization (NGO) and flow of funds to work on HIV
prevention, establishing the NGO and ‘AIDS industry’ (Altman, 1998). In contrast to
many other countries in the world, Nepal’s government has allowed more explicit forms
of HIV-prevention activities such as an open campaign on condom promotion Dhaley
dai without much struggle from religious or other leaders, mainly because the funding
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agencies can ‘leverage public policy to support their own program priorities’ as most of
the national’s budget is dependent on donor funds (Pigg, 2002a:110). Seddon (1998:9)
has argued that:
There is a real danger that the prospect of an epidemic will attract organizations
and individuals whose interest lies more in the resources that are now being
made increasingly available to NGOs for work on HIV/AIDS related issues and
will not serve the interests of those directly and indirectly threatened by the
disease. Already it seems that everyone in Kathmandu seems involved, everyone
is after money.
In addition, Pigg has stated that ‘the flurry of NGO activity related to AIDS in Nepal
has been a response to donor-led initiatives that focused on having NGOs serve as the
main agents of AIDS prevention’ in a ‘global effort to combat AIDS’ (Pigg & Pike,
2004: 276). There are more than 200 local NGOs and community-based organisations
(CBOs) working in the prevention of HIV in Nepal. HIV-prevention initiatives also
coincided with the introduction of the national multi-party political system in 1990
(Khanal, 2006), opening up routes to freer economical, social and political
‘development’ as well as giving rise to consumerism for those who can afford it. In the
historical milieu of political and social change, AIDS discourse was constructed in
Nepal as stated by Pigg (2002a:99):
The meaning of AIDS is tied to the local meaning of NGOs, democracy, satellite
TV, and things like fashion and pop music. ‘Fighting AIDS’ became associated
with development entrepreneurship led largely by urban professionals, while
‘having AIDS’, linked as it was with foreign business travel (among the welloff) and a remittance economy (among the desperate), called up all the
ambivalence associated with the increasing commodification of life in Nepal.
Popular HIV/AIDS-prevention programs, and the desire of funding agencies to invest in
Nepal, undoubtedly originated from well-meaning intentions. However, it has been
recognised that there has been inadequate involvement of the state government of Nepal
in regards to HIV-prevention (Pigg & Pike, 2004). The donor agencies from the
international sector have both financial resources and knowledge resources, as well as
power that could shape government to act accordingly.
While working to come up with a set of sexual vocabulary for Nepali AIDS workers to
work on HIV-prevention interventions, Pigg observed that AIDS intervention in the
society has become a ‘powerful signifier’ that plays ‘an important role in establishing
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sexuality as a matter of public debate and national concern in Nepal’ (2004:274).
However, the intervention discussion focuses more on the assertion of people as
‘ignorant’ or ‘backward’ in the line of ‘social marginalisation’, making additional
barrier to AIDS prevention for many (Pigg, 2001; Pigg & Pike, 2004). Pigg comments
that while HIV-prevention messages were adapted from the ‘globally circulating
template for AIDS education’ that existed in the English language, when translated into
Nepali, for instance, simple phrases such as ‘safe sex’ that ‘emerged and made sense in
North America were, in the Nepali context, absent as reference points’ (Pigg,
2002a:103).
Pigg (1998) argues that Nepali people discuss sexuality in terms of relationships by
using socially ‘value-laden’ and ‘powerful’ terms that bring power relations between
men and women to the forefront. She advances the argument that ‘a thousand
repetitions of the idea that HIV can be transmitted through Yon Smaparka (sexual
relations) will never achieve’ the kind of immediacy that can be transmitted through
terms that make sexually specific acts and body parts a subset of socially ‘sanctioned
and unsanctioned relationships (marriage, elopement, lovers) and roles (husband/wife;
patron/mistress; boyfriend/girlfriend; seducer; virgin; “loose” woman, etc.)’ that are
related to ‘feelings of love, sexual desire, arousal and attraction and an array of verbs
for seducing, wooing, flirting, and the like’ (1998:4).
In the study called ‘Making of a cultural model of HIV/AIDS in Nepal’, Beine (2003)
has explicitly demonstrated the domination of the Western model in the HIV/AIDSprevention discourse in Nepal. With their extensive work, Beine and Pigg have both
demonstrated that donor-driven programs have led the AIDS discourse in Nepal (Beine,
2003; Pigg, 2002a; Pigg & Pike, 2004). Though international agencies aim to support
the national focus on the most at-risk populations, the distribution of funding is highly
negotiated (UNCT, 2002). Stone (1990:91–92) has pointed out that:
Risk factors and designations of high-risk groups do not grow immediately and
automatically out of epidemiological research. They are created in a social
context that involves judgment, persuasion, bargaining and political
manoeuvring. This larger social context also shapes decisions about what is
considered a risk factor, and how broadly categories are drawn.
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This is true in the case of Nepal, as can be seen by the skewed response towards ‘high
risk groups in the national strategy. Prevention for young people was initiated in the
early 1990s and supported by the first national HIV/AIDS policy on Nepal in 1995.
Most interventions were by large international agencies such as UN agencies, United
States Agency for International Development (USAID) and Department for
International Development (DFID), and funded through local and international nongovernmental organisations (INGOs). These agencies targeted young people (15–24
years) as the centre of HIV epidemic and therefore received a high priority for HIV
prevention (MoHP, 2012; Pigg & Pike, 2004; UNAIDS, 2006). This stance was
supported by evidence that young people made up a significant proportion of specific
high-risk groups, such as 44% of new injectors are aged below 25 years of age in
Kathmandu (Essex & Lu, 2004), 20% of FSW in Nepal are girls younger than 16 years
(Gilligan & Rajbhandari, 2004) and most migrant workers are aged between 12–18
years (UNICEF, 2006).
In the meta-analysis of the documents related to most-at-risk-adolescents (MARA), it is
shown that young people aged 14–25 years account for one-third of all new infections
in Nepal (UNICEF et al., 2008). Further evidence is considered from cross sectional
studies, especially obtained as the program outcomes of internationally funded
prevention programs, to claim the globally accepted threat of HIV/AIDS for young
people in Nepal (CEDPA, 2004; Neupane et al., 2003; Poudel, Jimba, et al., 2007;
Tamang et al., 2001; UNICEF & UNAIDS, 2001). However, most of the young-peoplerelated studies in Nepal examined Knowledge, Attitude, Practice and Behaviour
(KAPB) in more accessible areas such as schools and colleges (Iriyama et al., 2007;
Jaiswal et al., 2005; Jha et al., 2010; Mahat & Scoloveno, 2006; Stone et al., 2003;
Upreti et al., 2009). Some KAPB studies also focused on the population that could be
accessed through local NGOS such as FSWs, PWIDs, MSM, mainly quantifying sexual
behaviour patterns (Gurubacharya & Gurubacharya, 2004; Poudel, Nakahara, et al.,
2007; Poudel et al., 2003; Puri & Busza, 2004; Puri & Cleland, 2006; Silverman et al.,
2007; Tamang et al., 2001).
The above-mentioned studies focus on the knowledge around HIV/AIDS, its mode of
transmission and condom use, while largely ignoring the cultural factors and
discrepancy in behaviours. Many of these studies are epidemiological and biomedical,
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ignoring the local context that shaped the lives of young people. These KAPB studies
indicated a need for further studies to explore such cultural and contextual factors that
might contribute as barriers to safe sex practice. The literature suggests that gender and
stigma/discrimination, poverty, sexually conservative culture and tradition, language
and geographical difficulties are major challenges for HIV-prevention interventions
(Pigg, 2001; Pigg & Pike, 2004; Pokhrel et al., 2008; Wasti et al., 2009). This invites
the necessity of an in-depth study that explores what and how young people’s sexual
behaviour is determined by their understanding, beliefs and values in the local context.
In the light of anthropological work carried out by Beine and Pigg, the insight one can
draw is that, while appraising HIV prevention in Nepal, it is also important to notice
that the focus has been on the long-established grouping or categorising of people such
as ‘high risk’, ‘most at risk’ inclusive of ‘young people’, PWIDs, FSWs, MSM, ‘male
labour migrant workers’ and ‘truck drivers’. Not only has the categorisation of risk
groups been influenced by Western discourse on HIV prevention in Nepal, but also
what is delivered in the form of prevention messages or activities has been based on the
models promoted by funding agencies borrowed from the West (Beine, 2002). For
instance, strategies like best practices of peer-to-peer program, LSBE, youth-friendly
services are the programs recommended by promoted by these Western organisations
(Boler & Aggleton, 2005; Pigg, 2001, 2002a). These categories can be reflected in the
light of HIV-prevention work in Western countries, where initial focus was on the
category of ‘homosexual men’, while intervention to combat the HIV pandemic in subSaharan Africa was focused on the general population. There has been a gradual shift of
focus towards other categories of people such as ‘immigrants’ and ‘racial minorities’
living in Western countries (Bredstrom, 2009).
The process of categorising, when applied in the Nepali context, objectified ‘sex’ and
removed it from its human contexts and the flow of experience (Pigg, 2001; Pigg &
Pike, 2004). Pigg emphasises that the AIDS preventive message has created ‘sociomoral assumptions’ fostering ‘blaming and stigmatising’ and a ‘dissociation’ effect on
Nepali society, partially because of the ‘abstract’ and ‘decontextualised’ message of sex
imparted through the AIDS message itself, while paying scant attention to the broader
social context. Rather than allowing discovery of the potential within the Nepali society
itself, these messages were disconnected from ‘real issues of sexuality in real people’s
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lives’ (Pigg, 1998:5). The following statement that reflects similar sentiments was made
by Dowsett (2003:27) while talking about gender and sexuality in the context of AIDS:
If we fail to understand the determinants of HIV risk and vulnerability as
profoundly social –– and by social it means relational, contextual, cultural,
political, economic, historical, symbolic and discursive –– we fail to understand
how best to intervene.

A comment on the reviewed literature.
As can be seen from the above discussion, when HIV prevention programs commenced
in Nepal there already was an established body of knowledge on HIV that shaped the
discursive space of HIV prevention in Nepal. There also was an ongoing building of
knowledge on diversity of sexuality and sexual behaviours, protective and risk factors to
HIV/AIDS, division of high-risk and low-risk contexts or population groups, and
theoretical and behaviour modules.
Action groups formed by the Ministry for Health in Nepal to work on the prevention of
HIV/AIDS typically involve external funding agencies, national government bodies
and semi-autonomous entities (MoHP, 2012). Such action groups usually include
representatives of those groups considered to be most at risk of contracting HIV/AIDS
including: PLWHA, PWIDs, FSWs, MSMs, migrants and young people. However, the
selection of at risk groups, and the individuals representing them, is often only done
with the endorsement of the external funding agencies and are not necessarily
representative of the groups they are assumed to represent.
Popular HIV prevention programs are often inspired by the Western model of thought
and evidence. National action plans, strategic papers and UN policy documents are the
major references. Subsequently, HIV-prevention programs in Nepal are vulnerable to
change as global policies and donors’ priorities change. Nepal has had its own
inadequacies, not the least of which has been an unstable government. Donor projects
within Nepal are seldom subject to criticism. Any deviation from the available popular
programs is not only questioned but pushed away or refused or ignored. Predetermined
ideas have been assigned without taking the real socio-cultural context of Nepal into
consideration. Such predetermined ideas, held within, conventional HIV prevention
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programs, suggest that young people are simply risk takers and therefore vulnerable to
HIV/AIDS. These simple classifications fail to take into account the social, cultural and
political history of Nepal. In current HIV/AIDS policy it is crucial to consider how
young people are represented, how they behave as individuals and as a group and to
consider their voices in regards to health, sex and disease prevention.
HIV/AIDS prevention has not only been a mere focus as a disease but as a continuum of
political, economical and social agendas in diverse interests in Nepal. HIV prevention
was initially advocated as a protective model for the general population, then as a
disease model of specific risk groups and from there to a rights campaign of MSM and
sex workers. The shift in the HIV-prevention discourse is evident in national policy,
epidemiological studies and mass media. The shift of focus to MSM become much
more noticeable as the new parliament had its first gay member, as well as the funding
agencies’ interests in the area of MSM. However, the ways in which young people or
any of the categorical groups of people have come to the fore in HIV/AIDS policy
should not be taken as straightforward evidence of epidemiological developments but,
rather, needs to be critically examined as part of a political process. In this section, the
focus is on Nepal and the ways that young people are presented in Nepali HIV/AIDS
policy discourse.
Mainly, two consecutive shifts have taken place. First, young people have been one of
the most important focal points of the policy debate in the first round of HIV/AIDSprevention policy. Second, young people have moved from being the main focal point
to being an almost non-existent or marginal group within the so-called categorical ‘most
at risk’ group of people. This shift is understood in relation to the broader political
development concerning funding agencies, the country’s political instability and rights
movements. Among donor-funded HIV-prevention initiatives, the argument has always
been around young people’s vulnerability to HIV, which is exacerbated by widespread
poverty, gender inequality, migration, ethnic or caste discrimination, political instability
and civil conflict in Nepal. Poor socio-economic conditions force many children and
youths directly or indirectly to practise one or other risk behaviours. For a majority of
children and youths, lack of timely awareness about sex, sexual health and healthy
lifestyles puts them at risk of HIV and STI infection.
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Several researchers have established the significance of young people in the
epidemiological and preventive presentation of HIV/AIDS globally and locally. The
social construction of young people, their sexuality and gender, race and ethnicity, time
and again have been the focal point of debate in HIV prevention. These have
scrutinised, constructed, positioned and challenged. They have convincingly
demonstrated that selecting one risk groups at more or less at risk over other groups has
guided the HIV/AIDS policy to construct dichotomies of safe and unsafe, innocent and
guilty. Discerning analysis of such epidemiological classification on the basis of route
of transmission or grouping people as at high or low risk, takes no notice of the
multilayered context and identity of the people and their behaviour.
It is not particular types of people or groups of people who are affected by HIV or
causing the epidemic, it is behaviour that transmits HIV, behaviours that happen in
particular contexts. For instance, while ‘having male to male sex’ and ‘injecting drug
use’ are clearly defined behaviours, ‘sex work’ often is not. Some people have sex with
another person in the expectation of receiving food or drugs rather than in direct
exchange for money and may not view themselves, nor be viewed by their sex partners,
as sex workers (Bhatta et al., 1993; CREHPA, 2001; Gross, 2003). In addition, do we
call a person who has sex in exchange for money only once, or only once per year, or
only once per month, a sex worker? With the flourishing sex industry that anyone can
observe in Kathmandu, it appears sex work is a fluid phenomenon, and it is important to
see it as part of, not separate from, mainstream Nepali society (Liechty, 2005).
Portraying young people involved in at-risk categories such as FSWs, PWIDs, MSM
separates them from mainstream society; it may be stigmatising for the people involved,
and it may also lead to people not relating to well-intended prevention messages. It may
create a false sense of security for them and others who do not identify themselves as
any categorised at-risk groups, even though they may engage in risky behaviour.
Therefore, exploring Nepali’s personal narratives concerning sex and sexuality,
monogamy, virginity, romantic love and relationships in young people may be critical
to understanding sexual risk-taking behaviour. The current research explores the
possibility that young Nepali culture has a strength to it that should be further utilised in
HIV/AIDS prevention.
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I am motivated to explore young people’s understanding of their romantic relationships
and sexual behaviour because of the apparent discord between the simplistic way in
which young people are considered within public health programs and the true
complexities of young people’s lives.
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology
This chapter elaborates on the methodological aspects of studying socio-cultural
understandings of young Nepali people and their sexual practices during fieldwork in
Kathmandu. The first section of this chapter discusses how I came to undertake this
particular research design by adopting a qualitative approach. I also elaborate on the
circumstances and environment under which I had to proceed with the research. In the
second section of this chapter, I will explain the research procedures related to the
methods, research techniques and my reflexivity in carrying out the research, as well as
the ethical consideration in undertaking research in terms of consent, confidentiality and
the support provided for the participants. This is followed by a section on analysis in
terms of transcribing, translation and coding.

Research design and qualitative approach
The goal of this thesis is to examine how young people are embedded within the sociocultural context of Nepali society in Kathmandu and how their everyday lives influence
their practice, in particular their sexual practices. How should I go about trying to find
answers to those research questions mentioned earlier? Instead of answering in
numbers, I decided to try to understand young people’s practices, feelings and meanings
in words and therefore using a qualitative approach and purposive sample size of 40
participants for in-depth interviews. Purposive sampling is ‘the core distinguishing
element of qualitative inquiry’ (Patton, 2002:272). Patton further asserts that ‘while the
purpose of probability-based random sampling is generalization from the sample to a
population, what would be bias in statistical sampling, and therefore a weakness,
becomes the intended focus in qualitative sampling, and therefore a strength’ (Patton,
2002:273) and calls for ‘information-rich’ samples that will ‘illuminate the questions
under study’.
Research design is important in qualitative studies to match the methods to the subject
of research and sampling so that findings can be systematically generated. De Vaus
(2001:9) asserted that ‘the function of a research design is to ensure that the evidence
obtained enables us to answer the initial question as unambiguously as possible’;
therefore, research design is not just a work plan integral to completing the project that
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flow from the project’s research design. He argues that often research designs are
equated with the types of research methods, and consequently evaluated against the
weakness and strengths of the method, rather than as a ‘logical structure of the inquiry’.
It is also contended by Yin (2009:21) that research design deals with a ‘logical problem’
and not a ‘logistical problem’.
In a qualitative approach ‘research design will be continually modified and developed
by the researcher throughout the project’ (Burgess, 1984:5) and is always emerging;
therefore, qualitative study is inherently flexible. However, to guarantee the rigour of
the research and not to risk the loss of research focus with flexibility, Burgess further
suggests three tools, namely: auditing; pilot study; and methodological reflexivity.
Auditing is to ‘ensure confirmation with accepted standard’ and ‘is a useful means of
supporting the credibility and trustworthiness of findings and interpretations in
qualitative research’ (Given, 2008:42). A pilot study is used to correct errors in research
design.
I designed this research in three stages. The first phase was a pilot study to assess the
feasibility of my research focus, research domains, sampling and recruitment strategies,
and research process in terms of assessing the difficulty to carry out focus groups and
interviews on a sensitive topic such as sex within a social context where sexual
conversation is silenced or shared as secrets. As a female researcher, I was anxious
about the young men’s responses to disclosing their personal matters more than with
young women, thus it was logical to pilot focus-group activities with young men. I also
arranged for a male research assistant in case of gender difficulties in the focus group
with young men, as well as to observe the emerging issues during discussion.
The second stage in the research was to conduct focus groups with the aim of gaining an
insight into young people’s socio-cultural practices related to their sexual practices, as
well as to familiarise myself with the language they use to express sexual practice to
facilitate the collection of information. A modified list of research domains developed
from the pilot study was expected to help in the focus groups. Focus groups also were
intended to capture the type of conversation that may appear sensitive or cause
uneasiness in young people. In order to have a group that is ‘small enough for everyone
to have opportunity to share insights and yet large enough to provide diversity of
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perceptions’ (Chervin et al., 1997:10) the size of the focus group is recommended to be
from six to twelve people with an average of eight (Cloud, 2005; Collins, 2003;
Giddens, 1990; Khaniya, 2007; Neuman, 1994). A total of four focus groups were
planned with 6–8 young people in each group: two single-sex focus with young people
attending high school (grades 11 and 12 or intermediate level) at public school; and two
single-sex FGD with young people attending high school (grades 11 and 12) at private
school.
The third stage was to conduct face-to-face interviews with young people to explore
sexuality topics in greater detail. Interviewing is commonly employed in qualitative
research as a means to elicit selected individual perspectives and experiences on a
particular issue. In-depth interviews draw on ‘people’s experience of social reality
through their routinely constructed interpretations of it’ (Minichiello et al., 1990:94).
Thus, in the context of this study, interviews elicited young people’s socio-cultural
understanding of sexual practice. This is a critical element in order to establish how
young people negotiate and formulate their understanding of sexual practice and how
what they do subsequently places them at more or less risk within a given context. The
modified interview schedule informed by the focus groups helped in conducting relaxed
interviews without any discomfort arising from discussing the sensitive topics. I
planned to work with open questions based on research domains, to provide as much
space as possible for the young people to bring in their practices and issues.

Selecting the participants
The major selection criteria for the sample were:
-

currently studying in public or private co-ed high school in grade 11 or 12

-

within the age group of 16–20 years

-

either male or female

-

previously had or currently have boyfriend/girlfriend

-

unmarried

By setting the selection criteria, this increased the chances of including ‘informationrich’ participants for this study. I used the schooling criteria of public and private for the
coverage of diversity of young people from various socio-economic backgrounds, who
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can have degrees of confidentiality, levels of familiarity with various forms of diversity
(e.g. ethnicity, religion and sexuality) and different kinds of access to spaces or services.
Given the fact that more than 60% of the population of Nepal lives under the poverty
line, I assumed that most of the students who attend public schools would come from a
low economic background as school fees at a private school can be unaffordable. I also
assumed that those who can afford to pay fees in medium-ranged private schools might
not necessarily be from a high economic background, as much of the country’s
economy relies on overseas remittances. I have excluded the very expensive private
schools for the reasons of them being too elite for this research. Therefore, I focused
only on those schools that are popular in terms of providing a good education as well as
being affordable to people from lower to middle income groups.
The school as a research site was selected for three main reasons. First, it was easy to
gain access to large numbers of young people from diverse backgrounds. Contacting
out-of-school young people would pose difficulties of recruitment and would be
complicated in politically unstable situations. Second, from the HIV-prevention point of
view, school dropouts are perceived as a high-risk group and have received more
attention than the ones who attend school in terms of research and the coverage of
services. In addition, the trajectories of life experiences for school dropouts deserve a
separate study. Third, students at school are likely to have access to education on
sexuality and HIV//AIDS, ‘to equip them to make decision concerning their own lives,
bring about long-term behavioural change’ than those not attending school (World
Bank, 2002:4).
Being in the age group of 16–20 years was the second criterion for selection as students
in grade 11 and 12 were most likely to be in that age group. There are often the cases of
late age of school starting, class repetition and dropout students rejoining the school,
making an age as high as 20 years or more common among high school students.
Furthermore, 16 years is the legal age of consent in Nepal. In addition, my previous
work experience and study helped me conclude that kids younger than 16 years old
would have minimal sexual experience and it would be more difficult to discuss issues
of relationships with them. Furthermore, I expected that this age group would be more
confident in talking about their experiences. This age group is suitable socially in the
sense that grades 11 and 12 are considered to be a transition to college from school
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where young people are given more freedom and independence, feel more in control
and are more likely to experiment with different aspects of life including sex and drugs.
The selection criterion of interviewing of both males and females was necessary
because of the dominant discourse of heterosexuality involving male female
relationships. It was also important to see if everyday life is a gendered experience in
terms of expectations and behaviours. An unmarried status was important for the
research as the dominant cultural norm was for young people to avoid premarital sexual
activity. Furthermore, married young people may have different trajectories in their
experiences of everyday life. Girls who had marriage proposals, but either had refused
or were still negotiating a postponement of the marriage with their parents, were
included in the research.
Based on these selection criteria, I collected additional demographic details during the
screening questionnaire to keep track of the diversity of participants in terms of their
migration status, family income and accommodation arrangements. A screening
questionnaire (Appendix 1) was made available in the school wherever there was an
opportunity such as in classrooms, canteens and on noticeboards. At times, I personally
distributed recruitment flyers (Appendix 2) or questionnaires during school events or
assembly when many students congregated together. I also gave screening
questionnaires directly to students who approached me with an interest on participating
in the study. In the same screening questionnaire, students had the option to participate
in either a focus group or interview. Those young people who were not eligible,
especially those who approached me directly, were handled with sensitivity, often with
long (10–20 minutes) informal conversations.
I started with a preliminary selection using the established screening criteria and then
undertook focus groups with 6–8 young people and interviews with other young people.
Most of the young people were from the course streams of arts, commerce, management
and business who spend fewer hours in school in comparison with those in science. Five
students who mentioned that their age was between 16–20 years and later in interviews
disclosed that their age was more than 20 years, and two of the girls who disclosed their
marital status after 5–10 mins into the interview, were excluded from the analysis as
they presented with different trajectories of experiences. I also prematurely ended their
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interviews. One of the students, who in the preliminary form said she was 16 years old,
later disclosed that she was two weeks away from being 16 years at the time of
interview, is included in the analysis as she happens to present a unique experience
related to my study. A list of participants is in Appendix 3.

Research location
Fieldwork for empirical data collection was carried out in my home town, Kathmandu,
the capital of Nepal, with the aim of exploring the socio-cultural context and sexual
practices of young people attending both public and private high schools. I made two
field visits; the first was nine months long, occurring between March and November of
2008. During this trip, I conducted all pilot studies, focus groups, and interviews and
made field notes on observations. My second field visit was six weeks in June and July
of 2009, during which I verified data with further observations drawing from my field
notes. The second visit was particularly important as the first field visit was during a
period of political unrest in Nepal, particularly in Kathmandu, which influenced the
political, legal and security situation in the country.

Going back home to Kathmandu for fieldwork — witnessing the violence
During the first visit, the streets of Kathmandu were unpredictably violent with
protestors and security forces frequently clashing unexpectedly during occurrences of
‘Nepal/Kathmandu Bandh’ — a kind of formal strike involving violent street protests,
blockades and destruction of property. Police enforced curfews and shut down parts of
the country for days at a time, causing a scarcity of basic commodities such as petrol,
kerosene, cooking gas, electricity and water. Chaos and pollution increased in
Kathmandu, which became a city of petty crime, kidnapping and a flourishing sex
industry. The media’s coverage of celebrity sex scandals, leaked sex videos and the gay
rights movement were welcome distractions from the news on violence in the everyday
lives of the people of Kathmandu.
The discomfort I felt was quickly compounded by a much more jarring experience:
witnessing street violence in a way I had never experienced before. Although I have
been in Nepal during periods of conflict and lived with the impact of constant strikes,
the violence on the streets of Kathmandu and in the vicinity of my home had risen
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dramatically during 2008. The television news channels extensively covered the
bombings and destruction of public property, broadcasting images of broken windows,
injured children, carcasses and mutilated bodies, along with speeches by political
leaders. Terror invaded everyday life with conversations centred on the unrest,
particularly the presence of Maoists and members of the Young Communist League
(YCL) threatening the life security of many when they randomly attacked people,
burned tyres, robbed, beat and sometimes killed people, giving a feeling of a semi-war
zone.
Days became weeks, weeks turned into months, and still the violent incidences of
protests and the Bandh continued. Although not officially shut down, Nepal Bandh
often means workplaces are closed or not operating fully, including hospitals if the
protest is related to medical professionals. Universities and schools were often closed
either by Maoists raising the issue of school fees or by strikes initiated by teachers’
unions or by factory workers in textbook-printing places, streets were often unsafe,
shops were vandalised, making the entire city a dangerous zone. At other times schools
were closed because the Maoists took shelter in school grounds and buildings,
disrupting everyday routines of students.
Functioning in such context, the polarity of my stance of observer and young people as
being observed started to merge, as well as re-entering the socio-political reality of my
own country after having transited to the much safer environment of Australia, so I
began to face high level of stress and at times incomprehensible crisis. Feelings of
emotional distress requiring a greater degree of reflexivity in research is common
among researcher working in conflict-affected areas (Kacen & Chaitin, 2006). A
repeated Bandh, frequent school closures and the continuous scarcity of basic
commodities in daily life disrupted my initial plan for fieldwork. These were not
pleasant or exciting circumstances to find oneself in and I am not ashamed to admit that
I descended into depression, as I have written in my field notes:
I feel distaste for what is happening in the country right now. The
extent of the fear, frustration and despair I feel probably is not
different to what my family, friends, or anyone, for that matter, is
feeling but I am here for the specific purpose of research. I am divided
as an aware citizen, a protected daughter, and an independent
researcher. Neither can I ignore nor can I dissociate myself from what
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is happening around. How do I experience and interpret the chaos of
political conflict, the bloodbath, terror and scarcity, all is taking away
my senses. I would be lying if I did not say I have contemplated
giving up on my research. (Fieldwork, 23 July 2008)
After an election and the dethroning of the King, the situation in Kathmandu became
comparatively calmer. Although scarcity persisted, schools were running and I was able
to carry out my fieldwork in bits and pieces. My past experiences of life in Kathmandu
and my knowledge of the country’s situation based on what I had read on the internet
and heard from friends had prepared me to expect and adapt to unexpected
circumstances as a more or less standard procedure (Amit, 2000); however I was not
prepared for its intensity and manifestations of effects. Infused with optimism as I was,
and perhaps a little too well adjusted to a hassle-free life in Australia, the moment I
landed at Kathmandu airport I was confronted with what the reality of conducting
research in Kathmandu might be like. It started at the airport when security personnel
held me for more than two hours, accusing me of possessing ‘unusual looking electronic
equipment’ that I ‘may have brought to activate a bomb’ for a foot-pedal to my
transcriber, still in its packaging, that I intended to use to facilitate transcription.

Revisiting Kathmandu — a sense of calm
While my second visit to Kathmandu was much calmer, although the scarcity in
different forms persisted, roads were comparatively free of Bandh except for some
eruptions of street brawls for different reasons. The most common ones I saw involved
taxi drivers with their taxis stopped in the middle of the road, causing disruption and
traffic jams for hours while they sorted out accidents or conflict with passengers arguing
about taxi rates. Security was comparatively good, as I could see many police patrolling
the risky areas, although security did not hold the same controlling power as before with
some people brawling with the police. Political parties were now fighting in Parliament
House rather than on the streets. The media still reported on political debates on their
front pages but other news and entertainment were finding a place along with public
discussion about sex and changing Nepali values. There were more stories of the sexual
scandals of ministers, celebrities and young people being published along with news of
the corruption of international funding agencies such as the United Nations. Dance-Bars
were opening only during regulated hours and often were subjected to police raids, as
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these are the places where commercial sex is negotiated. Offices were running without
government and schools were now regularly open. It was important to verify if young
people’s everyday lives and practices would have been different in a calmer political
situation and if the regularity of school influenced young people’s behaviour. During
my second visit, I revisited locations like parks, squares, shopping malls and cinema
halls, finding them occupied by more young people. Dance-Bars, although regulated,
were still accessible to young people in school uniforms, often bunking their morning
classes to attend parties, hence called ‘bunkers parties’ or ‘TGIF (thank god it’s Friday)
parties’ on Fridays in illegal discos.

Accessing schools — venturing into research sites
The Higher Secondary Education Board (HSEB), which is an autonomous body of the
Ministry of Education, is responsible for all higher secondary schools in Nepal. Higher
secondary education covers grades 11 and 12 and was previously under the university
system, run as proficiency certificate level (PCL), some of the universities still have
PCL running despite a policy that requires it to be integrated into the school system. As
the national School Leaving Certificate (SLC) examination is carried out at the end of
grade 10, not all schools provide higher secondary education. Therefore, grades 11 and
12 are often seen as a transition from school to college level education and in everyday
language people refer it as ‘campus’ rather than school. Grades 11 and 12 are either
added as ‘plus two’ (+2) as an extension to the secondary school or are run as separate
schools under private management with only two grades ‘plus two college’. Legally,
there are two types of schools, namely: community schools and institutional schools run
in Nepal. Regular grants from the government are a major source of funding for
community schools, which are often referred to as ‘government or public schools’.
Institutional schools are funded by other non-governmental sources or the school’s own
private funds, as these schools are organised either as a non-profit trust or as a company.
However, mainly two types of schools: public (community) and private (institutional)
are used in practical terms. In the academic year of 2008–2009, there were 90 higher
secondary schools (20 public and 70 private) in Kathmandu. The fieldwork began in
March 2008, although data was only collected from July 2008, as arrangements were
being made while waiting for ethics approval from the University.
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Access to the school and then rapport-building with students was a time-consuming
process for two main reasons. First, the frequent closure of schools raised several
logistic difficulties such as repeated cancellation of meetings and time gaps, causing me
to need to re-establish rapport with school authorities while they were pressured to
complete curriculum requirements. Second, cultural factors created their own
limitations. For instance, although I introduced myself as a PhD scholar when
approaching schools, progress would only occur after school authorities/teachers
established a link with their distant relatives or my family members. Often reference
was made to my deceased father, who was a judge with a reputation in society, or to my
brothers, who are working in socially recognisable positions. Sometimes the link was
made to public figures with the same surname; time and again such connections needed
confirmation. My subjective existence was established only in association with the
social representation of others. Usually this process of social connections built rapport
easily and sometimes even aided in the official processes with school authorities.
At other times I felt this to be uncomfortable and intrusive; however, I was able to
rationalise it as a necessary part of Nepali culture. For instance, some teachers used the
kin term bahini (younger sister) to address me rather than my name. As a young Nepali
woman, I did not match their perceived logical/ideological cultural categorical
classification in ways that allowed them to treat me as a friend or a fellow teaching
professional pertaining to my age and family background, thus I was addressed as
bahini. As a common practice in Nepal, this reduces social distance and symbolises a
closeness that allows flexibility and informality during conversations. Nevertheless,
with the inherent age-related respect that is associated with a perceived higher status
related to my academic qualifications, I, ‘the bahini ’and more ‘qualified researcher’
merited a position of prestige. Hence, they used pronominal terms of address and
honorific verbal endings such as ‘tapai’ or ‘hajur’ rather than the usual combination of
‘timi’ or ‘ta’ that is associated with the status of ‘bahini’ (tapai’, ‘hajur’,‘timi’ or ‘ta’
all translate as ‘you’ in English, but symbolise hierarchy in the Nepali language). This
complex practice of establishing the correct way of addressing me and my social
positioning is self-explanatory as being a part of the same culture and faced with similar
complexity when addressing students who were younger than me. To show respect and
distance as a researcher, I was supposedly addressing students with honorific verbal
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endings tapai, which would have sounded unfamiliar in the school setting where
teachers would be using timi to all students. However, using kinship language to
students as younger sister/brother and using timi pronominal endings, my standing as
researcher was less pronounced, but at the same time this could elicit the friendliness
that put participants at ease.
While I was frequently asked about how to get scholarships for their children/siblings, I
was also warned about students’ behaviour that could put me, ‘the young lady’ at risk;
therefore, they also perceived me as a vulnerable woman in need of protection. In
addition, being Nepali, I was automatically expected to perceive, understand and
interpret students accurately. Although, I benefited from my odd positioning as the
respected outsider on the one hand, knowledgeable thus potentially a source of
information for them, I also was positioned as a ‘naïve and weak insider’ on the other
hand, which I was unable to avoid or deconstruct. Hence, creating access to students
involved a delicate balance to maintain the necessary ethical requirements of the
university and the integrity of the research process, and to become a part of that culture
at the same time.
Every teacher I met during the process of contacting schools offered some sort of
assistance, often out of goodwill or just because they could, and the feeling of
obligation to help a ‘struggling Nepali woman’ to complete her ‘education’ clearly
established the gendered way of everyday dealings. This gendered way of treatment is
embedded as a part of a culture and it was hard to challenge their perception of my
vulnerability within the well established Nepali social networks. In contrast, it was also
the strength of this culture that allowed the flexibility that I needed to efficiently
complete my research.
I next obtained the necessary research approval from the Nepal Health Research Centre
in Kathmandu (Appendix 4). Access to schools was facilitated by my earlier work with
the Ministry of Education and Sports, with colleagues from that ministry offering help
in obtaining the letter of support that would allow me to conduct my research in schools
(Appendix 5). I approached 21 schools from a list of schools in Kathmandu provided by
the Ministry, depending on their status of public or private and geographic location.
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However, of the 21schools, some had small numbers of students in grades 11 and 12
and were very much localised in terms of area coverage.
Other schools refused access with the most common reason being that school authorities
were concerned about the disturbance my research might cause to the school schedules,
already behind due to the frequent school closures. Other common reasons were that it
was nearing exam time and school authorities did not want students to be distracted, and
the timing of my research was towards the end of the academic year when grade 12
students were about to finish and admissions for grade 11 was just starting, although
classes had not started yet. I had to reject some schools as they were single-sex schools.
Other schools were open to the prospect of my carrying out fieldwork and were
undeterred by my continued presence and recording of the school’s environment and
conducting interviews.

Entering the four schools
For this research, to ensure diversity, I decided to select co-ed schools depending on:
student population; school fees; public or private status of school; and geographic
location. I decided on schools with student populations of no less than 200 students
enrolled in grades 11 and 12 altogether in different streams of study, to ensure a wide
selection and voluntary participation. The school fees I considered to be an indicator of
socio-economic status, with an assumption that young people who attended private
schools would come from different socio-economic backgrounds than those who
attended government schools. Therefore, I decided to select public schools with two
different fee arrangements, that is, the set government rate only and the ones with
additional charges for services. Similarly, I decided to select private schools with two
different ranges of fees. In order to ensure the confidentiality of the interviewees, I
assigned pseudonyms to the schools and students involved while using the real names of
the localities. I also obtained letters of approval from these schools.
First public school – this school is in a geographic location away from the city centre.

This area used to be agricultural land but in recent years it has changed into a new
residential area, with rapid urban development and a boom in land values. This is one of
the biggest public schools in the area, which also draws students from the outskirts of
Kathmandu. The school is thus overcrowded. This school is built on a large piece of
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land but is poorly managed under government funding only. Near the school is a hill
where students can easily go for walks and create some private time.
Second public school – this school is situated near the central business district and is

very accessible via public transportation. This school’s premises are large with sports
facilities and a canteen. This school receives regular funding from the government as
well as some private funding. Nearby the school are several chiya-pasal (local
teashops), temples and small squares and students are often seen making their way
home via this neighbourhood. This school has a good mix of students from the local
area as well as from surrounding suburbs.
First private school – this school is located in an area close to a very popular tourist and

business area called Thamel. The school draws its students not only from the
surrounding areas but also those who commute to school by public transport. The
school mainly offers courses in humanities, management and business and has one of
the biggest sports areas of all schools. The school fees are considered to be in the
medium range. This school, unlike other schools, conducts regular drug testing of
students. This school is recognised in the media for success in sports competition as
well as for the unruly conduct of its students.
Second private school – this school is located in a comparatively old residential and

business area that in recent years has transformed into a corporate and business area.
This school is one of the most popular schools in Kathmandu, with a large number of
students, and provides courses in all streams including science. This school is not only
easily accessible by public transportation but provides school buses, therefore drawing
students from many areas of Kathmandu.
When selecting the schools, my focus was primarily on the size of the school and then
on its location. These schools were able to provide me with an empty classroom or
meeting room for interviews and focus groups. Although an office away from the
school was available to me for interviews, students felt comfortable and found it
convenient on the school premises. I visited the schools at a pre-arranged time made
through multiple phone calls, visits or using contacts. It took me at least three or four
meetings before I was given access to put up my flyers. Usually the first and second
meetings were to explain my PhD requirements and the kind of research I was doing
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and the ways that the schools could help me. However, this did not occur before a
conversation concerning my personal life as well as their appreciation of having a
capable ‘Nepali’ conducting research in contrast to the ‘Westerner’ or ‘foreigner’ doing
research. Generally, in the third meeting I would go through material like flyers,
information sheets, consent forms and questionnaires with the teachers who were
appointed by the school principal to facilitate my visit. Finally, during the fourth
meeting, I would be given permission to put up my flyers and to be present in the school
canteen or playground to meet the students. Most of the schools required students to be
inside the classroom except during break times. Each school had some space either at
the end of the corridor, at a canteen on the rooftop, a playground or area at the back of
the building, which provided space for students’ private conversations, mock fights and
outbursts of hilarity away from teachers’ scrutinising eyes.
During these meetings, some of the school authorities explained that formalising the
process by providing documents such as a consent form, an information sheet and the
letters of recommendation or approval was not necessary, and they did not even look at
these. In addition, they said that it was ‘how we Nepali work here’ and that they would
be flexible and offer me access since it was for ‘the good cause of a Nepali woman
doing research for PhD which was a matter of great honour for the country’. My social
networks and cultural knowledge made it easy to gain access to schools, rather than the
use of the official recommendation letters available in a folder. However, they also
alerted me to what I would need to know about school policies, the restrictions I would
be under within the school’s premises, the potential for interruption my presence would
pose to students and teachers, as well as about the badmass (rowdy) students I must
interview. Often, I made notes on their ambivalent attitudes to the students’ ‘bad
behaviour’ due to the influence that they saw as taking away ‘Nepali values’.

Accessing students — the interest inside the schools
The next step was to recruit students. In two schools, I was introduced at morning
assembly time to all the students, where I spoke briefly about my research and their
participation. This helped me in establishing my credibility with teachers and students.
At another school, I was asked to give a talk on ‘positive thinking’ to motivate grades
11 and 12 students before I conducted any interviews. This also helped me to build the
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required connection with students. In two other schools, I was given permission to
wander around the school premises, except in classrooms during teaching time, as long
as I did not become a distraction for the students or teachers. In one school, where the
teachers were extremely cooperative, the structural support for maintaining student
confidentiality during interviews was not available and I ended up doing only a pre-test
of the focus group. The next school, where I did pre-testing of the interviews, allocated
a student who had a reputation of being badmass as a contact point, which placed many
restrictions on my movement inside the school. Although my initial plan was to conduct
a pre-test of a focus group and interview in the same schools where the main data
collection took place, I had to be flexible to seek other schools, which were much more
conducive to my research plan.
I spent countless hours making myself available at the schools, socialising with either
students or teachers. My relative freedom to move around school for instance, attending
students’ gatherings, school events/activities, trying out different locations such as
canteens, corridors, playgrounds or rooftops to make observations, made it easier for me
to socialise with students with some degree of informality. Sharing the same table
during tea breaks or a quick shoot in the basketball court were sufficient to reduce the
social and hierarchal differences between myself and the participants, allowing me
access to their social circle outside of school during their window shopping, birthday
celebrations or walking home. Students started to accept my presence within the school
environment and began to approach me with cautious curiosity, which I took as an
opportunity to establish contacts and provide information about my research.
My familiarity with the teachers and the eagerness of teachers to support me in
recruiting students was at times less helpful in my effort to recruit genuine student
volunteers. As the frustration built with the long recruitment process, it became
tempting to contact those students suggested by teachers. For instance, there was more
than one occasion where students approached me for an interview, later disclosing that
their teacher had sent them, which the students did not mind. On other occasions, I felt
the interference of different teachers who, with their good intentions to help me, wanted
me to interview particular students with specific behaviour. Given the hierarchical
culture of Nepal, refusing the help of a school authority would have been potentially
offensive to teachers and detrimental to my relationships and research. Explaining my
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selection criteria and my interests repeatedly was not enough and a diplomatic way to
refuse their efforts to help me was required. Often as a non-confronting strategy of not
interviewing the recommended students, I would have informal conversations with the
students over a cup of tea. Once the focus group was conducted, it was much easier to
recruit students for the interviews.

Research procedure
My intention for the research was to gain in-depth ethnographic knowledge of young
people rather than superficial qualitative information of larger numbers of young
people. Although I established a fairly large sample size of young people (72 young
people in interviews and focus groups), I do not claim my study to be representative;
however I have ethnographically contextualised and examined young people’s practices
and experiences closely. The focus-group and in-depth schedule is in Appendix 6.
During my fieldwork period, I was simultaneously visiting several organisations and
institutions that were related to work for young people and HIV/AIDS. I had several
meetings with the key stakeholders to inform my understanding of the situation and
HIV/AIDS strategies for young Nepali people and I took notes from such conversations.
I kept extensive field notes of all the observations and any information that I thought
may be useful at that time. The following section deals with the process of field note
taking and the use of different fonts throughout this thesis.

A word of explanation
Field notes
Between 2008 and 2009, I undertook two field visits and took field notes extensively
throughout my field visits. I made unstructured observations of a range of events such
as school functions and young people’s birthday parties. I also accompanied them
walking through the streets of Kathmandu and hang out with them in local teashops. It
was important for me to get a sense of what and how young people live their everyday
lives in Kathmandu. I recorded my field notes, structuring around the schema suggested
by Anne Mulhall (2003) that focus on the following:
-

structural and organisational features: I wrote about how a school and its
environment, local teashops and restaurants that I visited with young people. I
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also took notes of the places such as parks, movies hall, temples, squares, streets
and surroundings of Kathmandu where young people hang out.
-

people: I maintained detailed notes on informal meetings with people – students
and teachers, NGO leaders and others. I made note of how they behaved,
interacted, moved, and dressed (especially when students were not in school
uniform or had some specific features such as visible tattoos or metal chains).

-

daily activities: I recorded when and how I contacted schools, their reactions,
activities in the school when I was present, providing detailed descriptions. I
also recorded the progress I was making in the fieldwork or the confirmation of
my previous recording, for instance, taking many walks on the different parts of
streets gave me a vivid picture to verify and scene-matching facts about
Kathmandu that was often talked about in the interviews. I also reviewed the
popular magazines, newspapers, TV shows, music and movies again during my
second visits, due to most of the Nepali TV channels focusing on political
debates, talk shows and news in my earlier visit.

-

special events: I took note of events such as school functions, games, birthdays
and several walks that I took in accompanying young people. I also recorded
unexpected events such as protests, riots, bomb blasts that were occurring in
Kathmandu as a part of an insurgence of political conflict.

-

dialogue: when somebody made specific or brilliant comments or used special
terms, whenever possible I recorded this. For instance, once a school teacher
made a comment on a student whom he saw smoking; he said: ‘Look how boys
these days do not have respect at all, smoking in front of their teachers’.

-

a reflective diary: where I recorded my feelings, experiences about the events or
incidents, especially after witnessing violence on the streets. I had some kind of
connections with young people when I was engaging with them outside the
school premises and they shared many of their problems, which may have
influenced the way I filtered my observations or saw what I wanted to see and I
could not disconnect with them or from everything happening around. I also
recorded my insights and ideas to reflect on the findings or questions to explore
in subsequent interviews.

I used a field diary, a digital recorder or a digital camera depending on whatever was
appropriate in a given context (Emerson et al., 2001; Neuman, 1994). For instance,
when there were too many things happening such as protests and riots or on the streets
of Kathmandu, I used a digital camera or digital voice recorder. I used a digital recorder
sometimes to record what I thought were the day’s highlights instead of writing field
notes before I slept, especially when there was no electricity; however most of my field
notes were handwritten.
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I had several accounts of direct engagements with young people in different settings and
then I immediately sat and wrote down what I had felt or seen, mostly ‘jotted notes’
(Neuman, 1994:350) using dot points or my own shorthand codes. Later in the evening
or while waiting for the next interview, I used those rapid jottings, pictures and
recordings as guideposts for further extensive description, hence they were not
transcribed (Emerson et al., 2001; Neuman, 1994). I often used the exact Nepali or
English words used by young people in dot points but expanded my notes in English,
unless there were some specific words such as sojho or badmass.
I used field notes mainly in two ways: first, they gave me analytical insights that I could
immediately feed into further interviews. Second, I used field notes in the empirical data
analysis chapters (chapters 4 and 5) to provide thick descriptions of young people’s
everyday life, identifying their potential relationships between what they said and how
they behaved. Since this study is reflexive, field notes allowed me to develop insight
into contexts, to make sense of this by linking with the young people’s relationships
dynamics and practices.
Fonts
Some of the particular utterances are expressed in Nepali in italic fonts, for instance
yehiko (from here) with the implied meanings in English in the bracket. I am not
pretending to be a professional translator; however, I have translated all quotes as
literally as possible and, unless specified, as quotes being summarised. Often in the
interviews, participants used words or phrases in English while speaking in Nepali. It is
important to note that code switching between English and Nepali is a common practice
in Nepal and will be seen in the quotes throughout this dissertation. Schools in Nepal
tend to promote the English language, which is a product of the national development
discourse promoted by internationally funded projects such as literacy development
programs (Ahearn, 2004; Pigg, 2001). Ahearn found that as a byproduct of such
projects, young people in a remote village incorporated English words into their love
letters so to appear more ‘developed’ (Ahearn, 2003). Liechty also found that there was
a widespread conviction among parents in the emerging middle class of Kathmandu that
fluency in English is an essential attribute to reflect the modern, developed, higher
status and knowledge level of their children that has ‘the key to a better future’ or ‘a
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ticket out of Nepal’ (Liechty, 2003:213). Thus, parents are willing to make considerable
financial sacrifice to educate their children at English-medium schools.
I have distinguished the English words used by participants with the use of a different
font called Agency FB. For instance, they used words like modern, time, sex, fashion, drugs while
talking in Nepali; while translating in quotes, I have tried to use their English words and
structured sentences in such a way that I do not lose the meaning as well as their use of
English words. To ensure readability, I have added suffixes in English words such as
‘ed, ing, s, ion’ in some words. Here is an example of a quote where I have maintained
participants’ words in English and also have the Nepali words in italic: ‘My parents are
absolutely against drugs and prostitution so they warn me against it, which I am OK with [...]
if they say not even go to chiya-pasal with good guys I get frustrated…’. Three dots in a
row … I have used to represent pauses or stopgaps in the conversation while omitted
utterances are represented by three dots with square brackets [...].
Some words such as yehiko or bahirako can be used as adjectives, personal pronouns, or
places; similarly, words like sojho or badmass can be used as personal pronouns or
adjectives, which can create error or confusion for readers. Since English does not have
gendered articles, it is also hard to translate the grammatical mistakes made by young
people in Nepali. My unfamiliarity with slang in English and the slang used by
participants in Nepali is also likely to have been lost its subtle meaning or essence in
translation. For instance, participants say halka jhyau lagcha, the implied meaning of
this would be ‘get bored’; and by using the word halka, which literally translates into
‘light’, does not necessarily means ‘lightly get bored’. Although the translation may
make sense in English, the word halka does not carry the same meaning in that
particular sentence structure in Nepali. Similarly, when young people use English words
in Nepali, they do not necessarily have the same meaning as in correct English. For
instance, they use ‘economy’ when they meant ‘money’, or when they say American,
they may mean ‘Western’, ‘foreigner’, or when they use words ‘the West’ or ‘Europe’
this does not always mean ‘Western world or European countries’; rather it means and
overseas or a particular country like the USA and Australia or Korea.
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Pilot study
‘Do not take risks. Pilot test first’ (De Vaus, 2001:54) , these words reminded me to
design and include a pilot study during the planning phase of my research. A pilot study
can be understood as pre-testing or ‘trying out’ of a research instrument, ‘small-scale
versions of planned study’ in order to ‘answer a methodological question and to guide
the development of research plan’ (Prescott & Soeken, 1989:60). Authors of qualitative
researchers have argued that due to the emergent design of qualitative research, for
instance, insight gained in the previous interview is used to inform the subsequent
interviews, and data collection and analysis often get changed once implemented
(Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Morse, 1997). Other authors
have also argued for pilot studies in qualitative research for several practical reasons.
Holloway (1997) has argued that a pilot is necessary to assess the acceptability of an
interview as well as to assess the researcher’s own preparedness, techniques and
capacity to train themselves in interviewing (Beebe, 2007; Kilanowski, 2006; Lancaster
et al., 2004). A pilot study also enhances the reliability and credibility of qualitative
research (Cohen & Ainley, 2000; Padgett, 1998). Several authors have highlighted the
importance of a pilot study in assessing practical issues concerning sampling
techniques, recruitment strategies, and focus of the research (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998;
Kim, 2010; Sampson, 2004; van Teijlingen et al., 2001). For Kim, while discussing the
importance of a pilot study in undertaking phenomenological qualitative inquiries for
culturally competent research, the most important reason is ‘identifying specific
methodological and epistemological issues so that researchers can affirm, sharpen, or
revise how to pursue and achieve their goals in their proposed studies’ (Kim, 2010:4).
Understanding the importance of piloting, I incorporated it in my research procedure for
interviews and focus groups separately.
Piloting focus group
In order to assess the feasibility of my research in terms of suitability and sequence of
research themes, timing, logistics of recording and field sites, and choice of words
especially related to sexual practice, I conducted a pilot study in two phases. The pilot
study was recorded but not transcribed, and by repeatedly reviewing the content I
became familiar with the young people’s change in tone with the change in themes, to
tally the observation notes with their hesitations or pauses or excitement related to the
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topics being discussed. I wanted to review how young people use euphemisms and
slang that would be lost if transcribed. While listening to recordings of the pilot, I also
made notes of the topics that required modification.
The first pilot study was for the focus group, conducted in a private school with eight
male students. Choosing a male group for the pilot study was intentional as I was
interested in how young men would respond to me as a female researcher and any
reluctance in sharing information on sex-related issues. Prior to the pilot test, my male
research assistant Ashok and I discussed at length strategies to introduce research
themes, what to cover within those themes, as well as an indication (where I would
signal) for him to take the lead if any uncomfortable situation arose or if interviewees
indicated that they would prefer a male to carry out discussion. Having worked with
Ashok in the past, I was confident of his capacity to carry out focus groups with young
men. I also assumed he had the benefit of being a male in talking about sexual practices
with young men as they have ‘natural rapport’ or ‘they are all men together’ as
mentioned by McRobbie (1991:2).
I was pleasantly surprised and relieved that the young men did not choose the male
researcher or show any visible discomfort in talking about any issues including sex
during pilot discussions. The questions of sexual practice were discussed with equal
enthusiasm if not more by young men which encouraged me to explore further details
than I had intended at the beginning of the pilot study.
In the pilot focus group, I also became familiar with commonly used slang words such
as billa hanney (poking fun), halka diney (showing off lightly), ryak hanney (embarrass
others), tyapey (drug addict), which were all new to me. I also learned the context where
a euphemism was used to express sexual intercourse such as hanney (hitting), thokney
(nailing), patra herney (layer watching), chikney (fucking), sangai laney/janey
(going/being together) and tyo garney (doing that), boka (goat) for male and bhalu
(bear) for female promiscuity. These words on their own may mean different things but
when used in the context of sexual talk, could be very vulgar or derogative or very
casual indicative words for sex.
During the pilot focus group, students disclosed that the school had only that year
included girls in grades 11 and 12, which made some of my pre-selected research
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themes, although discussed, not informative. This was learning for the selection of
schools for my subsequent data collection. Another crucial learning from the pilot focus
group was in the use of Nepali language. I had prepared my themes, main questions and
probes in English, which I had translated into Nepali. While carrying out the focus
group, I found that young people were much more comfortable inserting English words
while talking in Nepali, not only on sexual issues but also on general themes. I later on
relied on my own mental translation into Nepali while looking at English versions of
themes and probes as useful, rather than using translated versions.
Piloting interviews
The second pilot study was for an individual interview, which was conducted on
completion of the final focus groups. This allowed the interview schedule to be
modified and sharpened in terms of its focus and categories. I conducted two interviews,
each with a young man and woman in one government school, asking for their
preferences to be interviewed by a same-sex researcher, and there was no preference.
Therefore, I decided to conduct all interviews myself to enable in-depth knowledge on a
first-person basis. What I learned from the pilot focus groups became useful in the
interviews and there were no moments of awkwardness with the participants or myself.
The crucial learning in the pilot interview was about recruitment. For instance, a young
man in the pilot interview stated that he had been in a relationship in the past. On that
basis, I continued with the interview, where I realised that the meaning of ‘relationship’
was understood in different ways. For instance, he disclosed that he had been sitting
beside a particular girl in the classroom for more than a year and was teased by friends
that she was his girlfriend. He assumed she also liked him and she was shy with him.
Both did not talk about their feelings but remained uncomfortable even to exchange
homework and it ended when he changed schools but he always considered her his first
girlfriend. For the recruitment process, this was a major learning in defining the status
of relationships.
A second crucial point in this pilot interview was that, although school authorities were
extremely supportive of my research, I could not continue further data collection in that
particular school because of open doors, which would have easily breached the
confidentiality of the participants. This alerted me to the physical environmental issues
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required in the school selection process. In conclusion, the pilot study helped me in
identifying the research barriers and strengths of my research procedure for the main
study.

Focus group discussions: talking about sex in a group
Nepal has always been presented as or perceived as being a sexually conservative
society where the dominant discourse in most situations censors discussing sex. This is
my culture and, as a young person while working with street children on sexual abuse
issues, I was repeatedly confronted by Western volunteers who asked me where and
how I had learned about sexuality. As a young girl, I had felt serious anxiety to answer
that question, because until then it had never occurred to me to think about where and
how I had learned about sexuality. How did I learn about sex? How do I explain it to
someone outside my culture? Will they understand if I explain? Do I even know the
answer? Now after many years, I was going to explore similar questions with other
young Nepali people. Many school authorities or adults advised me that talking about
sex is a ‘very sensitive issue’, by which they meant that I should not or could not talk
with young people even for research; in Welling’s words, ‘behaviours or attitudes which
would normally be kept private and personal, which might result in offence or lead to
social censure or disapproval, and/or which might cause the respondent discomfort to
express’ (Wellings et al., 2000 :56). I was determined to explore that and it led me to
think whether there is any link between adults’ uneasiness, hesitation and apprehension
projected into young people’s willingness to talk or not about sex.
An acute awareness of the potential discomfort arising from discussing sensitive topics
led me to decide on focus groups to inquire about relationships and personal lives of
young people. As described by Madriz, the focus-group format serves to elicit a ‘form
of collective testimony’ (Madriz, 1998:116); it is anticipated that the testimonies on
these sensitive subjects will empower young people to share their experiences. Being
aware of the sensitivities around sexual issues, I carefully presented myself to young
people as a learner and an informal observer in the school, and became friendly with
some of the students prior to the focus groups. This was in order to create rapport with
young people and to avoid discomfort and thus adversely affect their willingness to
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participate or engage in my research, which would have denied me access to their
stories in focus groups.
Four focus groups were carried out with the permission of the participants to digitally
record conversations. In each focus group, I was accompanied by a same-sex research
assistant to keep notes on observations of the group dynamics. The size of the focus
group varied from 6–8 young people. In theory, 5–6 in a focus group is ideal (Cloud,
2005; Collins, 2003; Khaniya, 2007) as it is big enough to allow interaction between the
participants as well as each of them getting opportunity to join the discussion (Chervin
et al., 1997). The young people participated enthusiastically in all the focus groups
within a controlled atmosphere. Each focus group took approximately one and half to
two hours to complete and was conducted in the Nepali language. I used the modified
list of research domains from the pilot study, which related to social life, romantic life,
sexual life, access to resources and learning about sex. I began the focus group with
open questions and some probes that were prepared in advance. The guide was used as a
reference to focus on the research interest but without rigidly adhering to the guide and
topics, in order not to ‘foreclose the data possibilities in the situation [and] limit the
amount and type of data gathered’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1998 :180). Within these
domains, several themes were explored with a special focus on young people’s
understanding and practices.
Each focus group had a preliminary session where I introduced myself and explained
the reasons for my interest in talking with them. I repeatedly explained the voluntary
nature of their participation and that they could withdraw from the discussion at any
time, and that there were no right or wrong answers in the discussion. I also explained
about confidentiality between participants and use of pseudonyms and the removal of
any other identifiers from the report. Within each group, everyone knew each other.
Focus groups progressed from lighter issues such as their daily life structure, social life
with friends, fashion and trends, then moved to more personal information regarding
relationships, their understanding about love and sex, their parental guidance and
values, and then finally moved to intimate discussion about sexual practices in terms of
when sex takes place, with whom, involvement in commercial sex, under what
circumstances, the reasons for using or not using contraception, their feelings and
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emotions related to sex, their perceptions of risk and dangers related to their sexual
practices. Young people debated some of these questions in terms of morality, rights
and biological needs. When there was a momentum gained to discuss related issues, I
let the focus group run and I only interjected or directed the discussion in other
directions when I sensed that it was going off track or when participants started to
personalise the issue being discussed. I was aware of keeping the distance of dominant
norms on sexuality, not to create an environment where young people directly judge
each other or lose credibility at that moment. By the end, I moved discussion towards
much lighter topics such as access to resources and their future dreams. I also asked
them whether they could be contacted if I needed further clarification and I left my
contacts for future contact if they wanted to. One of the girls contacted me to show her
interest in giving an interview, which I considered later on for the interviews. The
sessions ended by finishing up drinks and snacks that were provided during the
discussion.
Focus groups were carried out either in private empty classrooms, meeting rooms or
office rooms provided by the school. The time and date was settled with the school
authorities or contact teachers as most of the focus groups were conducted within school
hours or soon after finishing school hours. Each of the focus groups was rescheduled
either one or two times due to the unexpected Nepal Bandh. Since the language spoken
in the focus groups was Nepali, there were no difficulties except for some slang used by
young people and occasional jargon I slipped in, which was clarified during the
discussion. On one occasion, after finishing the focus groups young women wanted to
hear their recorded voice, which I played for them from the recorder, and this created
much laughter and giggling.
The discussions with young people were conducted with the aim of gaining insight into
young people’s understanding of relationships and sexuality in everyday lives. Not only
was language and vocabulary around sex and practices expressed during the discussion,
but young people also provided a sense of their everyday negotiations. Discussions also
explored young people’s beliefs regarding cultural/social norms and values on sex and
sexuality. The insights gained from each focus group were used in subsequent focus
groups by taking notes from the recordings at least once prior to the next focus group.
This process made me add or explore in detail certain issues such as ‘Dance-Bars’ or
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chiya-pasal (local teashops) or lending and borrowing of pornographic materials, while
other issues became less important, such as politics. These insights were taken into
consideration while conducting interviews.

In-depth interviews — getting personal
This study has 40, digitally audio-recorded, in-depth interviews with young men and
women in public and private high schools as its main method of data collection. All the
interview participants were different from the ones who attended focus group except for
one girl, who had a unique story to share. Most of the interviews were conducted in the
classrooms, meeting halls or school offices and lasted for one to one and half hours. The
language was Nepali. I selected participants for the interview based on the criteria as
described above. I kept a sampling grid to track the diversity by keeping track of age,
relationship status, sexual history, caste group and migration status.
All of the interviews were semi-structured in the sense that interviews were guided by
the list of domains that was prepared in advanced in reference to the literature and
modified later in the pilot study. However, the interview schedule was only suggestive
and did not govern the interviews, allowing me to following any threads of conversation
that I found relevant for my research. On occasions, the emerging threads of
conversation dominated the interview, leaving little time to pursue the themes in the
interview guide. At other times, whenever new terms were used to address different
kinds of relationships, interest in fashions of Korean movies and Dance-Bars were
raised by participants, and where possible or relevant, I introduced that issue into
subsequent interviews. Nevertheless, the interview guide, which was initially
constructed with ten themes, was later modified into five major categories with several
sub-themes within categories, and was used to carry out interviews and I tried to cover
each category if not all themes in the interview with each young person.
The first theme related to the social life of young people — most interviews were
started by asking about typical daily life; leisure time activity including where and how
they hang out, participation in commodity consumption in terms of media, fashion; and
interests in politics. The topic of fashion introduced discussions on moral standards
between modern and traditional aspects of Nepali society. I also focused on their socioeconomic family background and family activities and any differences between young
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men and young women. I also explored school life, friends, networks and any use of
drugs and alcohol. I encouraged recall of any relevant parental advice they may have
received. Here, young people introduced the notions of being sojho (naive) and
badmass (rowdy, bad), doing the right thing, being modern, for me to follow through in
the subsequent interviews. I also asked about their plans after completion of high
school.
Second, I explored young people’s romantic relationships. I inquired about how and
where they meet to develop their romantic relationships, how intimacy develops with a
person of the opposite sex and what constitutes intimacy in terms of their embodied
experience. I also focused on the decision-making process and where they learn about
relationships; their ideas about love, romance and its outcome in terms of its
continuation or end. It was then that young people raised the aspects of love such as
Time-Pass Love and True-Love, ‘like brother-sister relations’. I asked questions about
how what constitutes dating. I asked whether there was any relationship between kinds
of love and sexual intimacy. Then they introduced aspects of moral judgements and
notions of marriage, which I explored further.
Third, I asked young people about their sexual experiences. I asked what constitutes
sexual activity for young people and about their sexual histories: where and how they
select sexual partners; contraception; the distinction between sexual partners; sexual
histories of their partners; involvement in commercial sex; their reflexivity in the
perception of HIV/AIDS and STIs; risks; pleasure; and expectations about sexually
activity . I also explored young people’s feelings about being pressured either to have or
not to have sex. Young people here introduced Dance-Bars, Cabin-Restaurants,
Auntie’s Place and Lahureni (Lahure’s wife) as possible places and people for sexual
activities, which were followed up in subsequent interviews.
Fourth, I inquired about their access to resources. I inquired about what and how they
access media, internet and health services. I also explored their support networks for
dealing with financial and emotional issues as well as health. I asked about the ways
they worked out their problems and concerns. Here young people talked about offering
a helping hand in sorting out their friends’ abortion issues by providing financial or
emotional support, which I later incorporated in other interviews.
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Fifth, with young people I explored their learning about sex. I asked about their first
sexual curiosity and the way they learned about it. I also explored their experiences of
puberty, by whom and how they were advised. Young people here introduced their
experience of masturbation and interest in sex to indicate consensual sex (followed up
in subsequent interviews). Initially I was reluctant about the topic of masturbation,
assuming cultural silence around this topic. I also asked about the sources of their
learning about general sexual and reproductive health, school sex education and their
pornography-watching practices.
There were many questions and probes formulated in Nepali using terms that were
familiar to young people prior and during the interviews. Although themes described
here are clear cut, the conversation did not always follow a linear pattern. There were
some common themes to these meanderings such as the topic of ‘friends’ emerging
during discussions about relationships, resources and support or learning about sex.
When this happened, I had to go back and forth over the same issue to address the areas
until all areas were covered. With my previous work experience with young people as a
psychological counsellor, along with the experience gained during the pilot study, my
familiarity with the questions helped me to frame questions to make young people
understand easily, to the extent that I even stopped looking at my interview guide.
Framing of questions and modification of the questions with each interview were varied
due to the incorporation of insights provided by the previous interviews.
As mentioned for the focus groups, all the interviews followed a similar pattern of easy
entry to the conversation by talking about social life, getting into the intimate and
personal discussion about relationship and sexual practices, then an easy way out by
talking about their learning of sex, resources and future plans. Each participant was also
reminded of their voluntary participation, their wish to answer or not answer particular
questions and other details, as mentioned earlier for the focus groups. I also asked about
the possibility of another meeting if needed and lastly whether they had any questions
for me, leaving my contact details in case they wanted to contact me later. Some of the
participants had questions about my personal life, especially living overseas,
scholarship schemes and publication of their information, as well as some general
questions of reproductive and sexual health. I was also asked to advise or give my
opinion about their problems in romantic relationships. Two participants called me to
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seek advice on their relationships after many days and I listened to them and provided
them with a counsellor’s contact numbers that I had mentioned in the information sheet.

Reflexivity in the research process
As rapport was established with the research participants and familiarity was growing, it
was in one way or other becoming a ‘social relation’ (Bourdieu, 1996) between the
participants and myself. My interviews were not always direct, unbiased and a goaloriented process of collecting information related to young people’s real life. The
interview process was determined to some degree by my inclinations and preferences in
areas to be discussed, as well as the power relations between participants and myself. In
order to minimise such effects during the interview process and other data-gathering
exercises, I tried to be reflexive about my own thought processes or judgements on
particular issues and to control the ways these were influencing the interview. For
instance, while talking about sexual practices with a young man, he disclosed certain
things that I found conflicting with moral norms and human rights; I was very much
tempted to react to the information he was providing. However, through constant
awareness of my research aim, I was able to continue a conversation that was conducive
to my research.
Reflexivity is a way of keeping a methodological and epistemological awareness that
ensures scientific rigour in research. However, constant reflexivity during the interview
process can interfere with gathering related information, as it may stop the researcher
from following or adding themes of interest, preventing the possibility of new aspects of
research from emerging. Depending on the comfort level with the interview process, I
asked some participants direct questions and sought their comments on subjects that
they may otherwise not have offered or mentioned. I did this because as a researcher I
was not free from my research aims. Therefore, I recognise the fact that as a researcher I
may have imposed an influence or preference on the participants as claimed by
Bourdieu:
Nobody is immune to the ‘imposition effect’ created by naively egocentric
or, quite simply, inattentive questions and, above all, the fact that answers
extorted in this way risk rebounding on the analyst herself, whose
interpretation is always liable to take seriously an artefact that she herself
has manufactured. (Bourdieu, 1996:20)
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It is my belief that even in an ideal interview situation it is not possible to conduct an
interview without imposition from the researcher. However, it is always possible to
minimise such an imposition depending on the research aim, or it may be possible to
apply an effective imposition to achieve research goals. Although interviews were being
sought through voluntary participation, this may have been an imposition on young
people in order to achieve my research aim.
My relationship with young people was not neutral for two reasons. First, I was neither
a teacher with authority nor just a friendly figure, but existed inside the school walls
with the credibility and importance of having been introduced by school authority,
which provided some degree of obligation for students in this setting. A good
illustration of such an obligation, which in Bourdieu’s term is ‘soft violence’, not only
applied to the students but also to myself, when I could not refuse to interview students
who were recommended by teachers. The factors at play were not only my age of being
at mid-thirties, but also the fact of obligation as they were doing me a favour by
granting me permission to conduct research in their schools. For students, the obligation
occurred within the hierarchy of the teacher–student relationship where the student had
to obey directives from the teacher. For instance, while talking about consent and
voluntary participation, one eligible student disclosed that he was sent by a teacher
despite the importance of voluntary participation in recruitment process as explained
and repeated requests to the teachers not to recommend anyone. However, after
explaining voluntary participation and sharing information, the student agreed and did
not want to withdraw from the interview. I felt that the teacher had put him ‘on the spot’
for my research and he may have felt some degree of obligation in the hierarchy of the
teacher–student power structure. To ensure that the participation of young people was
totally voluntary, I later on started to inquire whether a teacher had recommended the
student and found a balance with my selection criteria and my own intuition.
Although the interview process was not always neutral, my effort was to make the
interview setting and ambiance conducive for participants to feel comfortable, secure
and free to disclose private matters. Following Bourdieu’s concept of ‘social proximity
and familiarity’, I was conscious about creating a condition where the ‘non-violent
communication’ was dominant during the interviews. Although certain impositions,
such as hierarchical structures in schools mentioned above, were unavoidable, my aim
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was to be non-judgemental of young people’s responses during interviews as well as
grounding my remarks on understanding of their practices and perspectives. Being born
and brought up in the same culture and city, I related to some of the young people’s
experiences and found myself sharing my own experiences with them. Therefore, my
position as a researcher did not remain aloof. I was careful in maintaining conversations
with young people within a similar tone and choice of words as the participants’, for
instance, they were using several words in English with Nepali, and I also tried to limit
words or concepts in English like theirs.
Whenever there was opportunity, I also consciously introduced the related aspects of
research when the conversation was not going in the direction of my research interest
and guided the conversation by my choice of theme, rather than being carried out within
‘natural discourses’. However, in the instances where young people felt unease or
embarrassment with some questions, I either left that topic for later, reframed the
question, or left it out altogether. The questions were carefully crafted and asked in such
a manner that allowed participants the option of either giving a long answer or just
saying yes or no and moving on. For instance, questions were worded ‘What about the
virginity of your partner, do you think about it?’ ‘Do you think you can explain it more
or was the relationship a way to obtain sex?’ Although these questions were imposed
into the conversation and have to be reflexively critiqued during analysis and
interpretation, this provided the opportunity for me to discuss the questions of my
research interest that may have gone without address otherwise. Topics like virginity
and manipulation of conditions are situated subtly and obscurely in young people’s
everyday life and go unnoticed or their meaning is ignored. For this research, it was
important to discover, unveil and present such issues in young people’s everyday lives.
Thus, the imposition of such topics was justifiable and necessary, especially when
anthropological studies were not possible and while measures were taken to minimise
the effects of imposition during interview.
The second reason for arguing that my interaction with school authorities and with
students was far from being neutral is that, being a native Nepali, I was at one level a
cultural insider acculturated in a Western education as a researcher. As an insider, I
could easily recognise social distances and silences, understand body language such as
headshakes, confusion and hesitation, their excitement and trust, use of slang or
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euphemism and the reasons for inserting English words while speaking Nepali. I could
also relate to the distinction made between being local and migrant to Kathmandu,
recognise the places they referred to, and function within the chaos and hierarchical
structure of family, school and teacher–student relations. However, I was watchful of
over-identifying with the participants, forming too much rapport and influencing or
shadowing young people’s positions, interpretations and logics about particular issues.
In order to ensure the distance with young people, I also let the image of an outsider
float by sharing my experiences of being overseas long enough to dissociate with
everyday life in Nepal, living and doing things independently, having returned to my
hometown for academic research, thus presenting a certain naivety and ignorance about
modern young Nepali people. I was at one point surprised that some young people drew
similarities between themselves and me. Those who had migrated to Kathmandu
interpreted my experience of being an ‘international student’ from the ‘third world’
surviving on a ‘scholarship’, living alone without family in Melbourne, as similar to
their own experiences of being a ‘migrant student’ from a ‘rural area’, surviving on
‘limited money’ sent by their parents, away from their old peer group in Kathmandu.
For some other young people, I was regarded as totally removed from them and their
experience as I am older, female, educated overseas and detached from ‘Kathmandu
style’ although I showed my familiarity with their slang, local areas and even some of
their practices. Mostly young people labelled me didi (older sister), a grown-up woman,
but not a teacher but not exactly one of them or their friends, but someone they could
talk to. The point here is that, although I lived the experience of growing up in
Kathmandu, which I claim informed my research, I was distanced from the experiences
of these young people. However, as an outsider, I did not avoid being honest about
having some idea about young people’s lives but also having my doubts and unclear
issues, which I wanted to confirm or to contest. Familiarity with the culture as well as
my previous work experience with young people informed me to inquire as well as
interpret issues with young people with subtly, sensitively and plainly.
My personal social relationship with each participant differed and influenced how I
framed questions and the responses. The relationships ranged from emotionally charged
heart-to-heart conversations to rushed ones before participants caught their school bus.
At times the conversation was laborious and lengthy, while others were full of laughter,
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which I found enjoyable. I did not feel that any young people disregarded my questions
or were disrespectful. In certain instances, it was obvious that some young people
overstated, boasted or even lied, but those expressions from young people cannot be
taken in a literal sense although this may reflect the connection in the ways they sense
their reality.
The point for my research is to understand the everyday issues related to participants’
relationships and sexual behaviour and it is not focused on the individual examples per
se but on patterns that develop at the collective level in their everyday life. What
participants expressed in the interviews may not have been the real situation in their
everyday life, but in terms of my analysis, I did not ignore the possibility of the linkages
to their practices in day-to-day life, which required careful interpretation rather than
taking it at face value. Some young people mentioned that they had never felt
comfortable talking about their experiences related to their sexual curiosity or their
sexual activities, which is illustrative of the opportunity (or lack of) for young people to
explore their own thoughts and reasons.
To conclude, my primary source of data collection, that is, interviews, while being
carried out in the field, were neither neutral nor straightforward, as they involved my
own, participants’ and, to some extent, school authorities’ social relations and
negotiation. To ensure the robustness of the empirical data, I have been watchful of
imposition and influence as much as possible in each stage of my conversations with
participants. I dealt with each interview with an openness to being surprised with new
elements arising or confirming my doubts with more concrete evidence. I not only
looked for the linguistic representation of young people’s statements, but also tried to
see the context where they were coming from or how the meaning was formed. I
focused on where and how young people’s everyday experiences played out, in the
moments and forms of jokes, lies, emotions, boasts, ridicule and appreciation. I also
tried to triangulate young people’s representation of their linguistic expression of their
experiences with my observations and direct participation in their social gatherings.
My aim of the research, to comprehend young people’s understanding of sexuality, was
supplemented not only by face-to-face linguistic meanings but also with non-verbal
information that was recorded in my field notes wherever possible. In the research
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process, so I have positioned myself as an ‘insider’ as I have benefits of having lived
experience of Kathmandu; however, my professional and intellectual life experiences
and knowledge are constructed in the academia of the developed world, I have a deeper
and sophisticated understanding and interpretive cognition for this research. Therefore,
this reflective narrative has contributed to my research in unveiling what is usually
obscured in young people’s life in Kathmandu.
Interpreting young people’s experiences for this thesis, I have felt the constant battle
between the ‘cultural self’ of a Nepali and the academic theories that construct my
knowledge. My ongoing negotiation between my own narratives of experience as a
researcher wearing a ‘Western academic hat’ and the socially situated research process
in the culture I have my roots in has been precarious. At times, I have felt as though I
was caught in between powerful academic understanding/discourses, the desire to be
accurate and embedded cultural experiences and knowledge. However, I am mindful of
the credibility of the data on its own terms, as well as the possible impact of distorting
effects from my own perspectives in my culture.

Ethics — confidentiality and consent
Ethical approval was obtained from the University’s Human Research Ethics
Committee, La Trobe University, Melbourne, and Nepal Health Research Council,
Kathmandu (Appendix 4). As mentioned earlier, although my socio-cultural and
professional connections were found to be more effective in obtaining access to the
schools at practical level, it was nonetheless an essential step to focus on confidentiality
and consent as a responsible researcher. As mentioned earlier, I have ensured the
confidentiality of participants by assigning pseudonyms for schools and participants. All
of my participants were of 16 years or above, which is the legal age of consent in Nepal.
I relied on verbal and recorded consent as most participants refused to sign written
consent forms, as well as the receipt of an honorarium of Nepali currency Rs. 500
(equivalent to AUD $5–10). Providing honorarium, however is the controversial and
‘thorny’ issue (Collins, 2003:54) in qualitative research designs as some scholars argue
that paying participants will create ‘an atmosphere of commercialization’ (Cloud,
2005:31), ‘coerced’ participants to provide information and diminished the voluntary
consent process (Given, 2008:60). Others argue that payments can be made on the
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ground that participants’ time and knowledge is valued and payments outweigh in gains
of bias reduction and compensate the power differentials between researcher and the
participants as long as participants safety is ensured (Cloud, 2005; Collins, 2003;
Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Given, 2008). The most important ethical consideration for me
was to minimise any adverse psychological effects that may have been triggered by the
questions in either interviews or focus groups. Most of the participants expressed that
they were happy to have a platform to talk about the topics openly and being heard gave
credence and importance to their experiences and ideas. They also expressed that having
been able to help me in the research was considered a good deed. There was three
separate occasions where young people called me after the interview to seek advice
regarding their relationships and break-ups and I took one young women to see a
counsellor and arranged for follow-up.

Analysis — transcribing and translation and coding
Data analysis in qualitative studies is simultaneously done while collecting data (Coffey
& Atkinson, 1996; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Data analysis was carried out neither in a
single period nor in a linear time frame, as it was ongoing process from the beginning of
the fieldwork to the end of writing. The initial analysis was impressionistic in terms of
making sense through reflection of observations and informal conversations notes, at
the end of the day. I wrote on the aspects that were related to my research focus, for
instance, the issues that were repeated by many people, anecdotes, differences and
similarities, judgements and justifications that people provided about young people
during my observations. To remain closer to the data and research process during
preliminary analysis, I listened to the audio tapes and made notes to devise strategies for
further proceeding with the focus groups and interviews. This allowed me to have
‘responsiveness’ in Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) word, by adjusting according to the
situational requirement, and ‘processual immediacy’ to verify any information that was
unclear. Audio taped interviews and focus groups were transcribed with many struggles,
which are explained in the section below.
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Transcribing and translation
Audio-taped focus groups and interviews were transcribed into Nepali using Nepali
script in tandem with interviewing, but were not without issues. Unlike typing in
English, where alphabet letters are placed together correctly to spell words, typing in
Nepali scripts is more like creating a piece of art, where words are created by choosing
between 36 consonants, 14 vowels, 36 half alphabet, and 12 symbol of vowels on a
keyboard that are designed with English letters. Despite my effort to learn, the task of
transcribing in Nepali script was unachievable on my own. I could not find professional
transcribers and therefore I hired a competent typist in Nepali script. The transcribing
process took considerable time due to power outages of 12 to 16 hours per day in
Kathmandu at the time of my fieldwork. Transcribing often took place at unusual hours
as electric power was generally on from midnight to early morning, catching those
moments to recharge laptop batteries, transfer audio files from the recorder, transcribing
and creating backups. However, I returned to Melbourne with the raw versions of
transcriptions, which still required additional editing as they involved three different
people. I verified and corrected by listening to the audio file and correcting in hard copy
using Nepali script and in soft copy by using English Roman. During this process, I
made notes on interesting quotes, practices and events.
This study was carried out entirely in Nepali and written in English. In qualitative
research, many researchers have acknowledged issues related to translation. For
instance, issues such as the differences between the primary languages of researcher and
participants and the transfer of meaning across languages, are often addressed by
authors (Esposito, 2001; Hole, 2007; Irvine et al., 2007; Larkin et al., 2007; Squires,
2009; Temple & Young, 2004). Having Nepali as a first language, I was comfortable
with narratives, metaphors, idioms and meanings that participants drew on, particularly
in the contextual and cultural commonalities and similarities, especially in the ways
sexual meanings are constructed.
I did not translate until the time of writing of the findings. I intended to ‘preserve the
integrity’ of data in terms of its meanings as much as possible and keep the original
source language visible, while making the text available to non-Nepali speakers/readers.
Translation became a prolonged task as I struggled to find the equivalent words (Twinn,
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1997) or expressions/phrases without losing subtleties of meaning to mirror moral and
emotional nuances expressed in Nepali. How do I do justice to the narratives of cultural
meanings and hard-to-translate indications expressed with euphemism, so that others
can understand in similar ways as expressed by the participants? However, it is not
possible to translate lived experiences into words, as Denzin (1997) states:
Language and speech do not mirror experience: they create experience and in the
process of creation constantly transform and defer that which is being described.
The meanings of a subject’s statements are, therefore, always in motion (Denzin,
1997 :5)
My anxiety over the interpretation of the accounts of participants, especially related to
their personal and intimate details, made me watchful about the trustworthiness and
conformability of my interpretation (Leininger, 1994). When in doubt about the
interpretation, I worked with colleagues who are fluent in English and Nepali
languages, some working in the area of HIV/AIDS and some in other professions;
taking advantage of the internet and Skype, I engaged in discussing some quotations or
words or phrases and back translating them. Prior to the translation, all the data was
coded, which is explained in the section below.

Coding
Three phases of coding are identified by Strauss and Corbin (2008). Open-coding is the
first phase, where the transcriptions of focus groups and interviews are read by
researcher to build the coding tree; as a result the code tree ‘emerges’ inductively from
the data. The second phase is known as ‘axial coding’ in which codes are compared,
linked and sequenced in order to find the similarities, common patterns and unique
cases within the data. The final phase involves selective coding, which helps to identify
the emerging concepts for the analysis.
Transcriptions in Nepali script were imported to the computer software called NVivo
for data storage and management. Coding was defined by Glaser, ‘conceptualizing data
by constant comparison of incident with incident, and incident with concept so that
more categories and their properties emerge’ (Glaser, 2002:38). I used themes, which
are known as ‘nodes’ in NVivo, from the interview schedule, with sub-nodes. This
computer program facilitates coding by creating a flexible nodes scheme, as names can
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be easily changed and nodes can be easily moved across the code tree; as well as it
allows retrieval of codes only while keeping the context from which the segment was
retrieved. As new themes emerged, I added new nodes or sub-nodes on the computer.
As necessary during analysis, I either collapsed the themes or split nodes into different
or pre-existing categories and compared them within data sets of interviews and focus
groups, until central themes and relationships began to emerge (Bourdieu, 2001). To
obtain feedback on my preliminary findings, I could not make contact with the students,
as many of them had completed their grade 12 and left school so I could not make
contact with them. The writing process was started only after correcting transcriptions
and coding, reading it several times.
Now I turn to the reporting of empirical data related to sociality, relationships, sexuality
and sexual practices, from chapters 4 to 7 respectively.
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CHAPTER 4: Sociality
Everyday life of young people in Kathmandu
During my fieldwork, I had several opportunities to be part of young people’s lives and
became aware of the need to understand their everyday lives before I could explore their
romantic relationship and sexual practices. I sought to explore not only young people’s
activities, but how they interpret their experiences, what motivates their behaviour and
to what extent everyday lives are linked to relationships and sexual practice. In the next
chapters, I consider the question of romantic relationships and sexual practice in detail. I
use findings mainly from in-depth interviews and field notes gathered during data
fieldwork to discuss about everyday life and relationships in this and following
chapters. Although all young people in this study had experienced romantic
relationships at some point in time, only 8 (out of 20) young men and 2 (out of 20)
young women were sexually active. In this chapter, based on data collected from
interviews and observational field notes, I analyse young people’s everyday behaviour
in the context of their values.
Of particular interest is that Nepali youth appear to be negotiating the social pressures
and conflicts of modern life very well. The sense of cultural tradition and family
responsibility in Nepal is strong. On face value it would be easy to suggest that this
creates a pressure that conflicts with other social desires: the desire to be modern, to be
fashionable, to embrace the popular influences of Western culture, to be liked by their
peers and to enjoy the physical experiences of youth: to love, laugh, dance and enjoy
physical relationships. Interestingly although, my field work revealed that Nepali youth
appear to be negotiating these seemingly conflicting values very well and are able to
express articulately that, in desiring to be modern and fashionable, it is ok to deviate
from traditional values so long as this does not cause harm to others.
Utilising the data from interviews and field notes, I start with the story of the day I spent
with Aka and Rahul, which is followed by an interpretation of their story. The second
part of this chapter deals with major issues that arise in young people’s lives, how
young people present themselves and the driving forces that contribute to young
people’s behaviour.
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A day with Aka and Rahul in Kathmandu
On completion of my interview with Aka, I accompanied her to meet her boyfriend
Rahul, who is in her class. She candidly explained that she had used the interview as an
opportunity to meet up with Rahul. I was surprised by her invitation to join them but she
laughed and said it was just a little ghumgham (strolling), nothing like other people’s
‘intimate dating’; rather, hers was a relationship established over four years in ‘trust and
True-Love’. During the interview, when asked about her everyday life, she said: ‘every
day I have dating [laugh], it is a normal thing to do in modern days. Nepal is changing; it is
developing, with it we also need to have modern change’.
Aka first confirmed via SMS that Rahul was waiting in a nearby chiya-pasal (local tea
shop). We arrived to find Rahul in company with his friends and they greeted each other
with a smile. While sitting away from Rahul, Aka commented that she felt safe in this
particular chiya-pasal as it was packed with students in the morning, unlike in the
evenings, when wayward (badmass) people occupied it, and it was not a ‘decent’ place
for girls. Many of the young men interviewed described chiya-pasal as male-dominated
places used to share information on a range of topics from studies and jobs to sex,
drugs, fights and crime.
Aka and Rahul always detoured in their walk home from school, as it was the only time
they had together to explore their relationship, as both had after-school responsibilities
at home. This walk was what Aka described as ‘everyday dating’ even though it was
commonly in the company of other friends. They generally did not stop even for tea
unless there was a special occasion to celebrate or if Rahul had borrowed his father’s
motorbike. In some ways, Kathmandu and its landscape played a part in the love-story
of Aka and Rahul.
Not much further from where we met Rahul, we reached the main street leading to a
newly built shopping mall called City Centre. This is one of the more expensive
shopping malls in Kathmandu, with facilities such as digital movie theatres, branded
stores, food courts, game arcades, gleaming floors, escalators, air conditioning and clean
public toilets. They told me they had come to watch a movie on Aka’s birthday, a
surprise gift from Rahul for which he had saved for months. Aka described Rahul as her
perfect match as he was from a similar caste, displayed good intentions and never
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forced her to do things she did not like. She explained that he always did the ‘right
things’, had no ‘negative habits’ and although he was ‘open-minded and modern’ he was
‘respectful’ and did everything ‘within the limit’. She described him as ‘responsible,
hard working and family orientated’, which she believed are qualities essential for
success and a ‘better future’. Rahul claimed that Aka, despite being ‘today’s fashionable
girl’ was very understanding of his family problems and admired her capacity to
maintain a balance between her responsibilities at home, school and their relationship.
Both of them wanted to concentrate first on their studies, go overseas and build their
careers before they got married, but they had not declared their relationship to their
parents. Aka commented:
Although we are in a serious true relationship and we stay within the limit, we
can’t control the future. If we break up, our families will be disappointed, if we
did not get good marks, then our relationship will be blamed so we just do not
want unnecessary tension.
We continued to the street, which took us to a neighbourhood in which residences are
mixed with commercial and trade centres, which is convenient for young people as this
can allow incognito access to anything that takes their interest. On this typical
Kathmandu street, I noticed several chiya-pasal and Dance-Bars that were often
mentioned in interviews. While negotiating our ways through the crowds, I asked about
Dance-Bars; Aka and Rahul said that they had noticed ever increasing signage
whenever they passed by, but had not taken a moment even to read the whole sign.
Aka’s comment was
You would not pay attention unless you want it. We see them but they don’t
sit in our mind. Who cares? You can’t be interested in everything around here,
there is just too much.
They recounted an incident in which they saw police arresting half-naked men and
women and taking them away in a van. Since then they tried not to walk on the same
side as Dance-Bars but, as they are everywhere, this is near impossible. In these DanceBars the entrance is often free but it is compulsory to buy expensive drinks or food and
this allows you to watch dance routines from young women, striptease and often shower
or sexual acts as a finale. Sexual locales such as Dance-Bars, Cabin-Restaurants and
Massage-Parlours started appearing after the restoration of democracy in the 1990s, but
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access to such places increased as numbers grew during the last few years of the
conflict.
All along the way, I noticed big billboards displaying a picture of an actress with the
message ‘People with HIV are people like us, they need love and care. Let’s start
accepting them’. Another billboard advertised motorcycles with a beautiful blonde
woman in high-heeled boots and a skimpy dress showing plenty of thigh and cleavage,
leaning seductively towards a handsome man sitting on the motorcycle with a mobile
phone while her hands were on his chest. Other signs advertising Dance-Bars and
Massage-Parlours portrayed sexuality through semi-naked blonde women or actors in a
display reflecting a global image of Western sexual culture. These advertisements not
only reflected sexuality portrayed through imitations of Western culture but
incorporated local Nepali masculine aspirations for affluence and material wealth.
These ads represented exactly the mentality of some young people who told me, ‘If you
have three Ms — money, mobile, and motorbike, you will get girls easily’ or statements like
‘Some people in Dance-Bars they are open like foreigners, they do stuff that other Nepali
prostitutes don’t do’.
As we arrived at a restaurant for lunch, I noticed street vendors selling a wide range of
cheap Chinese goods from underwear to kitchenware and decorative pieces, to herbal
medicines including aphrodisiacs. Many were selling pirated DVDs of popular
Hollywood, Bollywood and Korean movies and then there were the pornographic
videos, some to avoid police attention hidden inside the cover of other movies when I
checked a few. There were also pirated books, from the biography of President Obama
to pornographic novels and magazines. This kind of public display of sexual materials
was new to me and only recently became possible. Except for some control over
political news, Nepal has a relatively uncensored media. The availability of pirated
DVDs, internet downloads, cheap Chinese electronics and sharing of material among
friends make the latest media readily available to young people and more easily than
one would think in such an economically poor context. Access to such unchecked media
has exposed young people to a wide range of information corresponding to their modern
desires and interests.
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Further along at the historic Darbar Square, an important religious and tourist
attraction, we saw street children selling drugs and soliciting by sex workers. We
continued through a neighbourhood called Newroad, another popular hangout place for
young people especially for window shopping for clothes, jewellery and electronic
goods. The square is surrounded with palaces and courtyards, government schools and
offices, the residence of the Living Virgin Goddess called the Kumari and pagoda style
old temples, often with erotic carvings. These places are unguarded and available for the
leisure of local people as well as street vendors and drug peddlers. It is also of growing
interest to young people, with several of my interviewees mentioning the square as a
place for inexpensive dating and hanging out. Aka in the interview made a comment on
the everyday spectacles of the square as having ‘kissing scenes from free Hollywood films’.
There was a story regarding the decaying morals at religious places, published in 2007
and titled ‘Crackdown on kissing, cuddling in Nepal temples’ with a picture of young
couple kissing on one of the steps of a temple. There was a warning notice put up by the
metropolitan city authorities after receiving complaints from locals. It stated: ‘Immoral
and disgraceful activities on the premises of temples […]. Photographs of people
involved in such activities in public will be made public’. This story was often referred
to during interviews to make a point of new development as a ‘normal modern trend’ or
the ‘imitation of the Western culture’ or dying ‘Nepali values’ in Kathmandu. A young
man stated:
We see many foreigner tourists kissing and hugging in our temple areas. But the
police only catch Nepali and not foreigners. When Nepali boys and girls see
foreigners and imitate to be like them but it’s their culture but not ours, it’s not
even modern, it’s just vulgar. (Hari, male/19 years)
Darbar Square is a friendly and family-oriented place, while a little detour off the main
street brought the chance of sexual discoveries and opportunities to evolve their own
sexual story as they strolled around the streets and neighbourhoods. In Darbar Square,
Rahul took us to Aka’s favourite restaurant called Jeans, ‘perfect’ for their modern date.
Aka had commented about the place:
It’s trendy and open, in contrast to a lover’s place where couple gets cosy in the
dark corners. This is safe for me even someone sees they can’t make negative
comments as this place is for groups.
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On dates like this, she said, she enjoys just ‘strolling around’ (ghumgham) the streets,
enjoying Rahul’s company with conversation and her favourite pastime ‘window shopping’.
Many young people describe ghumgham as one of their favourite leisure activities; it is
strolling around the streets and visiting neighbourhood chiya-pasal. When asked about
ghumgham, some of the young men explained it as the time to do ‘harmless light
flirtation’ or ‘fun for eyes and mind only’ with no social risks involved as long as they
are not caught overtly doing it.
After lunch, we pass by Thamel, a neighbourhood popular with backpacker tourists.
This place has travel agencies, small hotels, trekking stores and souvenirs, along with
numerous Dance-Bars, restaurants, and pubs. This place is also a part of young people’s
narratives of sexual stories. As we reached a more residential neighbourhood, Rahul
took off, saying goodbye with a smile and a loving glance at Aka. Aka avoided being
seen with Rahul in her neighbourhood as she said she was frightened of gossip and I
could see people sitting around, talking and paying close attention to other people’s
activities. Having been brought up in the same society, I am no stranger to the
judgemental glances aimed at Aka and Rahul. The eyes first fell on Rahul, then
immediately shifted to Aka, guessing whether they were a couple, are they sojho (naive)
and badmass (rowdy, bad) since they were openly together, whether they were holding
hands or why she was walking closely with him: they would dishonour family one day:
girl and boy were together openly, there must be something going on.
Aka insisted that I should visit her house; she lived in a newly established residential
area in an inner-city suburb and their four-storied building was built three years ago
with money sent from overseas by an uncle. Three of the floors were rented out and she
lived on the top floor with her uncles, aunties, cousins and a grandmother. Her uncle
raised her from when she was five years old. She took me to a lounge room, equipped
with a big TV, DVD player, sofa and a showcase displaying bottles of alcohol and
family photographs. Her grandmother was tending a small boy in that room and, after
receiving a stern look from her, Aka apologised for being late before introducing me.
There were two other children with dirty faces in the room and, as I spoke with her
grandmother, Aka took all the children inside with her. Her grandmother remarked that
Aka helped her to look after those grandchildren after coming from school, as it was a
preparation for her once she got her own children. Aka returned with tea and clean91

faced children on her tail. Her uncle also came in, asked about my personal life and was
typically surprised that I was unmarried. Then he added that he preferred Aka to study
business so that she could be independent.
Aka argued that she neither liked to do business nor would she like to get married and
she would like to be a nurse as she believed there is a high demand overseas, which was
confirmed by my view of the nursing profession in Australia during our interview. Her
uncle explained that Aka was smart and responsible ‘like a son’ who knew better than
him. He did not want her to have any regrets in her life and believed that she was a good
student. However, he found the nursing professions less ‘prestigious’ than business.
Recognising his own limitations and lack of professional status, he encouraged Aka to
become independent and honourable in whatever she chose. Aka picked up the empty
cups and went inside to wash them; her uncle continued to tell me that Aka’s education
was her best chance for a better life, a better husband and overseas opportunity and
thereby to be able to help the family. He expressed that he believed in Aka’s decision
but got worried for her and placed restrictions to keep her on the ‘right track’. As I took
my leave, she accompanied me for a while as she shopped for the evening meal. Then
she repeated what she had told me in the interview:
There is nothing wrong in doing what I want as long as I don’t dishonour my
family. Family is there to guide me and they trust me that I won’t do regrettable
things. It’s my duty to make them proud by being capable one day. I have
already convinced my uncle that nursing is the ticket to overseas, he is just making
conservative complaints otherwise he would have stopped me from taking biology
as major.
(From field note: 15 September 2008)

Understanding the story of Aka and Rahul
A number of interpretive challenges present themselves when trying to dissect Aka’s
story. While her story is not reflective of all young women, it does represent young
people’s struggle in balancing parental values and expectations while fitting into a more
modern changing society. Although external influencing factors are extensive, the
central themes in this struggle revolve around competing duties and responsibilities,
personal interests and autonomy, which intersect romantic relationships and future
aspirations.
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For Aka, her everyday life did not exist purely as conventional ways of doing the right
things or purely as rebellious modern ways. What she did may be based in modern
values (explorative about life outside the family), but challenged by the ‘right thing’ (to
enhance her career opportunities) and gain approval and support from her family. Aka’s
story was not being blindly lured into modern ways or limited to materialistic concerns,
but a young woman struggling to find her agency within family norms and values, who
was motivated to do the right thing, resonating the notions of dharma and karma in
Hinduism (Sharma, 2008). Aka demonstrated more autonomy in spheres outside school,
kept up-to-date knowledge on what she needed and could negotiate confidently with her
family on her future, kept up with modern trends and took control of her relationship.
She was responsible in her household chores as a dutiful daughter, a dedicated student
at school and modern in negotiating what she wanted in her relationship, carefully
paving a path to a possible good future. Aka was able to subsume a number of modern
characters (from ‘girlfriend’ to ‘open-minded’ and ‘fashionable’) without contradicting
the moralistic ways of ‘doing right things’ and being responsible in family life. She
maintained the expected social role of prioritising family needs before her relationship.
Family values were so embedded in Aka’s life that she did not find them restrictive but,
rather, detached herself from any unwanted expectations. Being realistic about her
future, she negotiated confidently about her career while not doing the same for her
relationship, by keeping it entirely under her control and dismissing the idea of early
marriage. Aka’s life was not structured on the streets of Kathmandu or places like
Darbar Square, although her romantic relationship was mostly based there, nor was it
limited to what she thought was associated with ideas of being modern. Her modern
values were not imposed by the media; rather, she had her own interpretation to do
things ‘within the limit’. Hence, she presented herself at a distance from Rahul by
sitting away from him or by avoiding dating in private places.
Aka was often confronted with common kinds of complex and confusing socio-cultural
contexts in life in Kathmandu, new and old styles of fashion, modern and traditional
family values, comfort and exclusion in peer groups, resources and fear, dreams and
opportunities, duties and responsibilities. Aka’s story is reflective of the moralistic life
she tried to balance by constantly negotiating the stereotypical gender roles of
traditional daughter and modern girlfriend with her own sense of self. Being modern is a
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noble attitude, worth defending against traditional expectations, and incorporates a
realistic concern for a better future. Aka acknowledged a sense of attachment to family:
however, she distanced herself from some restrictive family values and displayed her
sense of self through statements like: ‘There is nothing wrong in doing what I want as
long as I do not dishonour family’. Her desire to do what she wanted reflected more than
an attempt to clothe traditional sentiments in the modern garb, but was in fact an
important source of inspiration for acquiring a sense of self and agency. Despite Aka’s
criticism of her uncle’s and grandmother’s conservative view, the everyday life of Aka
echoed a new morality of struggle and advancement of self that trumped ‘modern’
norms, family objections, future aspirations and daily barriers.
Characters like Aka became more common through my association with young people’s
social lives beyond the school interviews. The descriptions of interactions with Aka and
Rahul or the newspaper articles do not adequately capture the variations of everyday
lives. What is helpful in trying to understand young people is to look at how they
interpret values that shape their everyday lives in a society where traditional values are
still strongly maintained but challenged by globalisation and commercialisation in a
rapidly changing era. It is important to see how Aka’s daily life, like many other young
people’s lives, was embedded in the process of negotiating and balancing what she did.
My point in this chapter is not to prove the truth of one set of values over another, for
example, family values versus modern values or global values versus local values, but
to document everyday lives of young people in Kathmandu and to understand the forces
that are present for them to behave in particular ways. Below, using my observational
notes and interviews, I examine how the self-presentation of young people is constituted
in their everyday lives. I then consider how both family values and modern values are
inextricably linked to the self-presentations of young people.

Presenting self: looking fashionable but also
respectable
Liechty (1995) in his work with the youth of Kathmandu has argued that being modern
for a Nepali is to participate in a mass-mediated consumer culture with an ‘imaginative’
processes of ‘self-peripheralization’ (an ideological conviction that the aspiration to
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become modern is produced elsewhere) and ‘self-incorporation’ (into the modern) that
allow people to produce and negotiate their social identities and sense of self (Liechty,
2003). Similar to the notion of ‘self-peripheralization’ I use the term ‘self-presentation’
to imply how young people project themselves among their peers and make judgements
about themselves and others in everyday life.
After two months, I again met Aka along with a few other participants at another
interviewee Prem’s eighteenth birthday party. Aka was very excited about the party
since it was an invitation from a cool and modern person, Prem. Through his good looks
and comical persona, Prem was popular in the school. Prem, who is from a wealthy
family, claimed to be good in study without much hard work, preferred to dress smartly
and appear sophisticated, and many considered him a cool and modern guy; hence,
getting an invitation to his party was much appreciated by Aka, who mostly appeared
reserved among others. While inviting me to his birthday party in the interview, Prem
commented: ‘Friends will kill me if I don’t give a birthday treat. It’s just a harmless, decent,
party with good friends from school only. You will be safe, it’s zero drinks, just fun, no hankypanky (misbehaving)’. ‘Giving a treat’ to friends is a common practice to celebrate
occasions such as birthdays, successful exams, farewells, receiving money or to cheer
up friends going through break ups or family problems, and also makes up a part of
ghumgham.
Prem later mentioned that he has ‘a reputation to maintain, celebrating birthday in a classy way
in trendy place’ with ‘good friends only’ hence, he organised his birthday party at a
commercial place called ND partially paid from the money send by his father working
in the USA. Prem had booked a small hall in advance for a late lunch at two in the
afternoon, a convenient time for everyone to attend the party directly after school and
return home before parents could complain about then being late or requirements to
conceal their attendance. ND was a local restaurant popular among young people, more
sophisticated than chiya-pasal in terms of location, the menu offering Western and
Nepali fast food at higher prices. Marketing of places like ND easily attracts young
people to become a part of the ‘modern trend’. Celebrating his birthday in ND, Prem
gained instant admiration from his peers and it has become a common way of
demonstrating a modern reputation. I was with a group of young women while they
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were getting ready for the party; an excerpt from the field note illustrates their
preparation:
Few girls, including Aka, had planned to get dressed at Reshma’s house, which
was conveniently chosen as Reshma’s parents were working. Girls had brought
not only what is necessary but extra pairs of clothes and shoes, and accessories in
their school bags. They talked about how they borrowed accessories and make-up
sets from their sisters and mothers who objected about certain items of clothes as
they check out each other’s clothes. Mala commented on Aka’s T-shirt being
simple and plain but Aka defended ‘it is branded T-shirt’ then Mala said: ‘no point in
having branded T-shirt when it’s not stylish’. Mala assisted Aka with an additional
piece of accessories and more fashionable tops from Reshma’s wardrobe, and
commented ‘now you look fashionable but respectable also’. Rita was happy to give a
final touch to everyone’s make-up, borrowing lipstick from one, eye-liners and
blush from another, while commenting on her preferred brand names. Everyone
cheered two other girls, Bindu and Leela, when they arrived in much simpler
outfits without makeup because they are known to be ‘funny girls’ with their witty
remarks. Rita expressed that it was beyond her understanding why they had to
look simple and sojho (naïve) girls while their parents were modern enough to let
them free. Then she used her expert hands to apply make-up on my face then to
my hair, saying that as their friend I must look modern like them. As the group
proceeded towards ND, some boys blew whistles and made remarks like ‘ooo
sexy’, and ‘women’s clothes are expensive, they can afford only half’ but the girls
continued to walk, ignoring comments. In ND, I noticed that boys also have
changed their clothes and some have styled their hair making spikes standing on
their head with fresh application of gel. Everyone, including Aka who did not hug
her boyfriend Rahul, greeted each other with a hug, which is not a usual greeting
in Nepal and I noticed that they started to use more sentences and words in
English than they usually do in conversation. The party began with the order of
soft drinks like Coke and Sprite, food like sizzlers, pizza, burger, fries and ice
creams. When I wanted to have momo (Nepali dumplings) Sita said, coming to
ND I should have ordered what they have, but Reshma commented ‘dress and
think global, but eat and live local, I too like momo more than pizza. (From field
note: 23 August 2008)
Whether it be on occasions like Prem’s birthday or in their everyday lives, the
presentation of self is no less vital and inevitable than developing their own sense of
being modern. Young people maintain their public persona through hyped fashion, not
only in borrowed clothes but in the way they use English language, greet each other, the
food they eat and display wealth and attitudes that they can have fun despite parental
restrictions on certain activities. The practice of grooming themselves in a group is
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common among young people, especially when they are going out without parental
knowledge or in groups. Hence, the sharing and borrowing of commodities becomes an
integral part of appearing the same as their sub-group of friends. The sharing and
borrowing of commodities among the circle of friends represents a symbol of close
bonding and is not judged in terms of having or not having resources, while the same
practices between different sub-groups of friends can be interpreted negatively.
Although most had their parents’ permission to attend the party, a few attended without
their parents’ knowledge. The idea of attending parties is expressed by young people in
terms of their struggle first at their own mental level, then with parental understanding
of their life in ‘modern times’, who they themselves have been trying to adjust. This
struggle is greater for those young people who have moved to Kathmandu from the
countryside. Ruby, who was the first of her siblings to continue her education into high
school, was from a middle-class family with a high-school educated father and an
illiterate mother. Her village life involved studying and helping with the household
tasks and looking after siblings. Her parents supported and encouraged her to continue
study in Kathmandu, which is an uncommon practice in villages, where girls get
married at early age. When I asked Ruby why she did not tell her parents about
attending the party, she said:
My parents let me do anything so why scare them by talking about party. They are
not used to party, they don’t understand why I need to do ghumgham or why it is
easier for me to look like my friends. Being sojho, wearing whatever, studying
hard and avoiding boys make sense to them but doesn’t fit into Kathmandu style,
the leap is too steep for them. I am learning to be open-minded and not remain a
village girl here, not that I get into negative things. I try to adjust and it’s just easier
not to explain. (Ruby, female/18 years)
Successfully making the transition from village girl to fashionable Kathmandu girl,
Ruby’s statement reflects a pragmatic approach towards achieving the balance between
being fashionably modern while still upholding traditional values. Quite simply, she
was comfortable in embracing modern styles without disclosing this to her parents, so
long as she still respected her own values. Ruby’s understanding of ‘Kathmandu style’
has been ‘empowering’ as stated by McHugh (2004), rather than ‘burden and displaced’
as mentioned by Liechty (2003). Leela or Bindu on the other hand, had been brought up
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in relative luxury in Kathmandu, do not present themselves as fashionable by any
standards, and yet were important members of their peer groups with their sense of
humour. Hence, appearing modern is not always necessary.
Young people in Nepal appear to be well aware of being observed and judged by others,
a reality that serves to shape self-presentation but which few enjoy. There is gender
stereotyping often by young men simply based on what women wore. For instance,
young men make comments for a young woman looking sojho: ‘They wear simple thing
and don’t look back to you, so no fun in teasing’ (Prakash, male/18 years), ‘They could
be confident but boring’ (Tarun, male/18 years). For a well dressed, English speaking
young woman: ‘They may be hot but too bold and risky to tease, might send her boyfriends
to fight’ (Sandeep, male/18 years), ‘They ignore you or say things back to you, and make a
scene’ (Prabin, male/19 years). For a young woman with fashionable dress or short
school uniform: ‘You can notice something in their body language, so you can tease them. It
is fun and sometimes mutual’ (Prakash, male/18 years), ‘If they think they are directly
from Hollywood or Bollywood, dressed sexily, they are looking for us to tease’ (Ramesh,
male/19 years). Only a very few young women felt comfortable about being watched
and only if such observations were made by ‘nice’ and ‘decent’ looking young men and
were not followed by verbal comment. Most of the young women mentioned glances
and teasing coming from ‘older men’, ‘junkie looking’ and ‘allarey’ (aimless wanderers
and losers) people as being ‘repulsive’ and ‘sickening’ and felt ‘harassed’. On this,
Trishna commented:
I can take some light teasing from decent boys of my age but it is so disgusting when
some old and allarey people drool over you. They just harass you, which doesn’t
make you feel hot or sexy; it is just their negative intention which makes you cry or
angry. My uncle doesn’t let me even pass through chiya-pasal, in neighbourhoods
where those kind of people hangout. (Trishna, female/18 years)
Such largely silent judgements, not necessarily welcoming in content, are a usual part of
the ghumgham that continues to stereotype young people. A reduction in certain aspects
of parental supervision and scrutiny has meant that, increasingly, young men are
dressing fashionably and openly indulge in flirting. So too it has meant that girls like
Aka and Ruby are able to be fashionable by wearing borrowed clothes or by
straightening their hair, prospects that were unimaginable in Kathmandu as little as 20
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years ago. All of which has contributed to shaping the sense of self of modern young
Nepali people.
Despite these modern elements as aspects of everyday lives, young people’s story very
often featured family as their central value system. Even when young people
complained about parental restrictions, they were generally accepted as for their own
good. However, labels such as being ‘fashionable and decent’ or ‘funny and sojho
girls’, had the advantage of inclusion in the milieu of Kathmandu’s modern youth and
the disadvantage of potentially being seen as badmass with adverse effects on family
and self-image. One such story of badmass is of a young man who was the hot topic for
gossip at Prem’s party. It was of a mutual friend from school, often seen skipping
classes and going around with different girls. He smoked cigarettes in school, failed his
exams, got into fights and his girlfriend left him for being badmass, and his character
and his behaviour evoked speculation. Since I did not know the person in question, 18year-old Kishor reminded me of the story, which he had talked about during his
interview:
He is the real badmass, hardly came to the class, and failed exams, always chewing gum
to evade cigarette and marijuana smell. He shamelessly says ‘flirting is harmless, I
don’t mind banging them if they let me’. He always hangs out with tyapey (drug
addicts) people in chiya-pasal, visits Dance-Bars, uses vulgar language, gets drunk and
fights in junctions. When beaten up, he tells girls the story of his heroism of saving
girls from badmass guys, acting innocent and living with high values for family and
women. Worse thing is that girls always fall to his tricks. He deliberately plans for
weeks, borrows motorbike and money, and then acts modern and cool to take a girl to
films or restaurants. Pretends he has changed for her and with his sweet talk traps them
in a hotel room. In the name of friendship, he betrays them. He is such a tricky deceitful
person with no values. You say hello to him and he pulls in a wrong track, better to
stay away. (Kishor, male/18 years)
Kishor’s account of the young man’s actions intrigued everyone at the party, although
the tone of the story was of an opinionated, stereotyped badmass, expressing
straightforward condemnation of the young man. Kishor criticised the young man’s
attitude on relationships, and acknowledged his daring acts to fool girl, but all the while
questioning his values, which could produce a general sense of insecurity and fearing
any negative influence by association. The underlying assumption here is that avoiding
badmass will reduce their risk of involvement in negative activities. However, the
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young man’s actions were also reflective of the self-gratification, indulgence, freedom,
excitement and pleasure linked with some risks and consumption of Kathmandu’s
commercial culture that is not equally available to all young people. Everyone in the
party seemed to be intrigued by the young man’s activities, his nightlife, relationships
and sexual exploits, alcohol and drugs, and argued about whether the school should
suspend him for his behaviour or not. Talking about the young man at length, Prem
made a remark, ‘At this age we all make mistakes, if he chooses the negative way to have
fun, who are we to comment. We are not down that track, why even talk about it, let’s have
fun normal way’. Prem’s selection of ‘good friends’ was more about where he went and in
whose company than actually what he did. The contents of ‘fun’ are not set by
affordability but by consideration of what are useful and normal, where the way they
present themselves is crucial to judging each other.
The display of the badmass image can serve as a moral mirror for other young people to
reflect and compare their own actions. Young people use real-life examples to assess
their own presentation and make decisions about activities, priorities and morals for
themselves; as Kishor gloated: ‘I’ve the self-control, it is my policy against negative
attractions’. While the badmass young man and the righteous Kishor reflect the range by
which the youth make moral judgements, they always centred on their own presentation
and rarely drifted from its focus during their conversations. Negative activities or
characteristics like badmass are used as deliberate references in the creation of a new
type of modern self: morally open, socially outgoing, personally free, outwardly selfindulging, commercially consuming, conveniently open-minded to objectionable
indulgences such as sex, alcohol and drugs, unconcerned of the social labelling,
consequences, and future. Young people use real events but may exclude truthful details
and exaggerate consequences transforming the badmass into the worst possible morally
and socially objectionable character. This exaggerated negative image is desirable to
some, who then may deliberately seek an association to project or enhance a specific
and different image for themselves.
Kishor’s explicit descriptions of the activities of a badmass, as deviant and socially less
tolerated, differentiates such men from those who presents themselves as ‘normal’,
guided by precaution and alertness and ruled by duty and responsibilities. Few other
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young men in the interviews fit Kishor’s description of badmass. For instance, 19-yearold Vishal, the son of a police officer, had a badmass reputation in the school. His
appearance was unusual with his face scarred and pierced, tattoos on his neck and arms,
wearing a steel chain around his waist and knuckle-rings on his left hand. Vishal
belonged to a gang who sold drugs to tourists and proudly admitted to beating up many
people and creating fear in his neighbourhood. He admitted to bribing police, spiking
drinks, and participating in non-consensual sexual activities. He stated:
People fear us and want to avoid us as I have separate gang life. We work, earn and
have fun together. We have everything, money, drugs, girls, bikes, freedom to go
anywhere, do anything. When police themselves are involved and watching our
backs, we fear nothing. I’m outside normal styles of school boys, they don’t have free
mind, they are all spineless and we do not even speak. (Vishal, male/19 years)
For both badmass and normal or sojho young people, their self-presentation reflects
their desire for freedom and being modern. In comparison with the ‘normal’ ideal openmindedness of fun stated by Prem, however, Vishal’s expressed a disregard for the
inherent morality of others, unconcerned about values and law and stretching the limit
of social tolerance. The stories of freedom from Vishal, and others in the same milieu,
also represent an act of deliberate breaking of social rules and norms by placing
themselves outside ‘normal style’, which they find restrictive, especially in regards to
drugs, sex and violence, the areas where they expect to experience modernism and
freedom. One of the young men has concluded this: as ‘I’m badmass that’s why I’m free
to be modern, or I’m modern so I became freely badmass (Vishal, male/19 years).
Labelling as sojho and badmass, used both as a pronoun and an adjective, is the most
common method of differentiating young people; however, this should not be taken as
complete or the primary classification as there is an overlap between the categories. A
sojho person can easily become considered badmass due to negative actions ranging
from the use of alcohol and cigarettes to sexual involvement to more socially deviant
behaviours such as hard drug use and crime. A sojho person can be modern and remain
decent and a badmass can be dismissed for their negative and modern behaviour while
having academic excellence. A badmass girl can be questioned morally but can also be
considered more cool and attractive than other girls. sojho boys can be traditional and
not modern but also seen as being responsible and dependable.
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These classifications are not only created here for analysis but are a reality already
existing in society with which young people make sense, belong and find their balance.
This division assists behavioural grading of character judgements and membership to a
particular prototype of self-presentation and also provides a larger interpretative
context, which young people may or may not find desirable. For example, when a sojho
girl goes out with a boy or when a badmass boy returns to school, the larger context
subtly comes into play, with judgements made within the context of doing the right
thing. In this respect, the notion of self-presentation is like a cover under which the
everyday lives of young people actually exist.
Regardless of labels, young people possess their own sense of moral conviction. All
young people experience their self-presentation through compliance and defiance,
confidence and doubts, while showing their concerns in three main aspects. First, they
are concerned about how they should present themselves; should they be responsible or
modern, conservative or fashionable? Second, there is a general concern about others’
judgement of their presentation. Finally, some consider the consequences and feelings
such as fear, pride, freedom, labelling, and responsibility in the light of parental values
and their own future. Although socially more intolerant or inappropriate than for normal
young people, the actions of badmass provide the basis for risky behaviours within
society. Public displays of negative behaviour may lead to the fear that life for both
young people and others in the society becomes precarious for others. In contrast, the
majority of young people in this study present themselves as being thoughtful
individuals who make conscious decisions, but also are morally restrictive and vague.
Their stories are not conservative, nor are they rebellious. Rather, they involve constant
tension, resilience and negotiation.

The driving force of self-presentation
In interviewing Aka and the young people at Prem’s party, two common themes
emerged as the key factors that drive most young people’s self-presentation: the desire
to ‘be modern’ and the desire to ‘do the right thing’. Using information gathered in
formal interviews and informal interactions, I will now expand on these two key
themes.
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The notion of being modern
In the accounts of young people, there were several references made to the idea of being
modern. Ideas of being modern in their own right are used to pursue personal values as
well as to explain the reasons for choices. In the context of Kathmandu, young people
desire to experience life in a modern way; adaptations are made with the aim to be
distinctive or similar to others by ‘doing modern things’. The idea of modernity for
young people is influenced by changes to society in the form of fashion, style, music
and technology. Sabin, who migrated to Kathmandu two years ago to further his study
in a private high school, explains:
I am adjusting to life-style even in simple things like listening to English music
rather than Hindi or Nepali music. Kathmandu style is different like internet,
trendy clothes, hairstyle, hanging out with girls in shopping malls, disco, restaurants and
cafes are normal. My new friends are into all this. They speak English and have
modern, open thinking and high standard of living. Being with them in Kathmandu, I
have to become more than a village boy, so I have automatically changed into
modern, and open-minded even to have relationships. (Sabin, male/17 years)
Sabin is not really a modern or rebellious young man; he speaks of his apprehensions
and fears about adjusting to Kathmandu life, which includes retaining his ‘village boy’
image and peer acceptance. He desires to become modern but worries about defaming
family:
Some of my friends are into smoking, drinking and visiting Dance-Bars, which I
can accept. I just talk to gain knowledge and do bit of ghumgham too. Even
every day I try to upgrade myself to become modern, adjust Kathmandu style
positively, I can’t participate in negative things and dishonour my family. They
aren’t familiar to such things and trust me a lot. I can’t be total modern like in
English films getting into sex or drugs freely. Once you get into it, you can get
addicted. (Sabin, male/17 years)
Being modern for Sabin requires selectivity, choosing aspects of modernity that make
sense to him and rejecting others. His desire to be modern against his parental wishes
was more decisive than his statement suggests. Young people like him have a range of
narratives explaining their self-controlled rationales to keep the temptation to become
modern in check: these narratives involve aspiring tales of advancement through which
young people imagine various modern possibilities for their future lives.
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Sabin in most respects is a typical young village man, from a middle-class family with
less educated parents. His difference is that, despite being sceptical and doubting his
modern attitude, his parents trusted his resourcefulness and capacity to make good
judgements, hence allowing him the freedom and resources that other young people do
not get. Within a year of coming to Kathmandu, he was already more independent than
his school friends; he was very helpful to his parents from paying electricity bills to
support with major decisions like selling of land in the village and verifying legal
documents with lawyers. In this context, his social and moral references were adults and
professionals, not the youth of his school and, although he preferred to be modern like
his friends, doing ghumgham, having fun and consuming commodities, he was realistic
about his responsibility to family during his everyday life.
In exploring the requirements of modern life, Sabin was exposed to temptations such as
Dance-Bars, girls, alcohol and drug use, which are legitimate within the norms of being
modern, but did not sit comfortably with Sabin’s values. He admitted trying cigarettes
and drinking alcohol but did not continue. Desiring to be open-minded in particular
inspired him, he said. He sometimes wore trendy clothes and spoke in English when out
with Kathmandu friends and enjoyed a more relaxed time without consideration for
modern things when out with village friends, finding that he shared his problems and
had conversation that was more serious. His modern behaviour stretched to visiting
Dance-Bars only once and he did not indulge in sexual activity. His gradual and
guarded progression towards becoming modern was shared by many other young people
in this study.
Sabin’s careful approach towards modernity reflects that of many young people I
interviewed. Some, such as Sumita, had no desire to be modern in terms of fashion or
party going. Having migrated to Kathmandu, Sumita had a well-developed sense of self,
refusing to comply with traditional gender expectations. However, her modern approach
was directed more towards academic areas than to leisure and social activities. In
general, for most young people who had moved from villages to Kathmandu, the
modern attractions available in the capital included leisure and social activities as well
as education.
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In examining the everyday life of young people, I now wish to discuss what young
people consider to be modern. In general, young people deemed that, to be modern, one
needed to be open-minded, utilise the English language, adopt an active social life and
progress one’s life. Most young people referred to changing values and often employed
the ideas of ‘development’ and ‘modernity’ to describe changing values:
Although Nepal is poor, things are developing; it has progressed in building modern
things. Look at shopping malls or cinema hall these days, they are like in the West.
If you don’t upgrade yourself into open minded person, you remain pakhey
[unsophisticated]. Because things like people wearing revealing clothes or
dating or visiting Thamel is now normal and acceptable. (Prabin, male/18
years)
In the view of many Nepali, Kathmandu is indeed becoming as developed and modern
as the West, especially with respect to infrastructure development and sexual freedom.
They speak of becoming modern or developed by linking this to a better self through
progress, achievement and advancements that are comparable to the modern West:
Nepal is not like in the past with old thoughts, it’s more open and developed. I
went to that City Centre other day and it is like America, people are wearing short
and open clothes, kissing openly like in English films. We can be poor, that does not
mean we cannot be open-minded but too much of it will change our original Nepali
culture, I mean things like Dance-Bars, open sex, is bit too much, might make you
Badmass, so still need parents’ guidance. (Trishna, female/18 years)
In this story traditional norms are represented as ‘old thoughts’. Development inevitably
leads to replacement of these old ideas with an open-mindedness similar to the Western
world, although Trishna expressed a typical anxiety that such development will damage
the ‘original Nepali culture’ or encourage anti-social behaviour (badmass). It is an
ambivalent narrative on development representing both the desire for and apprehension
about changes.
The idea of development in young people’s narratives provides the connection to the
social change with their story, where the behaviours that are currently unaccepted will
undoubtedly be so in the future. The developed West is the key in this narrative, with
the reference of civilisation and advancement, a notion reinforced by years of
international development and aid that portrayed the West as what to aspire to, now set
as the benchmark of progress for Nepal. Being open-minded is an important part of
being modern. Being willing to explore non-conventional careers, relationships, sex,
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alcohol, and drugs all require a degree of open mindedness. In particular, young people
who are not good at school develop affinity towards non-conventional careers such as
fashion designing, modelling and music, rather than professions such as doctors,
engineers and lawyers:
I see modelling as my career, already working and independent but not wrong. But
my parents want me to study nursing. Not everybody can become a doctor or
an engineer. My friends also are trying different careers like fashion designing or
interior decorating. In foreign countries, modelling is a celebrity’s honourable work,
society respects them. Here it makes you characterless and dishonours family.
How you can survive in this modern age if you are not open-minded to accept the
change? (Sonia, female/16 years)
The value of non-conventional career options, often disapproved of by parents and
socially ‘honourable work’ can be supported and explored within the platform of
becoming open-minded, as these options have appeal to those who are intentionally
seeking to be modern. Some young people associate the notion of relationships for
pleasure, desire, sex and alcohol as elements of open-mindedness, using the West as a
reference point:
Look at America, father sits with a son, drink beer together, and talk about sex,
when son is just twelve thirteen years. Come on it’s 21st century! time and lifestyle
is changing. Things like ghumgham, drinking, even flirting and falling in love
is normal, it’s not badmass or disrespectful. Our parents should be open about
such things. (Prabin, male/18 years)
While many young people desire to be open-minded and modern, the necessity to heed
parental advice is not forgotten. This is reflected in the story of Dolma, a 20-year-old
woman with a history of drug use who rejoined school after dropping out for three
years. While discussing her reasons for coming back to school, she commented:
The problem with us is we think we are open-minded and do negative things, as if it is
modern ways of living and ruin our lives, but so many of us don’t see that the normal
life is more secure and respectful. […] I want to have normal life, gain respect in having
a degree, career, husband and family. I should have listen to parents and friends and
accepted their support long time back, they were not wrong. (Dolma, female/20 years)
Dolma’s comment is powerful for her distinction of two different ways of living, but the
content of the narrative is typical for many other women. Her narrative incorporates a
conventional motif in which education, marriage and career are the predictable paths to
a better future, but are not easily reconciled with modern ways. Dolma’s life was not
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completely contained by that narrative of a naïve girl facing the temptations of a modern
life but the discourse of being modern certainly influenced her. Like Dolma, by
changing the moral premises of modern norms, young people’s story of life at some
level is always changed by accepting or rejecting negative temptations. However, openmindedness features at the very heart of young people’s behaviour and English language
provides an access to the modern image.
The code-switching between English and Nepali language not only communicates the
meaning of particular words but changes the knowledge framing of young people’s
understanding and their activities in everyday lives:
I mainly watch English action films but also watch films like American Pie and Girl Next door,
which some people may see it for its vulgarity but there is so much to learn from
them. I picked up modern words such as slut for prostitute, boning for penetrative full sex,
knew about soft kisses and hard kisses that comes only when high in emotions. You
know, they should lose their virginity while still in school, but we don’t have such
rules. (Prem, male/17 years)
English is attached to aesthetic elements for young people, especially with the
increasing consumption of Western media, which communicates and influences what
and how they perceive modern life. Young people’s vocabulary for relationships and
sexuality are often borrowed from the movies and magazines they consume. As can be
deduced from Prem’s comments, music and movies in English language are signifiers of
higher status and more ‘developed’, thus contributing to a modern image as compared
with the ‘local’ Nepali or Hindi language movies and music. Lack of interest in foreign
entertainment can risk alienation from peer groups as young people often made
statements such as ‘I personally like Hindi songs, even classics ones, but with friends I have
to listen to English rock music and watch Korean films, otherwise I become like pakhey’.
English language, not only in media, influences the overall lifestyles of some young
people by exposing them to new knowledge and understanding.
With English it’s just lot easier to swear or use vulgar words, or even positive
things like I miss you or I love you. If you say same thing in Nepali it just sounds
so odd. Because I understand English, I can get any information, music or films from
internet and that makes me popular as I know all. I feel confident, broad-minded
about everything and sometime not only friends but parents too when they
have one-way thinking. (Santosh, male/17 years)
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While some enthusiastically replace old concepts of family and social values with new
modern understandings and interpretations, other young people see these modern values
as something external imported through English language and prefer to avoid them.
They refer it as more of an ‘imitation’ or ‘fashion’ adopted from another culture rather
than being a part of a changing culture of Nepal:
Some of my friends, they watch only English films, they imitate foreign things
and act superior. They think if they go on dating, kiss openly or change boyfriends
they become Americans. It looks odd here. Original Nepali culture gives
importance in normal things, but not on those open things. (Badri, male/19 years)
However, most young people agree that the introduction of English has some good
aspects and consider it necessary in the advancement of individuals and society in
general. Many young people mentioned the influence of ‘Western’ and ‘foreign’ culture
in their narratives, which partly reflects the legacy of globalisation through media and
technology; however, traditional moralistic values are still accorded great authority, at
least in public. Some young people critique modern values to the more radical
conclusion that their everyday life based on modern values, even with some breaking of
family values that should not be considered negatively. Such a view would become
increasingly feared by some as eroding traditional values away, while not strongly or
entirely disapproving of modern values.
The conflict between upholding traditional values and embracing modern values is often
reflected in the media, For example, discotheques often organize ‘bunker’s parties’ or
‘TGIF (Thank God It’s Friday) dance parties’ in the early morning hours, which young
people attend by skipping school. The leading daily newspaper Gorkhapatra (19 March
2010) had a headline: ‘Drinking and dancing instead of attending classes’; the author
began the article by stating ‘Parents beware, and keep your monitoring sense switched
on, if your children are college students in the capital’. Further, he quoted police
statements: ‘Students often deceived their guardians on Fridays and frequented to
discotheques in their college uniforms for celebrating TGIF’ (Reporter, 2010). Covering
the same incident, another magazine Kantipur (20 March 2010) critiqued the moral tales
and featured an article titled: ‘moral policing ruins bunker’s party’ and ended the article
with a question: ‘Is this what our police force has turned into – a moral army that cracks
down on and parades teenagers having fun in a disco?’ (Shrestha, 2010).
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Given such ambiguous representations of young people in the media, the stories told by
young people themselves are of particular value. Together, the vignettes discussed in
this chapter seem to reflect the general narrative of young people in Kathmandu. Young
people did not describe themselves as modern rebels, nor did they reject their parental
values but, rather, described a sense of balance, taking many important factors into
consideration. This was reflected in the stories of Sabin and Ruby, who crossed the
boundaries set by their parents in order to be modern, especially in the ways of having
fun, but followed their advice in order to secure a better future life based on family
expectations.
When fashion and commercial leisure determined desires and aspirations of a modern
look, the spatial context of Kathmandu made modern activities possible in cafés and
sexual venues like Dance-Bars and Cabin-Restaurants, normalised alcohol and drug use
and linked young people with a global culture of the discotheque, shopping mall and
fast food courts. Such recent spatial transformation of Kathmandu, which also reflects
the patchy work of ‘modern Nepal’ that the new Nepali government envisioned,
sketches meaning into young people’s lives collectively and selectively. All offer ways
to produce an ambiguously permissive sub-culture of modernity that was forbidden or
impracticable for young people a decade ago, now permitted as a part of fun during
ghumgham in ‘Kathmandu style’ and becoming an entertaining journey that could be
shared with friends as a pointer of modern life with occasionally broken rules. Despite
the importance placed on the modern ways of doing things, family norms and parental
expectations are not diminished, largely because the notion of ‘doing the right thing’
still guides young people strongly.

The notion of doing the right thing
It is notoriously difficult to demonstrate the everyday lives of young people as this
includes such a wide range of activities and concepts, which are constructed both
socially and culturally. When I asked, ‘How does your everyday life look, what do you
do?’ it was clear that most of the young people appeal to the rules, conventions and
ideals of their parents for direction on what to do, what is right or wrong, what is
socially accepted or unacceptable. I heard numerous serious conversations regarding
what young people perceive as necessary to become an honourable person in the future.
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To fulfil parental aspirations and not to disappoint them, to do the right thing, to act
responsibly towards family, these are all behaviours that constitute a moral priority in
young people’s everyday lives:
When I can see that my family is putting effort in making me a better person,
for my better future, it is my duty that I behave well and become honourable
one day. I am youngest in the family, never seen anyone doing negative things
so I automatically did not learn. I see my friends doing bad things, but I know
it’s wrong, that’s why I focus into study and work, and sensible enough to avoid
them in ghumgham. (Hari, male/19 years)
Living in close connection with a Nepali family means their values are ubiquitous and,
although invisible, are constantly and naturally influencing Hari. Often young people
are unable to explain how they are influenced by parental expectations but they also
make intuitive sense and try to live up to them. Regardless of socio-economic and
scholastic backgrounds, parents offer motives and rationales for improving their future,
warn against potential misfortunes and encourage their children to consider
consequences, which perhaps form the moral backbone for all Nepali people. This view
reflects the Hindu philosophy of dharma and karma (Sharma, 2008), even for young
people who are not religious.
Young people from a wealthy family background or with educated and liberal parents
are guided to continue the family legacy and reputation, while young people growing up
with economic or social limitations or with uneducated parents are motivated for
enhancing their future through career and a good marriage. In both instances, young
people are raised to view education as an essential component for a successful life and
are directed towards academic achievement while practising self-control for negative
temptations. This again resonates with the Hindu notion of varnashrama dharma in the
broader scheme of life, first as a Brahmacharya focusing on study and, as they grow up,
moving to Grihastha (householder) by entering marriage (Michaels, 2004; Werner,
1997):
My father always says, ‘you can do anything as long as that doesn’t harm
you, family reputation, and society. Just finish your study first and then it’s your
life’. I can’t even think of disappointing them by going on wrong track. It’s not
like I don’t have fun, I do, but studying is my first priority for the moment.
(Sabin, male/17 years)
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For most young people, parents are an unquestioned source of authority that sets
boundaries and disciplines transgressions. Regardless of the possible pressure that
young people are under to succeed, the implication is that such pressure consequently
motivates or influences their everyday life. They see themselves as budding honourable
people and conceptualise doing the right thing from an early age. It is not an abstract
idea or an elusive form of moral code but, rather, a form of instruction, which defends
standards by creating an intrinsic sense of responsibility and duty, making life more
realistic and culturally tolerant. In most cases and by their own agency, young people
are inclusive of family members and emotionally committed to family priorities. For
some, the sense of responsibility is a normal response as a family member; a sense of
duty arises from a position within the family, for instance, as the only child, the first or
last-born, as a son or daughter. They self-assign meaning to responsibility, which then
shapes their behaviour, not only the skills to adjust but a sense of self. This creates an
overpowering influence of a greater good, which overrides individual pleasure and
interest. For instance, the eldest of three siblings, a young woman, states:
When I am studying, they come to study with me; when I refuse some
vegetables, they do the same. It’s obvious that if I take any wrong path, they will
follow me there too. I can’t be just impulsive. If I become badmass, I break the
family’s peaceful situation. (Maya, female/18 years)
In addition, some young people consider that becoming responsible and dutiful is a
reflection of their good honour, dignity and integrity, and that the motivation for their
behaviour is not others’ evaluation of them but, rather, their belief in behaving better for
its own sake:
If you are responsible they say Oh! He has good manners and very dutiful to his
family, his parents must be proud to have such son. And, same neighbours
gossip about you when they see you doing badmass things and say Oh! His
father himself is so and so how can he make his son better? So just do good
things and make life easier for everyone. (Prakash, male/18 years)
Some young people prioritise their future aspirations seriously enough to sacrifice
personal interests and miss out on opportunities for fun in favour of more productive
and favourable activities. They consider preventing harm or consequences to their future
as a good reason to place self-imposed restrictions on their environment. However,
young people’s narratives were full of ‘fun’ activities, often carried out away from
parental surveillance. In these narratives, there was a mixed pragmatic and moral
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approach of ‘not crossing the limit’ and self-control as a default of their young age;
however, changing norms was used as an excuse for any practical breakdown of the
rules. For instance, despite his parental priority for study, Tarun found a way to have
fun, stating: ‘As long as I’m doing well in exams, my parent can’t stop me from hanging out
in chiya-pasal, not that I cross the limit but some badmass things I go ahead and do it
even they try to stop me’. In other narratives, many young people were quick to
manoeuvre, stretching parental limits to appropriate their needs or logic by saying,
‘Parents can sometimes be blind in love, I tell them what they want to hear, and later I find
my ways to do what I like’. Some are more daring than others to push parental
boundaries such as some of the young men’s descriptions of memorable incidences of
sneaking out, drinking, fighting, chasing girls and going to Dance-Bars and, sometimes,
sexual activity. Young women also gave accounts of trying out cigarettes and alcohol
with friends and teasing boys. However, these stories mostly describe a one-time
experience, a part of an elaborate plan to have fun rather than an everyday activity.
Many young people did not expect to transgress their family although some may have
crossed the boundaries set by parents and embraced aspects of badmass through
involvement in ‘negative’ activities. However, others expressed that their parents are
permissive of some activities that did not violate their family values or dishonour their
reputation. For instance, Tarun, a 19-year-old man from Kathmandu, told me that after
lengthy discussion, his father gave him permission to drink alcohol with his friends and
visit a discotheque. Later he said, ‘I have gone there out of curiosity but all that can divert
my mind easily and quickly, so never went back’. Those who practised negative activities
considered themselves culturally and socially more advanced or outside young people’s
common culture; however, their behaviour should not be classified as deviant or
compared to the seriously badmass subculture. While talking about his friends, Sabin,
who migrated to Kathmandu with his parents only two years before stated:
My parents think they are badmass because they are bit forward in things like
English music, parties, and discos, they are frank, open minded, but they aren’t into
serious badmass things like drinking, drug use and visiting girls in Thamel.
They are trendy and do not look sojho in their get-ups like my friends from
village, who are more serious and realistic. I keep both sets of friends, one to
relax and share problems, other to have fun and learn modern things. (Sabin,
male/17 years)
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Parents usually only superficially discouraged fun activities outside the home, as they
were aware of the change to ‘modern time’ occurring and were permissive of certain
activities. For instance, Prem, who was from a well-to-do family, was allowed to have a
party with his friends, although restrictions were placed on alcohol and nights out, but
he was also expected to engage in household work, of which he stated:
My mother makes me cook and clean, wash my clothes, saying that wearing
fashionable clothes and partying doesn’t make me modern, I need to be modern in my
attitude as no work is small. Even my father is learning to cook now in USA, she
says if I marry educated modern woman who believes in equality and work, I have to
match to her thoughts and share housework. (Prem, male/17 years)
Although restrictions are placed they do not prevent young people from developing a
sense of self formed from family expectations, needs, respect and habits that are typical
in society, often informed by the Hindu philosophy of living. The guiding ideology
tends to support a conventional moral code that has inbuilt pragmatism and flexibility
which young people are exposed to in their everyday lives. Such guidance allows young
people to understand their own situations in a comparative context and recognise the
predicaments of others, through which they can begin to revise and develop their own
set of moral views:
This woman came to our village after her marriage but she was educated and now
teaches in the college. She is free and wiser. People can’t intimidate her like they
do us. If she can be like that, even I am poor I can also be educated and do
something good for myself if not for the village. That is why I fought with my
father to let me study in Kathmandu when he wanted me to get married.
(Sumita, female/20 years)
Young people’s narratives demonstrate that they are not impulsive or act in revolt, but
struggle against the moral authority to legitimate their interest or to gain freedom. There
was a strong tendency in this research for young people to interpret their disadvantaging
circumstances such as Sumita as providing opportunities for education development and
strength building. On the one hand, young women refer to becoming confident,
responsible, assertive and independent before or within married life and being able to
independently support themselves and family in the event of adversity, overpowering
in-laws or single motherhood. Ruby makes a statement in this regard:
If I am not educated enough to have a good job and money, then I would not
be able to help myself or my parents. I have to be dependent on husband and if
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he goes away or something, then be I will be in trouble. If I am earning, then
in-laws also can’t have much control on me. (Ruby, female/18 years)
On the other hand, parents place limitations or oppose the effort of young people in the
process of shifting from traditional gender expectations by placing restrictions and
cautioning against adverse outcomes. For instance, in the story of Aka mentioned earlier
in this chapter, her uncle wanted her to be independent but at the same time wanted to
stop her from independently choosing nursing and going overseas. For many young
people in this study, the idea of going overseas to study or work holds a special
attraction, to a world in which the pressures and moral restrictions of the family and
society are exchanged for economic affluence and the prospects of a better life. There
are many relatives and acquaintances working and studying overseas in young people’s
social circles. They are seen as captivating and fortunate, and bring more status and
honour than goes with those educated in Kathmandu:
If one doesn’t go to overseas it is like as if you’ve low status. […] My parents
are not overseas educated, so they want me to go and be modern that is why
they are already sending me to TOFEL coaching classes. (Saroj, male/19 years)
Although social and parental values are central to a young person’s sense of self, it is an
open social process in the specific context of young people’s future aspirations. In some
cases, they face a conflict of interests with their parents and only pursue their interests
after some learning experiences:
I was so frustrated with my father wanting to study science, I began to fight with
him and became a member of YCL (Youth Communist League), that humiliated
my ex-army father. My friends already gone to overseas but I failed exams,
ruining family reputations and my own future, used by politicians. I was totally on
the wrong track. Father also realised that he should not force me. Now finally
back in track studying management, no negative habits, trying to get my honour
back. (Raju, male/19 years)
Rather than seeing parents as restricting young people’s freedom, it is more important to
recognise young people’s agency and their awareness of available opportunity, which
makes them negotiate for what they want after making careful and conscious choices.
Even though the world young people seemingly inhabit is the same as their parents’, the
ongoing development and changes occurring as a part of larger and modern social
change create greater challenges for the young person. With the increasing exposure to
globalisation, young people are required to find their way to incorporate often
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competing influences, and in completely different ways to their parents. Here the ideas
of ‘being modern’ and ‘doing the right thing’ become two strands in the continuum of
everyday life for young people.

Everyday lives in Kathmandu
In the narration of their personal romance, the story of Aka and Rahul typifies the
stories of several other young people who were interviewed and explains their social
lives as not so much personal and autonomous, but relational and moral stories of
commitment. I also heard contradictory stories of transgression and antisocial
behaviours associated with the emerging new and modern values. I could not dismiss
any of these stories or the values embedded in their behaviour as the product of
‘conservative societies’ or mere influence of ‘Western culture’. These stories of
tensions, relationships and studies, ghumgham, are the everyday lives of young people
probably typical in Kathmandu.
Ghumgham, as well as observations of the young people at parties and strolling down
the streets of Kathmandu, helps to describe the content of young people’s everyday
lives. The stories presented in this chapter generally reflect a public display of self,
similar to what Liechty (2003) termed ‘self-peripheralization’. Young people’s stories
reflect the reality of young people’s lives. Young people experience the emerging and
changing commercialised Kathmandu through experience, including the difference they
feel from their parents’ generation. For instance, young people use the notion of being
modern to allow them to work on their ability and agency, but it also subjects them to
the risk of negative activities such as crime and drugs. Young people use the spatial
contexts of Kathmandu streets, discotheques, Dance-Bars, Cabin-Restaurants, chiyapasal and party venues to experience freedom and consumption.
The shared and public display of self therefore also serves as a medium through which
young people represent to one another the moral implications of the society and family.
At the same time, this conventional everyday life is subject to the influence of powerful
family values, cautionary messages from parents and encouragement to focus on a
better future and avoid the risk associated with the new culture such as discotheques and
police raids. The importance put on study and career matches the idea fostered by the
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Brahmacharya and a marriage with Grihastha with in varnashrama dharma. When they
are talking about doing the right thing, they are evolving the ideas of dharma and karma
that have been a way of life for many Nepali people. The rules are very similar to the
Hindu philosophy of living and pervade daily life, not as a big logical thing, but it is
there like a fog where they have to pave their way through.
Young people are not necessarily trying to be rebellious and revolutionary or to rewrite
their own life experiences in the context of Kathmandu, but they are responding to a
radical social change with their own ability and resolve. They are acknowledging the
dominant public narratives and reinscribing them with their own purposes, desires and
judgements, thereby recovering the diversity and order of public life. In this chapter, I
have shown that young Nepali people appear to have a strong sense of self in regard to
their social values as well as being clearly aware of their wants and desires. As Giddens
(1990, 1991) states that traditions and social bonds are still in effect to influence on
young people’s life and future, but in addition also the notion of modernity are used in
the creation of their everyday lives. Young Nepali people are in a position to choose and
modify their interest and furthermore who to be, their life and romantic relationships
become a ‘planning project’ (Giddens 1990) where their responsibility is located
extensively upon the individual, to construct his or her future with a range of possible
choices. Given this, it would seem to follow that they will have a similarly strong sense
of self with regards to relationships and sex, and it is these topics that I will explore in
the following three chapters.
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CHAPTER 5: Relationships
The changing trajectories of relationships
The original aim of this research was to discover young people’s understanding of sex
and sexual practices, rather than to explore their romantic relationships. However,
during the early phases of data collection it became apparent that, to understand young
people’s perspectives on sex, it was necessary to understand their perspective on
romantic relationships.
Falling in love, courting, sexual desire, marriage and break-ups are features of
relationships in any society, and so they are in Nepal, where many young people are
involved in romantic relationships. Interestingly, in Nepal, young people have come to
define relationships by several different grades or classifications. These grades can be
considered: without ‘true feelings’, with ‘true feelings’; ‘proposing/being proposed’ to
(for courtship not for marriage); and ‘dating’. In whichever form, either with the actual
involvement of feelings or in the mere association with the opposite sex, young people’s
minds are preoccupied with the idea of relationships.
For the focus groups and individual interviews, participants were selected on the basis
of their current or past relationship status. For most young people in the study, their
romantic relationships were deemed to be the most judged and controversial aspect of
their everyday lives. Herein, by ‘romantic relationships’ I mean one with the opposite
sex, with no distinctions as to when it started, with whom or how. Given the fact that
homosexuality is still a hidden issue in Nepal, romantic relationships with the same sex
would have posed difficulties in directly questioning young people. For the purpose of
this study, it is simply those relationships that young people identified as ongoing love,
feelings or romantic relationships.
Romantic relationships are often referred as ‘boyfriend/girlfriend’, ‘special-close
friend’, ‘like brother-sister’, ‘Time-Pass’ or ‘Use and Throw’, ‘True-Love’ or ‘DeepLove’ relationships. While intention or actual sexual involvement differentiates these
relationships, a decision either to engage in sex or not in a relationship depended on
several factors. Most young people, both men and women, seemed to analyse deeply
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how relationships and being engaged in sexual activities would affect their wellbeing
including their career prospects and social standing. While family values played some
role, most young people considered ‘being in a relationship’ or ‘dating’ as a modern
thing, a necessity of their generation, and enjoyed it light-heartedly. To a large extent
engaging in sexual actions or choosing a partner often involves a deeper look within
their own morality, their individual values and personal aspirations, which influenced
how they think about romantic relationships and any sexual intentions.
Opening with the case of Sonia, I explore mainly four interrelated areas of romantic
relationships in this chapter. The first focus of inquiry is the way young people make
sense of romantic relationships through a process of grading. The second is the
formation of romantic relationships through proposing and dating, and the third is the
breaking up of relationships. Lastly, I wanted to understand why and how relationships
are attached to the notion of marriage.

Sonia and her romantic stories: the pursuit of relationships 1
I knew Sonia by reputation before she voluntarily came for the interview, as many
teachers indicated that I must interview her because ‘she is kind of a girl who is able to
stir up conflict’ and has had a ‘string of relationships’ with boys inside and outside of
school. Sonia was almost 16 years old, born in Kathmandu, studying in grade 11. She
lived with her mother and had a brother with whom she was very close and confided
everything including romantic relationships. Sonia attended dance classes, where she
had been picked out for a modelling job for Nepali music videos. Sonia’s family
decided it was inappropriate for her to continue modelling while her father was dying
and subsequently she dropped out. She believed in ‘sticking’ together as a family during
a crisis, behaving well and preserving her reputation rather than continuing in the
modelling contest and fuelling any gossip about her.
Sonia narrated several stories of late-night parties organised by the modelling agency
where she met celebrities. Although Sonia’s mother did not restrict her going out, she
1
Sonia’s story is atypical among the interviews in the sense that she was two weeks away from reaching 16 years at the time of
interview (she mentioned being 16 in the pre-selection questionnaire and later in the interview she disclosed that she was two weeks
away from being 16 years). She was also working as a part-time model and had a history of having multiple boyfriends. However,
her story is typical in the sense that it best reflects the characteristics of many other young people’s stories.
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objected to drinking alcohol, especially after an incident when Sonia’s drink was mixed
unknowingly with alcohol and required a male friend to drop her home. Sonia criticised
her friends for not having the same amount of ‘freedom’ and open-minded parents.
Sonia had broken up with her tenth boyfriend three weeks prior to the interview. Some
of her boyfriends had caused trouble in her school and had a history of drug use and
gang fights and one was even jailed for petty crimes. She was 13 year old when she met
her first boyfriend and when she asked her mother’s permission for a boyfriend, her
mother advised her to befriend the young man, but not to cross the line. Most of her
subsequent boyfriends were her brother’s friends. Her brother always warned her about
the nature of guys being boka (slang word for promiscuous men), only interested in sex
and their expertise in manipulation and ‘charm’ to ‘trick’ girls. Sonia believed her
brother’s warnings were accurate as she considered him also to be one of the boka
himself.
Sonia said the most memorable romantic proposal was from her fifth boyfriend because
he did it in a ‘filmy style’:
To save him from humiliation I initially accepted his proposal. He was super fast and in
few days moved from having a crush to love phase and made a filmy style proposal as if
he had imported love from Korean films. He shouted I love you in front of whole school, it
was flattering to me for a while until I talked to him again and ended it.
When I asked her about dating with multiple boyfriends, she remarked:
I am too young for deep love and they are too curious in sex. Such Time-Pass relations
can be fun but are temporary and also is a big distraction and a source of tension
especially when I want to finish school without failing exams to go overseas.
Sonia, although she found relationships stressful and distracting, also felt the need to
explore romantic options as part of her aspirations for a good future marriage. Some of
Sonia’s boyfriends expressed interest in marriage, which she interpreted as their ‘hidden
agenda’ for sex, and in any case believed she was ‘too young’ to consider marriage. She
said: ‘Had it been True-Love, they will support in building career first than rush into marriage.
They make fake promises to get only thing that interests them, sex’. However, she also
anticipated that her relatives would soon start to pressure her mother, and although she
thought of marriage as an eventual outcome she wanted to be able to make her own
choice:
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We all will get married one day, doesn’t mean I have to marry JPT [jey payo
tei= insignificant] people that my relatives bring or my current boyfriends because I
think it is important for our generations of modern time to have a career first like in
foreign countries. When I go overseas, like my cousins there, I will achieve some level
and choose someone from same level or study nursing as it will give me a chance to
marry someone of my level overseas and have a career.
Going overseas, ascribes new social status and modernity and is a better alternative to
unwanted marriage pressure, which often changes the trajectories of relationships.
Although marriage was not a pressing need for Sonia, her effort in studies, career
aspirations and independence were all directed towards marriage, but on her own terms.
Balancing between the boundaries set by parental norms and the newly established
modern norms, Sonia like many other young people, still prepared for marriage while
making an effort to appear like other global youth observed from media and relatives
overseas.
If Sonia was not hopeful of marrying any of her boyfriends, why did she date them? Her
explanation was, ‘They are the one who needs dating, not me. I neither say yes nor say no
to their proposals. They are free to leave but they keep on sticking around’. In addition, she
admitted to dating for fun and enjoying men’s company. What kinds of fun? I asked:
Oh! I enjoy their attention, conversations, and the way they put efforts to do small
things for me even though I pay for them. I understand not many of us have money.
Dating lasts as long as they are convenient to me otherwise I break up, no regret. It’s
not that I have to love or marry them.
Modern dating and romantic relationships do not guarantee marriage, but did they
predict premarital sex? Like many young people, Sonia associated any kinds of physical
or sexual intimacy with the permanent nature of relationships or with dating in TrueLove. She stated that she had ended her relationships with six out of ten boyfriends
because of demands for physical intimacy. Sonia found dating younger guys boring
because they tended to be shy and silent, but aggressive and persistent when it came to
kissing. She brought a friend or asked her boyfriends to bring someone so that she could
enjoy the company of boyfriends but they could not ask for a ‘kiss or get naughty’. She
recalled her eighth boyfriend, a Singapore returnee, fondly as he ‘matched’ her ‘level’
with a similar mindset of being modern and frank, who shared the bills and made her
feel respected while dating. She states:
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He wasn’t a show off, trying to impress me by paying the whole bill. It was always
GTPS (going together paying separately) unlike with others where I have to pay
mostly. He was honest and modern. Thank God! It ended because he wanted some light
actions rather than money matter, otherwise it would have felt cheap and low.
When I asked Sonia why she resisted kissing any of her boyfriends, she said:
Well for kiss to happen, relationship has to go longer like in True-Love, but boys
experiment it, first propose, then get a kiss, if unlucky, move to another girl and try
again. Kissing is not coming from pure feelings. I get proposals daily and am modern
doesn’t mean that I’m stupid to kiss in each superficial Time-Pass relations.
When I explored further to find if her resistance was related to virginity, she said: ‘Who
cares about virginity these days? It’s about what I want!’ Her explanation described how
she believed it was better for her to look after her needs and remain within her morals,
rather than making ‘superficial boyfriends’ happy by complying with their wishes: ‘If I
do what they want, they will just use my body and leave, why would I want that?’. This
assertiveness was reinforced by her understanding of the factors that would lead to an
independent and equal marriage such as education, exposure, travelling abroad. She
expected her relationships to fail after a short time due to a lack of ‘pure’ feelings for
her boyfriends. She presented herself as a liberal but careful modern young woman who
distanced herself from superficial physical intimacy by choice.
Sonia’s opinion of men’s intention for sex on dating was not baseless, as some of the
men admitted they strategically used dating as an opportunity to explore physical
intimacies (which is covered in a later section). For now, it is important to note that for
Sonia dating was an aspect of a ‘modern life’, a decisive sign and proof of her modern
image and individuality, which she portrayed to others to see and evaluate. She stated:
Of course! We teenagers are young but we too are worried about our future and do
not want to ruin it. That’s why even when I have dated junkies, I am careful,
otherwise I could have easily got into negative things. I am modern enough to
make my own choices of a life partner but also careful and wise enough not to
offend or defame family.
Constructing romantic relationships is not only seen as a personal interest or desire but
as justification or a reflective tool to help adjust to contemporary society as ‘modern’ or
‘developed’– a symbol of difference in establishing a boundary between young people’s
modern-self and other people. One of the ways young people do so is by making use of
language such as ‘we’ and ‘our’ generation in everyday conversation about
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relationships. The notions of dating and relationships however, are not free from moral
judgement by the young people themselves. Although Sonia had more boyfriends than
other women in this study, her struggle to negotiate relationships without becoming
physical and avoiding negative evaluation are no different from others at all. Sonia often
denied her ‘playgirl’ image:
When one proposes, his friends also propose me. Since they can’t be my BF, I
suggest friendship. But they can’t digest and say that I am a playgirl. I’m not
bothered but when my close friends think I’m using boys like a playgirl, it hurts.
They are just being jealous because I am too modern and can openly talk about
BFs but they still hide. […] As long as my family knows that I have not crossed
the limit I can enjoy the attention.
Sonia as a modern young woman was openly in non-serious relationships and was
consistent about her intention to not marry the guys she ‘dated’. She showed restraint
not only in sexual engagement but also emotionally. In all of this, Sonia was not entirely
detached from traditional values, as she aimed for a deeper relationship with an
appropriate or ‘right level’ person with a view to marriage as a desired future. With a
better future tied to career and a good marriage, Sonia’s narratives reflect the struggle of
becoming modern without disrespecting traditional expectations while she cautiously
explored her own romantic feelings. Sonia’s struggle was about not only gender but also
her control of emotions as a requirement of the new dating culture in Kathmandu.
Sonia’s case of multiple boyfriends may not be typical of other women in the study, but
the process and sentiments by which she formed and maintained relationships, her
perspective on True-Love and Time-Pass relationships, concerns about physical
intimacy, and aspirations for future independence, career and marriage, all are very
much similar to those of other young people in this study. Her narrative does bring
about a need for greater analysis of how young people look at ‘dating’ vis-à-vis a TrueLove relationship and what emotional and sexual pressures the phenomenon of dating
has brought in. It also merits a closer look at how young people still hold onto the ideals
that are still somewhat rooted in traditions (finding a suitable mate for marriage) but
have elements of modernity such as being independent and having a career. Drawing on
Sonia’s narrative, I focus on three themes that are central to the experience of
relationships among young people: different grades of relationships; proposals and
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dating; and the future of relationship and expectations of marriage. All require detailed
analysis.

Grading of relationships
The sexual intentions and actions of young men often determined the ‘grades’ of their
romantic relationships; for example, a young man would not enter into a True-Love
relationship with the hope of having sex. However, both young men and women agreed
that men might enter into a Time-Pass relationship in the hopes of having sex or at least
getting some action. For young women, however, the reason to enter into a Time-Pass
relationship was not always sexual intention; either they mistook it for a True-Love
relationship or they knowingly entered to have some ‘clean fun’. If young women did
not agree to ‘light or heavy sexual actions’ the Time-Pass relationships often broke up.
Young women may enjoy the attention, but in this research, I did not find any women
who entered into Time-Pass relationships with the intention to explore their sexuality. In
contrast, young men are more likely to see Time-Pass relationships as a real opportunity
for physical intimacy and strategically enter into such relationships to explore sexual
activities. However, some young men see True-Love as the preferred way to go.
Ours is True-Love, we share everything, and we know each other’s likes and
dislikes. If she needs me, I leave my friends even in the middle of the film. I
don’t do things to upset her like smoking and miss her when hanging out with
friends. If she gets sick I get dead worried. We truly respect, care and have pure
and real feelings in heart for each other […].We are love oriented than sex oriented, I
have not even kissed her in all these four years or gone with other girls. We
keep relations with clean fun and light so that no one gets hurt even things go
wrong. It will happen naturally after marriage, why rush? […] Parents will approve
us since we both are from same caste as long as we both get degrees possibly
from overseas then job to make ourselves worthy for marriage. (Sabin, male/19
years)
Sabin asserted that his relationship was True-Love by highlighting three main elements:
first, there was loyalty and caring; second, sex was not a priority and third, they
possessed credibility for marriage. In terms of loyalty and caring, True-Love carries the
quality of sacrifice, adjustment for each other’s happiness, spending time together and
being there to support each other. Sabin’s faithfulness was implied by an absence of
interest in other activities, including a downplay of sexual interests. Downplaying
sexual interests and distancing from sex is an accepted norm during dating for many
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young people, as it reflects the seriousness, ‘pure’ or ‘real’ ‘love feelings’ in men’s
intentions in relationships. Such feelings are so strong that some are willing to change
themselves for the sake of relationships or believe that the power of their true feelings
can bring change in the behaviour of their partner.
I have to stick by him since we started in True-Love. I couldn’t have left him
because I’m not in Time-Pass, but can’t marry either when I know he is using
drugs. I hope my love is strong enough to change his negative character. (Kamala,
female/17 years)
Kamala was in an unsatisfactory or unstable relationship believing that the power of her
love could bring about change in the behaviour of her boyfriend. In True-Love, care is
a significant component and an expected outcome. In these relationships, the intensity
can often become overwhelming, as Kamala expressed being ‘torn between what I want
and what is expected as a true-lover’. For many, True-Love emerges as an idealistic,
inspirational relationship as it gives a feeling of happiness: ‘No matter how much fun you
may have, at the end you want just one person to love’ as Paro, a 20-year-old woman, put
it.
True-Love has none or only minimal space for sexual intimacy. Many young people
suggest that sex and love are mutually exclusive until marriage, with many women alert
to the dangers of being used for men’s sexual gratification. The integrity of True-Love
is evaluated against the priority men place on sex; for example, premarital sexual
expression or intention is traditionally considered inappropriate in True-Love, hence
avoidance is fundamental to the definition. While many highly regard and believe in
respect for their bodies and are prepared to wait for sexual intimacy, some realise that a
true relationship is much more than sex:
In love and respect for her, I am filled with pure emotions or something more
important makes it real and I feel better. Those normal desires were controlled
naturally, which I used to get easily even when I am bored, but now even without
doing hand sex for months, I still feel satisfied. (Kishor, male/19 years)
However, it would be misleading to suggest that young people’s only positive
experience is based in True-Love. There are cases of True-Love relationships that show
how young people do not remain restricted to the idea of true feelings, but grade
relationships based on what they want and then determine a certain dependent set of
behaviours or character prototypes such as sojho and badmass. In this way, they anchor
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themselves to an ideal of true love that does not challenge the traditional norms of how
premarital relationships should be.
The term ‘Time-Pass relationship’ is often used synonymously to represent sexually
motivated relationships regardless of whether sex is actually taking place or not. TimePass relationships have ambiguous and conflicting dynamics often involving multiple
partners simultaneously or over a short span of time. Young people describe such
relationships as ‘fake’ or as having ‘superficial’ feelings. It also is used to describe other
relationships ranging from a single sexual encounter to simple friendship to ‘specialclose-friends’ and ‘like-brother-sister’ relationships that are all outside the norms of
True-Love. A young man expressed this perhaps inevitable changing dynamic in the
grading of relationships bringing about a change in the level of commitment and
intentions:
Relationship is like playing football, never know you will win or lose, if you hit the
ball right you score a goal, it’s true love. If you play fouls with red and yellow cards,
there are plenty of other matches to play, it’s Time-Pass. Otherwise enjoy playing
the match by changing your position from striker to fielder, from lovers to special friend
or like-brother-sister, just play along and get light or full actions (Bikram,
male/18 years)
As an example within ‘special-close-friends’ and ‘like-brother-sister’ relationships,
sexual intentions can shift, which ultimately ends the relationship or transforms its
status to Time-Pass. While this shift is underway, young people can continue to explore
socially acceptable relationships free from commitment, being in love or actually
engaging in sexual activities.
Not that I am interested in True-Love or Time-Pass, I just agreed to remain ‘special close
friend’ to one of the proposals. I am not even sure that I like him because when all of
my friends were dating I was left alone. This is 21st century, just like in the West
everyone has GFs and BFs, I didn’t want to be the odd one in my group. (Goma,
female/19 years)
This sense of fitting in with friends and a global modern image emerged as young
people were exposed to a wider circle of people with similar interests who reinforced
and supported their relationships. As an example, it is common for young people to
mobilise their resources to assist friends to facilitate and protect Time-Pass relationships
from parents.
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When you became a part of this new modern trend you wouldn’t know. It is just easy
with friends, so we help each other. Like when my friends pass girl’s number they
change it into guy’s name like from Saroja to Saroj and when my father checks my
mobile he thinks it’s a boy. I can’t afford to get caught especially when dating or doing
light actions [laugh]. (Raju, male/18 years)
Some young people, despite a strong desire for an open attitude towards relationships
and sexual activity, fail to establish these Time-Pass relationships as a part of their
everyday lives. Some are too detached and simply do not see the point of expending the
effort to develop such relationships. A young man stated this:
I am modern but to me Time-Pass is a fashion, a pretension, too much of a brainwork for
too little sex, I don’t see the point, not my thing, gives me more tension than
happiness’. (Bikram, male/18 years)
Like Bikram, some other young people consider romantic relationships as destabilising,
altering expectations of themselves and family by disrupting their everyday life to the
point that they require other people to help them refocus, cope and re-establish routine
in their life. In this context, a young woman commented, ‘I lost my normal life as I was
always tensed. Everything turned upside down, failed exams, fought with parents. My friends
helped me to get back into the right track’ (Kajal, female/17 years).
Some young men admitted ‘doing the trial’ with ‘light action’ (halka kei kei), thereby
gauging any ‘interest’ by a woman in some ‘light fun’ (halka fun) or for progression into
‘full actions’. ‘Light actions’ for ‘light fun’ involve kissing, touching, sitting on laps,
hugging tightly, which is sometimes permitted in True-Love situations. ‘Full action’
involves the progression from touch to nakedness and sexual intercourse. In the context
of romantic relationships, ‘light action’ sometimes includes initiating a sexual
conversation in the form of sharing information, thereby assuming the woman’s sexual
ignorance and the man’s expertise. In some cases, young men shared elaborate sexual
stories of their friends and acquaintances to indirectly gauge or initiate sexual interest in
the woman. However, untimely or inappropriate sharing of such stories can have
unacceptable implications if young women interpret such stories differently.
I learned a lot because he used to talk about his friend’s sex stories. But then I
started to think if his friends are badmass, why he is the only one remaining
untouched and unaffected until now? Why he wants me to get interested in it
suddenly? […] Is he testing me or he is Time-Pass type, if so that I don’t want any link.
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It’s a new relationship. It is not respectable to a person like me. (Binita, female/18
years)
It is the assumed intention of sex within the relationship that is considered problematic,
criticised and found unacceptable, especially by young women. Anyone who engages in
Time-Pass is assumed to be sexually involved whether it is true or not, as in the case of
Sonia, who enjoyed superficial relationships, ending them easily without feeling obliged
to consider marriage. The dynamic here stemmed from the exercise of her agency,
which was influenced by the notion of being modern. Sonia’s strongest defence against
being labelled as ‘playgirl’ was the non-sexual nature of her relationships; however, the
presumptive sexualisation of Time-Pass relationships linked her to this negative
portrayal by her friends.
Since the traditional True-Love values are not applicable in Time-Pass relationships, it
is the young people themselves who define the rules of engagement, accepting or
denying resulting actions and reputations. Young people in Time-Pass relationships talk
openly about sex within their friendship groups as they constantly reflect on modern
life. They are more comfortable with Western media portrayals and definitions of
relationships and sex than the relationships defined by their immediate society and
parents. For instance, a young man commented: ‘My friends are free like filmy characters
of American Pie, while my parents are from conservative Hindi TV serials. So, I try to fit both by
having two life styles’ (Sabin, male/17 years).
Although there are ambiguities with the gradation of relationships, young people find
this useful in tailoring their interests, gaining acceptance and a ‘trendy’ reputation, but
also cautious of negative stereotyping. These stereotypes, it is argued, develop through
the misleading ways in which young people can make judgements about others, perhaps
distorting the actual context, logic and values other young people apply to grade their
own relationships. In the context of Kathmandu, behaviours such as multiple relations,
with or without sexual involvement are subject to a quick interpretation such as: when
there are multiple relations, they are not serious, therefore there is sex and distraction
from studies and therefore they are ‘at risk’. In such cyclic links of judgements, it is
essential for young people to avoid the association with those elements, as it sets off
such speculation.
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Most young people therefore do not want to be seen as Time-Pass and even someone as
modern and independent as Sonia put forward her nonsexual relations in defence of a
positive image. At the same time, Sonia struggled to avoid the pressure of physical
intimacy to keep her modern image intact. Her narratives were missing the notion of her
own physical need or pleasure, conforming to a stereotyped gender role where sexual
pleasure of women is considered to be repressed, but she enjoyed other aspects of her
relationships such as the proposals and dating. The complexity of Sonia’s story is
indicative that grading of relationships is perhaps not as clear-cut as young people
believe it to be and has considerable fluidity. Within such fluidity how can anyone
confidently approach relationships or go dating? The following section highlights the
practice of proposing and dating.

Proposing and dating
Proposing and dating are commonly used to initiate romantic relationships, with the
schools often providing the physical and social context. Although the schools I visited
did not formally prohibit romantic relationships, they discouraged physical proximity
between students with some participants recounting how friends were reported to their
parents for being ‘too close with the opposite sex’ in the classroom. While talking about
teachers and rules for sitting arrangements in the school, one young man stated:
Who cares! They can keep girls and boys separate for their lessons. We have our own
private lessons in love, romance and sex in break time and project work. They can’t stop us
proposing in the last bench or corridors, and they don’t see us dating in canteen getting
lost in love while sharing same bottle of Coke. (Raju, male/18 years)
I observed that in the classrooms, some teachers preferred their students to be seated in
separate rows for male and female, while others left it to students saying ‘today’s
students are uncontrollable’ for they have ‘their eyes in girls, heart in love, interests in
dating, and mind in sex’. However, I did not observe any physical intimacy in the
school setting even though some of the couples were sitting together and engaged in
what seemed like intense conversation. At one break, time I noticed a group of students
looking with great interest through the window where a young man was proposing to a
girl.
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Proposing
Proposal-hanney (making proposal) is a contentious process due to the difficulty young
people have in determining the intention of a relationship by the way the proposal is
made. Proposals can be direct, saying ‘I like you’ or ‘I love you’; however, young
people described a more typical mode of proposal as sending an indirect message or
recommendation via friends. Young women find the direct approach shallow and
‘filmy’; however, others find it meaningful when enough time is taken in preparation.
He was good in study, same caste, no badmass friends, or previous girlfriends, just
suitable for me. His friends brought his proposal, I didn’t accept it because it
could have been a trick to trap since everyone is good in the start. But he
continued to be there without talking to me directly or acting filmy. I still doubted his
charm but impressed with his helpfulness. So I agreed to go out in groups, shared a
bill, so that he can’t say that he did a favour […]. Later I could see that he
didn’t move fast from crush to love phase but had positive intentions for True-Love.
After a year of trust I accepted his proposal. (Rama, female/18 years)
When I asked her how he proposed she said:
I was already liking him from his actions, was already in love phase when it
happened. He asked me one day while talking, will you let me propose you
someday and I said no because I already accepted and we hugged.
Like Rama, many young people recognise the progression of their romantic feelings
through three stages of ‘crush’, ‘like’ and ‘adore/love’. Although these three phases do
not appear distinctly in real life, they mark the progression of relationships by specific
activities. ‘Crush’, the first phase, generally involves identifying the person of interest
from a distance and glancing at each other without necessarily speaking. These glancing
moments can only advance into the next phase when there is an effort, mainly by men
but occasionally by women, to start a conversation, or sometimes by a third party.
During this phase there is research of the other person, to be as well informed as
possible before any proposal is considered.
The second ‘like’ phase is where young people’s involvement is in making themselves
available to each other in a variety of ways. Young women in this study are subtle
enough to let the men know that they like them while maintaining a distance and
control, as with Rama who paid her share of the bill and went out in a group. Young
men will cautiously and discreetly offer help or pay attention to the woman to display
their interest. This phase also involves young men putting effort into arranging and
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manipulating situations where they may benefit from their projected reputation, while
young women usually participate socially in non-threatening environments such as
picnics and groups to celebrate occasions. Many consider this phase as crucial in the
sense that relationships and the intentions of partners are evaluated and rejecting
proposals at this stage does not create a negative impact on their image.
The third phase is to ‘adore or love’ someone, which Prem described: ‘adore is to love,
the ultimate feelings where you are willing to sacrifice, not afraid to risk or fight for love, you are
there no matter what’ (Prem, male/17 years). This is the phase where young men usually
propose to women; however, this is not always the case, as one young woman said: ‘He
was shy so I proposed to him’ (Binita, female/18 years). Proposals made at this stage are
considered more serious or with greater feelings compared to those made during the
‘crush’ and ‘like’ phases. Proposals made in this phase often follow disclosure and
introduction to family members, which increases credibility and lifts the status to TrueLove.
The distinction between these three phases is not easily discerned in real life and it is
not a simple matter of separating young people’s emotion into phases. However, these
three phases do provide young people with flexible space to negotiate their relationships
and gauge the nature of relationships. Rama cautiously assessed the suitability of a
dating partner by considering his character, reputation, intentions and caste status.
Within this, she recognized the role played by charm, romance and impressing as a
normal part of proposing and looked beyond this before accepting a formalised
relationship. She considered his proposal meaningful only after a genuine year-long
effort and by then she had a much better understanding of his intentions through deeds
rather than the verbalisation of feelings. Similar to Rama, many women on receiving
proposals consider Proposal-hanney an overused practice and therefore unrealistic,
dramatic and lacking any real commitment. Rather, they were wary of the potential for a
‘trick to trap’ (fasauney).
Loudly proclaimed proposals in public, like in the case of Sonia, can be flattering and
romantic but are considered shallow and part of an ‘imported version of love’ or an
imitation of romantic Hollywood and Bollywood movies. Only a few women consider a
public commitment to represent true feeling or reassuring as one young woman said:
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‘He must have True-Love to dare to declare his love in front many people’ (Rita female/18
years). However, some young men sense the overuse of such expressions and try to be
more creative with personalised expression by way of a letter or poem, often written in
English. A young man shared one such poem that he wrote to propose:
Here I am ready to dance and sing
See my love and not think it’s a fling
Let me love you and forever cling
Say yes and not kill me in a sling. (Sunit, male/19 years)
Another man shared a message he sent to his girlfriend via mobile phone after his
proposal was rejected: ‘When you ignored, tears dropped in thousands, today that space
of you, replaced with others in dozens’ (Badri, male/19 years). These young men eagerly
displayed their skill and experience in ‘filmy style’ to impress women, while women
displayed caution and tried to sort through any subterfuge for real feelings before any
reciprocation of emotion or commitment. Although young people recognise the
uncertainty surrounding proposals it is also a matter of being part of a modern trend,
enjoying the attention by the opposite sex, testing and balancing their desirability and
dating interests.

Dating
In Nepal, only some people use the English term ‘dating’ and many prefer the word
ghumgham (strolling). Both these terms are not exclusive to couples and can be used
for going out with friends as well. Only in the past five to ten years has dating become
part of the everyday language of relationships in Kathmandu (Regmi, van Teijlingen, et
al., 2010b) , which was not the case when I left Nepal to pursue this study in 2007. The
term ‘dating’, like other terms of expression such as ‘crush’/’like’/’adore-love’, are
English terms picked up from popular media. The way they are interpreted and used is
significant, not only in the vocabulary of romantic relationships but also as a discourse
that is popular in media that appropriates the ways of romance not usually available in
the Nepali language. However, for appropriation into Nepali culture, the meaning of
‘dating’ becomes tainted with values and moral codes that are key elements for the
progression and fate of relationships. Valuations of True-Love or Time-Pass provide
young people with an identification to relate and behave in certain ways when dating.
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Most of the young people stated that the dating culture is a comparatively new trend that
is an imitation of Western culture but has become more accepted among them as an
enjoyable activity and a necessary component of being modern. A 19-year-old young
man, Saroj, getting ready to join his father in the USA to study, considered dating a
priority to ‘prepare’ himself for a more modern life: ‘Everyone is trying and learning
about dating here, no odd feelings when things goes wrong. I have to experience dating here so
that I am prepared for modern life there’. The notion of ‘gaining experience’ or being
‘prepared’ for dating, which was not an issue for previous generations, has become a
part of modern times. Saroj further stated that he saw dating as an adjustment to the
changing times, expressed as the ‘need’ of ‘the 21st century’ and ‘modern age’:
We have to change accordingly to the modern age. So dating is just one more need
to adjust in this 21st century and is normal thing. I know my current GF can either
turn into my wife or I may find another interesting person in USA. As things
change I will adjust to suit for both of us. (Saroj, male/19 years)
Saroj demonstrated his free will and autonomy as a symbol of being modern; these
ideas helped release him from or at least modify the traditional constraints of culture in
developing romantic relationships and dating. Other young people make fun of those
dating as seemingly awkward in Nepali culture or as a pretentious act. A few claimed
that spending time together was more important than where they go, what they do or
making dating a search for a potential spouse, hence were not interested in dating. In
this regard, a young man commented:
I do not know what dating is, to me it sounds strange but I like spending time
with her whenever I get a chance, be it in doing school project work or walking
home together. We enjoy talking and stopping for tea and local momo (Nepali
dumplings). We only do dating in special celebration in fancy places. (Taj, male/17
years)
Walking and studying together provided Taj with the opportunity to spend time with his
girlfriend, while special celebrations gave him the sense of dating. Many young people
spend time in non commercial or less expensive activities such as strolling around the
temples and squares on the way back from school or going to parks and small hills
around the city, which they consider more practical and meaningful ways of dating than
going to commercial places. On this, Taj later commented: ‘It is fun to watch film and eat
popcorn together but it is not as deep as being able to look into her eyes when she is shy
under the blue sky’. Going to expensive places such as restaurants, cafés, movies and
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going out away from their neighbourhood for privacy were also mentioned, but not
always seen as dating but, rather, group activities. Expensive places like the Garden of
Dreams (a historical garden with an entrance fee) or trendy places serving Western fast
food such as KFC, Pizza Hut, ice-cream parlours and shopping malls are new to
Kathmandu and perceived to be higher class venues for dating.
More personal and expensive dating is considered special and used to demonstrate a
certain dedication and commitment. Often a romantic scene from an Indian television
serial or Korean movies sets up the ‘ideal dating’ scenario, and even though most young
people did not go out on such dates or did so only very occasionally, they dreamed of
celebrating special occasions such as birthdays, anniversaries and Valentine’s Day in
expensive places. Aka, who was introduced in the previous chapter, celebrated her
birthday in a shopping mall, watching movies and eating Western fast food. She
mentioned that: ‘I wanted my Valentine’s Day to be like in the Korean film, it was Western style
love with red roses, gifts, chocolates and wine in the open bridge over the river, looking at the
stars’. She then added, ‘Kathmandu doesn’t have such a big bridge but have our
commitments. So we saved our pocket money for months and celebrated in the rooftop restaurant
hiding away from our parents’.
This new dating culture is influenced by emerging social and structural changes,
including increased exposure to other cultures through media. As dating becomes more
of a leisure and commercial activity, a new framework of premarital relationships,
knowledge and expectation for emotional bonding is being developed by young people,
in terms of consuming commodities and the celebration of occasions such as
Valentine’s Day, which resemble the Western dating culture but are often still hidden
from parents. However, young people recognise their own and others’ constraints such
as limited money and time for dating. Money is not the central element but is a practical
concern when dating in commercialised places. Aka commented on this:
As a student, we all survive on pocket money. I understand his problem that he can’t
always take me to expensive places. But he shows his commitment by putting
effort in meeting me every day makes it special. When heart is in right place with
the person of right level, expensive things doesn’t matter (Aka, female/18 years)
Aka believed material interests disqualify the love in relationships as much as the sexual
intentions in dating. Like Aka, Sonia too was more impressed with the amount of effort
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her boyfriend put in than any material interests in dating. His money and presents were
less impressive to her than his modern mannerism of sharing the cost to make her feel
respected. Sharing of costs is an example of young people trying to enact gender
equality as a modern mannerism, which also can negate sexual tensions where young
women do not feel obliged and young men cannot demand sexual favours, as Rama
mentioned earlier.
Spending too much money on dating is not the characteristic of a decent or practical
boyfriend and therefore gifts have less power to impress women. In fact, many young
people demonstrated the narratives of downplaying or concealing their status or class
(by not spending money or disclosing their parental occupations) in order to appear
humble, responsible and respectful. Some stated that spending more money on dating
actually has a negative impact on relationships by bringing a question of legitimacy and
credibility of relationships into play. This was expressed in a statement of 19-year-old
Hari, who assisted in the family business and had comparatively more cash in hand to
play with:
I have 3Ms, if I always pay they break up with me, which also mean I am Time-Pass
sexual type, but I am serious emotional type, that’s why I intentionally ask girls to share
the bill so that they can trust, respect me and see me as real than end in first date.
(Hari, male/19 years)
It is the person’s reputation and sophisticated behaviour, rather than financial status that
is the first marker mentioned by friends during the proposal process. As stated in Hari
statement, he considered relationships to be basically emotional and portrayed his idea
that dating is based on a constant stream of creating and reinforcing a good image, and
any problems with this projected reputation or inappropriate behaviour leads to
premature termination of the relationships. However, some young men believed that the
male should pay on the first date but share in subsequent dating. In some cases, young
people did not exclude monetary factors for practical and supportive purposes and
admitted lending and borrowing money with their partners. This indicates that financial
help is an accepted form of exchange between people in relationships, especially with
those not living with parents, rather than a prime reason for the dating.
Unlike in some other studies in other parts of the world (Caldwell et al., 1989; Luke,
2003; Salazar et al., 2005), dating in this study is not motivated by material gains or
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financial reward in the form of giving and receiving gifts; rather, it is a time to connect
emotionally and sometimes to explore physical intimacy. It is about a display of modern
image, grace, sophisticated behaviour and fairness as well as a balance between morals
and trust. Dating based on morals is accorded a higher status in the True-Love
relationships compared to those in which sexual intentions are the pure motive, which
are generally considered impractical and therefore rare. With my observations of young
people’s dating behaviour, it appeared to be exactly like a young woman’s description
of dating:
It’s like playing a tug of war, he pulls, I resist. Sometimes I let it swing to his side
and he lets me have my ways, fun is in pulling and resisting without crossing the
midpoint to win or lose (Binita, female/18 years).
Although many have experienced dating, some young women were apprehensive about
going out with young men, fearing for their physical safety especially when there was a
mismatch of intentions such as Time-Pass or True-Love. A woman expressed her
anxiety when she became suspicious of her boyfriend’s attitude when he proposed
spending a day away from Kathmandu not long after she agreed to go out with him,
stating:
I feared whether I can trust him to go that far, that too hiding from parents, if he
has intentions to trick me or treat me as Time-Pass I can’t even get help immediately. I
was not sure of him doing only the right thing, so just to be safe I didn’t go. (Kajal,
female/17 years)
Women appeared to be aware of the dangers and risks associated with dating and related
stories of rape or other unpleasant incidents. Kajal’s fear was not entirely baseless, as
some of the men expressed a willingness to manipulate situations for physical intimacy,
saying: ‘She is not stupid to think that I take her to hotel hiding from everyone for nothing,
she must be mentally ready for it, that’s why she agreed’. When dating is concealed from
family, physical safety is of greater concern to women. Hence, women tried to avoid
going to particular places such as hotels, on day trips or places where there was alcohol
or drugs and, if unavoidable, tried to bring friends. In confirmation of Sonia and her
chaperone to avoid kissing, I also noticed the third person as common practice when
accompanying a couple on a date during my fieldwork. I observed couples embracing in
public parks or squares, while a friend, seemingly bored, sat next to them. The presence
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of a third person, while assuring the physical safety of the woman, also makes the
couple less noticeable and confronting to society.
Typically, dating involves going out for conversation and food, concluding with the
man escorting the woman directly to her home, generally followed up by a phone call.
Dating in this way is also consciously and aesthetically selected, in the sense that young
people not only look for places where they can get intimate, have fun and feel
comfortable in privacy, but also where they have physical safety and protection.
Whereas in the past, dating was perhaps considered an act of rebellion, young people
nowadays consider dating to be an acceptable, modern act. Since young people are
making decisions about their dating, they are required to be realistic and pragmatic.
Hence, even the most playful forms of dating, such as strolling, holding hands and
conversations with the occasional public display of affection have the qualities of
emotional rather than material gratification, which is interjected essentially by doing the
right thing.
In summary, Kathmandu provides a newly commercialised environment for young
people; however, it does not assure safety, provide instructions as to how they arrange
their dating, and nor can they draw on their family practice or culture. In the process of
‘crush/like-adore/love’, dating young people will negotiate and balance their own
gendered and cultural convention in often innovative ways. The insight here is that, on
the one hand, dating is part of a new consumer culture for fun and leisure; on the other
hand, it is as regular and simple as walking home together, making romance a natural
unstressed part of everyday life. Although more commercialised dating experiences are
desired by young people, valued and growing in popularity, values attached to gifts are
reserved for the special celebration. Hence, gifts or monetary exchange is neither
expected nor given easily or in exchange for sex and as an unnecessary display of
affluence; rather, it becomes a cause for breaking up relationships.

Breaking up relationships
The break-up of a relationship has become an expected and normal part of young
people’s everyday lives, with physical intimacy being the main reason for break ups.
Women remarked explicitly and literally that when feelings and emotions are still
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uncertain in relationships, they do not feel obliged to reciprocate men’s sexual desire
and will in most cases initiate the break-up. Like Sonia, who was not afraid to refuse to
kiss and then break up with her boyfriends, many young women did not try to safeguard
their relationships by complying to pressure for physical intimacy. However, Goma, a
19-year-old woman, mentioned that her boyfriend kissed her without consent a few
times and then she felt obliged to accept the kiss to maintain their relationship, until she
attended a workshop on sexual abuse organised at her school. She stated:
When he first kissed me suddenly I was very uncomfortable and told him not do it
again. I wasn’t ready and it’s wrong in True-Love but he ignored. He was very
persuasive seeker of lust and I was young and scared. But when I went to sexual abuse
workshops, I learned I can say no because no one have rights over my body and I
break up with him immediately. (Goma, female/19 years)
With young people feeling more in control, which in turn provides a sense of self and
agency, breaking up can be important in terms of rights and respect for the body and
also a demonstration of desire for real love. Many women in this study believed that in
True-Love, men should not take advantage of a woman’s body for their own pleasure.
Women will test men’s ‘true’ intentions in relationships and say. ‘Being modern we also
have to be smart enough to see through a boy’s true interest, check if he pressures you or
respects you in love without betraying trust in relation’. For Goma and Sonia, kissing or any
other form of physical intimacy was not associated with love or their own pleasure but
considered an indicator of men’s sexual interest. They believed if a boyfriend really
loved them then they should not be in any way sexually motivated and would break off
relations as soon as men expressed any such desire. Hence, the reason for breaking up
when faced with pressure for physical intimacy is not unusual; rather, it is anticipated
and prepared for. However, some women also agreed that they would allow some
degree of ‘light action’ when there was a proven track record of honesty and trust over
time, no interest in other girls or when they believed that marriage was a possibility in
the near future.
Men also expect break-ups if they insist on physical intimacy, with some willing to take
that risk, as one of the young man stated: ‘I just take my chances anyway, if she agrees, I try
for little actions, if not, I break up and find another and try again’ (Saroj, male/19 years).
Some young men expressed their intense desire to experiment with sex, hence they
intentionally break up emotional relationships like True-Love and search for sex in
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other relationships. Other men claimed that it is ‘girl’s nature to create unnecessary drama
making it impossible to deal or look for selfish satisfaction with sophisticated, rich people, and
betray (dhokha) normal people with heart like ours’ (Santosh, male/17 years).
Dhokha (betrayal) and ‘being used’ in relationships is one of the common aspects that
both young men and women were concerned about. These expressions are used for
misplaced loyalty, losing respect and responsibility in relationships. However, more
young women than men spoke of breaking up due to dhokha and ‘being used’, while
‘drama’ was more common with men. The expression dhokha is used mainly in two
ways: first to indicate a mismatch of feelings and unreciprocated emotional investment
in the relationship, indicated by statements such as ‘I always thought of him as my
brother but he betrayed that trust by proposing relationships’ (Pari, female/19 years). ‘Only I
loved her truly but at the end she betrayed me as she said we are in true friendship only’ (Taj,
male/17 years): second, having the ‘wrong’ as in sexual intention within non-sexual
relationships. The integrity in breaking up a relationship is determined by the reasons
rather than the positioning of participants as ‘victim of love’ or ‘seeker of lust’.
Although the ‘victim of love’ may doubt their own part in the break up, it can also be
the object of attraction.
It wasn’t his fault that she dumped him. Being a victim of love, he was still aching a
lot when I first met him. While helping him to recover, I started liking him. But, I
would not have got into relationships with him if he had dumped her, which would
have meant he could dump me too. (Pemba, female/18 years)
The impact of breaking up can be deeply wounding with a loss of purpose and
motivation to develop similar relationships or attachments to avoid being hurt again. A
19-year-old young woman Reshma felt betrayed by her boyfriend of three years when
she found out a breach of trust and honesty in that he had ‘used’ other women while
promising her marriage. She commented: ‘It was right thing to break up, but my heart still
bleeds in pain. I’m broken and dark with negative feelings. With this hole in my heart, I don’t
think I can be repaired to love again’ (Reshma, female/19 years). This extent of pain is
expressed more by those in True-Love while Time-Pass break-up is considered a
learning experience and part of an explorative process in relationships. Too many break
ups, however, are looked down on, with a potentially negative impact on a person’s
social reputation.
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The process of breaking up is emotionally difficult for some when it is combined with
the feelings of betrayal and loss of trust, but how these relate to genuine love is rather
complex. As I have already demonstrated, material interests and sex are rarely the
motivation for dating; however, the contrast between True-Love with real feelings and
Time-Pass with actual sex becomes rather ambiguous and fluid as relationships play out
in everyday life. In order to negotiate, young people place importance on interpreting
the intention of the different kinds of relationships, assigning a position in the three
progressive phases from crush to love and involving friends and family as required. For
example, relationships legitimised by parents’ involvement have greater value and in
such cases breaking up has broader consequences in terms of disgracing the family.
Young people recognise and absorb often vague and ambiguous parental warnings
about sexual intentions by keeping control and remaining within set boundaries for their
own protection while keeping options open for better or more suitable partners. Largely,
young women are warned against being used while young men are warned not to betray
women’s trust in general, which in relationships is meant as a warning against sexual
activity. In this respect, a young man commented: ‘My dad said I can have fun, but fun
comes with freedom and freedom comes with responsibilities. So fun means girl is my
responsibility that I should not betray or take easy’ (Prabin, male/19 years).
In this study, most of the young women were very cautious in taking steps towards a
relationship rather than naively exposing themselves to betrayal by young men, while
some of the men, despite their loyalty, were left wondering why they were rejected and
a ‘victim of love’. Break-ups and betrayal are expected by young people, which further
discourages sexual exploration; however, especially for young men, the peer culture of
freedom and choice encourages experimentation with relationships with sexual
intention, hence the breaking up can be strategic and intentional unless intended for
marriage.

Notion of marriage
True love is the yardstick used to judge relationships, as young people reject or leave
relationships embedded with other interests such as sex, money and material gain.
Expectations of marriage play a critical role with a genuine dedication to romantic
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relationships, as stated by a young woman: ‘Marriage is the final destination of love
relationship’ (Sumita, female/20 years). Although young people may not be under any
immediate pressure to marry, they view marriage as inevitable and a realistic
expectation, which they describe as something ‘influencing their whole life’ (Taj, male/17
years), hence there is caution when initiating meaningful relationships. While most
young people are more likely to initiate a romantic relationship to explore emotions and
compatibility, they are far less certain with a potential marriage partner without
considering the uncertainty of their future studies and career. This in turn influences the
potential outcome or development of romantic relationships as more temporary and less
serious, rather than a process of selecting or assessing marriageable partners.
With the labelling such as True-Love or Time-Pass, relationships acquire a social status
that contains certain rules and responsibilities, and unavoidably become synonymous
with aspects of love, sex and marriage. The intention of marriage creates a sense of
maturity, which holds a primary position in rationalising or reinforcing the sexual
boundaries and logic of premarital sex, typically in True-Love to fit the model of
monogamous marriage and intention to delay marriage. This was clearly expressed by a
young man:
I am just nineteen, I am not mature yet to recognise True-Love. If I choose a girl for
JPT relationships now then my marriage will also be with JPT girl, might ruin my
whole life and career. So I rather wait until I get mature physically and mentally enough to
know who is right for me or what I want. (Taj, male/19 years)
To indicate the seriousness of marriage intentions, the notion of marriage is often
played out in the ways young people address their partners as buda (old man or
husband) and budi (old woman or wife). As the relationships mature, the way they
address each other also matures from ‘friends’ or ‘more than friends’ to buda budi, the
expressions that indicate a more married-type relationship. Using such terms implies
the seriousness of relationships, possible marriage and future sexual relationships.
Although some young people use these terms humorously, sarcastically or in contempt
of other people’s relationships, in some cases, however, these terms are applied as a
euphemism to express explicit sexual involvement: ‘We are like real buda budi, nothing
left to discover, unless I am up for new techniques to satisfy by budi [laugh]’ (Ramesh,
male/19 years).
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Another part in using the notion of marriage is changing the surname of young women
as a joke or in privately shared moments. Some young men and women find it romantic,
while others find it offensive or at least uncomfortable, as it indicates a seriousness of
relationships, which may be more than necessary. 18-year-old Prem, who claimed to be
very romantic, had experienced a break-up of his year-long relationship when he tried to
change her surname as a gesture of romance, and commented:
I wanted her to know my intentions for her were positive and serious so I called her
budi and asked her to add alphabet P and O in front her surname. Her surname was
Kharel, mine is Pokharel. But she became so angry and ended the relation. (Prem,
male/17 years)
Partners of matching caste, as identified by surname, is a desirable and serious issue that
can be a limitation when seeking potential marriage partners or in maintaining existing
long-term relationships. Sabin and Sonia both raised the issue of caste when they
viewed their relationships for marriage. The caste issue does not apply in every case,
such as when True-Love prevails; however most young people consider it, especially
when family concerns often guides these relationships when intended for marriage. As
one of the young man in a focus group said: ‘When caste and the family background matches
with yours, then half the battle is won to continue relationship, otherwise caste will be a reason
for parents to interfere’.
In some cases, the existing ideas of what constitutes marriage are intentionally broken
or ignored as being unrealistic or outdated and they prepare to accept family conflict, as
stated by Paro, a 20-year-old woman: ‘It is old concept to make our caste difference a matter
of family honour. So we are fighting with parents’. Regardless of the relationship prospects
or partners’ emotional investment, it is marriage that is about the honour and prestige of
both families. This was expressed by Sabin: ‘I also can’t stay apart from my family,
choosing the one who fits in my family is sensible’. It is not to say that intercaste marriages or
love relationships did not exist in the past, as some of the young people refer to their
parental situation to demonstrate a freedom to establish their own relationships as well
as to disregard the importance of caste:
My grandparents and my parents, all of them had intercaste love marriage. They are
open-minded than others’ parents. Unlike my friends, I am free to find a boyfriend and
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caste does not matter to my parents. But to marry someone, of course! I have to
choose carefully, I can’t just go on with JPT for Time-Pass dating or cross the limit just
because I have freedom. (Kamala, female/17 years)
Families, however, set and maintain the boundaries, which are often flexible, subtle or
weak; for example, when parents encourage their children to focus on a better future
rather than relationships, this usually signifies their disapproval of existing or potential
marriage. Young people search for an alternative justification for their choice in
marriage partner, as the notion of Nepali marriage can clash with an idealised version of
the life seemingly available in the West. For this reason, many young people enlist
friends and siblings to help with negotiations in relationships in which they anticipate
marriage, and for others ending relations is the only option:
My mother said she was disappointed at me because I was selfish, thinking of
marrying someone from different caste, causing stress in the family, whereas I should
have focused in making my family proud by achieving more in study. With such
stress, break up was natural even though it was my True-Love. We can’t have foreign
free lifestyle even though we are modern (Rita, female/18 years)
While it is inappropriate to analyse the insecurities stemming from their romantic
relationships in which young people are so focused, being modern is a more suitable
parameter, albeit limited, for having the right and freedom to select a marriage partner.
During the focus group discussions, it was clear that to continue relationships, young
men wanted signs of a woman’s genuine romantic interest following on from the initial
emotional commitment. Young women looked for stability and were more cautious
when investing emotionally as they viewed their future as tied to a good partner in
marriage. However, for both young men and women, the inbuilt uncertainties that arise
out of the adjustment to modernity have created insecurity in relationships, as a young
man expressed: ‘This is modern age, she can change her mind and leave me’ (Sabin, male/17
years). These feed into the already existing struggles of young people, like Sonia and
Sabin’s efforts to move away from existing social values to create a modern self that is
relatively independent of their relationships. The other side of this tension manifests in
the need to structure relationships in the light of those societal and family expectations
that determine marriage and are linked to young people’s complaints about the lack of
real emotions and true feelings in a love that allows sexual activity.
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Looking at how the notion of marriage is embedded in relationships, the question is why
young people link relationships so strongly to marriage? This can be understood by
looking at the differential importance of sense of self, love and sex for young people. I
have shown above that True-Love, although hard to achieve, is more inspirational than
having fun in Time-Pass relations. They have long-term nonsexual relationships,
implying the genuineness of their feelings and an emphasis on developing a positive
image, not only for women but also for some men, and complain about a deterioration
of one’s reputation and morals when associated with Time-Pass relations. There is little
gender difference regarding the formation of relationships for marriage within TrueLove.
Marriage is considered the right thing to do once education is completed, a career is
settled and a greater sense of self and responsibility is developed through experiencing
more of life in general, especially now that young people have freedom choose their
own partner. I argue that young people’s use of the notion of marriage is an important
way through which they legitimise their romantic relationships and voice their views on
sex, and as such their freedom to choose. When the family starts to look for a suitor for
their children, young people now feel free to refuse, by saying either ‘overseas first then
marriage’ (Trishna, female/18 years) or ‘I am already in a relationship’ (Pemba, female/18
years) to differentiate themselves from the traditional ways of selecting partners; this is
a modern development that was rare in the past. The measuring stick they use to
convince themselves and family about marriage is by finding a partner of the ‘same
level’ to match family expectations and avoid a premature ending. For young woman
like Sonia, meeting the marriageable criteria is as important as it is for a young man like
Sabin, as he makes comments such as:
If I have no stability in job or no money, who will let me marry their daughter? My
family won’t have problem accepting her because we have same level, educated, same
caste, good sanskar (cultured) and guna (virtues). But I also have to be worthy of
a capable girl otherwise she won’t feel secure with me in future even we are dating
now only feelings of True-Love isn’t enough to survive. (Sabin, male/17 years)
For Sabin, True-Love is not the only evaluative criterion for marriage. In fact, it is not
uncommon for young people to think of other credibility characteristics before they
invest in a True-Love that is intended for marriage. True-Love hence is not only the
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expression of desire and love, but can also be the expression of concerns about
protecting a sense of self, social and economic status, age, education and family
reputation. Interestingly, similar criteria are used to determine an appropriate ‘same
level’ suitor during traditional arranged marriages. ‘Same level’ is not only related to
caste and financial conditions, but also to level of education and personal habits of the
suitors. Regardless of these credibility criteria directly relating to the emotional bonding
and feelings, they are strongly associated with the notion of marriage, hence True-Love
becomes synonymous with marriage.
For some, modern dating has changed the way they think of marriage and potential
partners although excessive dating is seen as a transgression and is expected to hamper
prospects for a good marriage. Some young people are searching for the right time or
partner for more serious dating with the potential for marriage; while others go on
dating in order to explore or gain experience for future married life. Parents may not
accept this but friends understand and accept such intentions and practice. For instance,
a young woman commented, ‘At least I’ll be prepared for the ways men behave or talk and
how to handle them rather than being dumb and nervous about a husband even he is from the
right level’ (Rama, female/18 years). Her statement relates to the traditional practice of
arranged-marriage, when couples would first meet on their wedding day. The formal
introduction of a suitor to the family left no space for young people to interact or
socialise prior to their marriage.
The point to note here is that participation in modern relationships has taken the
selection of suitors away from parents. In addition, the dating culture has given young
people a vocabulary to articulate their thoughts about their needs and preparedness to
explore a relationship, rather than entirely accepting the purpose or essence as selection
of a suitable suitor of ‘same level’ for arrange marriage. This helps explains why the
grading of relationships is so important for young people, and why they can still
maintain a strong attachment to marriage that may or may not be realised in future. The
uncertainty associated with marriage is probably a reason for young people’s caution
about premarital intimacy.
The constant tension lies in the ways young people relate their judgements about
romantic partners to appeal to their parents, remain within traditional parameters and
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reduce risk; they also feel the need to voice their sense of self, free will and agency to
make decisions about their lives, including choosing a romantic partner. The meaning
they attach to the notion of marriage indicates a change that is taking place, not only in
the psyche of young people but also as a broader social change regarding premarital
relationships. The most typical aspect about their relationships is the way young people
want to have an open attitude towards sex while not putting themselves into risky
relationships.

Everyday notion of romantic relationships
Within the Nepali context, relationships are embedded within a society that limits free
choice and creates social pressure for young people but also provides support and
stability as they adapt to the changes taking place in society. These social structures are
institutionalised with established norms, values and expectations where a set of people
are repeatedly encountered, conversations shared and influences initiated; however, the
romantic relationships of young people emerge through a fluid and open-ended
processes. Thus, in this chapter, romantic relationships are analysed with the gradation
of relationships, proposing and dating, then linked to breaking up and the notion of
marriage.
Although young people at large have accepted premarital relationships and dating
practices, these have not yet become first priority in many young people’s mind. For
many young people, seeking relationships reflects their pursuit of autonomy and
freedom, their desire for preferences and options, for emotional and materialistic needs
and the desire to be both modern and moralistic. They try to balance these individual
desires by bending traditional rules, cautiously assimilate moral codes and family values
and creating and adapting the new ground rules of proposing and dating in Nepali
culture to legitimise their behaviour.
Young people’s innovative approach to dating, particularly the collective interpretation
that normalises the grading of relationships (Time-Pass, True-Love or the somewhat
ambiguous Like-Brother-Sister and Special-Close-Friends) allows young people to
balance individual desires and to explore physical intimacy through ‘light action’ or
‘light fun’, without the need to engage in sexual intercourse. The discourse of
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relationships and dating is often ambiguous and therefore allows young people to set the
rules for themselves. By keeping the relationships loyal but open, dating can be fun,
safe and nonsexual.
Dating is also attributed to a progression and evaluation of True-Love and Time-Pass
relationships, but could also be used to create an opportunity for sexual purpose,
including some degree of physical intimacy in the form of kissing, touching, hugging.
Relationships based on sexual intentions are justifiable, but they are not necessarily
accepted as sophisticated behaviour, as according to social values this is often
interpreted as entrapment, subterfuge and an intentional breach of trust. It was not as
much young people’s understanding of True-Love or Time-Pass relationships that
differed, however, as their involvement in sex. Sexualised courtship is still uncommon,
although the basis for evaluating relationships is made on sexual reference.
On the one hand young people still long for a monogamous relationship when it comes
to sexual intimacy within marriage, while on the other, they expect to step away from
the conventional gender roles. Some young men took romantic relationships of any kind
as a grant for sex, and young women tended to resist sex in such relationships, the
constructs of True-Love and Time-Pass girlfriends are not actual descriptions of women
or sexual activity, but rather are a framework to project young men’s sexuality. When
young people attached labels to themselves or others as True-Love, it indicated a
controlled and restrained sexual involvement, and when the label was Time-Pass, it
reflected real or imagined sexual involvement to satisfy men’s natural and biological
need. This projection can be seen as a relationship discourse that circulates among
young people and guides their behaviour accordingly.
Despite a positive evaluation of romantic relationships as modern and making it a
matter of personal choice, young people are apprehensive about their negative outcome
and they may sit unconventionally in Nepali culture, which values marriage and
monogamous relationships. It means that young people’s relationships can be uncertain
and only loosely associated with the notion of marriage. It would be fair to say that most
young people understand and relate to romantic relationships in similar ways. First,
involvement in the different kinds of romantic relationships does not necessarily
guarantee the permanency of relationships for young people, as it is possible to deceive
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or be deceived. Second, the emphasis is on investigating the partner’s credibility before
accepting a proposal or going on a date, and to move with caution through the stages of
relationships; third, the connection of romantic relationships with a future life, career
and marriage is pointless if there is no possibility for continuity or to end in marriage or
sex for some. Therefore, romantic relationships can be full of motives that young people
may want to approach with reluctance or at least caution, especially when they involve
the sexual interests and intentions. The romantic life of young people is the arena in
which transformation and autonomy are emphasised. How young people think and talk
about their sexual interests and intentions in relationships is covered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6: Sexuality
Sexual norms of young people
Instead of studying sexual practices through predefined or institutional sexual categories
such as sex acts, condom use or age of first sex, I decided from the outset to address the
essence and importance of sex to young people. I use findings mainly from focus groups
and in-depth interviews to discuss sex-related issues in this and following chapters.
Essentially, I approached the understanding of sexuality as an empirical question that
brings change in young people’s behaviour. In this study, the overarching understanding
of sexuality is that it comprises more a contemplative process rather than the
performance of sexual acts. For this study, sexuality is primarily what occupies young
people’s thoughts regarding sex, how potentially sexual relationships are formed and
organised, what they consider is important and which actors hold central positions in the
maintenance of sexual behaviour. It therefore accentuates the role of social systems
(family, social and modern), media and the sex industry, as all these factors are critical
to the understanding of current sexual behaviour within a changing society. Thus, my
use of the term ‘sexuality’ is rooted in the personal interpretations of young people.
Understanding the relationship between young people’s sexual activity and associated
labelling requires an appreciation of the contextual factors within the wider society.
This coexistence is always subjective, as the individual constitutes them within a unique
interpretation of social values. This is why asking each young person about their sexual
contemplation and experiences may be the only way to grasp, not just the significance
of the sexual behaviour but also the interpretation and associated social meaning of
contextual factors, thus making the personal experience a reasonable premise. Hence,
my analysis has included the contemplation of sex as both an action and a thought
process and then the dynamics they generate in romantic relationships.
The first section of this chapter explores how young people talk about sex as a ‘modern
development’ and its link to virginity. The second section of the chapter focuses on how
young people talk about sex and how they position themselves in relation to family
values. The third section of this chapter describes how young people use sexual
labelling to judge themselves and others and how this guides their behaviour, followed
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by a concluding section that brings together young people’s understanding of sex and
sexuality.

Sex: the story of modern development
With an increase in HIV-prevention activity in Nepal, the topic of sex has moved into
the public arena, leading to a more open discussion of sexual behaviour such as
premarital sex and virginity. An indication of increasing premarital sexual activity has
been demonstrated by several surveys (Adhikari & Tamang, 2009; UNICEF &
UNAIDS, 2001). A study of dating behaviour also revealed a growing acceptance of
sexual activity during courtship (Regmi, van Teijlingen, et al., 2010b). While this
information may provide the broad brush evidence of increasing sexual activity, these
studies also challenge the conservative notions of avoiding premarital sex and
preservation of virginity in both males and females. In addition, these surveys do not
reveal the real levels of diversity and complexity of the moral logic used to negotiate
sex. They fail to convey the discursive space in which young people find understanding
and meanings of premarital sex.
Why do all young people not become sexually active? Are the ideas of sexual taboo and
virginity valuable to young people? More specifically, how do young people understand
premarital sex and what do they do about it? This section seeks to answer these
questions. For instance, those who claim that Nepali society is sexually conservative do
so because it is the readily available reflection of the broader society rather than
representing the continuum of sex life that exists for young people.
I thought I would love a girl and find many that I liked but not loved. I was just
curious in exploring their bodies. I am modern but it’s not like in the USA where they
have sex freely. I have to research, find friends, save money, then meet secretly, and
then sneak out. Once you know the track, you can continue. But normal Nepali girls
these days are not sojho, they are modern, know about sex. They can’t be lured
[fakkidaina] easily into sex like in the old days. They don’t just trust and come
after you. With them sex does not happen easily because they think a thousand
times before starting loving. If GF is willing then I don’t have to pay prostitutes. As a
modern person in today’s society, I want sex but not love. For me, love is a condition
and sex is a decision that I have to make to satisfy my automatic biological need of sex.
(Neel, male/18 years)
The statement is an example of how young people are normalising sex within the
recently sexualised context of Kathmandu and for Neel being ‘modern’ is basically a
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euphemism for sex and used to justify his desire for sexual activity. Young people’s
notion of being modern, which includes developing English language skills, greater use
of media and technology and adaptation to a more Western lifestyle, cannot be fully
understood without reference to open mindedness on the topic of sex. This helps
explains Neel’s comment about a greater understanding and knowledge of sex by
modern Nepali women and his involvement with sex workers as a decision based on an
increased difficulty in ‘luring’ modern women into sex. However, for young women,
being modern is not so much about sexual openness but, rather, greater agency and
avoiding being naively manipulated into sex like a sojho girl. A common view held by
many young people, as advanced by Neel, is that being modern is to be empowered to
decide about sex but not the feelings of love. The argument here is that premarital
sexual activity as a modern possibility has displaced the older taboos on premarital sex.
In the homogenous focus groups, young men and women seemed to accept premarital
sex in terms of individual rights, freedom and as a modern concept or trend; however,
this was mostly for others and they preferred to remain sexually inactive themselves.
When discussing ‘sex and young people’ as a topic, most participants were eager, free
and willing to provide their opinion, with men more enthusiastic than women. Although
premarital sexual activity was considered more about being modern than to do with
virginity, certain sexual images or reputations were still viewed negatively. Young
people, when expressing their interest in sex and discussing their sex experiences also
linked these back to family values. Evidence for this is that young men were told not to
use or ‘trap’, harm or disgrace girls and not to ‘behave like bad boys’, while young
women were advised to be careful and ‘watch out for traps’, and all parents advised
their children to avoid the ‘kind of friends’ who were sexually active.
Most of the young people in this study felt that sex is a normal and biological issue,
which, although taught in school, was mostly learned from friends and pornography.
Most explicit material including hard-core movies, magazines, erotic novels and stories,
is sourced either from the internet or the footpaths of Kathmandu. It originates mostly
from Western countries and viewing pornography is now considered to be a modern
activity (Liechty, 2001). Some young people regarded romantic love scenes in
Hollywood and Korean movies as serving the same purpose as pornographic material.
Often, young men’s comments such as ‘there was nothing new’ (Prabin, male/19 years)
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or ‘I was not interested’ (Hari, male/19 years) relating to school-based sex education
revealed they were already informed from alternative sources. Family was never an
option for young men or women for gaining sexual information, although both had been
advised to be cautious in anything to do with sexual matters.
Most of the men admitted watching or reading this material alone or in the company of
friends and it was routinely shared; however, very few women admitted intentionally
viewing pornography and were more likely to come across it by accident. Young men
put effort into accessing and downloading pornography from the internet, CD/DVD
rentals or just buying from the footpath salesmen. Pornography and romantic materials
have an educative role for young people and are one of the few sources of explicit
information to satisfy sexual curiosity, even if the quality and gender-sensitivity of such
materials can be questioned. While discussing pornography, young men say they can
relate their ‘knowledge in words in practical shows’ (Santosh, male/17 years) creating
excitement and such materials often are exchanged among friends’ circles but never
among mixed-gender groups. Young women, on the other hand, mostly express feelings
of ‘disgust’. Such material, for instance, provided young people with a new sexual
language, morals, fantasies and even positions, but also less desirable aspects such as
domination and violence as part of sex. As stated by a young man, ‘I like to do modern
thing like porn sex but they don’t do it, so sometimes I slap them’ (Neel, male/18 years).
‘Porn sex’ in this context refers to anal or oral sex, which Nepali sex workers do not
readily perform.
Once curiosity in sex begins, the young people explore this further by either paying
attention to surrounding information in other people’s conversation, media (TV, movies
and soap operas) and public announcements, or by actively seeking information on the
internet and in magazines. For instance, during my fieldwork, an Indian TV channel
started dissemination of information about I-pills (‘morning after’ pills), which
subsequently emerged in the interviews of young people. Similarly, conversation related
to gay issues appeared in the interviews after one of the Nepali TV channels screened a
controversial program on the gay movement in Kathmandu.
A new sexual morality is developing for young people as adaptation to ‘changing times
in Nepal’ (Bikram, male/18 years), either as an adjustment to modern lifestyle or in
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their desire to have an open attitude towards premarital sex. Most young people share a
common narrative of the ‘modern self’ as someone who is open-minded and
unrestricted by family values, fashionable and seeks acceptance from those who also
aspire to a Western lifestyle as depicted in the global media, especially Hollywood and
Korean movies. It is someone in this context who actively seeks aspects related to sex
as a ‘fashion’ and ‘new trend’ to enhance their social interaction and modern image.
I cannot be odd man out in doing modern things when everyone is wearing or doing
what they see in Korean films, which also have lots of sex scenes like that in English
films but they are not like blue film. ‘F[uck] and let F[uck]’ is our new motto. Sex is normal,
biological need and everyone doing it as a fashion openly or secretly. I have to be the
part of this new trend to hang out in a group. (Ravi, male/18 years)
Young people associate their image and identification this with new sexual morality at
their convenience and find borrowed language especially helpful for example to avoid
the importance placed on virginity.

Virginity: stories of purity
Although virginity was not explicitly raised as a concern in young people’s narratives,
they freely discussed it when further probed on sex and marriage. The following two
excerpts from two separate focus groups for men and women describe the importance of
virginity in their sexual vocabulary:
Me – Does virginity of girls matter to men when it comes to marriage?
Resham – I don’t think so, these days everyone is doing it. If boys are doing it then
there must be girls with them, right? I think it’s more about her image.
Binod – Yeah, if a girl has a bad image like if she is with guys all the time then she
must be not so focused in her study or career so you will not marry with such girl
anyway, there is nothing about being virgin or not.
Me – So if a girl is having sex she must be bad?
Resham – It is not like that, it is more about how you feel about her, respect her. If
you love her and if she has been in love with someone else, that means she has
someone in her heart and the heart is not pure, that will be bit odd …
Puran – Makes you feel bad but you grow out of it and adjust as long as she will
not repeat it.
Me – Why feel bad? What happens if you are virgin and she is not?
Pankaj – Well bad because you are not the only one she loved. You can’t just
leave her. It also depends on why she did it, I mean like boys may have used her
and left or if she is doing it for money.
Binod – It’s not only that. I mean it’s stupid to expect her to be virgin when you
yourself are not. These days everyone is doing it, its normal like eating food.
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Puran – And girls also have their normal basic need which may not be as automatic
and uncontrollable like ours, so some do it and some don’t.
Resham – Yeah, people just want to be modern. Even if they are not doing it they
have to accept it in their conversation. It is not like in the old culture or Hindi films,
people are changing with time.
Pankaj – It used to be very important in our culture but now feelings are more
important, girls are becoming confident and modern, gaining respects for different
things. So if you are stuck with such question they will think you are pakhey.
(Second focus group discussion with young men)
Young women in the same age group also discussed virginity, their own and young
men’s, when explored in the topic of marriage
Me – Is virginity important for women in marriage?
Anita – If you make it important it will become important. I mean parents might
think it’s important and stop you from talking to boys but at the same time they will
marry you off with a guy without asking their virginity? They look for other
qualities in the men. [Everyone laughs].
Biva – Even you ask them you can’t test them. You have to accept it anyway,
people are becoming open these days but parents try to find you right one because
they care.
Me – Do men accept a non-virgin girl?
Anita – What else can they do? If not one, another will accept because we are
capable. I mean it’s not the only thing to judge our character by.
Madhuri – Exactly! If someone is so conservative to bring it up in relationship, we can
reject as well. We know men are not like us, they jump in the first opportunity, but we
don’t, and everyone knows it that good guys don’t sleep around.
Anjana – That’s right, we can also question their virginity if they asks for ours but at
the end everyone have to accept.
(Second focus group discussion with young women)
Almost all young people stated that ‘being modern’, ‘feelings’, ‘respect’ ‘interests’ and
‘intentions’ attached to social image were more important than a women’s virginity.
Young people did not talk about virginity as a value or related to physical purity, as
often expressed in the literature (Pokhrel et al., 2008; Regmi, 2009; Regmi et al., 2008;
Simkhada et al., 2010; Upreti et al., 2009). For young men, a women’s virginity is more
of a symbolic purity of heart and love, which, if lost, would make them unhappy;
however, the relationship or marriage would continue as long as her loyalty remained. A
marker of being modern is to appear less concerned with virginity, as Pratap, one of the
young men, later said in the discussion: ‘Now we can’t be modern and ask for a virgin girl
at the same time, we do it and let women do it. Virginity is nothing, it goes away even with
cycling unlike losing your innocent heart, leaving you incomplete’. The reference to a broken
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hymen, the physical aspect of virginity, here may not reflect the completeness of ‘heart’
and feelings of love, the emotional aspect of relationships.
For young women, a man’s virginity is not verifiable and it is expected and accepted
that for some it will be lost prior to marriage; however, young women in the focus
group indicated that there is a preference for a virgin husband. Although young women
may accept the reality of premarital sex as a natural and normal biological action, most
did not feel the need to rush into sex. Some stated that the notion of virginity is an
‘older generation’s’ idea or ‘old culture’ that is not applicable to modern youth: ‘If I
have sex, I don’t go on and tell her that you let me sleep with you, so you must have lost
your virginity with others. Only people in old culture would say such thing’ (Ravi, male/18
years). Most of the young women believed that it is more important to have ‘rights and
respects’ over their bodies than to stay virgins, as stated by Sonia:
We are physically active these days, and hymen can break easily. No one can think good
or bad of me for having it or not. I have the rights and respect over my body to do
what I like. […] It is not like I have to save it for a future husband or because it is a
Nepali culture. I just want to be comfortable in doing it with or without marriage.
(Sonia, female/16 years)
Young women do not seem to be making decisions based solely on cultural expectations
and are regulating their sexual involvement based on informed choices, rather than
fulfilling men’s expectation of a virgin wife. Young women strongly refuse or negotiate
any sexual interest expressed by young men, as the value of sex is attributed to the
meaning it holds for relationships. They are confident in not putting a high value on
their virginity in this ideal and true relationships and choice of marriage partner. It is
important to note that young women are not willing to give in or submit to men’s
pleasure and seek to achieve their own emotional happiness, while their own sexual
desire is missing in the relationships.
Young men are regulating their sexual behaviour based on a different rationale. A
young man, Hari, expressed that:
There are many Dance-Bars around, with only a little money I can easily buy an
experience or pleasure, but it is not the point. Even girls these days are doing it
because they have their needs. Sex is out there and anyone can get it but it is not
my choice now, I’m just nineteen and not ready yet. When it happens, it happens
with feelings. (Hari, male/19 years)
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Increasingly, sexual venues such as Dance-Bars in Kathmandu have contributed to the
emergence of sexual vocabulary in everyday conversations and provide access to sexual
opportunities as a part of commodity consumption more easily than it would have been
in the past for young people. Consumption of ‘publicly traded’ ‘culinary and sexual
services’ in Dance-Bars and Cabin-Restaurants is a new form of sociability in
Kathmandu that is ‘dangerous, transgressive, and available to males only’ (Liechty,
2005). Despite this, young people especially women, are prepared to control their sexual
relations without making the loss of virginity and any potential reactions of future
marriage partners the main concern.

Talking sex: stories of men and women
Young women: stories of respecting bodies
Although all young women accepted the modern trend for premarital sexual activity,
they were uncomfortable with any assault on their morals and compromised to suit both
modern and traditional values. The following excerpt from one of the young women’s
focus groups shows how young women, through sexual stories of others, develop their
own beliefs of premarital sex and virginity.
Me – In dating how far do people go, I mean physically?
Rama – Oh! A long way, you can watch a free film [everyone laughs].
Nisha – Don’t exaggerate, only some people do that kind of things.
Me – What kind of things?
Sharda – What to say, if you can see getting physical like hugging and kissing openly on
the street just think what they do in private.
Me – Do you know anyone who does more than that in private?
Samma – A friend in the neighbourhood, she is older and more modern than me.
Her BF always takes her to the hotel and she has done full-sex. She said she was shy
and no fun initially but now she likes it because it is with True-Love. I think it’s ok
because she is marrying the same person after three months.
Me – So one has to marry the same person that one has sex with?
Nisha – I think marriage is important because it bonds you emotionally than having sex
for lust or pleasure only. Like my cousin sister, she used to take me with her
whenever she met her BF. I saw them never cross the limit, but loved each other, lust
was nowhere, and they did it after marriage that was just a right thing to do.
Silu – Our culture is like that, women do not generally go for it and also they
want to make sure that they don’t become the victim of love. Remember Ranu’s
sister, she was sojho girl but one guy liked her, impressed her and even tried to kill
himself saying he can’t live without her love. But after making her pregnant he just
left. Now she is suffering.
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Tina – Yeah, these days we hear many stories like that. That’s why we have to
be extra careful and protective of ourselves, people can just use you.
Samma – Yeah! We can’t just believe them just because he said he ‘loves you’. You
have to respect yourself and be able to see through their intentions.
Nisha – Not everyone uses you in love, like seeing my cousin I can think of loving
someone without doing anything physically and have a good marriage. At least you
will have family support.
Nisha – But not everyone’s family will support you, otherwise Ranu’s sister would
not be suffering now.
Sharda – But not everyone gets in trouble, even though they cross the limit with
boys.
(First focus group discussion with young women)
These young women live in a society where premarital sex is still unaccepted at a public
level or is perhaps only just beginning to be accepted, tempered by certain flexibility
within individual households. Although these women may not desire sex themselves,
they accepted others’ premarital sex provided that it occurred in a romantic relationship
characterised as monogamous and True-Love. While young women generally opposed
the idea of multiple partners, none opposed the idea of limited physical contact, such as
hugging and kissing, within a relationship. At the end of this focus group, only one
young woman privately admitted her sexual experience, while others freely admitted
holding hands, putting arms around shoulders or waists and sitting close together.
However, this type of physical contact can be interpreted ambiguously in terms of
‘crossing the line’ or as permissive, positioning themselves as ‘victims of love’ or the
‘seekers of lust’, depending on the initiation of contact and the perceived level of
emotional input and intention of the relationship.
In practice, physical contact can be interpreted as either a transgression of parental
expectations or a matter of open-mindedness and modernity. Physicality can also be an
indication of a man’s sexual interests as ‘lust’ and therefore women may need to be
‘extra’ cautious to avoid becoming the object of men’s pleasure. Physical contact is seen
as a step towards sexual intercourse, and therefore as an indicator of permanency of the
relationship, rather than about virginity. Young women often reiterate this by using an
adapted version of a popular line taken from the Hindi movie Kuch Kuch Hota Hain
(something happens) that ‘People are born, love, and die only once’ (Leela, female/17
years). However, the same line when adopted by young men becomes ‘People are born
and die only one time, but love all the time’ (Prem, male/17 years) or another trendy
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line, ‘Love is sex, when love happens, sex follows’ (Sunit, male/19 years). Balancing
this interplay of romance and physical contact (including sex) has become the new
challenge for young people in managing romance within the modern social context.
This is quite different from the traditional gendered interpretation of a young women’s
position. The insight here is that, in a changing society, young women have the agency
to create their own conventions within romantic relationships that are acceptable to
modern peer groups as well as family without being perceived as a transgression or
radical.
Although sex within marriage was believed to be the ‘sensible’ and ‘right thing to do’ or
simply a preferred way to engage in sexual relations, very few young women were
considering marriage soon after completing their schooling and therefore alternatives
were considered. Limited physical contact in a romantic relationship is perceived
unequivocally to be a matter of freedom and personal choice by most of the women in
the study, rather than a cultural interdiction. For them, sex for the first time is less of a
gift to a husband on their wedding night than a representation of an uncorrupted and
untouched heart with emotions that ideally make a relationship eternal. In this vein, a
young woman in her interview stated that:
I don’t see sex through the eyes of love though. Sex is just a little part of love. Love is
immense that requires acceptance. If there is love, sex is insignificant, if not I can
remain untouched forever. I can’t love those with double standards who do not have
free mind to accept as it is but get stuck in the question of my virginity while he is lost
in lust. For me heart matters more than culture or pleasure.
(Sumita, female/20 years)
However, not all women had such strong convictions and had established a strong link
between romantic relationships, marriage and sex. Such an example is of a young
woman who has traditional but understanding parents; she ended a two-year
relationship. Her story presents the struggle in dealing with conflicting values.
He had good intention in the beginning, it was True-Love, and we did not get physical
or even talk about it. Everything was ok since we were going to get married, he
took me to visit his parents and planned future and a career together in USA. Then we
started getting physical, I also wanted to experience emotions but then he was interested
in full-sex only. It got me worried even we were emotionally close, getting physical was
making our relationship like a Time-Pass. What I did was in True-Love but I could not
have gone for full-sex. I am not that kind of girl to dishonour parents’ trust on me.
(Usha, female/18 years)
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Although her story shows the linking of a relationship with sex and marriage in both a
modern and traditional context, she contradicts the notion of sex being the small part of
love as she struggles to position her relationship within the discourse of True-Love and
Time-Pass love. For her, similar to many young women in this study, physical contact
including ‘full sex’ is acceptable but does not fit comfortably in the idealistic True-Love
with its intention of a long-term relation leading to marriage. Intimacy therefore created
tensions as she struggled to clarify the intent of the relationship and balance her desires
and reputation with what was supposedly required of a True-Love relationship. For her,
to be in a relationship and go to the point of becoming physically close with her
boyfriend was worth the experience because it started with positive intentions. Most
young women are increasingly accepting physical contact in a True-Love relationship
regardless of if it ends in the ‘final stage’ of marriage, particularly if a limitation in the
relationship was clear from the start. The positive intention in a True-Love relationship
could justify physical contact, if not ‘full sex’, but that would still be betraying parents’
trust, which is not generally what young people want to do. Women are using their
modernity, education, media exposure and sense of themselves to continue to withhold
sex, because they are more concerned with the impact of negative consequences, rather
than the cultural pressure to preserve virginity.

Young men: stories of awkwardness
Young men in the study were more talkative about premarital sex; however, like the
women’s group, virginity was initially absent from their narrative, although they
frequently mentioned the ‘erasing moral values’ of girls. They talked about the ‘natural
need’ for sex and the strategies they used to manage these needs. The following focus
group excerpt indicates an acceptance of sexual activity, real or presumed, even though
only a few young men were actually sexually active:
Me – Do men have sex in dating?
Veer – Yes and no. We think like ‘if you are willing I’m always ready’ but girls
may not think the same way unless you are dating that kind of girl.
Me – What kind of girl?
Veer – Well, that kind of girl who demands for sex, they say, don’t you want it?
Being a guy, who will think twice to such offer [laughter]?
Pratap – Yeah, girls these days are more demanding and desire sex like us. They are
modern, without embarrassment, they ask for it or go for it if we don’t initiate.
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Anish – Yeah, by being modern people are more open so are their clothes
[laughter].
Me – Do you mean by being modern people are open to sex?
Anish – Yeah, it’s a modern culture, it’s freedom when you have this automatic need in
your body and want to satisfy it with a girl.
Rupesh – Otherwise, you get your own body parts [raised his left hand, made a
circle with fingers and thumb and made a gesture of pumping] [laughter].
Veer – It’s not like in old generation where we wait until the wedding night. Women are
confident and modern, they have the free choice and desires too.
Me – So it’s ok if she is not virgin on the wedding night?
Rupesh – As much modern as you can be, it will still feel odd and incomplete of heart
since she had loved others before you. But if I can do it before marriage so can
she, in this new age when we say and see male and female as equal, so why not in
sex.
Shyam – But there are men who do not accept such freedom. Like some of us here
also don’t go for it and they probably want wives to be sojho, with same level of
experience or no experience. Many girls go dating with them for True-Love and safety,
because they are good people and remaining virgin is Nepali culture.
Shyam – You mean saving virginity is good?
Veer – It’s not good or bad, it’s what you want but it’s not necessary to say how
many girls you have it with or tell that your GF did with so many guys.
Rupesh –It’s modern culture, when you are going for sex, who is thinking about
virginity of a wife? If they think about it, then they will not do it. They want complete
heart full of love, not pleasure.
Laxman – Even when we think about it, we don’t care as we are in an urgency to
satisfy ourselves. We think where can we get it, rather than if my wife will be virgin
[laughter].
Anish – But of course you don’t want to marry a girl like playgirl or bhalu jastai
[prostitute like]. Even playboy will stop fooling around after the marriage…
Me – Then what kind of girl? [interruption]
Anish – To be honest we go for sojho [naïve] or modern but safe, good girls for
marriage. Once heart is given or been hurt, girls tend to give it away more easily,
they lose track of doing a right thing… [interruption, inaudible voices].
Rupesh – But now, all we think is how to get sex apart from bhalu? Who will not
blackmail or can be fooled or convinced into it? [Laughter]. Once sex is started it
becomes the addiction, takes your mind takes your body, permanently rules.
Veer – That’s why normal girls do not go out with playboys. It’s hard to get normal
girls, so I prefer to pay, it’s just easy way for addiction.
(First focus group discussion with young men)
A common theme in this study is that the men justify premarital sex through the
expressions of ‘freedom and modern culture’ and a ‘biological need and normal aspect
of life’. One aspect is to consider sex as an ‘automatic need’ that requires satisfaction
either with the opposite sex or with their ‘own body parts’, but with the potential to
become ‘addictive’, taking up more of their time and mind space than they would
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prefer. This biological rationalisation normalises these bodily needs for sex while
modern culture is legitimising actual premarital sex, especially as more men
acknowledge that modern young women also ‘need’ sex. In contrast to liberal and
modern attitudes towards female desire for premarital sex, some young men find the
value placed on virginity as Nepali culture.
Young men who associate with ‘modern culture’ use ‘free choice’ and ‘rights’ to justify
their own sexual activity; however, this does not equally apply to women and
acceptance of their past sexual experience. An expression used by one of the young men
in the focus group was of being ‘odd and incomplete’; this hesitation and
‘awkwardness’ when thinking about women’s sexual history in contrast to their own
suggests a difficulty in comparing across gender. Some young men do not necessarily
value the virginity of women per se but still articulate their anxiety and uneasiness
towards females’ premarital sex. These same men also believe ‘men and women are
equal’ and want their wife to have the ‘same’ level of sexual experience, which in
general is very limited. From the perspective of the desire to be ‘modern’ it is to have a
flexible attitude towards a female’s past sexual experience.
Young men, despite the expression of ‘free choice’ and ‘modern culture’, had
difficulties in discussing women’s past sexual history and either dismissed the thought
or applied the notion of gender equality and the legacy of the modern age and education.
The moralistic view of True-Love, preferences and fairness become a way of dealing
with their discomfort in accepting a women’s sexual past. Such moralistic views enable
them to present as good men, with decent and principled intentions, which remains a
crucial quality even in this new and modern dating culture. Young people develop the
new vocabulary of gender, equality and rights to adjust their own discomfort regarding
women’s past sexual experiences, while still dismissing the importance of virginity
passed through tradition and parents.

Parents: stories of authority
As young people’s everyday lives are critically influenced by their families, it is no
surprise that young people’s sexual norms are as well. The literature generally implies
that social expectations to preserve virginity dictate norms and moral codes for sexual
activity in Nepali culture (Ahearn, 2003; Kondos, 2004; Rothchild, 2006). In this study,
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young people present a different story, and although they discussed avoiding sexual
transgression based on doing the right thing and not wanting to ‘go against parental
wish’, this also applied to other situations that might ‘hurt parents’. Both young men
and women, whether living with parents or not, felt themselves to be under family and
society surveillance that was not limited to sexual behaviour. However, generally they
found this to be more supportive than restrictive, making statements such as ‘they let me
be free in necessary things, but protect me from negative things’ (Hari, male/19 years).
There are young men and women who, despite their rebellion against family, concealed
all negative activity to save the family from embarrassment. In particular, during
discussions of premarital sex, young people agreed that parents would neither condemn
nor condone sexual activity; however, this approval or otherwise is insufficient in
understanding parental attitudes towards sexual activity and preserving virginity. There
was no data from young people indicating direct parental pressure to preserve virginity.
Taking an example of a young man who occasionally visits prostitutes, regarding his
parents’ attitude towards his behaviour:
Bikram – It’s not only about the sex, I also don’t tell them about drinking or gang
fights either. I respect them a lot, how can I tell them such things, knowing that it
will hurt them? After all they are the one to care about me when I am in trouble.
Dad being a guy can guess and warned me against all negative things and I
understand it includes going to prostitutes too.
Me – What happens when he finds out you are visiting prostitutes?
Bikram – Once he saw a lipstick mark on my shirt. Then he said ‘You are not old
enough to know how to take care of things you are doing, control yourself and
remain safe before it’s too late’. He of course was talking about using protection. Then
he started to yell at me for having badmass friends and stopped my pocket
money. He started to check my mobile and still does not let me go out except
home to school.
Me – how do you feel about him controlling money and what you do…
Bikram – Ah!! Well, he is just protecting me not controlling me, he does not
want me to get into troubles. Whenever I needed I have easily outsmarted (Ullu
banauney) him to go out for sex, otherwise I give the impression that I am
behaving better. (Bikram, male/18 years)
It is very common to avoid directly discussing sex and other socially negative
behaviours in the family, with parental messages often conveyed by implied meanings,
monitoring and ultimately restrictions. Although Bikram’s father was not dealing with
sexuality directly, his monitoring of Bikram’s activity and comments on safety
indicated a presumption of it already happening. Parents’ surveillance is not always
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considered restrictive by young people, even for sexual behaviour, but more protective,
with rules interpreted and flexible enough to bend as needed. By avoiding direct
discussion when educating their children, parents influence sexual learning in a way that
is in contrast to how young people learn from friends. In this way parental and social
values become profoundly tied to young people’s understanding of sexual behaviour
subtly demanding a personal response that does not break the ordinary interactions or
degrade attachment to family.
Other family situations are considered overtly negative towards any young person’s
relationships, with an automatic overreaction and assumption of sexual activity. In this
situation, young people find families’ rules and boundaries for behaviour restrictive;
even though at times these rules are subtle, potentially flexible and even weak, they still
can lead to alienation. Parents will often reject any potentially sexual relationship,
which stifles development of any aspects of being modern, with real emotional and
social consequences for their children. This creates a dynamic in which some young
people are encouraged to abandon relationships and remain within the prescribed family
norms:
My mother stopped eating and talking to me when she found out I have a
boyfriend. She felt so disappointed with me like how can a nice daughter like me betray
her? She would give such a look that made me feel as if I am stranger in my own
home. I could not live seeing my mother in hurting so much, society would have
label me a selfish daughter so I break up with him. (Pemba, female/18 years)
The dynamic between young people and parents is not a straightforward relation of
preventing and protecting. Young people have a tendency to break the rules, seeking
autonomy and desire, while at the same time place great importance in the trusting and
protective role of their parents. Those young men who successfully concealed their
sexual activity told me that they did not want to ‘betray the trust’ of their parents. This
trust involves the interplay of social values, parental support and young people’s desire
for an overall purpose. However, the issue of parental trust heightens, when it is
associated with sex. Young people can therefore possess more ways to negotiate and
adjust to sexual activity, making it a matter entirely outside of the family domain and
their image.
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Thinking sex: images and messages
Sexual images: stories of Boka and Bhalu
Despite the notions of open-mindedness and acceptance of premarital sex, judgements
made on sexual behaviour still persist in gendered ways. For instance, some young men
do not see the need to disclose their sexual experience and are uncomfortable in
accepting the disclosure of sexual experience of females, whereas others want to marry
women with no sexual experience regardless of their own sexual history. As one of the
sexually active men stated with a laugh, ‘With each normal girl you been with each time
is your first time just like theirs’ (Saroj, male/19 years). Dolma, one of the two sexually
active women, said, ‘He knew I had not done it before but I suspected he had. When I
asked him he just turned red and gave a vague answer of not doing in love and diverted the
whole conversation’. Talking about sex in general may now be easier for both young
women and men; however, discussing personal experience is still difficult and often
avoided between partners.
Some young men spoke of concealing their sexual experience. Ravi, who is sexually
active with sex workers but not with his girlfriend, said: ‘If you tell them they will judge
you and think you are a badmass. They can’t accept the total thing’. However, women,
even if accepting a man’s sexual history, do not talk about it with them. As one woman
in the focus group mentioned: ‘I think girls may say kiss even when they have had full-sex
and guy may say full-sex when they have only kissed, and no one really knows who did
what for real, it is all about reputation after all’. Many young people may fabricate or feign
a sexual history that is only shared with the most trusted friends, as both young men and
women are apprehensive about being labelled. As stated by a woman in a focus group:
‘It is about whom you tell and what impression you want to make’. There were many
other views discussed, but a consistent opinion was a concern about being seen as a
sexually active person.
Young men still hold the idea of badmass girl for sex and sojho girl for marriage. They
use the term bhalu jastai (literal translation is ‘similar to bear’) as slang for prostitutes
to describe sexually promiscuous women in general, but it may also refer to those who
perform badly at school, have multiple boyfriends, dress in revealing clothes, have
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‘touchy body language’, flirt with men and hang out late at night. There are other words
used to imply sexually active women such as ‘that type’ of girl, maal (substance),
Dance-Bars and Time-Pass type of girl, and playgirls. Badmass, however, is a unisex
term, used as a pronoun or adjective for both males and females for a multiplicity of
negative behaviours including sex. All these terms have specific meanings but can also
be used ambiguously to cover highly paid sex workers or a girl from a ‘good family’
with a questionable reputation. Distinctions are made on the basis of stereotypical
characters and are chosen for the purpose of sex or love and sometimes for friendship.
The unproblematic girls are the sojho, simple and naive, who are more connected with
family and less outgoing.
For sex, young men prefer girls who are less likely to create ‘problems’ or ‘blackmail’
them, and this may include girls they identify as easily ‘fooled’ or ‘convinced’ and girls
that may be known as ‘playgirls’, with a poor reputation or a known sexual history but
not sex workers and remain ‘normal’ women in society. Some young men prefer
married women such as Lahureni. Lahureni are defined by young men as married
women from particular caste groups, in their late twenties to late thirties, mostly without
children, whose husbands are away overseas, especially in the British or Indian Army,
on high earnings. However, these days the distinction of Lahureni is less clear, with
many Nepali people from different caste groups going away for a variety of work with
or without the higher earnings (Inchley, 2007; Thieme & Wyss, 2005). Nevertheless,
young men perceive Lahureni as rich, lonely and sexually deprived women and the
‘safest’ choice for flirtation and sex. They find it mutually beneficial rather than merely
transactional, as well as less stressful about consequences or disclosures to family. In
the following statement, Gopal described a mutually beneficial arrangement of
satisfying both desires and maintaining secrecy while increasing his sexual skills for
other partners:
Since they are married adult, it is them who will lose more honour than me. Since
they don’t have their husband around, and I am also sexually curious, I have nothing
to lose if they want it. Both of us get what we want […]. If they offer food I eat,
if they want to talk they recharge my phone. Who wants their food I can afford to fill
my own stomach. In the name of humanity anyone can offer you food but not sex.
Some of them even teach you how to do certain things and I go and do it other
with girls or Lahureni but just to be clear here I do use those skills with prostitute.
(Gopal, male/19 years)
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Lahureni or prostitutes are sometimes spoken about sarcastically but not without
sympathy and understanding. For instance, a young man said about Lahureni: ‘Poor
women, their husband has gone but loaded with money, they are so lonely and need to be
loved’ (Neel, male/18 years). Prostitutes are thought to be victims of exploitation and
poverty: ‘Poor girls, they must have been tricked into selling their body’ (Kishor, male/18
years), ‘It must have been a terrible state where they have to sell their bodies to survive’
(Tarun, male/18 years).
Young men’s choice of ‘safe’ girls to have sex with is based on a need to feel powerful
and masculine, which became clear when asked about other women who are modern or
strong women from a good or high-caste family. One of the men’s reactions was, ‘Oh!
They are untouchable. You never reach to the point of relationship. One can only tease them
in dream or in fake talk with friends’ (Sandeep, male/18 years). Another man described this
as ‘Such women are just too much to handle even if you are lucky to get somewhere in
relationship. They just don’t need you; such girls use you rather than you fooling them’
(Prabin, male/19 years).
Hence, gender does not always act in a stereotypical traditional way, where men are the
exploiters and women submissive victims. When social or economic status come into
play, the notion of being modern and having an open mind does not always work in
men’s favour. In fact, some young men believe that their ideal and moral woman exists
and is worthy of their love, hence sex is controlled for this love ideal. In Nepali culture,
which is still not as open as in many Western countries, premarital sex is less accepted
and both young women and men desire to maintain a good reputation in society. Even
though young men are more open to sexual experience than women, especially with
‘that kind’ of women or paid sex, they still need to consider damage to their own
reputation. To be labelled ‘playboy’, ‘Time-Pass type of man’, ‘boka’ (an insulting
slang for promiscuous men) or ‘khattam-manchey’ (degraded man) could distance or
isolate them from their family and friends, to the extent of requiring modification to
friendship circles. Ramesh shared his story about how he isolated himself from his
selected friends after he became sexually active:
Once I started doing it, I have different sets of people outside school in chiya-pasal
and junction to hang out with. They are not like friends that I bring home, but are
useful in talking about sex or going together to prostitutes. I don’t want my school
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friends to see me as boka or khattam manchey or playboy who always eye girls for
sex, using suggestive body language and jokes, going for young to old, married to
unmarried, GF to paid-ones. I just keep it to myself. (Ramesh, male/19 years)
Concealment of sexual activity can challenge the normal expectations of trust between
friends and distinguish acquaintances as separate from the known circle of friends.
Maintaining a good image is a possible factor contributing to the low number of
sexually active people in this research. Taken out of the sexual context, terms like
khattam, badmass, even ‘playboys’ are not always derogatory, but the word boka for
young men, represents promiscuity and uncontrolled sexual desires. Boka literally
means a male goat (buck/billy) that is ready for the female goat (doe/nanny) anytime.
Boka are often neglected as they are only kept for breeding purposes, are smelly and
kept separately. However, kid boka are sacrificed as a sign of purity in several Nepali
rituals and the meat is in this case eaten in the feast as a blessing. Boka sometimes are
castrated to become khashi (goat) and sold for meat. With respect to boys, the reference
to boka expresses the idea that boys are promiscuous and only interested in sex and thus
good for nothing, filthy and should be ignored as they have lost the purity of a kid. It is
common in the Kathmandu context for young men to say, ‘He is like a boka, goes with
anyone’ (Vishal, male/18 years), when they mean promiscuous boys, as a part of either
bragging about their sexual image or insulting them for being sexually active. Boka
does not apply to girls and the equivalent word for girls is bhalu, which is a derogatory
term for prostitute.
The image of ‘playboy’ can be attributed to a young man who ‘plays with girls’ with
‘negative intention’ (sex) or a self-ascribed form of modern or rebellious role such as in
‘I am a badmass playboy’ said with a pun intended in similar manner to ‘I am a sojho
man’ serving the opposite meaning. These terms shift in their subtle meanings
according to context and relate to actions rather than a young man’s permanent identity,
while the categorical terms of promiscuity may attach to women more strongly and for
longer than men. Transition from badmass to decent may only need a change in activity
such as taking up studies or stopping smoking. However, a boka reputation is not so
easily changed. The realignment of priorities is something young people consider when
they have conflicting emotions between sex and image relating to family honour.
When Lahureni came to me, opening her blouse and bringing her breasts to my face,
I felt like I am in a blue-film and left. I thought what am I doing here in the name
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of momentary pleasure? I am curious, but I can’t become boka, with no values or
morals. I have lowered myself by considering going there. My family have
brought me up right and honourably, they will not consider me son if they are to
find it. I felt nauseated and almost fainted. Right there and then I promised myself
to change myself, killed the boka nature in village, and started to focus in my
studies in Kathmandu. (Raju, male/19 years)
For Raju, sex became something affecting him not just morally and emotionally but also
his essential quality as a person. Reflecting on family honour, he feared the rupture of
his relationships with his parents and subsequent negative judgements on his character.
This was a common thinking pattern in many other young people in the study.
Intentionally becoming badmass or a playboy is often related to male sexual activity
especially paid sex, and can easily distance young men from normal society, but again
to a lesser degree than for young women. However, for some young men, once they find
themselves attached to such labels, they find it liberating and are free to act on their
desires, like the comment from a young man who has a badmass reputation:
I was already known as drug addict, doing gundagardi [rowdy]. Whatever I do,
have sex or not, I still be boka because I am already known as badmass. Even I
do something good, they will never see me as sojho or consider me decent. I am
free to do anything; I don’t have to worry about my reputation because I already
have many. (Vishal, male/19 years)
We can see that, like women, young men have a range of labels to contend with to
explain their activity: genuine True-Love, more or less badmass (but sexually inactive)
and boka, who is sexually active. However, these labels are influenced by traditional
values such as academic success and social popularity and not applied to every sexually
active man in a consistent manner. For instance, Raju, who does not indulge in paid sex,
but, rather, looks for women who are unlikely to blackmail him or a Time-Pass
relationship, may have little chance to escape the image of boka among his peers. The
more popular and academic Neel, who in jest declares himself a playboy and is
classified as badmass, although he is the most sexually experienced with women,
escapes the status of boka even though his only intention is to have sex with or without
a romantic relationship. These terms are however, important to a young man’s
reputation in a similar manner as applies to women, in the sense that intentions are
scrutinised and behaviours are critiqued and linked to family honour, but probably with
lesser intensity as they tell their stories among friends.
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Making sense and caution in sharing stories
Despite the risk of being labelled boka or badmass, some young men validate their
sexual experiences through sharing their experience with others. Not all friends are
audiences for these sexual stories. However, most men have a few male acquaintances
or confidants suitable for such sharing. Although young people get ample stories from
media and movies, more realistic and near to life are those sexual stories from the
people in their social circle. Analysis of these friendship circles is the best and most
meaningful way to understand the development of an emerging sexual culture for young
people.
Although many young men claim they are unconcerned about a future partner’s reaction
to their virginity status and some suggest they are looking for their first sexual
experience, most of them are still sexually inactive. Due to inexperience, young men use
other people’s sexual stories for information and to predict likely outcomes for
themselves. These stories may pass through at least a few hands (from a friend of a
friend’s neighbour’s cousin etc), usually with alterations before reaching them, but the
information is still considered more reliable and relevant than the information from
school sex education, movies and magazines. Such stories were not only ‘true’ to young
men but also powerful because they have similarities to their everyday lives in terms of
origin and culture, with similar barriers, uncertainties, hesitations and ambiguities. This
makes friends’ stories more relatable than abstract and out-of-context media stories.
Regardless of their sexual experiences, young men are influenced by these stories to
think and develop an understanding of the circumstances around sex, possible outcomes
and, in some cases, to learn about sex itself.
Most young women, although sexually inexperienced, also use other people’s sexual
stories to inform themselves. However, with more emphasis on the pitfalls of sex,
weighing desire against risk, they talk about being ‘used for men’s pleasure’ or ‘use and
throw’ like an object. An 18-year-old young woman: ‘I saw him using my friend as if
she is a Coke bottle, use and throw. I respect my body way too much to any men force me or use
me that way, I rather not be with such men’ (Pari, female/19 years). Young women
make use of others’ sexual stories to avoid pressure to engage in unwanted sex more
than safeguard their relationships. While avoiding pressure for sex protects women from
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coercive sex, the potential for sex to ruin their lives and family honour is of greater
concern to justify their choice against sexual activity, for example, the story of
Trishna’s friend, which she used to reinforce her decision to avoid a sexual relationship
until she completed her studies.
I used to know this friend in school; she used to go out with a mature guy like twentyfive years. She said he is going to marry her and was ready to leave school to run
away with him. We used to tell her that she is too young and will get in trouble
later if she becomes dependent on him for everything. But she insisted that he loves
her and will look after her since he is earning. Then she started to miss out in
school and fail in exams too. My parents used to stop me from hanging out with her
saying she is going to ruin the family reputation. Exactly it happen, that guy just used
her, got her pregnant and left, ruining her life and reputation. Her family later marry
her with an old widower who does not care about her but uses her and makes her
work like a servant. Such a bad fate for whole life with no career or support! I can’t
even imagine living. I think I will not even let him touch me until I complete my
bachelor, at least by then I will have a mature mind to understand such things.
(Trishna, female/18 years)
Some young men will use others’ stories to repress their sexual desires and thereby
boost their reputation for self-control. Sabin, a 17-year-old male, described how he
considered others’ behaviour from their stories and decided against becoming sexually
active and avoiding friends who regularly ‘used’ girls.
In chiya-pasal I used to meet different kinds of people with their stories mainly
about sex. There was this person I get along with him, we used to talk about
many things besides sex. But later he started to use girls and got addicted to sex. I
have seen him and others thinking about it all the time, lying and using girls,
hiding from family, worrying about diseases and pregnancy, failing exams as if life for
them is only sex and nothing else matter, no education or career or parents. I had fun
listening their stories, and curious to do it in my weak moments, but I am not
mentally ready to deal with everything. It is not about the society or family or hiding
my interest and desires. If I want, I too can easily have sex. But I do not want to jump
into the hole knowing that I will be trapped there. Sex is like an addiction, once you
taste it, you keep on doing it…for those few minutes of pleasure I do not want to ruin
my whole life like that. It will eventually happen, why rush now? (Sabin, male/17
years)
Sexual inactivity as in these two stories can again offer different interpretations
according to gender. For instance, the emphasis on self-control is common as a caution
to many women who may destroy their reputation and suffer a ‘bad fate’ and for men of
distraction from aspirations and achievement by becoming ‘addicted to sex’. Tanya’s
story represents women’s fear of a bad future brought about by premarital sex and
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losing control of their lives and support networks. The story is exemplary in
substantiating parental warnings and a peril that young women want to avoid. The
second story of Sabin explains the struggle between sexual desires and morals and the
hesitation while decision making. Sabin’s and Tanya’s stories reflect how young people
make use of stories to influence their own understanding and decisions relating to
sexual activity. Sabin talked about ‘weak moments’ and was proud of his self-control
and postponement of sexual activity. He not only talked about waiting for sex until he
was ‘mentally ready’, but used his friend’s experience to avoid the possible
complications sex could bring to his life. For Tanya, seeing the tangible results of her
parental advice translated into reality in her friend’s life boosted her determination to
avoid situations leading to sex, including turning down a True-Love relationship. Young
people simply do not see sex as a casual matter and rush in, but weigh up the imagined
and tangible outcomes of sexual relationships, possibly amplified with family values
and interpretation that ‘sex is like an addiction, once you start it, you keep on doing it’
(Tarun, male/18 years).
According to some young men in this study, sexual stories can encourage sexual
involvement, especially with commercial sex workers. Ramesh, a 19-year-old man who
migrated to Kathmandu from a small town, made new friends and used their stories to
make a decision to visit a commercial sex worker as his first sexual experience. When
asked further in this matter, he stated:
I was like a sojho type, focusing more in studies than in those kinds of things. But
coming here in Kathmandu, I had this new friend in the neighbourhood, he was
having real sex. As a teenager, it is normal to have interest in real sex but I never dare to
do it because people will think very badly of you in village and was not right
thing to do before marriage. But here, most of my friends are having entertainment
that way, they say its normal and modern thing to do and no one cares. It’s not like
in old-fashioned village questioning your reputation. I needed to change to adjust in
Kathmandu and have some entertainment that way. Once you do it, sex sits in the
system and WH questions stop to matter. (Ramesh, male/19 years)
WH questions mean ‘who, where, whom, why and how’. Ramesh declared himself to be
sexually naïve before coming to Kathmandu and used many factors in his decision to
visit a sex worker. He used the interpretation of being modern including ridding himself
of his conservative village background, adjustment to a more sexualised context of
Kathmandu and a general curiosity fuelled by information from his friend’s experience
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with sex workers. Although his desire for sexual experience was an important logic of
‘being teenage’, he also considered the risk of being exposed and ruining his image,
which was, however, trumped by his identification with his friend’s ‘real sex’
experience with its positive and entertaining outcome. This is an example of how even
young men of traditional backgrounds give importance to friends’ sexual stories.

The new norms of relationships and sex
‘Love is the condition, sex is a decision’
This chapter has focused on the ways in which young people make sense of the sexual
narratives and stories available to them. The sexual narratives of young people
commonly include a sense of freedom, rights and respect in an effort to become
modern; the ambiguous value of virginity and men’s awkwardness; females’ desire for a
committed relationship; and the sexual images of boka and bhalu. In this context,
women’s awareness of their bodily rights and fears of being used create caution towards
premarital sex, while young men’s sense of pleasure and curiosity pushes them to
explore. Such curiosity seems to take some men away from the spirit of idealistic
feelings and romantic relationships, for example, to paid sex. Even though gendered, the
ways young people make decisions about premarital sex are inconsistent and flexible.
Although, the new culture of dating and romance, which is modern and fun, allows
young people to talk about physical intimacy and sex beyond family values, using
family values and others’ stories, young people manage their fear of ‘being used’, the
state of ‘incomplete heart’ and other emotions they both feel and anticipate.
Vague, flexible and versatile sexual stories of others are purposeful for young people
who are undecided about their own premarital sexual choices. How such stories are
narrated becomes crucial for young people to make major decisions on premarital sex,
especially when they face the conflicting sexual morals presented in everyday life. The
stories from family and media have become less important as a source of young
people’s sex-related information, and with the sexual stories of others they find more
room to manoeuvre in the development of new sexual norms. Young people’s
understanding of sex develops through mental deliberation and the internal struggle of
curiosity for sex with the moral self as they reflect on others’ sexual stories and
experiences. Sexual image affects young men and women differently; however, there is
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still discomfort in conversations regarding a woman’s virginity. Inconsistent narratives
on virginity are an example of the way young people justify their sexual interest, in that
ambiguity allows selection of an interpretation to suit their situation.
Young women take advantage of the language of ‘being modern’ to construct their
sense of self, increasing confidence and decision making which were discouraged or
ignored in the past; meanwhile, ‘modern’ young men are finding greater opportunity to
explore their sexual interests. Narratives about True-Love are also a form of selfimposed sexual control, legitimating emotions and feelings and therefore giving
importance to the socially accepted form of love and committed relationships. Before
committing physically and sexually, there is caution and verification of commitment.
this is explained by a young woman: ‘it is you who has to maintain the respect and
integrity for yourself, for others can damage you with their superficial love and romance’
(Trishna, female/18 years), while some young men feel free to explore sexually by
paying, without the commitment and responsibility of relationships.
Young people are changing sexual norms, developing the ways they both discuss and
practise sex. The narratives of young people reveal multifaceted methods, in which they
make sense of existing sexual morals, develop new understandings and appropriate
them into their lives. They not only rationalise sexual activity with their ‘new’ ways of
understanding but also find ways to escape the traditional norms and expectations. In
his consideration of the changes associated with modernity. Giddens (1990) has
highlighted the notion of the democratisation of intimate life, postulating a profound
alteration of intimacy in personal relationships and young people’s changed
expectations for emotional fulfilment.
For young people, appropriating sexual norms is more than a simple acceptance of the
existing or changing sexual morals, but is central to the sophistication of being modern,
with which they can advocate, challenge and condition their sexual interest. The rhetoric
of ‘being modern’ permits young people to accept premarital sex with a new
understanding, as opposed to traditional family values, which place importance on
virginity and family honour. In this way, being modern becomes a legitimating device
to validate and normalise sexual interests against traditional values. When there is
competition between progressive openness towards sex and strongly rooted family
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values, some young people will try to convince others about their decisions for sex and
about the rationale and morals on which they construct their own interest and
understandings, while others, by using an alternative meaning of being modern, practise
sexual control. In other words, young people have legitimate sexual interests and
agency to deal with them.
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CHAPTER 7: Doing Sex
All about sex
From the 20 young men interviewed in this study, only 8 young men were sexually
active, with most of the sexual accounts from them; however, when relevant, views
from others were also considered. There were only two women, who had been sexually
active whose sexual stories are very atypical in the sense that they occurred in coercive
contexts, one had her first sexual experience with her boyfriend in an extremely
pressurised situation, and the other was sexually abused by her uncle at the age of
twelve. Although these data are not sufficient to make any strong association with the
sexual experience of other young women, it is not a new fact that young women are
pressurised into unwanted sex by either the use of force or sweet talk. I want to just
report these two cases to indicate that there could be another side to young women’s
sexual stories of which I have no way of knowing how typical or common they are.
Hence, in this chapter, I report the personal narratives related to the sharing of young
men’s first sexual experience and the continuation of sexual activity. This section
provides insights into young people’s sexual experience, where and with whom they
have sex and what context leads to sexual activity. Secondly, I examine the rules and
norms that young men follow in negotiating sex and follow by a section focusing on
how young people need to negotiate their sexual activity between their own desires and
social expectations.

Sharing of first sexual experience
Young men’s age at their first experience of sex was between 15 and 19 years. All
stories involved sex workers or casual partners such as Lahureni, married women in
their village, or casual acquaintances including a foreigner, and significantly none
involved sex with their romantic partners. Most of them spoke of being highly
interested and curious about their first experience. However, the actual experience was
more about being ‘nervous’, ‘not lasting long’ and concerns about the image of boka.
Gopal returned to his village from Kathmandu after his parents’ divorce. He claimed
many sexual experiences in various locations with casual partners and sex workers. He
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recounted his first sexual experience in his village with a married woman of a lower
caste, describing this experience as an outcome of ‘chance’ and expressing a lack of
emotion at the time but feelings of disgust and fear later:
She was a married matwali [lower caste] woman, her husband had left her. Such
women need sex after tasting of it with their husband. I saw my chance to dance when
she started to twist my conversation into sex. I asked her directly ‘If you are talking
about it, then let me do it with you’. After some convincing, she agreed. It was
finished in two minutes, happy to get over with, didn’t enjoy it because there was
no emotions, no love feelings, I was scared. Even though I had thought of doing it for
weeks, I felt disgusted because I used her situation. (Gopal, male/19 years)
Continuing with the story, he related his first experience with sex workers in terms of
fairness, fate and moral sensibility:
Prostitutes are not being used. I pay, they serve; it’s a fair deal. I was not moral or
right thing to use her just because I did not get to do with unmarried Time-Pass
girl. Must have been my fate, that’s why I felt bad for long, could not face her
again. I think sex is normal but whom you do with makes it wrong and regrettable.
I explored more his feeling of ‘bad for long’. He laughed and expressed his concern
about diseases:
Oh! I was in tension because I was dead worried for getting diseases like HIV and
gonorrhoea even though I used condom. I have seen in TV, they say women whose
husbands are in India get HIV, I checked in internet too. I was scared and needed to
hear from someone who had done with same kind of woman to tell me not to
worry and condom works.
Gopal mentioned that he was encouraged by his acquaintances in the neighbourhood to
visit sex workers on several occasions, but was scared of what they told him. Reflecting
back on his first experience:
They told me not to kiss the prostitutes because their mouth also has diseases. But
what about that matwali woman, she had kissed me and god knows how many
people in village may have used her even though she is not a prostitute. Could she
have the disease or blackmail me? I still regret doing with her.
Gopal was the only person in this study who spoke of HIV in relation to his sexual
activity. It is of interest that other young men who visited sex workers rarely related
their sexual experience with HIV. Although the HIV risk was talked about when
probed, it did not appear to be in the front of their mind, as they were more worried
about whether they were getting some experience or their friends would find out or their
sexual performance. Like Gopal, in a few instances when they mentioned HIV, they
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stereotyped the ‘kind of woman’, in this case a migrant worker’s wife and in other cases
the associations were with sex workers and injecting drug users, which often are
publicised in the media or in health education in schools. A few young men also
explained how they had feared sex for the first time even though they anticipated and
planned for a long time and projected considerable nervousness, shyness and anxiety
towards it.
I am comfortable doing light actions anytime anywhere with anyone but for full action I
get nervous. I couldn’t look straight at naked girl. My heart raced and mouth dried,
as if I got a fever. I got worried if I can last long or will get diseases. Actually, no one
admits but we men get shy and scared especially in the first time. (Bikram,
male/18 years)
I questioned him about Gopal’s feelings of regret and whether he was concerned that his
experiences would affect his future married life; he described his indifference towards
women’s feelings:
I have thought of my family’s honour and ruining my future but did not think of
what my future wife will think of it. I have desires and want sex now anyhow, if my
future wife will accept it, I don’t want to think. It is not like that I am using TrueLove girlfriend that I have to marry. I want modern life with sex and no tension. I don’t
want to worry after dropping it [ejaculation].
For Gopal, the narrative of love and commitment had no part in explaining his sexual
experiences; however, they were often referred to by other men as specific reasons they
were avoiding sex. In his story, Gopal’s sexual desire was strong and urgent but avoided
any responsibility or linkage to future consequences. I asked him if he had ever shared
his sexual experiences with friends. He said his friends at school were unsupportive and
when he spoke to his best friend, the comment was: ‘Why did you even do it with such
a woman? Do you not have some respect and moral obligations?’ This friend then began
to avoid him and Gopal said, ‘Although I felt good physically after sex, I was not feeling
good mentally, worrying, and feeling guilty’. He said his school friends may have envied his
sexual experience and left him ‘out of the circle’ making him feel the ‘odd one’. After this
rejection, Gopal joined a new circle of acquaintances at the chiya-pasal in his
neighbourhood, who were older, regular with sex workers and provided him with the
moral support and assurance that made his involvement with paid sex feel normal.
Without great self-awareness, Gopal was attracted to the idea and practice of sex but not
without initial anxiety regarding the dangers it posed such as pregnancy, disease and the
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fear of disclosure on his reputation. These concerns became increasingly overwhelming
until he found validation from these new friends. He found a sense of relief through
sharing his sexual stories and linking his concerns to others’ experience.
However, other people’s stories have the potential to mislead especially when young
men look for any information that may relieve their fear or enhance their experience.
While in Gopal’s case his close friend left him after the disclosure of his sexual
experiences, Ramesh used stories from his friend to inform his own first experience
with sex workers:
My friend has told me all about going to small smelly rooms with low lights, yelling,
and use of vulgar words, paying extra for extra bits, nervous to see naked body, tricks to last
longer, and taking off clothes, getting away with problems or tension of girls.
Like my friend said I went to bathroom for hand-sex to last longer while she was
taking her clothes off. When I came out, she was lying in bed with her pants
down. It was my first time I had ever seen it in real. […] Exactly like he said it felt
shy, nervous and scared when she shouted ‘Don’t stand there, just do it and finish
quick’. I did not like her yelling but I have paid for it so I rather do it. I tried to
touch her breasts, but she wanted me to pay extra. She then put a condom on me, had
normal sex not anything like porn sex. It was quick, odd, and unpleasant and yet I
told my friends it was an amazing experience that I don’t mind repeating. (Ramesh,
male/19 years)
Ramesh’s story also lacked a narrative of love, emotions or feelings and was rather a
premeditated and informed decision with an unsatisfactory conclusion; however the
experience was translated into a great story to share with his friends. With this
experience, Ramesh validated his friend’s sexual narrative of sex with prostitutes.
Friends can be the main source of information, both reliable and unreliable, regarding
introduction to and particulars about sex, and often a way of justifying or legitimatising
sex when young men are in need of support or have aspirations for sexual activity.
Sexual experiences are largely talked about only to safe or sympathetic peers who
support and encourage sexual experimentation as a legitimate activity. Through the
sharing of sexual stories, young men negotiate a new premarital sexual culture even
though premarital sex for the mere purpose of experience is still unacceptable among
many young men.
Before their sexual debut, some men felt conflicted as to whether to act out their sexual
interests or resist and look for the viewpoint of others. The validation of their own
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desires, value, and actions required them to tap into a variety of sources including
friends, media, magazines, family and society in an attempt to move from sexual
nativity to being well prepared and informed. For instance, Saroj, who had been brought
up in a family with values that discouraged premarital sex, stated:
I am from a good family with positive values and I was happy with it until I came to
Kathmandu. Normal guys from good family, from same level, here are doing
regularly with low-level Time-Pass girl friends or prostitutes. If sex is everywhere like in
TV or blue films and on the streets, how can it be wrong? Is doing it is being modern or
doing it with low level is right since it’s not a marriage? Why do I feel bad and
scared? Is there no values, respect for love or family or marriage? I was confused with
all WH questions before doing it for the first time. But then I just stopped thinking and
did it. (Saroj, male/19 years)
In this study, reasoning like that of Saroj was typical of young men’s stories, where
feelings or commitments were discounted and sexual experience was legitimised
without WH Questions. Framed as ‘being modern’, young men’s sexual stories call for
choices, freedom and autonomy in the face of parental or traditional expectations. These
claims depend on men asserting some of the modern meanings of sexual norms,
especially experimenting with casual partners as a way to satisfy their sexual curiosity,
avoiding risks and feelings, and denying any responsibilities or consequences. When
sex does not mark the extent of True-Love or hopes for marriage, stories of first sexual
experimentation become paradoxical, as the powerful parental values (caste, education,
future career and social image) that created such initial conflict with their desires
subsequently become insignificant. While exceptions of successful marriages exist
between people of different ‘levels’, for most young people the importance of caste,
family and preservation of image are based in marriage, with differing social levels
between families in terms of caste or education being problematic. Sex in the modern
context is used to override the prevailing relevance of these social levels for sexual
partners; in fact, young men prefer their sexual partner to be of a different level, as
stated by a young man:
It is not like as if am going to marry her so why would I care about her caste or
education or the used ones for my first experiment? Actually, I want someone from
who is at lower level than me, the lower the education, lesser the mind and easier to
convince. As long as she got a hole I got a pole, sex does not have caste in this modern
time. Grab a chance get a friction then ejaculation, nothing else matters. (Bikram,
male/18 years)
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Bikram’s experience is also illustrative of other sexually active men in this study, in the
sense that they look for women whom they can dominate socially or label as ‘lower
level’ to persuade them into sex. The sense of Bikram’s sexuality is structured in the
power relations between him and his sexual partner. Even though young women are
changing and becoming modern themselves and continue to change, there are
fundamentally old-fashioned values such as caste still in operation. The immediate
contexts and preferences surrounding sexual partners show that the caste system and
social positioning of women still operate and reinforce the discourse that sex is possible
with women of lower caste and class.
Sharing of sexual stories may provide young men with a ‘special’ position among peers.
One such story is about Sunit, a 19-year-old man, who had contemplated sex for a long
time without luck until he accidentally met an Australian at a tourist area called Darbar
Square. After showing her around for a few days, the conversations turned to sex and,
seeing an opportunity, Sunit gave hints about his virginity while she teased him about
his sexually naiveté. On the last day, he thought of ‘trying out his luck’ and made a point
to go into her room where he propositioned her to give him a ‘chance’ and that it would
be his ‘honour to lose his virginity with her’. Making comments on his friends’ reaction
when he narrated the whole story of his first sexual experience with a tourist, he said:
My friends think I am the luckiest because what they fantasise was my reality of my
first time. I got to do with a modern foreigner who was open-mined even to do porn-sex,
used even hands and mouth, and taught me to do things to her. Because I have
done with foreigner, I have special experience, they think I am an expert and ask for
tips even after their years of experience. (Sunit, male/19 years)
For a young Nepali person, being sexually experienced is still not the norm. However, a
lack of experience is not equated with capacity to perform and a unique experience will
set them apart from their friends, Sunit was admired by his friends, whereas Gopal’s
choice of partners distanced him from his friends. First sexual experiences of men were
not associated with an explicit act of proving masculinity or even a natural progression
of a romantic relationship, but rather were about opportunity and intention. While Sunit
took pride in having a ‘special chance’ in these sexual narratives, other men’s first
experiences were told as humorous, adventurous or even daring acts.
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These narratives of first sexual experience suggest that young men contemplate and
prepare for sex, rather than it being ‘something that just happens’ or a spontaneous
decision made under the influence of alcohol, drugs or friends. Their judgements of
modern life, parental expectations and values are considered well before they are acted
out. In the stories of men and their first sex experience, there were no narratives of love
and romance. Although the first sexual experiment sometimes does occur by chance and
is not always limited to ‘used’ or ‘paid’ girls or involves elaborate planning to visit sex
workers, it still involves women for whom they have detached emotions and
commitments, which in detail is discussed later in the chapter.
After their initial sex experience, the moral conflict weakens and young men think of
continuing their sexual activity until marriage: ‘Once you drop your pants, no shame in
dropping it again’. The next section follows the young men’s stories of sexual
continuity. What could have been young women’s narratives of their first sexual
experience is not available in this study, as the only two sexually experienced women’s
first experiences were coerced.

Dance in the chance continues…
After the first time….
For young men in this study, their first sexual experience was to satisfy their curiosity
and more of an experiment. After ‘it is tasted’ or when ‘sex sits in the system’ and ‘WH
questions’ cease to matter, sexual activity can continue, usually with different women.
Neel, a 19-year-old young man, migrated to Kathmandu and described his sexual
journey in the interview. On the question of feelings, he stated:
I had gone there with full intention to have it. It was not like sex happen to me
because the girl seduces me. I have thought about it from long time. My goal was to
experience what I have seen in blue-films in real. It was only possible with
prostitutes. No hassles, no guilt but thrilled, because I am in the right age. (Neel,
male/19 years)
On the question of his age at sexual initiation, he said: ‘In Western countries people start
when they are twelve or thirteen years, I guess with that standard, I was five years late to start. I
was seventeen, the perfect age of teenage for sexual curiosity’. When I asked why he went for
subsequent experiences, he responded:
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Oh! Well, once it is tasted, you get hooked into it. Just like drugs, you start it and
keep going, looking for same high-trip and use new drugs. I do it when I get bored
and it gets boring and I do it different girls. I for no reasons keep 400 girls’ phone
number in my mobile. [Shows me the address list in is mobile phone.] It’s modern life,
I have my rights and of course my automatic biological need. I want more sex, it’s simple.
Neel had several casual sexual encounters but never a long-term relationship with any
of his partners. I asked him about his non-sex-worker partners and what kind of
circumstances lead to sex:
That’s funny question as I only develop relationship with girls with that intention only. I
look for someone that I can have Time-Pass relation. Sojho girls, friends or their
sisters I don’t touch as they can be problematic for me. I go for girls that are
already used by my friends, they are easier to get. I can impress them as a good
guy first to become friend and once they start to trust me I start to convince them for
it, even at the beginning tell them it’s True-Love. Sometimes, Lahureni shows
interests in me and I follow them like an innocent little boy, naïve in sex and missing
mother’s home cooked meal. If there is a chance I dance with anyone, why leave
opportunity when they are willing to give [laughs]!
Neel gave the impression of being one of the more sexually active men in this study and
although he recounted multiple sexual stories, his last sexual encounter had been three
weeks prior to interview. When asked for details, he struggled to point out how often he
had sex:
When I finally convinced Time-Pass girl or get sexy Lahureni, I can get it almost every
day, sometimes even two in a day, for few weeks or months and other times I can
only get one times in one or two weeks. When my father sends money, in the
beginning, I even go every week. But sometimes I get nothing from no one for
weeks or months. There is no certainty.
This indicates that the sexual opportunities for Neel were actually irregular and
infrequent. Other sexually active men in this study had less experience than Neel, but
were no different in taking opportunities for sex as they presented. Continuing with the
story, Neel spoke of his preferences for women:
I like girls of similar age or school dropouts; they are innocent and can be convinced. I
go to Lahureni when I don’t get Time-Pass girls, and also because they let me
experiment or teach me few things. Prostitutes are rough, harsh, and vulgar and needs
money. When I can have pleasure in getting free milk, why pay or keep a cow to
satisfy my automatic hunger? When Time-Pass try to be attached, I run away, don’t
need their emotional drama. I save my behind, got four different sim cards, but I have
my freedom to experiment with all kinds and willing.
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Neel described his sex life within a modern life as compared to Western countries,
framing sex as freedom and rights that allow and normalise sex. His aim and strong
motivation was to satisfy his ‘automatic hunger’ and sense of freedom for sex without
complications. He created conditions either by taking a dominant position over ‘used
girls’ and unsuspecting, less educated strangers of his own age or by adopting a pose of
‘innocent little boy’ for more mature women. For him sex was akin to an addiction or an
ongoing experimental activity, occasionally problematic; however, he was capable of
covering his tracks to avoid committed relationships, without ‘keeping a cow’. His
primary intention was to have sex and to ‘experiment with all kinds’, for which he was
ready to go to any extent, developing his own rules, avoiding trouble by taking on
‘modern’ values without considering ethical or moral values.
All young men consider their sexual needs and desires to be greater than women’s and
decisions regarding sexual activity are more about management of their uncontrollable
desires than love and sentiment. Young men involved in premarital sex therefore need
to find fresh ways to justify their action using new logic and meaning in order to
continue their sexual activity. They have to break the conventional moral of ‘waiting
until marriage’ by shifting their rationale for being sexually active. They often told me
that they had always wanted to experiment and fulfil their sexual curiosity, again
framing and introducing it in terms of freedom, rights, experiments, modern ways and
normal biological needs. This could be interpreted as creating complicated reasoning so
that young men can justify their sexual desire and construct sexual norms against
existing norms of regulating sexual activity.
Young men have to be cognitively involved in decision-making – why they want it,
how, where and with whom they can have it and how to avoid possible negative
consequences. Young men recount and interpret their sexual activity at their
convenience, evaluating different factors and sifting meanings to values and morals.
The changing morals or values in sexual activity are not only through the manipulation
of existing parental norms; sometimes it is an act of visible change in their attitude or
activity and rationalised to their convenience. The changing of morals or values is not
the same as erasing family values, but is a deliberate act of acquisition of additional
meaning to the existing values. Consequently, the conventions that justify any sexual
activity are those that have acquired strong emotional and moral resonance but with
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sufficient ambiguity to allow creative manipulation while preserving free choice and
sexual interest.

Young men’s conventions of sex
Young men often refer to premarital sex as experimentation. The metaphor of
‘experiment’ is useful in the context of sex here because it implies there are measures,
aims and actions that are necessary in preparation, but these are also ambiguous and
negotiable in any new venture for sex. By applying the notion of experiment, young
men try to construct alternative meaning for their actions, separating sexual activity
from feelings and responsibility and thereby distancing sex from marriage and
commitment. Such a notion allows young men to use vocabulary such as sexual desires,
interests, needs, and their participation in sexual activity without bringing in moral
complexities such as love and relationships. The concept of sexual experimentation is
still gendered, as no young women discuss sex in that way. Even so, the usage of the
notion of experiment or the vocabulary of needs and interests are changeable and
appropriate to their circumstances. I discuss some of the repeatedly used conventions in
the sexual relation as experiment.

The rule of interest for men
Young people in the interviews and focus groups explicitly referred to the ideal of
‘interest’ as the most essential part of the new convention of sexual experimentation.
Although, this term retained its gendered value (men are with more interest, women
subservient to this interest), it included multiple meanings such as needs and desires,
refusal and consent, and respect for the body and feelings.
Me – What do women think when men ask for sex?
Kusum –It’s normal to have desires, if they have interest, they may go for it.
Biva – No, men are with more interest just keep on asking for it, even we don’t
have interest, they don’t respect us or our bodies
Roshani – They use you for their experiment, use-and-throw, their Time-Pass without
any feelings but if in True-Love then they should not be asking us in the first place
(Second focus group discussion with young women)
Me – What makes men ask for sex with women?
Keshab – Interest and of course! This automatic need inside their body.
Binod – But if she doesn’t have interest, we can’t force them for our experiment.
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Rajkumar – You can force a little but if they don’t have same interest no point wasting
time on her.
Keshab – They can say no and we have to agree, there is no other ways, not going
to get it anyhow with that girl.
(First focus group discussion with young men)
Having an ‘interest’ in sex seems to be the minimal prerequisite in the sexual
experiment. However, this notion is not limited to ‘mutual consent’ and during
negotiations for sex included such notions as personal needs or desires, respects and
feelings. The sexual interest becomes gendered, with only sexually active men
mentioning they intentionally look for women who are likely to be sexually active,
otherwise they prefer sex workers. These young men felt an entitlement to have sex
with such women and admitted pressuring for sex based on a woman’s sexual history.
If I am spending so much on Time-Pass GF to please her, she should do what I want
too. Like this one girl, she made me buy things for her but she would not let me
kiss her and she was not even a first timer. A friend has referred me to her so I was
convinced that she will do something about my desire but… (Saroj, male/19 years)
Sexually active men use the notion of sexual interest to match their desires and the
disposition of the women; for instance, with sex workers, young men expect sexual
services without resistance. With Time-Pass girlfriends or casual partners, young men
expect some degree of negotiable refusal and are prepared to apply a degree of
manipulation or pressure to increase their chances of a positive sexual outcome. These
gendered notions involve female stereotypes and women as sexual objects of men’s
desires. Young men are more likely to define and endorse their sexual desires according
to female stereotypes rather than by mutual verbal consent.
My research revealed that not all male sexual activity was based on mutual consent.
During my fieldwork, there were a few cases in the media of murder after violent rape
and I used this issue during informal discussions and interviews. Many women told me
they had felt pressured for sex but had been able to resist. Similarly, a few young men,
while telling me their sexual stories, admitted to violating the notion of mutual consent.
One such story was of a 19-year-old young man, Vishal, the son of a police officer, who
made money selling drugs to tourists:
After a good sale of drugs, we go for a long ride in a group, until it is too late for the
girls to return home or sometimes guys will bring a girl or two. Mix drugs in their
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drink to make them jhyaap [stoned] and we take them to a guesthouse or hotel,
everyone in the same room, drinking, tripping [taking drugs] and everyone will do it
with same girl. (Vishal, male/19 years)
I asked about the reporting of the incident and condom use in group activity; he said:
If a girl later complains, then we say like oh! I must be jhyaap I do not remember
anything. It’s their own mistake to come with badmass guys like us. If, they don’t
want to have it, why come with us when they knew we are dangerous. Besides,
those girls are from good family, if they say anything it’s their beizzat [dishonour].
They are also first timers, that’s why we can trick them easily, no need to use
condom. When you have such an urgent-automatic need, who cares about HIV, condom
and diseases, all you want is to relieve yourself. Even we regret later at that point
nothing matters.
He both intimidated women with his image of badmass and relied on preservation of
their good image to protect him. As this type of story was common in hearsay, I sought
verification from Ramesh, who was both sexually active and involved in petty crime.
He confirmed that ‘Girls these days are modern and curious in sex but they are innocent too.
That makes it easier for us to trick them into satisfying us’. In the volatile and increasingly
sexualised environment of Kathmandu, young women are admitting they are sexually
curious but are not yet able to be openly sexual, unlike in Western countries where such
double standards hardly exist (UNAIDS, 2010a).
The sexual double standard concerning reputation still impedes young women from
engaging in sex for pleasure, although women are increasingly aware of their desire and
rights to sex despite their sexual inexperience. The young women in this study, despite
being in relationships, were constantly negotiating unwanted sexual interest from men,
rather than submitting under the men’s pressure, threat or coercion. This is not to say
that all women can escape such pressure or manipulation, as pressure to be involved in
unwanted sex in long-term relationships is basically related to coercion in the sexual
violence continuum (Kelly, 1988). 20-year-old Dolma’s case demonstrates the problem
in negotiating sex in long-term relationships, as she stated:
It is supposed to be normal in healthy relationship since we both are an adult. But he
somehow traps me and I have to do it even though I don’t care his needs.
Sometimes without having my periods I wear sanitary pads just to avoid him. I have
True-Love feelings for him but not when he wants it, makes me feel as if he is with
me for that thing only.
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Coercive sexual experience for young women does not only occur in romantic
relationships but also in other relationships with a known person. For instance, 18-yearold Jaya narrated a story of her grandfather sexually abusing her for four months. These
narratives of sexual assaults include rape and incest, which need separate consideration
and are not covered in this thesis.
Some sexually active men describe pressuring for sex as ‘normal’ especially in TimePass relationships. An example is Neel, who had multiple casual partners, describing
one of his memorable sexual experiences, which involved coercion:
After I told her I care and have True-Love feelings, she was convinced to invite me
when her parents were away. I planned and intentionally went late so that I can sleep
in her home. But she went to sleep in her parents’ room. I called her back and
started to tease and touch her. She was unwilling and tried to push me and struggled to
go away, but I did not care. She would not have invited me if she was not interested
by giving mixed message, otherwise why would I waste my time on her? She knew all
about sex, and my friend used her already. It was a perfect chance for me to dance. So
with force I kissed her, she was rigid. I took her pants off and did it anyway while
she was pushing me away and crying. It’s normal, girls do that kind of drama, I also
do my drama by going next day, spending night cuddling and telling her that I love
her, after that no drama. (Neel, male/18 years)

There were a few other narratives from young men who consistently regarded women’s
knowledge, curiosity and invitation to their houses as an indicator of giving sexual
consent. However, even for ‘that type of girl’, convincing and manipulation were
normal, as attempts at mutual consent faded or were non-existent. While some young
men are openly accepting of premarital sex and assuming women’s sexual curiosity as a
product of modernity, they are also capable of exploiting any naiveté for their own
purpose. In the male narratives, women have a natural sexual curiosity but are inactive
and do not negotiate for sexual activity. While there were a few narratives of young men
ending a romantic relationship when premarital sex was ruled out, there were several
young women who ended romantic relationships on their partner’s expression of sexual
interests or after some degree of unwanted physical intimacy such as kissing and
hugging. The importance of the context where and how meanings of sex are formed and
activities are undertaken is apparent in making sense of the values put on gender, class
and power in the blurry continuum of choice to coercion, mutual, reciprocal and
consensual sex.
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Continuing with the same story above, Neel further commented on his difficulties in
pursuing sex:
In our culture, even that type of girl need convincing for sex, it’s not modern like in
America where I would think highly of girls who directly talk about sex with me. I
know girls wouldn’t think highly of me if I talk about it directly. First, you need to
understand a girl’s interest, talk politely and naively, even negatively about sex as if
you are not interested. By saying no to sex you get sex with girls, just have to go
around it.
The story of Dolma, one of the two young women admitting to sexual experience in this
study, substantiates Neel’s story of manipulation for sex, by her boyfriend. She said:
He only talked about how his friend’s acts of sleeping around made him hate sex.
I told him desires are normal in healthy relationship, don’t need to hate. Then he
started asking for it, like a sweet virgin, never touched a girl type, sometimes making
pity faces and begging. Other times telling me something is abnormal about me for
not having interests, making me feel as if I’m being unfair by refusing a pure desire
of a virgin BF to love me […]. He took me to hotel saying that we are going to meet
his cousin, but room was empty. He wanted to fool around and he pushed me down
and didn’t stop until he finished, leaving me all bruised over my thighs and back.
Later when I cried, he said we are going to marry soon. (Dolma, female/20
years)
Apart from the understanding that sex can be a preliminary action to marriage, young
people do not have a clear understanding of mutual consent for sex and how to negotiate
an activity that is still beyond general social acceptance. Although most of the young
men have intentionally pursued sex, they still want to avoid having this exposed to
certain friends and parents. Young men’s desire to have sex was often covered by a
notion of modernity, which disguised the consent related issues. For instance, Ravi
made a pose by pulling up his shirt collar upward, moving his shoulders up, flipping his
hair on his forehead with a sudden head-shake, flexing his arm and saying: ‘Those who
want sex these days are modern and willing, so who cares about consent?’ Narratives of
premarital sexual activity from young men indicate a lack of mutual understanding of
sexual rights, especially for women, and the respectful negotiation of sexual activity.
Sexual activity for young men is a decision arrived at after a process of careful thought
and concealment, rather than love and openness.
As indicated in the methodology chapter of this thesis (Chapter 3), it was at times
difficult not to react to the stories being told by the young people interviewed and
during such times it was important to be reflexive about my own judgements on
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particular issues and to control the ways these were influencing the interview.
Undoubtedly, the stories told by Vishal, Neel and Dolma provided such a challenge.

The rule of loveless sex
In young women’s case, the notion of sex referred to men’s pleasure and women’s
suffering. Young women, despite their sexual inexperience, know what men would do;
for instance, they often used terms like being ‘used’ and ‘lacking emotions’, making
them feel like ‘use and throw’ objects in Time-Pass relationships. The common phrases
that are now incorporated into experiences are building from the sharing of others’
stories and with which they justify their own avoidance of sex. This was substantiated in
sexually active young men’s narratives that described the pleasure side of sex and
avoidance of commitment with their sexual partners. For them, having sex with sex
workers or ‘that kind of girls’ excused them from any moral obligations and
responsibilities. For instance, Ravi, who never had sex with his True-Love girlfriend in
their four-year relationship, was sexually active with sex workers, while in regards to
commitment, said:
I want to keep my GF as special. I had a chance but I didn’t do with her even when
she hinted once. Doing it with her would make her a common girl that I can’t take to
my family. If I don’t have mental control then, my friends wouldn’t see me as a good
man. I care for her izzat [honour], it’s my True-Love. Being a modern guy I can
always do it with others. By paying I get satisfaction, no need to care about them.
It’s just a deal that I pay, they give sex, and it’s normal among friends. (Ravi,
male/18 years)
Ravi’s story illustrates the perspective that young men understand the separation of
romantic and sexual relationships as he maintains a mask of goodness, love and respect
as a central element in his relationship with his girlfriend, while taking a more
businesslike approach to other women for paid sex. By showing commitment to TrueLove, Ravi received the special social status of a ‘good man’, while paid sex made him
modern and normal among his friends. In this way, he controlled the progression of his
True-Love relationship, a gendered norm where women’s ambiguous ‘hint’ about sex
was dismissed in order to keep her ‘special’. Avoiding sex with his girlfriend was taken
as respectful, with an implied good image for Ravi, while also avoiding any complex
feelings and possible negative consequences of sex in his committed relationship. The
term ‘special’ later in the interview was used to set her image apart from those of other
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women that he had slept with, being his ‘ideal love’, which was not shared with others,
the respect he maintained by ‘not touching’ and keeping her ‘ideal for marriage’.
Ravi’s case implies that mental and moral abstinence of sexual desires is relevant in the
social construction of men’s sexuality. Controlling sexual desire has great potential for
reinforcement of an image that conforms to social expectations, with abstinence by a
‘good man’ equally as important as the image of ‘modern guy’. In such social
construction of men’s sexuality, sex is not only about physical acts but also about
mental control, as expressed in the words of Ravi: ‘Sex is all about finding a pleasure in
balance, in being ready and controlling when and where needed’. This implies that not all
sexual needs are to be satisfied and men’s readiness to have sex was strategically
controlled. This also indicates that there could be a silence in the men’s narratives when
they may have lacked control or had unsuccessful sexual activity or other insecurities
regarding their sexual image.
Ravi later made it clear that for him love for his girlfriend was about trust, protecting
her from being used by him and others, so that he could present her to his family with
izzat [honour]. The exclusivity was expressed in that he did not want her to ‘hang out’
with other boys. Ravi overlooked his own infidelity while expecting complete loyalty
from his girlfriend stating: ‘Sex is nothing when we have a life together, with our career,
marriage, family ahead to work on. She does not like to get into love-stuff but focus into
studies, a very suitable kind of girl’. I asked Ravi what would happen if she felt betrayed
by his sexual activity and broke up with him; he said: ‘I have True-Love for her, how can
she betray me? I would be heartbroken like Devdas’. The concept of betrayal would turn
him to Devdas, who is the self-destructive character of a ‘true lover’ in a popular Hindi
movie. He went on to describe True-Love as a ‘life together’, referring to a future
marriage, family and career where sex gets limited attention or is not permitted in TrueLove, and therefore a ‘suitable’ True-Love partner would never betray him and does not
waste time with ‘love-stuff’ so as to work towards a better future. By specifying these
characteristics of True-Love, young men reinforce the dominant norms separating sex
from love with other characteristics of women overriding the importance of virginity.
Although he was the only one in this study who, despite having a True-Love girlfriend,
admitted to having sex with sex workers, Ravi’s sentiment of respect and commitment
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was not unusual among other young men in True-Love relationships who claimed that
they never touched their girlfriends. Not all men ‘dance when they get the chance’;
some take a more principled approach to True-Love such as Bikram, a 19-year-old man,
who ended his True-Love in order to free himself for his first sexual experience with a
sex worker;
I had hunger growing inside but doing that kind of things would have been wrong
in True-Love. Sex was controlling me, was in need of urgent relief but she didn’t have
the same interest. I may have got a kiss or hug with sweet talk and gifts, but never sex
but then I was not a Time-Pass type either. When sex won over love, break-up was
right thing to do even before I went for paid-sex. I sacrificed my pleasure for True-Love
but being a man did what was morally right and didn’t use her. (Bikram, male/19
years)
When asked about finding women for sex, Bikram said:
I don’t plan for sex, it depends on chance or money. When I have money it’s easy, I
can have sex whenever I want. If I am to wait for chance to come by with Time-Pass
GF, I go dry. When I am thirsty, I find the well, but I also put myself out there, for
chance of rain. If she talks about sex with me, giving signal with her body language,
like coming near to me or getting touchy, I explore my chance to dance. If not, I can
fasauney [trap] her with sweet talk, fake love, fake trust, whatever works.
Even though involved in sexual relations outside romantic relationships, he could not
detach totally from the emotional aspects of sex, as he further stated:
Paying for sex is like riding on a bus, I have to share with others. I get on and off
with sex, no feelings, no complications or in urgent need. Time-Pass is a luxury car, even it
means to have it temporarily, and it has your emotions. It takes time and energy and
the return is equally satisfying and complete rather than getting done with.
Despite ‘sex winning over love’, successful sexual opportunities were not easy for
Bikram. The process involving arrangement of money or intricate pursuit of Time-Pass
girls was not as simple and easy as it may sound. For him, the satisfaction of sex not
only came from the physical ‘tasks’ of sex and ‘getting done with’ but also from an
emotional bonding and intimacy that differed with his sexual partners. He was proud of
‘sacrificing’ his uncontrollable desires and biological needs during True-Love at the
same time as he was acquiring sex in Time-Pass relations. The separation of True-Love
is also found in the way he used euphemistic language and vague expressions such as
‘doing that kind of things’, ‘same interest’ to his girlfriends, while for casual sex he
used more explicit and direct language such as ‘have sex’, ‘on and off with sex’ and
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‘paying for sex’. The process of rushing to ‘finish off’ in ‘paid sex’ versus effort put in
pursuing and convincing for more emotionally satisfying and ‘complete’ sex was
another way of making distinction of sexual partners. The notion of pleasure needs and
satisfaction featured more prominently for him than any concern for his partners.
While Bikram avoided sex with his girlfriend, he did not shy away from opportunistic
sex or intentionally creating sexual opportunity, even if this meant payment. When
talking about paying for sex, Bikram pointed to a process where there was no exchange
of emotions and feelings but only pleasure in doing a business deal, while with his
girlfriend, physical contact was not compensatory or negotiable with gifts or money. In
a context where young people live with parents’ allowances, limited finance is
understood by both young men and women and therefore there is less expectations of
gifts or other material exchange to the point that being openly materialistic is considered
to be a ‘put off’. In this context, Sunit, an 18-year-old young man who looked for TimePass girlfriends, stated:
Oh! no, she is not prostitute to take money from me. She may be Time-Pass girl and
there is no love between us but does work in Dance-Bars or Massage-Parlour. She may
take it when she needed and return it but never take money for sex. If she does it
will put me off, yucky!! Sometimes, I may buy her small things or eat outside, it
is more for caring than it is like ‘OK! I paid your bill, now have to give me sex’. If I
am to use money, why would I wait for chance tolerating drama. I don’t have to
fasauney [trap] her by pampering, sweet talking. (Sunit, male/18 years)
Apart from helping in troubled times, money and gifts do not generally make a
foundation for relationships with Time-Pass girlfriends and are almost anti-ethical in
exchange for sex. While exchange of money for sex will clearly place young women as
prostitutes, it is considered rude to approach a Time-Pass girl directly for sex and any
explicit sexual desire would not facilitate success. This was confirmed by the women in
this study who had ended relationships on the mere expression of sexual desire from
their boyfriends. Meanwhile, Time-Pass relationships can be sexual without love or
money unlike in True-Love, where engaging in sex with a girlfriend would be against
the notion of True-Love as in the cases of Ravi and Bikram.
The degree to which the emotional exchange is made explicit differs among men, but it
is never clear-cut, especially when their approach is that ‘sex wins over love’ and the
language of sweet talk becomes the discourse of fasauney or convincing. The ‘drama of
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pampering and sweet-talk’ can be used to disguise real intentions and may help young
men to feign a lack of sexual intention and keep up their good image. As stated by Neel,
‘By saying no to sex you get sex with girls, just have to go around it’. The discourse of
emotional and intimate bonds is still a foundation on which these relationships are
negotiated and maintained. When such a bond is pulled out of context, young men often
complain about a lack of freedom (for sex), while with equal emphasis they state,
‘doing wrong things openly is not right’. Consequently, when one is in a True-Love
relationship, any sexual activity or intent is concealed, although in some cases of TrueLove there may be limited physical intimacy such as kissing, hugging and caressing but
sexual intercourse is disallowed.
The subtle way in which Bikram differentiated women, relationships and sexual norms
to manage his sexual desires is also used by other young men. They frame premarital
sexuality first as an instinctual desire that makes them always ready for sex and may
lead to sex with multiple partners; second, and in contrast, they consider the moral
responsibility to be a ‘good man’, resist desires and postpone sexual activity. The point
to note here is that young men circulate both discourses on the meaning of their sexual
relations; sometimes their narratives represent natural desires and needs, while at other
instances such interpretations are morally resisted and desires are embedded in the
construction of love.
It is against this background, that the clear differentiation between women for love and
for sex is made. By differentiating women, young men try to reflect their sexual lives
where their True-Love girlfriends are not their sexual partners, but other women they
call Time-Pass girlfriends or prostitutes. I am tempted to consider this as a reality for
three reasons. First, many young men in True-Love did not have sex with their
girlfriends and spoke of controlling their sexual desires, whereas no women had sex
with their boyfriends without coercion. In most of the cases, there was an emotional
symmetry in the statements of young women, who often gave reasons for ending
relationships or avoiding sex for fear of being used by men for their pleasure (without
emotion). Second, the emotional boundaries between True-Love and Time-Pass are not
always as clear-cut and simple as young men try to claim. No women were willing to
have relationships for sex only, until and unless tricked by ‘sweet talk’ as in Neel’s
words, ‘Just have to go around it’. Thirdly, when some young men accounted for their
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sexual desires as being ‘automatic’, ‘uncontrollable desires’ and ‘always ready’ to
‘dance when get a chance’, they intentionally make it possible to pay for sex as the
easiest way of separating sex from love and the responsibilities of committed
relationships. This is an indication that the curiosity of sex arises in men for their needs
and desires, and focuses on their pleasure and gratification. Now the question here is,
how does the negotiation and pursuit takes place in different kinds of relationships?
This is addressed in the section below.

The rule of pursuit and negotiation
It has been established that young men’s satisfaction of sexual needs and desires
through loveless sex with sex workers or Time-Pass girlfriends appears to be a
dominant sexual practice. This also resonates with my observations and experience of
working in this field with young people for a long time. Young men’s sexual desires are
embedded in the way they pursue sexual opportunities. The concept of ‘being modern’
legitimising sexual activity among young men has been mentioned. In the context of
male-focused sexuality, they have the agency to contour their sexual relations primarily
towards their own desires, making the dynamic such that young men always take
initiatives to make sex a possibility. In this study, young women lack such direct
initiatives for sex, as the rules of ‘interest’ or ‘being modern’ are not applicable to
women in the same way as men.
In particular, the notion of sexual interest in pleasure was resisted by women, who
preferred to define sex in terms of commitment and doing the right thing. Those young
women, who reported demands for physical intimacy from their partners, set it as a
judgement criterion for the continuation of the relationship, using terms such as ‘rights’
to deny sexual proposals and ‘respect’ of their bodies. Sonia, a 16-year-old young
woman, with a history of multiple boyfriends, had turned down several sexual proposals
from men and made it the reason to end relationships, stating that: ‘I respect my body and
have rights to say no to sex. It’s illegal to pressure for sex, they can take it or leave it, I want
my relationship in my way physical or not, on right time and age’.
While young women were more aware about the legality of consent and rights, they also
applied their own meaning towards sexual relationships. Although, young women were
capable of understanding respect for their bodies and refused sexual advances, they
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were able to conform to gender norms with far less participation in sexual activity than
young men. For instance, Pemba, an 18-year-old young woman who ended a three-year
relationship after her boyfriend suggested sex with her, said he was a man with
‘negative feelings in True-Love’. When I explored further, she said:
If he had cared for me mentally and emotionally, then sex may have been possible, as I
am not against it. But he wanted to make me Time-Pass and not care about what I
think or want. He had negative feelings in True-Love.
I asked whether, he had cared enough, she would have had sex. She said:
We kissed and cuddled. I am modern and open-minded but not stupid to cross the
boundaries. I would not have gone for full-sex definitely to let him use my body to please
him. It is women who suffer emotionally and physically for satisfying their negative
feeling.
I asked her if she suffered any anxiety from her boyfriend’s proposal for sex. She said,
‘Of course! He gave me so much tension. He would tell me all these nice things first,
distracting me from my studies and soon after he fights with me because I don’t interest for
full-sex’. I explored what she meant by denying her boyfriend when she was not ‘against
it’. She said:
I’m interested to know about it, but he did not have same emotions as mine. He
would not understand or care. For me sex is about emotional, loving, caring and bonding
resulting into pleasure and marriage but for him it was physical pleasure only.
(Pemba, female/18 years)
The notions of ‘feelings’ and ‘care’ go beyond the notion of mutual interest or consent
for sex and involve expectations of commitment and marriage. Sex to women primarily
retained the purpose of a committed relationship infused with feelings, emotions and
care. For Pemba, sex was more than physical as it included her mental and emotional
wellbeing; her partner should not ‘use’ her body for his pleasure but, rather,
acknowledge sex as a part of emotional caring and bonding with an outcome of
marriage. While acknowledging the pleasure of sex, she also implied the importance of
her choice and was open to the idea of sex but acting responsibly and carefully. These
notions were common in young women’s narratives and, like Pemba, other women
struggled to make men behave with similar understanding.
Unlike men, women do not participate directly or pay for sex; however, they subtly
participate in limited physical intimacy to keep up a modern image, at the same time
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avoiding being used as Time-Pass girls. The ambiguous ways, in which young women
both allow and resist the extent of physical intimacy can make it difficult for young men
to take the sexual initiative. Hence, the process of negotiation, proposing and refusing
sex becomes a regular aspect within romantic relationships. How do men negotiate a
refusal of sexual proposals? And are men really dominant during sexual negotiations?
I have previously discussed men’s ‘sweet talk’, efforts to ‘trap’ and, in more sinister
cases, the use of drugs and coercion for sex, which implies that young women are not
easily involved in sex. Saying no to sex for women, and sometimes for men is a more
socially accepted behaviour, which can generate respect among peers. The exposure of
sexual activity can be harmful to a man’s image and young men are simply not in a
position to directly request sex from women (apart from paid sex). Adhering to social
norms by resisting or being modern and sexual may represent the modern rhetoric of
relationships, but it does not capture the full intricacy of the sexual lives of young men.
As mentioned earlier, not all young men ‘dance in the chance’ and there were several
accounts of those who applied the rhetoric of True-Love. However, there were other
accounts of young men avoiding sex when they had an opportunity in situations other
than True-Love. One such account was that of Sunit, who moved away from the
dominant discourse of men having to satisfy their sexual desires when he explained why
he did not want to have sex whenever he got opportunities;
Even though I intend to have sex with Time-Pass girls or I am in bed with them,
condom in my pocket, I do not even touch them or relief myself. It is hard to explain,
but I have walked out many times when my friends go for girls. I have acted drunk
to walk out from it. They think I have too much self control rather than becoming
expert. It is not always about pleasure, I sometimes worry too if I am doing it in the
right way or may be getting sick mentally because I always have sex in my head and
body but can’t do as my friends. (Sunit, male/19 years)
Sunit’s words reflect that not all sexual desires have to be satisfied or all men are ‘ever
ready’ for sex and he would, despite opportunity, intentionally abstain from sex. The
argument is that even sexually active men try to control their feelings of ‘sex in the head
and body’. This raises a different perspective on young men’s understanding of sex that
is more related to the internal negotiation of conflicting emotions such as discomfort,
fear, shame, and confusion. Since all sexually active men mentioned a deliberate choice
for sex, there were no narratives of sexual activity coming as a total surprise or as a
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spontaneous romantic moment. Young men demonstrate their agency and virility by
creating opportunities or manipulating circumstances for sexual activity as much as they
show them in self-control.
The extent of men’s willingness to control their sexual desire is also spoken of in a
manner whereby young men receive ‘mixed messages’ or ‘confusing signals’ about sex
from women. ‘Mixed messages’ and ‘confusing signals’ are terms young men use to
describe women initiating or suggesting sexual interest, causing young men to feel
pressured that they have to pursue them or show their self-control. What is a mixed
message for men in the behaviour of women? Saroj provides an example:
She was openly talking about sex in phone but when we met she would not let me
kiss and told me that I am shameless boka and I am not even modern enough to
understand interest in sex is for knowledge only. Why would she lead me into talking
about how will I do it with her if she is not interested in a Time-Pass? Why she is
enjoying and having an extra laugh? Why give confusing signals? I had to show her
that I have self control and I am not what she thinks, so did not even touch her or
talk about sex with her after that. (Saroj, male/19 years)
The mixed message or confusing signal in this example regards to an open sexual
conversation; however, women’s participation in subtle gestures or less sexually explicit
conversation can also be regarded as ‘mixed messages’ by young men and interpreted as
‘confusing signals’. There were several examples mentioned by young men during
interviews and informal conversations. For example, when men are sitting in the chiyapasal in a group and a woman comes and initiates conversation with an ‘extra laugh or
body movements’, young men interpret her as trying to be ‘too open and modern’,
hence sexual opportunity can be explored. Another example is if a woman approaches a
man for obvious or predictable things, for instance, questions like ‘Is tomorrow a Nepal
Bandh?’, ‘When do we work together on science project?’, or asks for ‘help’ for things
that she could manage herself, the mixed message here would be that the woman is
flirting or providing the opportunity for the man to initiate flirting. The last example:
between the friendship of a man and a woman, if a woman shows ‘too much’ interest in
his sexual history or his past Time-Pass relationships, her conversation is interpreted to
have a ‘confusing signal’ or ‘mixed message’ as it provides the context for him to
enquire about the woman’s own sexual interest or history.
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The ‘mixed message’ or ‘confusing signal’ is also understood in the way that women
dress provocatively, as one of the young man commented in the focus group: ‘If they
are not interested, why confuse men by flirting and looking hot in their short school uniform? If
they are not into Time-Pass, why they give confusing signal?’ Any situations not necessarily
relating to sex where women take initiatives to approach men first can confuse men and
put them in a difficult position to read the actual message. The common point in these
examples is that, even though women may approach men first, although uncertain it
provides the context for young men to take such opportunities to initiate or court girls
for Time-Pass relationships. What is important to note here is that when women
approach men, it can be interpreted and labelled by men as women being appropriate to
Time-Pass or for sexual purposes.
Since sexually active women are entirely absent in this study, it is difficult to represent
the women’s perspective on ‘mixed messages’ or ‘confusing signals’ here, but it was
clearly indicated from the study group that once women notice a man’s sexual
intentions, they prefer to stay away. In this vein, a young woman commented:
When they start to take out meanings in simple things like when I say ‘Let’s go’ to my
friends, then boys will overhear me and make comments like ‘let me come with
you, I make you happy’ or ‘Try me day and or night, I am ready anytime
anywhere’. Double meanings like that are clear in what they want. I prefer to stay
away from such boys; decent guys will not tease girls that way. (Binita, female/18
years)
Young men and women are constantly judging and making meanings of the ambiguous
messages or gestures in negotiating relationships and sexual proposals as well as
conforming to the rhetoric of the Time-Pass label.
It is noticeable that the impact of these ‘mixed messages’ and ‘confusing signals’ on
men varies from self-control to proving their virility or becoming violent. In case of
Saroj, after being judged by a girl while trying to be physically intimate, he wanted to
prove her wrong by controlling his desires. In other instances, Vishal said: ‘She was just
teasing me with that kind of talk from long time, but did not agree to come with me and
thought about me rather negatively. So next day I show another girl what I am capable of’.
Neel, on the other hand, had used force to satisfy himself with a woman who invited
him to her place.
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The refusal of a sexual proposition can challenge men’s supposed qualities and cause
them to react either by proving their virility or by increasing self-control. Men feel
pressured to react to the ‘mixed messages’ and ‘confusing signals’; while women’s
negative judgement of their behaviour, especially the overt expression of sexual desires,
increases their insecurities and fears in the interpretation of and reactions to these
‘mixed messages’. For instance, Sunit was uncomfortable and insecure about his own
sexuality, doubted his behaviour and feared consequences when compared with his
friends, while Saroj questioned whether he was modern enough despite his history of
sexual experience. Fear and doubts regarding their virility were probably the reasons for
young men like Saroj to desire women in socially lower positions and Neel’s ‘innocent
little boy’ act for sexually experienced woman.
In the above examples of ‘mixed messages’ and ‘confusing signals’, young men have
interpreted women as sexual objects while they are often facing rejection and failure. It
is women’s willingness or refusal that controls men’s sexual encounters in romantic
relationships, hence paid sex is seen as less complicated and therefore preferable by
some young men. If men’s sexuality is viewed in terms of a women’s ‘mixed messages’
or ‘confusing signals’ and need for sexual control, then it also aligns with the social
norms in which men are encouraged to control their sexual desires. The point to note
here is that ‘mixed messages’ or ‘confusing signals’ are the discursive space where
men’s sexuality and their sense of masculinity are circulated and they are not always in
control to make sense of their sexuality. The avoidance of their accountability in ‘mixed
messages’ or ‘confusing signals’ and women’s refusal of their sexual propositions
reflect that sexual experience for men is not only a straightforward action of pleasure
but also involves a long process of pursuit, negotiation and conflicting emotions.
In the narratives of sexual experiences, sexually active men have repeatedly expressed
their conflicting emotions relating to sex. For instance, Gopal, who could not face the
girl with whom he had his first sexual encounter, regretted it and felt ashamed, spending
months agonising about possible consequences. Saroj was in emotional conflict before
making a decision about sex, while Sunit worried about his sexuality when women took
the initiative to approach them, indicating men’s fear and moral conflict about sex.
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The feelings of discomfort, insecurities and fear repeatedly bring men’s desire for
socially conforming stances such as status and reputation into conflict with their
decision to have sex. Their fear lies in the negative judgement of their social or modern
image as well as of their sexual lives. For instance, men like Saroj struggle to make
sense of their sexual desires in the light of parental values, men like Gopal are
concerned about the negative consequences like diseases, pregnancy and blackmail.
While Sunit wonders about the healthiness of his sexual desires, Ravi wants to remain a
‘good guy’ among his friends by both resisting and having sex. These kinds of internal
struggles that men go through provide strong attachment with the social norms, where
they are encouraged to do the right thing. When discussing everyday lives in chapter 4, I
have already highlighted that they live by such norms. Men are expected to be ‘good’
which requires one to aim for a better life, achieve academic excellence, develop a
career, avoid drugs and violence and abstain from sexual activity. Such expectation is a
restriction to the extent that young men can indulge in romantic relationships and sex.
In previous chapters it was clear that young people consider romantic relationships and
sex as a distraction from achieving better grades in school, with consequences in terms
of job, career and marriage. Additionally, young people are criticised for any negative
social image related to the notion of ‘doing the right thing’, such as hanging out in
chiya-pasal, drug use, violence and premarital sex. However, to maintain a modern
image, young men can openly talk about sex and relationships, thereby constructing
both a good and modern image, but men should not ‘cross the limit’ or ‘lose the track’
by indulging in destructive things, and certainly not at the expense of their educational
academic disposition and familial honour. This implies that controlling their sexuality is
related more to other aspects of life than only to the notions of virginity and abstinence.
Hence, young men are required to find a balance between their immediate sexual desires
and the ‘right track’ for a better future rather than concerns with maintaining their
premarital virginity or general abstinence.

Sex: a decision
For young people, the notion of sexual interest, although unclear and ambiguous, is a
thought process built on common expectations. Young women prefer to use ambiguous
notions of love, care and bonding to express their interest in sex, while young men
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mostly provide impersonal accounts of sexual pleasure without responsibility.
Regardless of their involvement, young men, while keeping their committed
relationships distant from sex, expect that only a selected group of women will show
interest in and agree to sex. Interest in sex implies an open mind as a part of the concept
of being modern, although this does not apply in True-Love relationships, where having
sexual desire reduces respect for each other. Self-control is central to the late modernity
(Giddens, 1990). This means having skills and qualities that are necessary to succeed in
the demanding society. Young people’s circumstances and identities are not static but
can be worked on to better the self and produce changes in Giddens’ word ‘we are, not
what we are, but what we make of ourselves’ (1990:68). The injunction of selfproduced life interest and control strategy was widely accepted by participants in this
research.
When the meaning of interest in sex reflects the normal desires and pleasure for men,
which can justify an impulsive decision to visit sex workers and the gradation of
relationships as Time-Pass, sex becomes a legitimate action in a more convincing and
useful way, even if it means manipulating a relationship to satisfy sexual needs. This
gradation allows men to avoid responsibility for their sexual interest and, in turn, gives
continuity to a stereotyped nature of sexual activity where most young women fear
being used for sexual purposes and neglect the pleasure or desire side. The term
‘interest’ in sex provides a framework to help explain the small proportion of young
men with many sexual partners, while the majority struggle to find ways to justify their
curiosity in sex and their relationships, both to themselves and others. When sex
occupies ‘head and body’, sexually active men in this study struggled constantly to
negotiate their modern image with sexual activity and restrained desires for their
positive image. In such instances, they have to find a balance between their biological
and automatic need for sex and controlled desires by giving importance to other aspects
of their lives.
Young people’s sexual experiences and the way they talk about sex and women also
resonates with my observations and experiences of working in the field for many years.
The experiences of sexually active men in this study who have had actual sex can be the
experiences of other sexually active men and contribute to the discourse of sex
circulating among men in Kathmandu. Other young men who have not had sex, just like
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young women, also think and talk about sex without any experience. Hence, I make the
statement that a simplistic view of men’s sexuality does not always incorporate men’s
multiple ways of understanding and negotiating their sexual desires.
I can observe the common discourse pertaining to two norms. First, young men feel the
need to demonstrate their modern image by appearing knowledgeable and open-minded,
and for some this extends to actual involvement in sexual activity, which is not always
free of emotions. Second, they also have to maintain a socially approved image of a
good person by showing self-control over sexual impulses. When men act on their
sexual desires, they struggle with the judgements and labels and, if they practise selfcontrol, which may not be their natural choice, it goes against the ideas of freedom and
modernity.
It has been my observation that young men best negotiate these contesting and opposing
norms about sex by labelling women and relationships. With their True-Love girlfriend,
their restrictive sexuality implies their power to control desires and assures commitment
and responsibility for the future, but the risk of diseases like HIV or STDs does not
feature with equal importance. With Time-Pass girlfriends or sex workers, young men
can have opportunities to act on their virility and get satisfaction. With this gradation of
women, young men divert or redirect the pressure surrounding the contradictory norms
of sexuality. The gradation of women is not as clear-cut as men would like it to be, thus
feelings of fear and insecurities also make up part of a man’s sexuality, as their image
and behaviour are open to women’s criticism. Although men’s heedful determination to
become sexually experienced is strategically planned, they are not entirely in control of
their sexual desires, sexual encounters or the women they approach.
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CHAPTER 8: Discussion and conclusion
The central aim of this thesis is to examine the values, thoughts and behaviours that
structure young people’s understanding of their romantic relationships and sexual
practices in everyday life in Nepal. To assess this, 72 high school students were
recruited as a sample of young Nepali people. In this concluding chapter, following a
brief overview of the thesis, I review the results chapters and the key findings and
arguments made therein. I then discuss the implications of this research.
Using a qualitative approach, I have described important aspects of the social life,
relationships and sexual lives of young Nepali people. I drew on individual interviews
and focus groups of young people aged 16–20 years in both government and private
high schools in Kathmandu. Additionally, some observational data were recorded in
field notes during 2008 and 2009.
In reflecting on these data, it has been impossible to ignore my own experiences as a
girl growing up in Nepal and as a woman working with young people, particularly in
programs related to HIV/AIDS. As a girl, I too struggled with similar conflicts as does
the current youth of Nepal, but at a time when modern trends were not evolving quite so
quickly. Hence, a constant reflection is made throughout the thesis, weaving in my own
experiences and my professional reflections to provide a critical commentary on Nepali
culture.
It is important to consider that this study was conducted in Kathmandu during a time of
escalating violence and social unrest. The Nepali civil war ran for ten years (1996–
2006) but civil unrest continued until the King abdicated resulting into heighten conflict
between 2006 and 2008. During this time, negotiating roadblocks, checkpoints, soldiers
and police security became a way of life in Kathmandu. Subsequently, it became more
difficult to access basic supplies such as electricity, petrol, food and water. Such a
period of social unrest and escalating violence presumably has had an impact on young
people’s everyday lives, as well as their approach to recreational and entertainment
activities.
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Particularly apparent in the setting of such social conflict was the growth of the sex
industry. As mentioned in chapter 3, when I left Nepal in 2007 Dance-bars, CabinRestaurants and Massage-Parlours were barely visible. When I made my first visit to
collect data in 2008 however, such venues had greatly increased in popularity and were
operating under minimal restrictions. By the time of my second visit in 2009, the Maoist
government had taken control and imposed tighter restrictions on the way such venues
operated. It is therefore possible that my data is skewed by having been collected over
two different time points, during which such considerable social change took place.
However, an analytical comparison of young people’s attitudes across the two time
points was beyond the scope of this study. It should also be kept in mind that of all the
young people included in my study, across both time points, only a few men accessed
the sex industry.
It is also of interest that so few young women in the study had engaged in sexual
activity, only 2 out of 20. On the one hand, this could provide an accurate reflection of
young women’s approach to sex in Nepal. On the other hand, it should be considered
that in a conservative culture where discussing sex is taboo, there may have been a
selection bias towards young women who had not engaged in sexual activity because
young women who had engaged in sexual activity were reluctant to participate. The
recruitment of participants in my study was done on the basis of definitional, conceptual
and logical considerations (LeCompte & Schensul, 2010) and while it is not possible to
conclude that the sample is reflective of all young people in Nepal, my findings do
reflect the rich accounts of everyday actions and experiences of many young Nepali
people, for whom sexuality takes a prominent place.
The findings presented in the thesis suggest that the youth of Nepal are heterogeneous
and for the most part, manage the tensions and conflicts between traditional values and
modern pressures very well. They are mature and thoughtful, adopting a sophisticated
and resourceful approach to many social issues. Young people in Nepal are thinking
about sex, talking about sex and gathering information about sex from many sources
including internet sites, chat rooms, pornography, pop music and peer group discussion.
The Nepali tradition of silence on sex is being overcome, not gradually but, over a
relatively brief period of time. There does, of course, remain some secrecy but on the
whole, sex is discussed more openly and frequently than it was only a few years ago.
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Such findings have implications for public health education in Nepal, and these shall be
discussed shortly.
This thesis was not written with the intent of identifying or defining high-risk groups
and their behaviour; nor was it written with the intent of assessing public health
interventions that are currently being implemented in Nepal to reduce the spread of HIV
infection among young Nepali people. However, what this study has revealed about the
values, behaviours and sexual practices of young people in Nepal may well have
implications for public health education in Nepal, including the policies applied to HIVprevention. Before moving on to the implications of this research however, I will
summarise the key findings of the study.

Key findings
In summary, the findings presented here reveal four themes that are of particular
interest:
1) The young people involved in this study are generally managing their social lives
well, adopting a sophisticated, thoughtful approach to negotiating the tension between
traditional values and modern norms. Furthermore, they are confident in their approach
to these conflicts and in their social conduct.
2) The young people involved in this study are inventive in the ways in which they view
relationships, categorising relationships on the basis of their feelings and sexual
intentions.
3) Although still reluctant to discuss matters of sex with their parents, the young people
involved in this study, do openly discuss sex with peers and freely access information
about it from many sources, including the internet, media and peer group discussions.
4) Although sex is now discussed more openly than it was in the past, the majority of
young Nepali people involved in this study are quite prepared to delay sexual activity
until they have determined that they are ready
5) Though boys are perhaps more open and willing to discuss matters of sex, the key
findings applied to both boys and girls involved in this study.
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Discussion of key findings
A sophisticated approach to social life
The findings of the current study have demonstrated that young Nepali people
demonstrate a capacity to judge and rationalise decisions; negotiate and reinvent their
own norms; and orient themselves to those values that anchor their wants and dreams.
Young people make an effort to build better lives, develop themselves, engage in global
culture, support their families and try to adapt new ways to live, and thereby have a
significant degree of control over their lives and decisions. They have realistic
understandings of their own situation.
Family values provide a framework for young Nepali people to have a sense of duty
and responsibility and they follow them almost naturally and unconsciously to be good
children. This is similar to the values of Hinduism, which advocates the notions of
dharma and karma as a philosophy of everyday life. As discussed in chapter 2, young
people’s focus on their education almost resembles the Brahmacharya (celibate student)
phase in the teaching of varnashrama dharma that provides the common scheme of life
for people in four stages (asramas). By aspiring to a better future and married life,
young people are preparing for the second phase, Grihastha (householder) (Sharma,
2008; Werner, 1997).
Young Nepali people live in a culture where terms such as sojho and badmass exist,
terms that serve to put people into categories of good and bad, honourable and
dishonourable. Whereas in another culture, a young person becoming drunk in public or
engaging in casual sex may be summarily dismissed by others as ‘a young person doing
what young people do’, in Nepali culture such behaviours are likely to earn
unfavourable labels and, hence, for many young Nepali people these are behaviours to
be avoided, even if that is in conflict with the idea of being modern.
The struggle for young people is particularly apparent when they are subjected to
judgements such as sojho and badmass, and sexual labels such as boka and bhalu, and
all the while are expected to meet a potential partner for marriage, develop a good
career and protect family honour. This study has shown that young Nepali people are
resilient in the face of such struggle. As indicated by Liechty (2003), young people in
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Kathmandu are at the ‘vanguard’ of modernism and global consumerism and, thereby,
are a framework for the modern way of life. The modern way of life commonly
includes: learning English, going overseas, adhering to the latest trends and fashion, and
accessing pornography and sex industries more readily than was previously available.
This modern way of life also extends to their approach to romantic relationships and
negotiating the problems of sex. By adopting modern values, young Nepali people are
developing their sense of self. Since Kathmandu is going through social change, young
people are adjusting both traditional and modern values, by applying each on the basis
of the specific social context. For instance, in matters of education and aspirations, they
apply traditional values, and in terms of relationships and sex they are adopting more
modern values. They negotiate this without having to sacrifice their family values.
To understand these young people’s behaviour, it is important to understand the whole
range of their practices, their justifications and negotiations. Several points of young
people’s negotiation have been identified in this thesis. First, young people have to
balance the social demand to be good and moral with the desire to develop relationships
and explore their sexuality. The better they are able to negotiate these demands, the
better they will be able to make healthy choices related to relationships and sex. Second,
young people are assertive in upholding their own values, not just those held by society.
In doing so, they aim to ‘do the right thing’ and to avoid unnecessary risks, while also
not wishing to neglect their own desires. Third, the struggles young people face are
occurring in the context of rapid social change, in which social and recreational options
have become many and varied. Thus, young people must negotiate this social change,
utilising those aspects of it that are positive while avoiding those aspects that are
harmful, such as drugs. An understanding of the negotiations that young Nepali people
deal with helps to understand young people’s approach to romantic relationships and
sexual behaviour.

Inventive assessment of relationships
In exploring young people’s romantic relationships, I have demonstrated that young
people define their own rules for their relationships. Consistent with several
international researchers’ work, young Nepali people categorise their romantic and
sexual relationships basically on the premise either of love and emotion or sex
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(Abraham, 2002; Allen, 2004; Faulkner, 2003; Powell, 2005). In each type of gradation
of romantic relationships, that is True-Love or Time-Pass, young people are constantly
working on the problem of sex, what to do with it, how to understand it, thinking and
evaluating consequences, their feelings about it, how to make decisions in relation to
expectations of parents and friends, how to make use of or resist the opportunities and
how to access sex. They are working on such issues while at the same time
incorporating more modern tensions such as the concept of ‘dating’.
Dating is something new, a modern cultivated desire, a borrowed concept from foreign
cultures, a popular act young people follow or aspire to explore in premarital
relationships (Regmi, van Teijlingen, et al., 2010b). Although popular, the concern is to
ensure that it not be seen as deviant, for it not to be badmass. The practice of dating
does not always involve the search for a marriage partner or end in sex. Rather, it is a
process of developing a modern sense of self, a participation in global trends of
romance, as well as exploring emotions and getting to socialise with the opposite sex in
nonsexual and socially acceptable ways. Dating is also representative of a consumption
of commodities, often idealised through the images in Korean and Hindi movies. Dating
has not yet become part of a easy money transaction in Nepal, as in other cultures
(Luke, 2003; Salazar et al., 2005); rather, it is part of acquiring a modern character.
While some young people bend the rules of dating to seek sexual opportunities, dating
also contributes to produce the discourse of the grading of relationships.
In terms of thinking and talking about sex, I have found that young people have graded
relationships to allow themselves multiple premarital dating, but sexual activities are
removed from immediate romantic relationships in most cases and they are not rushing
into risky sexual activity. For a very small number of young men who actually have sex,
they are sexually experienced with sex workers or married women, not with Time-Pass
or True-Love partners. This finding sits in contrast to the popularised media and popular
culture projection of young people’s sexuality as ‘rampant, uncontrollable and
ultimately sexually driven’, as many young people took their romantic relationships and
sexual encounters very seriously in this study (Campbell & Aggleton, 2000; Rivers &
Aggelton, 1999; Warwick & Aggelton, 1990).
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Also noteworthy is that when a romantic relationship is taken as Time-Pass, then young
men may feel more pressured to explore sex as the expected role of Time-Pass, while
True-Love is easier for young women to assertively negotiate and end the relationship
when sexual interest is involved. When young people talk about sexual interest, they use
collective expressions such as ‘we’, ‘us’ or ‘people of our generation’ in order to
identify with others who hold similar values and interests and in order to legitimise,
normalise and share their own views on romantic relationships and sex. In Nepali
culture, many collective pronouns are used, including hierarchical and honorific
pronouns, as well as indirect speech. By using collective pronouns to express their
views, young people reduce the risk of developing a negative image in society when
sharing potentially controversial views on romantic relationships and sexuality. Shared
knowledge is also framed by reference to global youth cultures accessed through media
particularly available in English language, making romantic relationships a product of
globalisation and fashionable modern trends. Such appealing aspects of modernity are
part of ‘self-peripheralization’ for many young people (Liechty, 2003, 2010).

Open discussion of sex
The value of this thesis lies in the fact that it tells a different story of young Nepali
people’s shifting meanings of romantic relationship and sex. Young people discuss sex
within the frame of relationships not as a taboo topic; rather, sex has become more
‘meaningful, sought-after and even legitimate’ (Dowsett & Aggleton, 1999:48) in the
changing context of Kathmandu. Through the young people’s stories, I have
demonstrated that being modern is more about belonging to youth culture, rather than
participating in risky behaviours. Although constantly dealing with the tension of sex,
this is not leading to risky behaviours, partly because the grading of relationships leads
to the postponement of sex, because sex is serious and sex leads to marriage and
marriage is highly desired. Even though Time-Pass grading of relationships does not
have the same level of commitment, it still does not necessarily lead to instant
embracing of risk-taking sexual activity.
Young people have demonstrated a shift from restrictive norms to avoid romance and
sex in the past to an acceptable openness in the way they think about or engage in
romantic relationships. They also acknowledge that sex is an important part of healthy
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relationships, while they should respect their bodies. For instance, young women are
becoming more accepting of and involved in romantic relationships. This indicates a
shift in traditional gender norms, while talking about the refusal and rejection of sexual
activity has become the way for young women to talk openly about sex. The meaning of
sex is still laced with the meaning of relationships for a majority of young people and
talking about sex by grading the relationship is an acceptable form by which young
women can express their views or curiosity about sex. This study reinforces the findings
of Pigg that, in Nepal, sex is spoken about in a manner where ‘body parts, not persons;
sexual acts but not sexual relationships’ become the subset of romantic relationships
and ways of being sexual (2001:519). The rejection and refusal of sexual activities,
however, imply the missing discourse of pleasure and desire among young women,
which is consistent with the findings from other research (Fine, 1988; Fine &
McClelland, 2006); while keeping marriage as an expected future, they redefine rules of
love and sex in fluid contexts.

Postponing sexual activity
Young people’s idealisation of and distancing from sexual activities, and the importance
of marriage, might explain young people’s low rate of risky behaviour in this study.
While postponing premarital sex resembles abstinence practices, young people’s hybrid
value system has been developed in the context of being open-minded and the catalyst
was the discourse of ‘being modern’ spurred by the bikas ideology that highly
appreciates the Western world (Shrestha, 1997). While young people are endlessly
negotiating in their minds about their parental expectations and values, sometimes in
real life situations or interactions and debates there is no real pressure for young Nepali
people to behave in a particular way. In Nepali culture, virginity and sexual abstinence
prior to marriage are constant considerations for most young people, yet no such
imposition is set within religious teachings or beliefs despite Hinduism placing a value
on virginity (Kondos, 2004). That these issues are at the forefront of most young
people’s thinking amounts more to moral suasion than to cultural coercion.
While many may consider Nepal a conservative society, it should not be considered
such on the basis of young people’s attitudes towards maintaining their virginity. This
study has shown that young people place a greater emphasis on being modern and on
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maintaining feelings of self-respect than on maintaining their virginity. On a more
pragmatic level, by drawing on modernity as an idea of freedom and rights, young
people demonstrate their power to assert their own needs and desires. They also
negotiate, adjust and accept the changing norms of romantic relationship and sex that
appear to position them as free, and situate their value as dependent on their ability to
remain and act modern. It is crucial to note that central changes in young people’s
behaviour are shifting in the collective construction of a norm of premarital sex and
romantic relationships, while a girl’s virginity retains no direct value, and yet most
young people are still not sexually active and are willing to postpone sex until marriage
or at least until they have clearly determined that they are ready to have sexual
intercourse and deal with the consequences.
As in most cultures, matters of sex are pervasive and all encompassing for Nepali young
people and they do not necessarily consider sex in terms of health or risk taking
behaviour. At the same time, they do not see sex as culturally taboo but rather are
choosing to delay sex until they are sure of what they want. Their struggle is a positive
one, dealt with in a positive manner in order to avoid making decisions that are not
impulsive and rushed. Hence, young people have their own sexual culture and it is
essential that this is legitimised and addressed by parties working with young people on
matters of sexual health.

Implications of this research
The findings described in this thesis regarding young Nepali people have broad
implications for public health policy, disease prevention and scholastic education. The
findings have revealed that young people in Nepal are embracing modern culture and
Western styles but at the same time they also feel a strong sense of obligation to
traditional values and to family. The majority do not wish to act in a way that would
dishonour either themselves or their family.
Young people appear to be negotiating traditional values and modern desires in a
mature and resourceful way. They take responsibility for the way in which they conduct
their lives and feel accountable for the actions they take. They are engaged in their own
lives and interested in leading a healthy life that is honourable.
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Such findings should be taken into account when considering public health education
and school curriculum aimed at sex education and disease prevention. Policymakers and
curriculum setters ought to be aware that the majority of young people in Nepal appear
to adopt a mature and sophisticated approach to their social lives and their wellbeing.

Implications for public health policy and HIV prevention in Nepal
As I journeyed through this PhD, I frequently revisited the research questions that were
stated in pages 4-5 of this thesis. Throughout the course of the PhD, it became apparent
that my data raised a further research question regarding public health policy and HIV
prevention in Nepal, the question being:
How appropriate are current HIV/AIDS prevention programs in the setting of
young Nepali culture, given young Nepali people’s knowledge and
understanding of romantic relationships, sexuality and sexual practices?
While the scope of the current research does not answer this question, the findings do
raise the suggestion that there is a disconnect between current HIV/AIDS prevention
programs and the practical reality of young Nepali people’s culture and attitude towards
relationships and sex. In other words, current HIV/AIDS prevention programs tend to
approach young people as an homogenous ‘at-risk’ group and tend to approach HIV
education to young people on a medical / scientific basis. The findings of this research
suggest that it may be more appropriate for HIV/AIDS prevention programs to consider
the heterogeneity of young Nepali people, to consider that as a group they are not
necessarily ‘at-risk’ and to consider that they tend to have a sophisticated, resourceful
approach to understanding romantic relationships and sexual practices. Therefore, rather
than approaching education purely from a medical/scientific perspective, we may me
more likely to get the HIV prevention message across by providing HIV education from
a social/cultural perspective and how it effects romantic relationships and sexual
practices.
HIV/AIDS is a global epidemic but its spread varies across different countries and
within different population groups. The findings of the current research suggest that,
when designing public health policy in Nepal, it is necessary to understand the values,
behaviours and approaches to sexual relationships of young Nepali people in a changing
modern context. It is necessary to reconsider commonly held assumptions that young
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Nepali people simply come from a traditional society and are sexually conservative. It is
also necessary to consider that the classification of young people as ‘at risk’ may be too
generalised and simplistic to be of any merit, when such a classification is only based
on age and fails to take into consideration the reality of modern lifestyles that young
people are successfully adopting.
Positioning young Nepali people as at risk of HIV may simplify the approach to
HIV/AIDS-prevention work, but the current research has shown that such a broad-based
label may not be entirely appropriate. In the current study, a closer look at young
people’s behaviour has indicated that their everyday lives are not mired in detail and
confusion about sexual conservatism but coexist with their resilience and decision
making. The young people interviewed during this research commonly presented as
engaging in low-risk behaviours and hence the question must be asked about whether
broad-based HIV-prevention interventions will be effective when they are aimed at
groups no more specifically categorised than ‘young people’. As Dowsett and his
colleges have argued more than a decade ago:
There really is no one population called ‘young people’ and no one strategy to
be developed to provide for them. Naïve understanding or any
oversimplification of the complexities underlying terms such as ‘vulnerability’
or ‘at-risk’ can easily lead these to become catch-all clichés that distort rather
than assist our understanding of the situations in which young people find
themselves in relation to sexual health (Dowsett & Aggleton, 1999:48)
Hence young people’s risk is not necessarily best assessed by assigning them to
categorical divisions but by their resilience in regards to the conflicting demands of
their social lives. It is easy to associate youth with high-risk behaviours such as unsafe
sex and needle-sharing, but the current research suggests that, broadly speaking, most
young Nepali people do not engage in such practices. One needs not only to assess risktaking behaviours but also the process of daily interactions and the social forces that are
at play, an argument that is supported by several studies that emphasise the importance
of social context and culture in HIV-prevention (Aggleton et al., 1994; Aggleton &
Rivers, 1999; Eyre et al., 2001).
The current research did not involve an analysis of HIV policy documents or of HIVprevention programs, but it must be considered that current HIV/AIDS-prevention
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programs may not take sufficient account of the existing social context within Nepal.
Indeed, the stereotypical image of Nepal is of a nation that is ‘poor’, ‘backward’ and
‘sexually conservative’ (Pigg & Pike, 2004). Such views fail to take into account the
strong traditional family structures that predispose many people towards marriage and
monogamy, nor do they take into account young people’s modern approach towards
sexuality.
Recent surveys have indicated that premarital sex is increasing among young people and
there is undoubtedly concern that young people living in a poor country, especially
women, are at risk of sexual exploitation (Adhikari, 2010; Adhikari & Tamang, 2009;
New era, 2006; UNICEF & UNAIDS, 2001). However, even if this is the case, the
current research has illustrated that young people are abstaining from premarital sex and
young people’s understanding of sex is embedded in the construction of romantic
relationships that emphasise love and emotions. Young people tend to articulate their
pleasure and desire more in emotional than physical terms. In particular, young women
do not appear to be compromising or submitting to men’s pressure for sexual pleasure;
rather, they are refusing and are prepared to delay sexual initiation until they have
determined what they want. Furthermore, in contrast to many international studies
where men’s promiscuity is judged positively (Allen, 2003, 2004; Connell, 1987;
Crawford & Popp, 2003; Jackson & Cram, 2003), the findings of the current study
suggest that, for young men in Nepal, promiscuity is seen as a negative slur against their
reputation and character and also seen as being disrespectful towards women. In the
light of this finding and the fact that HIV prevalence is higher for men than for women
in Nepal (MoHP, 2012), it may be of greater interest to reconceptualise young men’s
sexuality and their sense of masculinity than to work with a simplistic assumption of
their uncontrollable sexual desires or the vulnerability of young women.

Implications for scholastic health education curriculum
School provides a crucial context for young people to interact and socialise; it is a space
where gender norms and identities are formed (Fine & McClelland, 2006; Rothchild,
2006; Smith, 2007), discourse of disease and fears are developed (Njue et al., 2009) and
power relations are reinforced (Holland et al., 2004). Even in Western countries, the
content of sex education has never ceased to be a controversy in public debate (Harrison
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& Hillier, 1999), and curricula that are implemented do not necessarily incorporate the
views of young people or reflect their reality (Rose, 2005; Weaver et al., 2005).
In Nepal, biological facts about HIV are incorporated into the syllabus under the
curriculum of ‘health, population and environment’. Life skills-based components were
introduced to this curriculum in 2007 but these have been deemed to be neither
‘comprehensive, updated or skills-based’(UNESCO & MoE, 2009:3). The curriculum
lacks content on same-sex

relationships; sex workers; transgender people;

discrimination and stigma; sexual harassment and sexual consent; and pleasure and
desire (UNESCO & MoE, 2009).
While the content of school curricula was not analysed in this study, the findings
provide a basis on which revisions to the curriculum may be formed. The findings
indicate that young people are engaged in their own lives, interested in leading a healthy
life that is honourable and prepared to take responsibility for the manner in which they
conduct their lives. As such, it may be appropriate to considerably broaden school
curricula pertaining to health and sex education, to broaden education beyond the
biological facts of HIV, to incorporate discussion with young people, discussion driven
by them, regarding their perspectives on and approaches to life, and to allow them to
reflect on how such social behaviours, both individually and as a society, can affect HIV
spread. These are the types of changes that will reflect the broader reality of sex and
relationships in Nepali society and may make the curriculum more relevant and
engaging for young people and ultimately be of greater benefit.
Undoubtedly, the reality of Nepali culture is that it is changing, chaotic, ambiguous and
unpredictable. As such, understanding young people and their culture is no easy task,
nor is it easy to design and implement beneficial public health programs in a resource
poor setting. Ultimately though, if we wish to implement programs that will be of real
benefit, the culture of Nepali young people must be understood from inside.

Implications for future research
This study is about young people in Kathmandu. It has demonstrated that young people
have different takes on their romantic relationships and sex, which mean they are more
than just an at-risk group. It has shown that they have greater sense of agency and make
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responsible choices while negotiating multiple factors and values. Their behaviour is
not as alarming as HIV-prevention discourse may suggest. Spending time with young
people in the field was a privilege, as I got to share in their ways of being modern,
witnessed their negotiation of relationships and how they deal with the subtleties of
sexuality in everyday interactions. Nonetheless, young people are navigating ways of
being young and making the best of it as they go along. This study provides a
description of young people’s culture, resilience and sexual interests and has provided
valuable insights that may benefit HIV-prevention programs. It has somewhat
challenged mainstream research, which proposes an at-risk approach to young people’s
behaviour.
This thesis poses further empirical questions for young people and their HIV risks. I
will set out what I regard to be the four main ones: 1) the reconsideration of the
positioning of young people in HIV-prevention; 2) recognition of their legitimate sexual
interests and culture; 3) acknowledging their capacity to make responsible choices about
their romantic relationships and negotiating sex; 4) an analysis of change over time in
young people’s sexuality. I would argue that new doors could be opened in order to
bridge the gap between young people’s reality and the influencing factors, like modern
values, schooling and changing gender norms, consumer and commercial sexual culture
and family and social value orientations
Additionally, this study has shown that young people in Nepal are dynamic and
transforming and, in this context, it would be valuable to understand the romantic
relationships and sexual practices of young people involved in relationships other than
heterosexual ones. The inclusion of young people with different sexual orientations and
in settings other than schools would offer broader scope to understanding young
people’s everyday lives.
Finally, as indicated earlier in the conclusion, when I first collected data for this
research, Kathmandu was in a state of civil unrest. Generally, it may be expected that in
times of conflict a more reckless approach to sexual activity takes place. However, even
in the context of escalating conflict, young people in Nepal were thoughtfully
negotiating sex. It would be of interest in future research to assess whether, in a more
settled civil and political climate, young people’s approach towards sex differed.
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Concluding remarks
In conclusion, this study has revealed that young Nepali people are thoughtful and
resourceful in their approach towards relationships and sexuality. Whereas discussion of
sex was once considered taboo, young Nepali people have moved the discussion of
sexuality out of silence. At the very least they are discussing it with their peers, if not
their parents. Furthermore, they are not impulsive but instead are considered and wish to
avoid risk-taking behaviours. They have adopted an innovative approach to
relationships, grading them in order to define relationships without imposing unwanted
pressures.
Although faced with many conflicting values and pressures, young Nepali people are
negotiating such tensions in a mature and sophisticated manner. In particular, they are
successfully balancing the desire to adopt to modern lifestyles with the desire to uphold
traditional values. Furthermore, they place great emphasis on education and selfprogression.
Such a resourceful, sophisticated approach towards their wellbeing has important
implications for the sexual health of young Nepali people, as well as for school
curricula and HIV-prevention programs.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Screening questionnaire
1. How did you hear about this study?
a. Leaflet b. Friend (word of mouth) c. Others (specify)
2. How old are you? (In years)
3. What is your current relationship status?
a. Single b. Married c. Got a boyfriend/ girlfriend d. Others (specify)
4. Which ethnic group do you belong to?
a. (specify)
5. Who do you live with?
a. Extended Family b. Nuclear family c. Relatives d. On your own e. Others
(specify)
6. What is your family’s level of income?
a. less than Rs. 5,000 b. Rs. 5,000 - Rs. 10,000 c. Rs. 10,000 - Rs. 15,000
d. More than Rs. 15,000 e. Others (specify)
7. Where are you from originally?
a. Kathmandu b. Other ( specify)
8. Since how long you have been living in this city/town/village?
a. Less than a year b. 1–3 years c. 3–5 years d. More than 5 years
9. Which class you are studying in?
a. Grade 11 b. Grade 12
10. Which school/college you go to?
a. Government b. Private
11. Do you like to take part in an in-depth interview/focus group discussion about
Young people and social context where they behave the way they do and HIV
AIDS?
a. Yes (if, yes, please fill in the section below) b. No c. Unsure
(If you ticked ‘yes’ to question 12 above, you will be contacted to arrange an
interview/discussion). NOW, please fold this sheet and put it in the ‘research letter box’
provided at your centre
FILL IN THIS FORM ONLY IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN AN INTERVIEW
OR FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
Code number (for researcher use only)
Yes I would like to be involved in an interview at a later date
Name:
Address:
Phone no.
Email:
NOW, please fold this sheet and put it in the ‘research letter box’ provided at ……..
(Will find appropriate place in school and mention it)
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Appendix 2: Text for flyer

Young people wanted:
-

are you in 16-20 age groups?
are you currently studying in grade 11 or 12?
have you ever been or currently in a romantic relationships?

If you are, then you are invited to take part in the discussion on ‘understanding young
people’s romantic relationships and sexual practices in the social context of Kathmandu,
Nepal: implications for HIV prevention’.

We will be discussing about schools, family, friendships, romantic relationships, dating
etc.

This is a part of research by PhD researcher at La Trobe University in Melbourne,
Australia.

If you are interested in participating, please contact:

Deepa Dhital
Phone:
Email: ddhital@students.latrobe.edu.au
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Appendix 3: List of participants
Focus groups
Focus groups

Name

Age

Gender

Pre-test focus group with young men in
government and private school
Pre-test focus group with young
women in government school

16–20

Male

16–20

Female

Rama,
Sharda,
Nisha,
Focus group with young women in
Samma,
private school
Kirti,
Mamta,
Silu,
Tina
Veer,
Pratap,
Focus group with young men in
Laxman
government school
Shyam
Anish
Rupesh
Resham,
Keshab,
Focus group with young men in private Binod,
school
Pankaj,
Puran
Rajkumar
Roshani,
Anita,
Biva,
Focus group with young women in
Kusum,
government School
Sabina,
Laxmi,
Madhuri,
Anjana

16–20

Female

Male

16–20
Male

16–20

Female
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Interviews with young men
Name

Age

Tarun

18

Saroj

19

Taj

17

Raju

19

Vishal

19

Badri

19

Gopal

Ramesh

Prabin

Santosh

19

19

19

17

Bikram

18

Sandeep

18

Sunit

19

Hari

Kishor

Neel

Prakash

19

18

18

18

Ravi

18

Prem

17

Sabin

17

Migration
status
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
in Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
Born in
Kathmandu
in Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
in Kathmandu
since more
than 5 years
in Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
in Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
in Kathmandu
since more
than 5 years
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
in Kathmandu
since more
than 5 years
in Kathmandu
since more
than 5 years
in Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
in Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
in Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
in Kathmandu
since more
than 5 years

Relationship
Sexual
School
status
experience
Never in
Sexually
Government
relationship
inexperienced
Relationship in
Government Sexual relation
past
Relationship in
Sexually
Government
past
inexperienced

Caste
Mongolian
Newar
Newar

Relationship in
Government Kiss and hug
past

Aryan

Currently in
relationship

Government Sexual relation

Mongolian

Currently in
relationship

Government

Sexually
inexperienced

Madhesey

Relationship in
Government Sexual relation
past

Aryan

Currently in
relationship

Government Sexual relation

Aryan

Currently in
relationship

Government

Currently in
relationship

Government Kiss and hug

Relationship in
Private
past
Never in
Private
relationship

Sexually
inexperienced

Madhesey

Madhesey

Sexual relation

Newars

Sexually
inexperienced

Mongolian

Relationship in
Private
past

Sexual relation

Aryan

Never in
relationship

Private

Sexually
inexperienced

Aryan

Currently in
relationship

Private

Touched in
private parts

Madhesey

Currently in
relationship

Private

Sexual relation

Mongolian

Currently in
relationship

Private

Kiss and hug

Newar

Sexual relation

Aryan

Kiss and hug

Aryan

Sexually
inexperienced

Aryan

Currently in
Private
relationship
Relationship in
Private
Past
Currently in
relationship
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Private

Interview with young women
Name

Age

Maya

18

Rama

18

Binita

18

Sumita

20

Paro

20

Kajal

17

Pari

19

Goma

19

Kamala

Pemba

17

18

Dolma

20

Aka

18

Ruby

Trishna

18

18

Sonia

16

Jaya

19

Leela

17

Usha

18

Rita

Reshma

18

19

Migration
status
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
In Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
Born in
Kathmandu
In Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
Born in
Kathmandu
In Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
In Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
In Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
Born in
Kathmandu
In Kathmandu
since more than
5 years
In Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
In Kathmandu
since more than
5 years
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
Born in
Kathmandu
In Kathmandu
since less than
3 years
In Kathmandu
since more than
5 years
In Kathmandu
since more than
5 years

Relationship
Sexual
School
status
experience
Never in
Sexually
Government
relationship
inexperienced
Currently in
Sexually
Government
relationship
inexperienced
Currently in
Sexually
Government
relationship
inexperienced

Caste
Mongolian
Mongolian
Aryan

Never in
relationship

Government

Currently in
relationship

Government Kiss and hug

Newar

Currently in
relationship

Government Kiss and hug

Madhesey

Sexually
inexperienced

Aryan

Relationship in
Sexually
Government
Past
inexperienced

Newar

Relationship in
Sexually
Government
Past
inexperienced

Madhesey

Currently in
relationship

Aryan

Government

Sexually
inexperienced

Relationship in
Government Kiss and hug
Past

Mongolian

Currently in
relationship

Private

Sexual relation Mongolian

Currently in
relationship

Private

Kiss and hug

Mongolian

Never in
relationship

Private

Sexually
inexperienced

Newar

Currently in
relationship

Private

Kiss and hug

Aryan

Kiss and hug

Mongolian

Relationship in
Private
Past
Currently in
Private
relationship
Never in
Private
relationship

Sexual relation Aryan
Sexually
inexperienced

Aryan

Sexually
inexperienced

Mongolian

Relationship in
Private
Past

Kiss and hug

Newar

Never in
relationship

Sexually
inexperienced

Aryan

Never in
relationship

Private

Private
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Appendix 4: Letter of approval from Nepal health
research council
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Appendix 5: Letter of support from Ministry of
education and Sports
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Translation of letter from Ministry of education and sports

Nepal Government
Ministry of Education and Sports
Department of Education
Sanothimi, Bhaktapur

To whom it may concern:

Ms Deepa Dhital is currently doing her PhD from La Trobe University, Australia in
‘Young peoples’ socio-cultural context and sexual practice: contributions to HIV
prevention’. Please provide necessary support for her to conduct interviews and to
interact with grade 11 and 12 students from government and private schools.

Signature

11th May, 2008
Ananda Poudel
Section Chief
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Appendix 6: Focus group and in-depth interview
schedule
Focus group schedule
Social life
Topic focus
Family

Daily life

Friends and
Hanging out

School

Core questions
- Do most of the
young people live
with the family
here?

Prompts
- Whom do they live with if they do not have family in Kathmandu?
Guardian? Hostel?
- What are the reasons to migrate to Kathmandu for young people?
- How is life different for those who have come to Kathmandu to study?
Values? Rules? Freedom? Feeling different?
- What kind of adjustments they need to make?
- What they find very difficult/different in Kathmandu from where they
are from?
- Can anyone tell
- What do young people generally do every day?
me a bit about
- How it is different than what they do in weekends?
what young people - What are young people’s favourite leisure time activities? How often?
do in week days
Does anyone work?
and weekends?
- How is their life affected by current conflict situation in the country?
- Where do they get information about conflict in the country?
- Where and how
- Where do young people meet friends?
do young people
- What is the main concern while hanging out with friends?
spend time with
- How do young people spend their money? On what? How do young
friends and
people get money?
family?
- How is it different for those who are from Kathmandu and migrated to
Kathmandu?
- How concerned young people are about how they look or dress or
behave?
- What kind of media do young people use?
- What kinds of movies and music do young people like? How do they
get access? How often?
- Do young people pressure each other to do things they don’t want to or
want to do? Alcohol? Drugs? Sex? Places to hang out? Study?
- Where do they get alcohol/drugs from? Buying and selling drugs in
school?
- How different is - What do young people do in school apart from studying?
young people’s
- How do they behave differently in classroom and school compound
life in and outside especially with opposite sex?
school?
- What kind of school rules they like or dislike?
- How is school environment different in Kathmandu and villages/other
places?

Romantic relationships
Topic focus

Core questions

Prompts
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Romantic
partner

- How do young
people feel about
having romantic
relationships?

Dating

- Can anyone tell
me about what
young people
think about
dating?

Marriage

- What do young
people think about
marriage?

Intimacy

- Can anyone tell
me if young
people get
involved into any
kind of intimacy?

- Why young people want to be in a relationship? How is friendship
different than intimate relationship for young people?
- What is important in romantic relationship for young people? Love?
Emotions? Romance?
- At what age do young people generally get into romantic relationship?
- How the romantic relationship develops? Where and how did young
people meet? What do you generally do together?
- How any boys or girls should behave in relationship?
- Who should be taking a lead in relationships?
- What do young people want in a relationship?
- How parents and friends react to young people’s relationships? Does
anyone advice young people on issues of romantic relationships?
- Where do young people get the idea of dating?
- Where do they go for dating? What do they do in dating?
- How dating starts? How does it happen?
- What do they do to make their girlfriend/boyfriend do things that do not
want to do?
- How dating helps to keep the relationships going? How does it end?
Why it ends?
- Does family approve of dating?
- Do young people think marriage is important?
- When do they plan to get married?
- Do young people think they end up marrying their current
girlfriend/boyfriend?
- What are the family expectations about marriage?
- Physical? Emotional? Sexual?
- How important is sex for young people in a relationship?
- How important is virginity for young people?
- How do they begin to get physical? Do they talk about it? Is force
involved?

Sexual experiences
Topic focus
Learning
about sex

Core questions
- How and where
do young people
learn about sex?

Source of
information

- When young
people need
information on the
issues of
relationships or
sex, where do they
get it from?

Prompts
- What does sex mean to young people? Body changes? Menstruation?
Pregnancy? Contraception? Biology of reproduction/sex? Diseases?
- When do young people first know about sex? Who tells them?
- Do young people talk about sex openly?
- How parents inform or discussed about sex related matters to young
people?
- How would young people find it if their parents discuss about
sex/relationship with them?
- How was school helpful in providing information about sex or
relationships?
- What kind of topic they taught you in school? How sex or relationship
is discussed in the classroom? Free to ask questions? How do young
people find sex-related teaching methods in school? What is needed to
improve?
- What information do young people find useful or adequate?
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Personal
experience

- When do young
people start to
have sexual
feelings?
- Are young
people sexually
active?

No
experience

- What is stopping
young people for
not having sex?

- What kind of information do young people share among friends, with
opposite sex? Do they believe what their friends say? Shared like a joke
or seriously?
- What kind of media do young people use to search? Radio/magazines?
TV? Internet? Books? What source do young people trust most for
correct information?
- What kind of information do young people want? Diseases? HIV?
Risks? Love? Pleasure? Relationships?
- How do young people know about pornography? Where and how do
they get them? Who do they watch with, how often?
- If young people have questions or problems, are there any other people
that you can talk about sex openly? Who are they? Do they know any
services available?
- What makes young people feel sexual sensation or aroused?
- Do young people approach others or others approach them for sex?
- What kind of sexual experience young people have? Kiss? Sex? With
whom? When and where does it happen?
- At what age do young people start having sex? How old would be their
sexual partner?
- Why do young people want to have sex? What motives them? Pleasure?
Love? Desire? Pressure?
- Do young people use force/pressure to make another person have sex?
- How do young people select their partner to kiss or have sex with? Who
they can and can not have sex with?
- Do young people seek for advice to become sexually active? Who
guides them?
- Do young people give or receive gifts or money to have sex?
- How concerned are young people about their partner’s sexual history?
How much do they talk and use contraception? What kind? If no, why?
- Do they ever discuss diseases like STI and HIV?
- Do young people know any services they feel comfortable going in or
asking for information and help?
- How do young people deal with partners or relationships after sex? Will
they continue to have sex with the same partner? If no, who do they go
for subsequent sexual experiences?
- How does young people’s family react to their sexually active children?
What are the family expectations?
- Does anyone want to share any memorable stories they know of?
- If young people get opportunity, would they like to go for it? What
makes young people ready for sex or to withhold sex?
- How important it is to have or not have sex?
- When will be the right time for young people to have sex? With whom?
- Do young feel pressured to not have sex?
- How important is virginity for young people?

Resource and support networks
Topic focus
Resources

Core questions
- Can anyone tell

Prompts
- What kinds of problems do young people have? Financial? Emotional?
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me when young
people have
problems, who do
they generally get
help from?

Health? Study related? Relationship- related? Sex-related?
- When young people are in trouble, who do they mostly get help from?
Why?
- How important is family for young people in relation with friendship in
general?
- Is there anything I should know or anyone wants to add/discuss?

Core questions
- What young
people’s dreams
and hopes, future
plans are –
immediate and
long term?

Prompts
- What do young people in current time want to do? What can hinder to
follow their dreams?
- Do you all think I can contact you again if I need more clarification or
more information?

Others
Topic focus
Others
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In-depth interview schedule
Social life
Topic focus
Family

Daily life

Core questions
- Can you tell me
about yourself?

Prompts
- Can you tell me where you were born?
- Whom do you live with?
- How many people live in your household?
- Can you tell me about things you are free to do or restricted to do?
- What are you expected to do – in terms of friends, drugs/alcohol? How
do you think they react if they find out you use alcohol/cigarettes/drugs?
- How does your family react for having friends of different sex or same
sex?
- How do your parents treat you and your sister/brother?
- Can you tell me
- What do you generally do every day?
a bit about how
- How it is different than what you do in weekends?
your everyday and - What are your favourite leisure time activities? How often?
weekend life looks -How is your life affected by current conflict situation in the country?
like?
- Where do you get information about conflict in the country?

Friends and
Hanging out

- Where and how
do you spend time
with them?

School

- How different is
your life in and
outside school?

- Where/how do you meet friends?
- What is the main concern when you hang out?
- How do you spend your money? How do you get money?
- Is there a particular way that you dress/behave when you hang out with
friends?
- What kind of media do you generally use?
- What kinds of movies and music you like?
- How do you access them? How often?
- Can you tell me about any unpleasant or pleasant incidents that you can
remember about hanging out with friends?
- On what kind of things you feel pressurised by friends to do or not to
do? Alcohol? Drugs? Sex? Places to hang out? Study?
- Where do they get drugs from (probes about buying and selling drugs in
school/money)?
- What do you do in school apart from studying?
- How do you behave differently in classroom and school compound
especially with opposite sex?
- What kind of school rules you like or dislike?

Romantic relationships
Topic focus
Romantic
partner

Core questions
- Would you like
to share
something about
your romantic
relationships you
ever had?

Prompts
- How is friendship different than intimate relationship for you? How
do you describe it?
- When did you first had your boyfriend/girlfriend? Where and how
you meet?
- What do you generally do together?
- How any boys or girls should behave in relationship?
- Who should be taking a lead in relationships?
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Dating

- Can you tell me
if you have ever
dated?

Marriage

What is your idea
on marriage?

Intimacy

Can you tell me
what kind of
intimacy do you
share with your
partner?

- What do you want in a relationship?
- How do your parents and friends feel about your relationships? Did
anyone talk about it with you?
- What does relationship means to you? Love? Emotions? Romance?
Sex?
- Where do you get the idea of dating?
- Where do people go for dating?
- How dating starts? How does it happen? What people do in dating?
- What do you do to make your girlfriend/boyfriend do things that you
want her/him to do?
- What keeps the relationship continue or how does it end?
- Does your family approve of dating?
- Do you think marriage is important?
- When are you planning to get married?
- Do you think you will marry your current girlfriend/boyfriend?
- Physical? Emotional? Sexual?
- How important is sex for you in a relationship?
- How important is virginity for you?

Sexual experiences
Topic focus
Learning
about sex

Core questions
Can you tell me
where did you
learn about
sex?

Source of
information

When you need
information on
issue of
relationships or
sex, where do
you get it from?

Prompts
- What does it mean by sex to you? Body changes? Menstruation?
Pregnancy? Romance? Contraception? Biology of
reproduction/sex?
- Do you remember when did you first know about sex? Who told
you? How did you feel or think about it?
- How did your parents inform or discuss about sex related
matters? Why do you think your parents did not talk about sex with
you? Siblings/relatives?
- Would you have liked it if your parents have talked about sex
with you?
- How was school helpful in providing information about sex or
relationships? What kind of topic they taught you in school? How
sex or relationship is discussed in the classroom? Were you free to
ask questions? What did you think of sex-related teaching
methods?
- What information did you find useful? Was it adequate?
-What kind of information shared among friends, with opposite sex
too? Do you believe what they say? Shared like a joke or
seriously?
- What kind of media do you use to search? Radio/ magazines?
TV? Internet? Books?
- What kind of information do you look for? Diseases? HIV?
Risks? Pleasure?
- What do you know about pornography? Where and how do you
get them? Who do you watch with, how often? How do you feel
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Personal
experience

- When was the
first time you
have a sexual
feelings?
- Can you tell
me about your
first sexual
experience?

No
experience

What is making
you not have
sex?

about it?
- If you have questions or problems, are there any other people that
you can talk to about sex openly? Who are they?
- Was there anyone who approached you or you approach them?
What did you talk about?
- What kind of sexual experience you have? Kiss? Sex? With
whom? When and how did it happen? How old were you and your
partner? How did you feel about it? Pleasure? How quickly it
progress?
- Did you force others or you felt forced into it?
- How do you select your partner to kiss or have sex with? How do
you feel about it? Did you get any advice from anyone?
- Did you give or receive gifts or money for doing it?
- Do you know their sexual history? Talk about and use
contraception? If no, why? Did you talk about diseases like STI
and HIV?
- Do you know any services that you feel comfortable going in or
asking information?
- What motivated you to get into it? What kind of feelings you
had? What happen to that relationship or still continues? Did you
have subsequent sexual experiences? With whom?
- Any memorable experiences?
- If you get opportunity would you go for it? Are you ready for it?
If no, why?
- How important is it for you to have or not have sex?
- When will be the right time for you to have sex? With whom?
- Do you feel pressured to not have sex? Is it because that you are
expected to remain virgin until you marry?

Resource and support networks
Topic focus
Resources

Core questions
Can you tell me
when you have
problems who do
you generally get
help from?

Prompts
- What kinds of problems do you generally face? Financial?
Emotional? Health? Study-related? Relationships-related? Sexrelated?
When you are in trouble who do you go for support? Why?
- How important is family for you in relation with friendship in
general?
- Is there anything you want to tell me?

Core questions
- Is there
anything you
want to tell or
add?

Prompts
- Do you think you want to do second interview if I need?
- What are you plans for future – immediate and long-term?

Others
Topic focus
Others
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